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Chapter 1
General Introduction

“We believe now that the solutions [...] in biology is to be sought
in a [...] system theory of the organism which, on the one hand, in
opposition to machine theory, sees the essence of the organism in the
harmony and co-ordination of the processes among one another, but,
on the other hand, does not interpret this co-ordination [...] by means
of a mystical entelechy, but through the forces immanent in the living
system itself.”
Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1933)

Biological development is a dynamic process. Developing organisms are steered
by genes which activate, repress and regulate one another through many diverse
mechanisms; are built up from molecules that bind, react and decay; are com-
posed out of cells that exert forces, deform, grow, differentiate, divide and ap-
optose; and of tissues that converge, extend, engulf and invaginate. And lastly,
as organisms develop, they are selected for, born, reproduce and die. And thus
the developmental program itself evolves. Developmental biology can therefore
be seen through many angles, from genes to protein interactions and metabol-
ism, from cell biology to bio-mechanics, and last but not least, as being driven by
evolution.

In this thesis I will use mathematical and computational techniques to explore
spatial dynamics in plant development. To state it bluntly and in ‘modern terms’
(as the opening quote from 1933 by von Bertalanffy shows), I will adopt a sys-
tems biology approach. It can be argued that developmental biology portrays the
strength and necessity of “systems biology” approaches in all its beauty: to un-
derstand development means understanding a problem of spatial and dynamic
processes that present multiple levels of interaction over intertwined time-scales,
resulting in complex, functional and robust live structures. The systems biology
as presented in this thesis does not aim to handle huge biological datasets nor to
further drive data-gathering techniques. Obviously, new data is essential, and
the theoretical work can contribute to the process of acquiring new data, by mak-
ing its search more guided, directed and efficient. However, in this thesis I will
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1 General Introduction

also show that old data can sometimes be important in a new way, when existing
detailed knowledge is integrated to unexpectedly explain different phenomena.

What this thesis aims to do, is to identify, untangle and comprehend some
of the basic mechanisms underlying plant development, and to help show how
they are linked to diverse findings which may at forehand feel unrelated. In the
search of understanding the complexity of development, I will regularly simplify
with respect to the level of detail of the underlying genetics and biochemistry, but
include ‘complexity’ by allowing for multilevel feedbacks.

1.1 At the interface between multilevel models
and experiments

The work presented within this thesis was not only motivated by experimental
data, but generated results which could be directly ‘translated’ back into the lab,
for example, through insights that served to link seemingly uncorrelated results,
or by suggesting new experiments. As a rule of thumb, for such an alliance
between theoretical and experimental research to work successfully, certain key
requirements should be met regarding the nature of both the experimental and
the theoretical approach.

In particular, as we discuss in Part I of this thesis, the modelling framework
used for the theoretical work is a very important determinant for the kind and
level of insights that can be obtained, which has important consequences for the
way it can be linked to and guide experiments. Although it has to be clear that
insights on very different levels have each their own merit, I found a few rules
of guidance. To facilitate the translation of insights into applicable experiments,
the modelling framework should be able to capture and describe the processes in
such a manner that a mapping between theory and biological observables can be
drawn. Without such a mapping the theoretical explanation cannot be coupled to
specific experiments. To understand the principles by which organisms emerge
through the entanglement of biological levels (such as gene networks, cell-cell
interactions and growth and morphogen patterning, which all occur simultan-
eously), it is helpful to use a multilevel framework which describes these different
levels of biological organisation and their interactions within a physical embed-
ding (Wardlaw, 1968; Green, 1996; Marée, 2000; Hogeweg, 2002; Demongeot et al.,
2003; Davidson, 2008; Engler et al., 2009; Walker & Southgate, 2009). By using it,
it becomes possible to investigate how feedbacks between levels of organisation
yield results that are not present on a single level of description, and whether es-
sential patterns for developmental regulation emerge on mesoscopic levels which
are not coded for explicitly (Hogeweg, 1988). This might have quite some impact
on empirical investigation, as it implies that certain phenomena cannot be attrib-
uted to single components within a hierarchical chain, but rather that it is the
feedbacks between levels that guide the developmental processes.

To illustrate more precisely what is meant with multilevel modelling, Chapter
2 presents an in-depth introduction to the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) (Graner &
Glazier, 1992; Glazier & Graner, 1993; Anderson et al., 2007), which allows for
multiscale modelling, almost per definition, given that the formalism is intrins-
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At the interface between multilevel models and experiments 1.1

ically defined on both a subcellular and a cellular scale. When considering de-
velopment from the perspective of cells, the CPM is a very powerful modelling
framework for exploring how motile cells can organise and develop complex and
structured tissues from a few basic, sub-cellular and cellular level properties. To
demonstrate the potential of the CPM and, in more general, multilevel models,
we review a wide range of simulation studies describing different biological situ-
ations. The examples range from single-cell phenomena such as cell motility and
chemotaxis (in which a multilevel modelling approach is used which combines
internal small G-protein dynamics, cytoskeleton and plasma membrane fluctu-
ations) (Marée et al., 2006), to phenomena at the tissue level such as cell sort-
ing (due to the motility of cells combined with differential cell adhesion) (Mom-
bach et al., 1995; Grieneisen, 2004), tumour growth (in which there is an interplay
between adhesion, cohesion and cell shape) (Grieneisen, 2004) and tissue organ-
isation (due to chemotaxis and differential cell adhesion) (Käfer et al., 2006). Fi-
nally, by reviewing the modelling work on slime mould morphogenesis, we dis-
cuss a beautiful illustration on how even the full life-cycle of a whole organism
can be unravelled through multilevel modelling (Savill & Hogeweg, 1997; Marée
et al., 1999a,b; Marée & Hogeweg, 2001).

The leitmotif of all the examples presented in Chapter 2 is that of organisation
through biophysical interactions. These come forth due to the most remarkable
feature of the CPM formalism, which is that the cell is modelled as a deform-
able object, changing shape as a result of the internal and external forces acting
upon it. To establish a mapping between biological cellular attributes (such as
the cytoskeleton) and the CPM parameters which code for the physical proper-
ties of the cell, we describe how generalised parameters can be qualitatively and
quantitatively linked to the underlying biology (for example, how the simulation
temperature can be linked to the rate kinetics of the actin cytoskeleton). Given
that every model formalism will inevitably, to some degree, yield its particular
‘artifacts’, we here also perform an analysis to understand the frontiers and limits
of the CPM. In particular, we focus on the anisotropy introduced by the underly-
ing simulation grid. Such a study reveals the ‘artifact boundaries’, which allows
us to ensure that simulations of moving cells are within the modelling space in
which insights can be drawn free from spurious outcomes. For the following
chapters of the thesis similar explorations have been done for other models, for
example regarding numerical issues related to auxin transport. Taken together,
the review of Chapter 2 and its suggestions on how to begin inserting the CPM
in a more biophysical and quantitative setting serves as a statement-of-intention
for the modelling strategy adopted in the rest of the work.

Chapter 2 strongly focuses on animal development, while the main focus of
the thesis is the development of plants. While animals often respond through
movement and locomotion, plants continuously organise their growth, forming
new organs, such as roots, leaves and flowers while ceaselessly integrating en-
vironmental information. A similarly dramatic difference exists between plants
and animals at the cellular level. While animal cells can be motile (which the
CPM so very nicely describes), plant cells cannot change their neighbourhood
because of their rigid cell walls. Thus, without the possibility of cell movement,
plant development depends solely on well-organised cell shape changes, orient-
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1 General Introduction

ated divisions and meticulously controlled cell polarity. This not only creates
conceptual differences regarding the underlying mechanisms driving develop-
mental processes within the different kingdoms, but it also requires different or
modified modelling formalisms and strategies to capture those contrasting beha-
viours. In Chapter 3, we therefore move into the realm of plant modelling – the
core of this thesis.

The fascinating spatial particularities of plant forms have since long inspired
unique theories and mathematical modelling approaches, many of which have
later been generalised to non-plant systems. (In fact, the first case to which Tur-
ing applied his famous Turing patterns was plant phyllotaxis (Saunders, 1992).)
Some of these specific strategies of modelling plant development are reviewed
in Chapter 3, in which we describe how different approaches have evolved. By
categorising them according to their level(s) of description, we emphasise the
manner (either implicit or explicit) in which the ‘cell’ manifests itself within each
formalism. We then establish a working definition of ‘heuristic’ and ‘biophysical’
explanations, and discuss how these allow for different degrees of modelling-
experiment interactions. Pitfalls of applying models to experiments (such as
over-fitting) are briefly discussed and exemplified, while strategies that allow for
a modelling-experiment synergy are highlighted.

In Part II of the thesis, motivated by many of the theoretical insights presen-
ted in Part I, I combine recent experimental data with multilevel computational
modelling, to unravel how the dynamics of auxin patterning steers plant devel-
opment. So this is what the second part is about: pages drawn from a larger
expedition-diary describing some of the enchanting paths that I travelled – with
many ingenious companions – during the last years.

1.2 Auxin

The chapters in Part II of the thesis each have a main theme, with its own initial
question, which will be discussed below. However, an important thread that links
the four chapters is composed out of auxin, the (perhaps) most important sig-
nalling molecule in plant development (Leyser & Day, 2003; Leyser, 2005; Delker
et al., 2008).

In fact, auxin not only forms the connecting link between the chapters, but
also permeates as an all encompassing theme the fields of plant development and
plant physiology. Already before its discovery in the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury (Went, 1926, 1928, 1933; Cholodny, 1926, 1927), the general notion of regulat-
ory signalling molecules in plants had been inferred, towards the end of the 19th
century (Ciesielski, 1872; Darwin & Darwin, 1880). Studies on the movements of
plants and how the plant reacts to environmental stimuli such as light and grav-
ity had made clear that a growth-regulating substance was involved (Darwin &
Darwin, 1880). Later, Went (1926, 1928) demonstrated the actual existence of this
mobile substance, which was soon after unmasked from anonymity by Kögl &
Kostermans (1934); Thimann (1935): indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), a small molecule
related to tryptophan, entered plant biology to stay. IAA is the most common nat-
ural occurring type of auxin, but a number of other forms of native and synthetic
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Auxin 1.2

auxins exist as well.
Continuous research since its discovery until the recent years has confirmed

and strengthened auxin’s pivotal position in plant development. Auxin is in-
volved in mediating plant responses to the environment through local and long-
range communication within the plants (Leyser, 2006). Auxin accumulation in-
duces meristem emergence and differentiation of plant cells in a concentration-
dependent manner (Kepinski & Leyser, 2003; Berleth et al., 2004; De Smet & Jür-
gens, 2007). The space within this introduction is too limited to describe all its
involvement in embryogenesis, development and positioning of organs, and to
list all known effects that auxin generates within the diverse plant organs, which
range from lateral root initiation to leaf development (De Smet et al., 2007; Kuh-
lemeier & Reinhardt, 2001). Auxin accomplishes such a plethora of responses by
spreading around within the plant (which it can do over great distances), form-
ing patterns in both concentration and flux. These patterns instruct development,
being read-out by cells in multiple ways.

Auxin is a small molecule (0.175 kDa), and therefore diffuses swiftly in the
cells and cell walls (Kramer et al., 2007). As such, it might not be one’s first choice
for generating patterns, since very high diffusion coefficients typically eradicate
any patterning. However, limitations on auxin passage over the plasma mem-
brane (PM) combined with an intricate distribution of transmembrane pumps
serve to guide continuously auxin around. The limitations are due to the fact
that besides being small, auxin is also a weak acid, which has important implica-
tions for the ease by which auxin can enter or leave a cell in the absence of pumps.
These implications are captured in the chemiosmotic hypothesis: due to the acidic
cell wall, apoplastic auxin is in a neutral state and can easily permeate across the
plasma membrane into the cell; due to the higher pH in the cytosol, however,
once entered into the cytosol it becomes anionic again, and its passage out of the
cell becomes much more difficult (Rubery & Sheldrake, 1973, 1974). Thus, auxin
gets trapped within cells, were it not for the action of auxin efflux carriers. These
efflux carriers, when polarly localised along the PM and in the same polar fashion
along a file of cells, are able to generate a directed auxin flux through the plant
tissue. Besides auxin efflux carriers, also auxin influx carriers have been found,
which are able to increase further the flux of auxin into the cell. Different cell
types within the plant tissue present diverse patterns of efflux carrier localisation
along the PM. In Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, I will explore how auxin distribu-
tions and auxin flux patterns dynamically form in such spatially structured cell
and tissue contexts.

Which proteins are organising the auxin transport over the PM? Or, stated
differently, who are the pumps? From a mathematical perspective it suffices to
know that some carriers pump auxin into the cell and others outwards. How-
ever, the functional overlapping action of some of these transporters is known
to be important to mediate multiple developmental processes, in the sense that
they synergistically interact (Benjamins & Scheres, 2008). Thus, specific descrip-
tions of the different classes of transmembrane proteins within our modelling
frameworks is important for establishing a close mapping between models and
experiments (such as those performed on specific mutants). Moreover, the mod-
elling has the advantage of being able to alter independently, in a tissue-specific
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manner, the expression of transmembrane proteins at specific cellular localisa-
tions (sides of a cell), thereby allowing to dissect the influence of mutations in the
real system. Experimentally, such an analysis is difficult because permeability
manipulation of separate regions or localisations is not trivial.

Four classes of transmembrane proteins are currently known to be implied in
auxin transport: PINs, members of the PIN-FORMED proteins; the AUX1/LAX
protein family; PGP/MDRs, a subset of the P-GLYCOPROTEIN/MULTIDRUG
RESISTANCE ABC transporters; and KUPs, Potassium transporter-like proteins.
PINs are the most important class of auxin efflux carriers (Leyser, 2006). From
the AUX1/LAX protein family, the best-characterised member is AUXIN RES-
ISTANT 1 (AUX1), responsible for enhancing auxin influx (Bennett et al., 1996;
Swarup et al., 2000). Some PGPs are assumed to act as efflux carriers and others
as influx-facilitating proteins (Geisler et al., 2005). KUPs are implicated in auxin
efflux (Vicente-Agullo et al., 2004).

In this thesis, the main players that will come about are the PINs and AUX1.
However, apolar distribution of other classes of transporters will be taken into ac-
count implicitly. The PIN family consists of eight members, most of which have
been shown to present asymmetric cellular localisation and mediate auxin efflux
(Paponov et al., 2005; Petrášek et al., 2006; Wiśniewska et al., 2006). Their func-
tion was initially inferred by the correlation that PINs were polarly expressed
in auxin-transporting tissues and cells (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Müller et al., 1998;
Friml et al., 2002a, 2003), and that their asymmetric expression matched with
what would be expected from auxin efflux carriers as proposed by earlier theoret-
ical work (Mitchison, 1980a). Genetic interferences supported the functional role
of PINs in the auxin efflux, by demonstrating that pin mutants present severely
impaired auxin efflux (Lincoln et al., 1990; Leyser, 2005; Wiśniewska et al., 2006;
Weijers et al., 2005).

The gene family name ‘PIN’ is derived from the phenotype of the pin1 mutant,
which bears a naked shoot alike a pin, lacking flowers and lateral organs (Gäl-
weiler et al., 1998). This phenotype is similar to the developmental outcome res-
ulting from auxin transport inhibitors (Okada et al., 1991). PIN1 is indeed ex-
pressed in the stele cells of stems and roots, and localised preferentially to the
basal side of these cells, consistent with its implication in polar auxin transport.
Additionally, PIN1 was found to be involved in organogenesis (Benková et al.,
2003). The PIN2, PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7 proteins have been similarly linked to
auxin transport. PIN2 is found to be involved in root gravitropic growth (Sieberer
et al., 2000; Abas et al., 2006), PIN3 in shoot differential growth (Friml et al., 2002b),
PIN4 is involved in maintaining the auxin maximum in the root meristem (Sabat-
ini et al., 1999; Friml et al., 2002a), and PIN7 is already involved in early embryo-
genesis (Friml et al., 2003). Recent findings indicate that PIN5 is involved in intra-
cellular transport (Mravec et al., 2009), but functional analysis of the related PIN6
and PIN8 is still lacking. Our work therefore focuses on PIN1, PIN2, PIN3, PIN4
and PIN7 only.

Each PIN can be found to be expressed in multiple regions within the plant tis-
sue, while within each region multiple PINs can be expressed. Moreover, combin-
ations of pin mutants revealed ectopic expression of PIN proteins within mutants
(Blilou et al., 2005), which suggests a feedback between auxin distribution and
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PIN gene expression. This idea is consistent with the observation that many
the molecular players responsible for the auxin transport, such as PINs, are in
fact transcriptionally regulated by auxin (Leyser, 2006). Thus, the mechanisms
by which the auxin distribution patterns are interpreted by the plant – i.e. how
auxin levels are transduced into specific changes in the cell’s gene expression –
are also highly relevant for understanding the establishment of the auxin patterns
themselves.

One of the pathways by which auxin is connected to gene regulation, the
TIR1 pathway, has been well-established (Mockaitis & Estelle, 2008). It can be
briefly described in the following way: Auxin-inducible genes are under control
of Auxin Response Factors (ARFs), a family of transcription factors. At low con-
centrations of auxin, members of a family of proteins named AUX/IAAs (not to
be confused with the importer AUX1 or the hormone itself) bind to the ARFs,
causing a strong transcriptional suppression. TIR1, an F-box subunit of an E3-
ubiquitin ligase (Kepinski & Leyser, 2004) (or one of its close relatives, which
have been named AFBs) forms a complex with SCF. When auxin enters the cell, it
binds to TIR1, which strongly increases the otherwise low affinity of the SCF-TIR1
complex for its AUX/IAA substrate. This marks AUX/IAA for degradation and
thereby releases the repression of auxin-inducible genes in an auxin-dependent
manner (Dharmasiri et al., 2005; Kepinski & Leyser, 2005; Tan et al., 2007). Al-
though we do not explicitly model this pathway, we do include the resulting
dose-dependent effects of auxin on cellular behaviour (such as growth, mitosis
and protein up-regulation).

Although the canonical TIR1-dependent auxin signalling pathway, which in-
volves auxin-mediated gene expression, can explain a very wide range of auxin-
induced responses, some early auxin responses follow auxin treatment on a very
short time-scale (within 30–45 min), below the response time needed for the in-
duction of the transcription and actual protein availability (Calderon-Villalobos
et al., 2006). Moreover, recent experimental findings – on which Chapter 7 is based
– reveal activation of Rhos of Plants (ROPs) by auxin on a time-scale less than a
minute (Xu et al., 2009) pointing towards other, non-canonical auxin pathways.
There is also evidence of a non-canonical signalling pathway involved in PIN loc-
alisation. For example, Paciorek et al. (2005) proposed that local auxin inhibits the
endocytosis of PINs from the PM. Their observations have later been supported
by the finding that at high auxin concentrations clathrin-mediated endocytosis
of PINs is inhibited (Dhonukshe et al., 2007). Importantly, this auxin-mediated
inhibition of PIN endocytosis was found not to require protein synthesis (Teale
et al., 2006; Woodward & Bartel, 2005).

1.3 Initial questions

Below we give a brief description of the background concerning the initial (auxin-
triggered) entry questions for each chapter.
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1.3.1 The root meristem and the auxin maximum

The overall plant body possesses a longitudinal and radial axis, already apparent
in the early phases of the embryonic structure. As early as in the two-cell pro-
embryo the longitudinal axis is established, determining the regions from which
the shoot and and the root develop (Scheres et al., 1994; Willemsen & Scheres,
2004; Jenik & Barton, 2005; Nawy et al., 2008). Both organs grow (and differenti-
ate) due to the action of distal meristems. While shoots extend upwards to form
leaves and flowering structures, roots grow and branch underneath the ground
to offer support and nutrient uptake for the rest of the plant.

Meristems are the distal regions which contain the stem cells, from which or-
ganogenesis and establishment of cell patterning and differentiation takes place.
Root patterning and growth can thus to a large extent be traced back to the activ-
ity of the root meristem. Those cells that continuously give rise to new cell types
– called the initials – remain located at the tip of the root due to asymmetric cell
divisions (van den Berg et al., 1998; Aida et al., 2004). In the case of the Arabidop-
sis thaliana (the thale cress or mouse-ear cress, and focus of this thesis), its root
consists of a limited set of well-defined cell types (15 in total), organised along
its radial axis. Most of these cell types are constrained within cell files, such that
at a first approximation a one-dimensional radial map can be made. Moving
along the radial axis inwards, we come across the epidermis, the cortex, the en-
dodermis, the pericycle and the central bundle of vascular tissue.

Due to mitotic activity and growth and expansion of cells, a second dimen-
sion of organisation establishes along the longitudinal axis of the root (Scheres,
1997; Benfey & Scheres, 2000). At its distal end, the cells that are generated by
the initials give rise to many others by undergoing a series of cell divisions. This
results in a region of small dividing cells, the meristem zone (MZ) (Baskin, 2000).
Although, measured from the root tip, the size of the MZ slowly expands over
the course of days, most cells effectively ‘leave’ the MZ after just a few cell di-
visions, as they become located increasingly further away from the root tip itself
(Beemster & Baskin, 1998). As these cells progressively mature, their division rate
diminishes and instead cell expansion becomes predominant. This region of rap-
idly expanding cells is called the elongation zone (EZ). Cells in this zone are thus
longer, do not divide, present vacuoles and are surrounded by larger cell walls.
Proximal to the EZ, the differentiation zone (DZ) begins, marked by the cessation
of cell expansion and the initiation of differentiation features such as the form-
ation of root hairs from the epidermal layer and lateral root initiation. Despite
clear differences in some genes regarding these zonations, the cell type identity
of each cell file can be distinctly found back in micro array expression data clus-
tering (Birnbaum et al., 2003; Birnbaum & Benfey, 2004; Brady et al., 2007).

The different cell types within the root tissue come about as a consequence of
the manner in which cell files are laid down by periclinal and anticlinal divisions
within the stem cell niche. At the core of the root tip, embedded within the stem
cell niche and protected by the distal root cap (columella cells), a subset of cells
has been found to maintain the necessary genetic signalling and instructions re-
quired to organise correctly the stem cell niche and thereby the tissue layout of
the root. These cells, labelled Quiescent Cells (QC) by Clowes (1959), undergo
very little mitotic activity, and yet are the active source of cells during root ini-
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tiation or regeneration following damage. What determines the localisation and
differentiation of the QC? The phytohormone auxin, which is known to provoke
cell divisions and growth in the root at intermediate and low concentration levels,
respectively, is in fact at high concentration levels essential for the maintenance
of the stem cell niche identity (Sabatini et al., 2003).

The highly organised and seemingly stable cell-lineage patterning of the root
meristem, which extends all through the root, should not mask the very dynam-
ical nature of roots. An Arabidopsis root can grow up to 800 µm/h, respond grav-
itropically, and, as the root drills its way into the soil, rotate in a cork-screw fash-
ion (Zieschang et al., 1997; Thompson & Holbrook, 2004; Wagner, 2007b; Moulia
& Fournier, 2009). Nevertheless, during root growth the stem cell niche and the
auxin maximum that maintains it remain stably focused at the right location.

Understanding the development of plants implies understanding the main-
tenance and establishment of meristems. In the root meristem, this further trans-
lates into understanding how auxin is localised in such a focused and stable man-
ner, being able to establish the QC. Thus, in Chapter 4 we ask the initial question,
which all others stem from: how does the root establish and maintain an auxin
maximum?

1.3.2 Morphogen gradients in plants

A classical question in development is how tissue-level organisation arises from
a field of ‘identical cells’ (that are initially in the same differentiation state), form-
ing crisp and stable boundaries (Turing, 1952; Wolpert, 1969). The notion of
morphogen gradients providing positional information has become one of the
possible frameworks to answer this question, gaining support by biological evid-
ence from many diverse systems. However, debates on robustness, stability and
necessary conditions for morphogen-mediated positional information make clear
that many basic problems are far from solved. In fact, one can even question the
question itself: to explain boundary formation through morphogens, how reas-
onable is it to start with a field of identical cells in the first place?

Using my work on auxin transport developed in Chapter 4, I wish to con-
tribute to this debate by adopting a broader view on morphogen gradients. The
concept of morphogen gradients is often based on a narrow, traditional definition
that a gradient is necessarily formed by a morphogen emanating from a source
while decay determines its profile (or variations on this theme). In contrast, while
answering the previous question on how the auxin maximum is established, us-
ing experimental observations regarding tissue structure and cellular and sub-
cellular properties of the Arabidopsis root, the model additionally yields a graded
distribution of the phytohormone auxin throughout the root, with a maximum at
the root tip, without a (localised) source and/or decay.

Still, there are of course many ways of generating morphogen gradients, the
most simple of them resulting in similar profiles as the ones found in the in silico
root. What (if any) are the added features that the system described in Chapter 4
generates, which could not be captured by, for example, a traditional source and
decay model? In other words, from the perspective of a theoretician, why bother
going through the trouble of constructing a relatively complicated model, when
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much more parsimonious and mathematically elegant solutions are possible and
available? The issue is that when one talks about a solution, the problem should
also be well-defined. This is not always the case in biology, where the discov-
ery of unexpected, more complex mechanisms typically point into the direction
that there are constraints on how the system operates which we are unaware of,
which can be physiological, developmental or evolutionary constraints (Lander,
2007). In the light of evolution, it can be argued that the morphogen gradients
we experimentally observe today have been performing extremely well for the
required particularities needed for the development of that organism. The idea
that the main problem of a morphogen is to establish a graded pattern such that
it can guide cell differentiation resembling a “French flag” (Wolpert, 1969) is in-
structive to initiate the discussion on the subject, but by far not the only ‘problem’
a morphogen has to solve. In fact, many other issues simultaneously need to be
satisfied, relating to both the spatial and the temporal dynamics of pattern forma-
tion, as well as the morphogen gradient dependencies on biophysical parameters,
growth and noise. Typically when a mechanism is shown to do well in handling
one of these issues, it compromises another.

I therefore will analyse mathematically and through computer simulations al-
ternative mechanisms that generate comparable gradients, to study what require-
ments are posed by the typical temporal and spatial characteristics of root growth,
and to analyse in what ways the dynamics of the distributions react differently
to perturbations. In short, by comparing the mechanism that I found and which
is supported by the experimental data to other classical morphogen-generating
mechanisms, it becomes more apparent what are the advantages gained by the
more complex case used in the root.

Thus, the difference in the standpoint we take in Chapter 5 is the following:
whereas Chapter 4 is greatly motivated by the question of “how?” a certain phe-
nomenon manifests itself and why it performs so well, in Chapter 5 we wonder
“why not?” another mechanism.

1.3.3 Rhizotaxy and the distribution of auxin maxima

A major challenge of plant development is the understanding of the de novo post-
embryonic formation of distal meristems, because the positioning of new primor-
dia determines the mature plant architecture. The major activity of the distal mer-
istem, explored in Chapter 4, is the establishment and maintenance of the primary
tissue of the root, which basically increases the root’s length and, to lesser extent,
its diameter. However, from the primary root lateral roots emerge. In a sim-
ilar manner as the QC is maintained and can be formed by an auxin maximum,
lateral root initiation is regulated by concentrated high levels of auxin within spe-
cific pericycle cells, giving rise to the lateral roots. In fact, auxin also steers each
subsequent stage of lateral root development (Casimiro et al., 2003; Woodward &
Bartel, 2005; Swarup et al., 2008).

Consequently, positioning of auxin maxima along the longitudinal axis of the
root determines where the lateral roots are being formed, and thus the overall
architecture and functioning of the root. The functions of the root – mechanical
anchorage of plants to the ground, foraging, absorbing and transporting miner-
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als and water, and storage of metabolic energy – combined with its subterranean
environment, has had an huge evolutionary impact on defining its typical archi-
tecture, namely one of a highly ramified structure. There are many variations to
the basic morphology of root systems, strongly dependent on the habitat and size
of the plant (Beck, 2005). While focusing on Arabidopsis, I would like to describe
general features of the wide class of tap roots (gymnosperms and dicotyledons).

In simple terms, the architecture of roots is due to the positioning of lateral
roots (secondary root meristems) along the main primary root axis. This break
in symmetry is closely related to both the radial and the circumferential axis of
the root, because only one specific narrow internal layer localised between the
vascular tissues and the endodermis – the pericycle – is potentially meristematic,
and only if the pericycle cells are localised in the vicinity of one of the (in the
case of Arabidopsis two) xylem bundles. After the initial redifferentiation of the
pericycle cells, which is followed by a number of anticlinal and periclinal cell di-
visions, a new root meristem emerges through the external layers of the primary
axis. The pattern formed by the positions of the lateral roots is called rhizotaxy.
Typically, rhizotaxy bears the following properties: (i) right-left alternating sym-
metry (Beeckman et al., 2001); (ii) spacing between lateral roots; and (iii) zone of
competence of lateral root emergence (Nibau et al., 2008). More specifically, (i)
although there is not such a strict periodical pattern in rhizotaxy as there is in the
positioning of primordia on the shoot (phyllotaxis), lateral roots tend to emerge
in a somewhat alternating pattern, a reversing ‘left-right-edness’. This pattern
can be partially explained by the circumferential asymmetry given by the xylem.
However, it is not clear why there seems to be an alteration of sides. (ii) The spa-
cing between lateral roots is also striking. It is observed that lateral roots avoid to
emerge in the close vicinity of already existing primordia, suggesting that some
form of lateral inhibition between emergence points exists. And finally, (iii) it
is only within the DZ of the principal root that lateral primordia are initiated,
thereby defining a zone of competence.

The main question is how these three properties that are related to the archi-
tectural properties can be linked back to the cellular decision on the pericycle-cell
level. It might be no surprise that it is known that polar auxin transport is import-
ant for generating domains of auxin maxima at the sites of lateral root initiation
and outgrowth (Benková et al., 2003).

Thus, in Chapter 6 we ask, from a cell-based perspective, how auxin maxima
positioning takes place to instruct pericycle cells to undergo the redifferentiation
needed for initiating lateral root primordia.

1.3.4 Cell polarity and auxin

Plant development is greatly dependent on the establishment of cellular asym-
metries on the level of cell shape (Rolland-Lagan et al., 2003; Coen et al., 2004), as
well as on the level of the distribution of subcellular components (Swarup et al.,
2000; Reinhardt et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005; Scarpella et al., 2006). In fact, these
two levels are often difficult to untie. Cell shape changes come about through
intracellular positioning of molecules, and, as we will see in Chapters 6 and 7,
cell shape biases intracellular dynamics. Moreover, coordination of cell polarity
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and/or cell shape changes over multiple cells leads to the formation of tissue
polarity. As a working definition, we consider cell polarity the generation of or-
der on the subcellular level, i.e. the general phenomenon of non-homogeneous
distribution of membrane-bound proteins, cytoskeleton and differential cell wall
properties.

Plants display an awe-inspiring array of polarised cell types, from the conser-
vative apical-basal polarity of root cells, to the picturesque leaf epidermal pave-
ment cells (PCs), presenting complex cell shapes due to multiple axes of polarity.
The regulation of these different kinds of polarity is key for the establishment of
the plant body (as can be seen in Chapters 4 to 6), and for vital functions such
as directed growth, fertilisation, nutrient uptake and pathogenic and symbiotic
interactions (Beck, 2005; Boutté et al., 2007). One of the aims of plant polarity
research is to understand how cells coordinate it to cause functional cell shape
changes over the tissue (Grebe, 2004).

Plant cells are encased in a relatively rigid cellulose cell wall, which impedes
cell motility as we know it from animal cells. Nevertheless, molecular evidence
from higher plants reveal that plant cells possess a core machinery similar to the
one required for motility of animate cells (Mathur, 2005). Indeed, both animal
and plant cells present similarly regulated actin and microtubule dynamics, in
both cases driving the shape changes (Mathur, 2004b; Smith & Oppenheimer,
2005; Mathur, 2006). While motile cells move through a combination of retraction
at the rear and leading edge extension, using cytoskeletal-derived forces on the
cell membrane, in contrast plant cells expand through a complex, cytoskeletal-
mediated vesicle trafficking which locally triggers modifications in the cell wall
flexibility (Wasteneys & Fujita, 2006; Wasteneys & Collings, 2006).

PINning down polarity. In plant polarity establishment, auxin has again been
found to play a major role, up to the ability to induce tissue polarity (Grebe, 2004).
There is good evidence that polarity in PIN localisation not only serves to ‘mark’
the polarity of cells (for example, the apical-basal cell polarity in roots, so well
characterised by the polar localisation of their PINs), but that it might also be
involved in generating and maintaining it (Fischer et al., 2006; Geldner, 2009).

Although confocal images of labelled PIN (or AUX1) proteins in plant tissue
usually reveal seemingly stable asymmetrical protein localisation at the PM, this
is a misleading picture as it is in fact resulting from highly dynamical processes
involving PIN internalisation, endocytic transport and proteasomal degradation.
Consequently, cells are able to readjust quickly the expression of auxin carriers.
Recent studies point into the direction that auxin has a direct effect on these pro-
cesses (Paciorek et al., 2005; Dhonukshe et al., 2008b,a), demonstrated by the direct
action of auxin on the trafficking and stability of PIN proteins. Vesicle traffick-
ing is a process that is strongly dependent on the cytoskeletal structure, which
might indicate that PIN localisation is directly coupled the cytoskeletal dynam-
ics as well. Despite the accumulating evidence that exocytosis and endocytosis
rates can be modulated by exogenous auxin, it is still not clear how an internal
directionality is established to allow for subcellular asymmetry of auxin-carrier
localisation. A series of experiments (through tubulin and actin depolymerisa-
tion) suggest that PIN polarisation is not simply dictated by cytoskeletal cues –
albeit that actin dynamics do influence it, since inhibitors of polar auxin trans-
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port appear to act through stabilisation of actin microfilaments (Dhonukshe et al.,
2008a).

Moreover, understanding actin dynamics requires unravelling, among others,
how cells control localised actin filament polymerisation, which influences exo-
cytosis and thus indirectly auxin transport (Vantard & Blanchoin, 2002; Yalovsky
et al., 2008). I thereby return to the initial question as to how an initial break of
symmetry can take place, leading to cell polarity. This question resembles – em-
bedded within another level – the one asked in Section 1.3.2 on how initially equi-
valent cells can become different from one another. As before, one can be critical
about the validity of posing this question, since an individual cell does not of-
ten allow for a distinction to be drawn between propagation and maintenance of
polarity on the one hand and its de novo generation on the other hand (Geldner,
2009). However, when observing PIN localisation changes during embryogen-
esis and PC formation, a gradual polarisation from a non-polar state suggests a
smooth onset of polarisation.

Small G-proteins. The fascinating similarity between animal and plant cells
in the organisation of cytoskeletal elements in the regions of active protrusive
growth and cell wall extension, respectively, is also parallelled by a striking con-
served molecular mechanism responsible for the creation and organisation of
these ‘extension fronts’. The key players underlying cell polarity in plants, pro-
teins from a unique subfamily of the Rho-family GTPases, ROPs, are very sim-
ilar to polarity determinants in animals (Berken & Wittinghofer, 2008). Both
belong to the family of small G-proteins. Also shared with animals, ROPs are
switched between active and inactive forms by Guanine Exchange Factors (GEFs)
and GTPase-Activating Proteins (GAPs) (although the GEFs are not homolog-
ous to the ones in animals), while Guanine Disassociation Inhibitors (GDIs) bring
the inactive forms into the cytosol. ROPs integrate diverse signals that down-
stream converge on actin polymerisation and microtubule dynamics (Mathur,
2004a; Berken, 2006). The underlying mechanisms regulating polarity between
animals and plants thus exhibit an amazing evolutionarily conservation, given
that their last common ancestor existed over one-and-a-half billion years ago,
before the rise of multicellularity, and given that their patterns of growth and
behaviour have become different in so many ways (Cvrčkova et al., 2004).

Fitting together jigsaw-puzzle pieces. The interaction between ROPs, auxin
and plant cell polarity is recently being addressed for different cell types (Fu et al.,
2002; Jones et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2005; Klahre & Kost, 2006; Hwang et al., 2008).
An exciting and intricate plant paradigm system in which the full complexity of
polarity comes together, is the development of PCs. PCs grow from somewhat
axial but relatively symmetric shapes into complex forms that resemble pieces
from a jigsaw puzzle. The cells grow multiple lobes, which fit perfectly into the
indentations of the neighbouring cells, generating interdigitating patterns. The
process of interdigitation occurs across the whole leaf, which implies tissue-scale
coordination (Settleman, 2005). At the basis of the cell shape changes that PCs
undergo lies the spatial distribution of ROPs, with ROP2 and ROP4 active in the
lobes, and ROP6 active in the indentations, generating the required cytoskeletal
organisation (Fu et al., 2002, 2005; Mathur, 2006; Wu et al., 2008). Similarly to the
case of the root-hair, recent experimental findings show that auxin is a determin-
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ant in the polarisation of PCs, and that PINs are involved (Xu et al., 2009).
Focusing on PCs in developing cotyledons of Arabidopsis, we will combine

ROP dynamics with auxin dynamics. Based on recently discovered molecular
players (Xu et al., 2009), in Chapter 7, instead of begging the question of the
auxin-dependent cell polarity and tissue polarity, we ask the question as to how
two cells can coordinate their emerging polarities through the interplay of ROP-
mediated intracellular patterning and auxin-mediated intercellular cell-cell com-
munication.

1.4 Unexpected answers

These initial questions that guided the research in this thesis led to a rich set of
understanding and insights on plant development, often beyond the scope of the
original question. This generated a realm of new ideas which can guide future
research. So finally, in the concluding Chapter 8 I will integrate the insights of
this thesis and discuss the future directions they point into.
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Verdade

A porta da verdade estava aberta,
mas só deixava passar
meia pessoa de cada vez.

Assim não era possível atingir toda a verdade,
porque a meia pessoa que entrava
só trazia o perfil de meia verdade.
E sua segunda metade
voltava igualmente com meio perfil.
E os meios perfis não coincidiam.

Arrebentaram a porta. Derrubaram a porta.
Chegaram ao lugar luminoso
onde a verdade esplendia seus fogos.
Era dividida em metades
diferentes uma da outra.

Chegou-se a discutir qual a metade mais bela.
Nenhuma das duas era totalmente bela.
E carecia optar. Cada um optou conforme
seu capricho, sua ilusão, sua miopia.

Carlos Drummond de Andrade
(Brazilian poet, 1902–1987)

“Truth in science can be defined as the working hypothesis best
suited to open the way to the next better one.”

Konrad Lorenz
(Austrian ethologist, 1903 –1989)
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2 CPM and Biophysical Properties of Cells, Tissues and Morphogenesis

Abstract

In this chapter we examine the properties of the Cellular Potts Model (CPM)
formalism which make it preeminently suitable for modelling biological cells.
The most outstanding feature in which CPM differs from other modelling form-
alisms, is that a cell is modelled as a deformable object, and takes its shape from
a combination of internal and external forces which act upon it. The energy min-
imisation based CPM formalism enables us to integrate these forces acting at dif-
ferent scales. We map the parameters of the basic CPM formalism to physical
and biological properties of cells. We show through those mappings that the
modelling formalism is a powerful tool for investigating a large range of biolo-
gical questions, from those concerning biophysical properties of single cells, cell
motion, tissue level properties, all the way up to understanding the full morpho-
genesis and life-cycle of an organism.

2.1 Introduction

The CPM is a spatial grid-based formalism that allows for mesoscopic cell de-
scription (Glazier & Graner, 1993): a cell is defined over a region composed of
multiple lattice sites, with constraints acting on its area, while experiencing inter-
actions at its boundary. The dynamics are based on the free energy minimisation
principle, and generated by means of Monte Carlo simulations utilising a Met-
ropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953). Effectively, this means that cell mo-
tion comes about from the overall minimisation of the energy of deformation and
stretching of the membrane through stochastic fluctuations, in which the global
and local forces upon a cell edge are resolved (Graner, 1993). It allows us to study
dynamics of biological cells which cannot be (easily) described with other meth-
ods that treat cells as unit-pixels or centre-of-mass based (deformable rigid body)
entities. This is both due to the intrinsic mesoscopic nature of the CPM, and
due to its ability to describe potentially complex (local) deformations of the cell
(such as epithelial cells stretching around a blood vessel or the dendritic shape
of DCs in lymph nodes). Cell dynamics, both in the CPM and in reality, are due
to this entanglement of subcellular cell deformations with cell properties like cell
size. Moreover, cells do not displace as fixed units, but by successive subcellular
movements, in which at any time a large part of the cell is stationary, connected
to other cells or substrate. Essentially, protrusions are being created in the front
and dismantling is occurring at the rear, while the centre contacts remain stable,
as is the case in the CPM.

The CPM does not explicitly describe effective forces acting upon a cell, in
contrast to other model-formalisms (see e.g. Rubinstein et al., 2005). Generally,
the force-based approach relies on the main assumption that the movement of
the centre of mass of the cell, or of its subdivisions, can be adequately described
by a limited number of forces acting upon or between them. This strategy is well
suited for describing objects that undergo limited deformation. However, the
CPM is a good formalism to adopt for any study in which it becomes relevant to
take into account that cells are highly deformable, that the movement of each po-
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sition depends on the movement of the rest of the cell (e.g. via turgor pressure),
that cell membrane dynamics are locally highly correlated, but not fixed to the
movement of the centre of mass, and that fluctuations play an important role in
the nature of cell protrusion and motility. To represent the above aspects with ex-
plicit forces acting on each position of the membrane leads to a huge proliferation
of variables, forces, and effects that have to be considered, and is very cumber-
some. By computing changes in the Hamiltonian, local forces at the periphery of
the cell are described implicitly (via energy gradients with respect to the position
of each membrane element). The cell, by energetically exploring its configura-
tional space, is effectively being subjected to forces on a microscopic level, but
without them having to be defined explicitly.

In the following sections, we will show how one can relate the ‘material’ prop-
erties of individual cells, such as deformability and adhesion, and tissue proper-
ties, such as surface tension, to morphogenetic processes. This is a pivotal issue in
biology, because it will clarify to what extent developmental processes are emer-
ging from ‘simple’ cell properties, which will lead to a better understanding of
the developmental program of organisms.

2.2 Basic formalism

The implementation of the model is extensively presented in Glazier et al. (2007).
Summing up: at each Monte Carlo time step, a random sampling through the
lattice is done to determine whether pixels change their state into the state of one
of their randomly chosen neighbours. This change (denoted here as “copying”)
corresponds to small deformations of the membrane (or any other boundary of a
defined structure). To determine whether copying will occur, one calculates the
Hamiltonian (H), which basic structure is of the form

H = ∑
ij

∑
i′ j′

Jτ(σij),τ(σi′ j′ )

(
1− δσij ,σi′ j′

)
+ ∑

σ

λ
(

aσ − Aτ(σ)

)2
. (2.1)

The Kronecker delta term
(

1− δσij ,σi′ j′

)
simply assures that neighbouring lattice

sites of the same state (i.e. belonging to the same cell) do not contribute to the
total energy of the system. Additional terms can be added to the Hamiltonian
that either refer to mesoscopic properties of the cell (such as total perimeter), or
to an external field to which the cell responds (such as a chemoattractant field,
possibly produced by the cells themselves). As a result of the general form of
Eq. 2.1 with positive J values, large bending fluctuations of the cell membrane,
as well as large expansion or compression in the cell size, are avoided (due to
first and second term, respectively). In a 2D model, H is a function of the cell
area and the boundary length, corresponding in 3D to volume and surface area.
Jτ(σij),τ(σi′ j′ )

is the coupling energy per boundary site between a cell site (of state

σij and cell type τ(σij)) and an adjoining site (of state σi′ j′ and cell type τ(σi′ j′));
aσ is the actual cell area, Aτ(σ) the target area, and λ an ‘inelasticity’ constant (a
Lagrange multiplier, see Glazier et al., 2007) that affects the constraint on cell area
deformation.
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Given a Hamiltonian, the energy of a certain configuration is determined, and
the copying of the random neighbour to the chosen site is tested: the energies of
the two configurations, before and after copying trial, are compared by comput-
ing the net change of energy,

∆H = Hafter −Hbefore . (2.2)

Note that the calculation of ∆H only requires information about the chosen site
and its neighbours. The copying trial is then accepted with probability

p(σij → σi′ j′) =

{
1 if ∆H < −Y ,

e(−
∆H+Y

T ) if ∆H ≥ −Y ,
(2.3)

where Y represents a yield – the ability of the membrane to resist a force –, and T
(simulation temperature) determines the fluctuations. Eq. 2.3 states that configur-
ational changes that lower the energy by at least Y are always accepted, whereas
all other changes are made using the Boltzmann probability. That is to say, if
the energy were to increase much due to such a change, that change becomes
extremely improbable. Often Y is set to zero, which is how it was first implemen-
ted. The typical unit of time in the CPM is the Monte Carlo step (MCS), which is
defined as a series of random copy trials, equal in length to the total number of
lattice sites.

Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.3 describe the whole model formalism. This quite limited
set of components, however, produces a wide range of cell behaviours, which
we will analyse through the individual roles of each component. As will become
evident, the spectacular spectrum of cell behaviours is in fact mediated through
the cell’s capacity to deform. One could say that in the CPM, cell shape is the
leitmotif of morphogenesis.

2.3 Forces on a cell (∆H and Y)

The energy-based description of the CPM can be linked to more direct meas-
urable concepts such as forces acting upon a cell, by observing that ∆H can be
interpreted as the force applied to a local membrane element of the cell (because
the negative gradient of a potential in a conservative system is the force). How do
forces act on cells? Biological cells are actually highly dissipative objects (given
the internal structure within a microscopic scale), for which viscosity dominates
inertia (Graner, 1993). Consequently, the effect of forces acting upon cells can be
best described as being within the Aristotelian regime, i.e. F ∼ v. Likewise, the
CPM does not describe any inertia. Once ∆H is perceived as a force, it becomes
clear from Eq. 2.3 that Y is in fact an opposing force, a resistance intrinsic to the
cell. It is a property of the membrane itself and not of the field or interactions
of the cell. This resistance of the membrane to deform could be, e.g. due to the
cortex of the cell.

Generalising this concept, the addition of any term to Eq. 2.2 in the form of
an offset to ∆H means introducing a force. Similarly, additional terms in the
Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.1, are energy terms that give rise to forces. They are equivalent
concepts. To illustrate, chemotaxis can be described by changing Eq. 2.2 into
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∆H = Hafter −Hbefore − µ(csite − cneighbour) , (2.4)

where c represents the chemoattractant concentration values at both sites, the one
copying (‘neighbour’) and the one being copied into (‘site’). The term was first
introduced by Savill & Hogeweg (1997) to describe the chemotactic response of
Dictyostelium cells to cAMP. Here, the membrane is experiencing forces into the
directions of the chemoattractant, with a strength set by µ. What type of beha-
viour does this generate within a simulation? Figure 2.1 shows that within a lin-
ear chemoattractant gradient, a cell is indeed not accelerated, but instead moves
with constant velocity. Within a realistic range of parameters (i.e. the cell should
not fall apart due to the applied forces), the relationship between the velocity
and chemotactic strength is approximately linear, i.e. in the Aristotelian regime.
Figure 2.1 also shows the effect of Y on motion: with higher yield cells move
with reduced speed. Note, however, that in this description of chemotaxis, we
leave out the internal cell dynamics, such as receptor kinetics and cytoskeleton
turnover, which are the processes that are actually underlying the generation of
the forces that are applied, from the inside, on the membrane. In Section 2.6.2
we discuss in detail how this gap can be bridged, and why such a “shortcut” is
appropriate.

Forces acting upon the cell do not only cause the cells to displace, but also
to deform (see Figure 2.2a–c). This can be exploited by, inversely, analysing the
cell deformations to determine stresses within a tissue (both experimental as in
CPM simulations). As a basic example, we show how the Young modulus (the
rate of change of stress with strain) and Poisson’s ratio (the ratio of transverse
contraction strain to longitudinal extension strain in the direction of stretching
force) of a cell can be determined for a CPM simulation by means of applying a
x-directional-force (through ∆H) on the extremities of a 2D cell and measuring
the resultant change in length and height of the equilibrated cell (which we do by
calculating the inertia tensor). In this case, the Poisson’s ratio is simply the ratio
of change in height over that of length, while the Young modulus is the slope
of the applied ∆H as a function of the relative variation of the cell’s length (see
Figure 2.2d,e). The continuation of studies analysing material properties within
the CPM is a most called for and promising field of research, as it can help to
further link simulation parameters to measurable biophysical properties of cells,
which should make it possible to obtain both realistic parameters for the CPM, as
well as realistic estimates of forces within a tissue. Also, it is of pivotal import-
ance to the understanding of development, because it is becoming increasingly
clear that mechanotransduction (the ability of a cell to react towards mechanical
stimuli of its environment, through stresses and strains) plays an important role
(Farge, 2003; Scott & Stainier, 2003).

2.4 Cell deformation and adhesion (J)

Multicellular aggregates have the property of rounding up when in suspension
(or when in contact to surfaces they do not adhere to) in a manner resembling
oil droplets in water. Moreover, cells within an aggregate tend to sort themselves
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in distinct segregation patterns also resembling immiscible fluids that separate
(Armstrong & Niederman, 1972; Steinberg, 1975; Thomas & Steinberg, 1981). To
properly link these observables, the cellular system should satisfy some con-
ditions. It should be formed out of coherent subunits endowed with motility.
Whereas liquids have molecules as subunits, tissues have cells. Molecules move
thermodynamically whereas in tissues cells move through extensions and con-
tractions. Taking this into account, Steinberg (1963, 1975) formulated the differ-
ential adhesion hypothesis (DAH), where cells are analogous with liquids with
distinct superficial tensions. This later inspired Glazier & Graner (1993) to intro-
duce the DAH into a model formalism which we now know as the CPM.

Within the CPM, the DAH is implemented by attributing different interaction
values between different cell types. Moreover, because these interaction energies
act only on interfaces, they give rise to an energy which is proportional to the
length of the boundary, due to which we can define surface tensions γ. Please
refer to Glazier et al. (2007) for a discussion about tensions.

The interaction values (Jτ,τ′ ) can be termed either as cohesion or adhesion.
Although the word adhesion is often used for both, as a more strict definition,
cohesion is between cells of the same type, adhesion between cells of different
types. The first results from cadherin molecule interactions, while the second can
be of two forms. When the adhesion refers to the interaction between cells and
substrates, Jc,s, it is describing the biological interaction mediated by integrins
that form focal adhesion points with the substrate’s extracellular medium com-
ponents, such as for example fibronectin. Adhesion between different cell types,
however, continues to be a result of cadherin interactions (although different cad-
herins might be involved).

2.4.1 Pure cell sorting

Although the surface tensions determine the final equilibrium configuration of
biological systems (for example in a cell-sorting experiment) the evolution towards
this equilibrium is affected by the simulation temperature T and the values J,
which both act on the amount of deformation a cell undergoes. If both paramet-
ers are multiplied by a constant, αT, αJ, we simply scale the system in such a way
that the evolution towards the equilibrium is unaltered. In contrast, keeping the
surface tensions constant while varying the values of J, implies the addition of an
offset to the J values, which cannot be correctly scaled through the temperature.
A different energy landscape is thus formed, although the global minimum re-
mains the same. To illustrate this effect, we simulate cell sorting of two cell types
– dark, d, and light, l, cells –, with surface tensions that fulfil the total engulfment
requirement γd,M > γl,M + γd,l (light tissue surrounding dark tissue), where M
represents medium. We run three simulations from random initial 2D conditions,
for different values of J while keeping the surface tensions fixed. The evolution of
three different cell-sorting observables of the system are shown in Figure 2.3, from
which it becomes clear that cell sorting is slower for higher J values. This is due to
the system getting trapped for longer periods in local minima, as a consequence
of a reduction of the amount of deformation that the cells undergo. Thus, one
way to understand the cell-sorting results of Figure 2.3, is that higher interaction
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Figure 2.1: Cell speed and chemotaxis.
(a): Speed of motion in 3D simulation of cells moving up a chemoattractant gradi-
ent as a function of chemotaxis strength µ, for cells without yield (solid line) and
with yield (dashed line). Cell speed v, in pixels per MCS, is effectively linear. (b):
This linear regime does not apply for large µ values.

energies more strongly penalise deformations, making it cumbersome for cells to
explore their neighbourhood. Indeed, by comparing Figure 2.3d with Figure 2.3e,
a significant reduction in cell deformation is seen (Figure 2.3f): the simulation
with lower J values sorts out more efficiently, while giving rise to cells with more
“ruffled” membranes.

As a general feature of surface-tension driven cell sorting, we see that sorting
logarithmically slows down with time, i.e. the decrease in the number of clusters
over time gives an approximately straight line on a log-log scale, which means
that the sorting slows down as a power-law. Note that variations in cluster num-
ber are much larger than variations in either neighbour-type correlation or total
interface, which decrease much more smoothly (Figure 2.3b,c).

The characteristic slowing down of the sorting implies, from a biological per-
spective, that morphogenetic processes would take very long to finalise. One can
therefore ponder if another effect could not “help” the system to overcome the
local minima and sort out with a more constant, steady speed. One solution for
this problem was presented by Käfer et al. (2006) (see Section 2.7.3).

2.4.2 Cell deformation and tumour growth

In Section 2.3 we have shown how cell deformation can confer information about
forces acting upon the cell. From a more biological perspective, we will now
focus on how deformation, which can be influenced by the J values as mentioned
above, can serve as regulational information for the cell itself. To illustrate this
point, we use an example on tumour growth.

Due to alterations in cell regulation, cancerous cells proliferate differently,
causing tissues to become “disorganised”. The anomalous cell proliferation sheds
light on the key regulational elements that orchestrate the (healthy) maintenance
and establishment of multicellular organisms in general. Thus, approaching tu-
mour growth through models gives us the possibility to test cellular hypothesis
about cell regulation (mitosis, cell differentiation, apoptosis etc).
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Figure 2.2: Cell deformation and forces.
(a): To apply stretching and compressing forces on a CPM cell, ∆H is exerted
on all pixels along the horizontally opposing extremities of the cell. Within the
simulation, we slowly increase ∆H over time, permitting the cell’s shape to relax
at each value. The change in sign of ∆H determines the directionality of the
force. (b): Cell shape as a consequence of forces applied to the extremities of
the cell. Here, five deformations are shown, from top to bottom increasing in
applied force: compression, a null force, small positive force, large positive force,
and a critical force, causing the cell to rupture. (c): The light ellipses show the
inertia tensor representing the cell shape given by (b); the dark circles show the
mean shape of a cell that undergoes no external applied force (both integrated
over a time window of 1000 MCS); height, h0, is given by the vertical, and length,
l0, by the horizontal axis. Deviations from the equilibrium shape are calculated,
∆h = h − h0 and ∆l = l − l0, with l, h given by the main axes of the inertia
tensor. (d): The change in height as function of the change in length. The slope
gives the Poisson’s ratio with value ν = 0.86. (e): The applied force (in total ∆H
applied to the cell per MCS) as function of the length deformation. The slope
gives the Young modulus E = 7225. In both graphs, the insets reveal the function
outside the linear regime with rupture point indicated. The boxes within the insets
represent the zoomed magnifications (d) and (e). See also a simulation Movie 2.1.

Already in 1978, cell distortion has been correlated to mitosis (Folkman & Mo-
scona, 1978). It was observed that cells grown on a less adherent substrate tend
to have a more rounded shape, whereas those in contact with adherent substrates
become more distorted. Interestingly, rounded isolated cells undergo similar low
mitotic rates as cells in “packed” configurations. It was therefore suggested that
instead of the existence of a causal relation between contact-inhibition and di-
minishment of mitosis, cell shape itself could be the underlying ‘signal’. This
was indeed a novel idea in times in which mechanical-signal transduction path-
ways were not yet known (see Chen et al., 1997; Ruoslahti, 1997; Farge, 2003; Scott
& Stainier, 2003).

To test this hypothesis in the context of tumour dynamics, Castro et al. (2003)
have measured the population growth of 6 lineages of human epithelial tumours.
We observed that the growth curve of all lineages fitted to the well-known Gom-
pertz growth model, dN

dt = β × N × ln
(

A
N

)
, where N(t) is the number of cells

at time t, A the carrying capacity and β the growth parameter. The phenotypic
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Figure 2.3: Cell sorting dynamics.
In all these 2D simulations the superficial tensions are kept the same. The cohe-
sions are varied together, such that Jd,d is always equal to Jl,l . (a): Total number
of clusters within the cell mass; (b): neighbour-type correlation, i.e. average ratio
of neighbouring cells that are of a different type over the total number of neigh-
bours; (c): total interface between the two cell types, in terms of the number of
second neighbour sites belonging to different cell types; (d): time evolution for
the case in which Jd,d=Jl,l=2; (e): established configuration for the case in which
Jd,d=Jl,l=12; (f): Enlargement of tissue fragments, indicated by frames, of (d)
(top) and (e) (bottom). Note that cells in (d) are more distorted than those in (e),
and sort out more rapidly. In all simulations, λ=1 and T=6. See also a simulation
Movie 2.2.

properties of these lineages, i.e. the polarity, f , of the cells, were also measured
(being defined as the ratio between the longest, ri, over smallest, rj, diameter of a
cell, f = ri

rj
). The amplitude of variation in polarity can be expressed by the coeffi-

cient D = f0
f1
− 1, where f0 corresponds to cells in sparse cultures (low densities),

and f1 to cells in confluency (higher densities, a monolayer without breaches)
(Figure 2.4a). D can be interpreted as the morphological deformation coefficient
of adhered cells. After many measurements, an average coefficient, typical for
each specific lineage, was obtained. Most interestingly, the coefficient D was
found to be highly correlated to the the growth coefficient β of the Gompertz
growth curve in a linear manner (Castro et al., 2003; Grieneisen, 2004). In this way,
a very strong experimental link was established between phenotypic properties
of the shape-variation within a lineage and its growth rate, which means that the
observed cell deformations have a very high predictive power for the rate of tu-
mour growth. Although pathologists indeed extensively use cell shape to assess
the malignancy of a lineage, such quantitative measurements are fundamental to
start understanding how cell shape actually regulates cell behaviour.
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Figure 2.4: Cell deformation as cell regulation.
(a): Cell shape measurements of the polarity of sparse cultured cells ( f0) and
cells in confluent culture ( f1). (b): Scheme of the mitosis-regulated cell-cycle,
used in Eq. 2.5, in which interphase, cell size, and cell shape are taken into ac-
count. (c): Evolution of a tumour, modelled as a 2D cross section (with substrate
at the bottom). Mitosis distribution within the cell mass is given through a shade
gradient from dark to light, with white corresponding to the highest mitosis num-
bers. Note that mitotic activity is greater at the edges of the cell mass. We use
T=6, λ=1, Jc,M=7, B=1.2, and h=4. (Adapted from Grieneisen (2004).) See also
a simulation Movie 2.3.

Inspired by the above observations, we introduced distortion as a mitosis reg-
ulator in the CPM model (Grieneisen, 2004). To do so, we define distortion of
a cell in the simulation as ε = major axis

minor axis − 1, integrated over 100 MCS to reduce
fluctuations. At every MCS, for each cell the probability to undergo mitosis, Pm,
is calculated. Before division, cells have to pass through interphase, given by a
time parameter in the simulation. Additionally a size-check is introduced, Amin,
to guarantee that a cell is sufficiently large for division. Only when both require-
ments are met, there is a probability of mitosis, which then depends on the level
of cell deformation, as was suggested by the experiments. The probability is thus
given by

Pm =

{
0 if ∆tσ < Tinterphase or aσ < Amin

εσ
h ·H

εσ
h+Bh if ∆tσ ≥ Tinterphase and aσ ≥ Amin

, (2.5)

where h is the hill-coefficient, B the critical distortion and H the maximum prob-
ability per MCS. These rules are depicted graphically in Figure 2.4b.

In Figure 2.4c we show a 2D simulation of distortion regulated mitosis, giving
rise to tumour outgrowth. The shades indicate the number of mitoses under-
gone per cell. It shows that within the tissue a distribution in mitosis activity has
emerged, with cells at the edge dividing more often. Although there is no explicit
‘contact-inhibition’ in the model, nor diffusible substances entering from outside
the tumour, we still observe a boundary-dependent growth. In fact, cell shape
by itself turns out to be able to give rise to Gompertzian-like growth curves, the
form of which depending on the distortion regulated mitosis parameters B and
h. Cells at the border are able to elongate more, and therefore present a higher
growth rate. As the tumour grows, the ratio between border-cells and those in
the middle of the aggregate diminishes, and as a result the growth rate of the
tumour goes down.
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Figure 2.5: Influence of cohesion and adhesion on tumour growth.
(a): Influence of adhesion, here shown by keeping the cohesion between the
cells constant, while increasing the adhesion. (b): Influence of cohesion, here
shown by keeping adhesion between cells and surface constant, while altering
the cohesion. Note that increased adhesion brings forth faster growing tumours,
while diminishing cohesion leads to more metastatic tumours. (c): Scheme of
the feedbacks which link adhesion to growth. Each frame depicts growth after
20.000 MCS, starting from the same random initial condition. (Adapted from
Grieneisen (2004).)

2.4.3 Cohesion and adhesion in tumour growth

The above example can be extended by analysing, within the CPM, the separate
roles of adhesion and cohesion in tumour growth. To do so, we assume that the
tumour consists of only one cell type, such that all cells have the same cohesion
Jc,c, while adhesion to the substrate is given by Jc,s. Figure 2.5a shows that in such
a scenario tumour growth can be enhanced by increasing the adhesion of cells to
the substrate. This is because cells experiencing higher adhesions elongate more
easily on the substrate, which stimulates mitosis (following Eq. 2.5). In contrast,
Figure 2.5b shows that increasing cohesion between cells yields an opposite type
of response, because it tends to keep the cells together in a rounded aggregate.
Diminishing cohesion favours that the cell mass spreads out onto the substrate
in a non-agglomerate manner, resembling “metastatic” behaviour. Both obser-
vations are in agreement with what is known from tumour growth: mutations
leading to malignant forms of cancer typically promote integrin molecules while
diminishing the cadherins (Huang & Ingber, 1999).

2.5 Compressibility (λ and Aτ)

Shrinkage due to the positive interaction energies J is counterbalanced by the
volume conservation term in the Hamiltonian. Deviations from the target volume
cause pressure changes in the cell, since pressure p is the conjugate variable to the
area variable aσ:

p = − ∂H
∂aσ

= 2λ
(

Aτ(σ) − aσ

)
. (2.6)

Because volume conservation is taking place on the level of the whole cell, pres-
sure is constant throughout one cell. The main assumption for a volume conser-
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vation term at the cell level is that an infinitely fast redistribution of intracellular
pressures occurs, i.e. pressure differences only occur between cells. This is a reas-
onable description, because the volume changes in biological cells are not due to
compression of the cytoplasm (the fluid inside cells is effectively incompressible),
but due to the flow of water through the semipermeable cell membrane. The ex-
ternal pressure on the cell is counterbalanced by osmotic pressure inside the cell,
as has been shown experimentally for Paramecium (Iwamoto et al., 2005). In addi-
tion, active responses by the cytoskeleton counteract volume changes. Pressure
changes outside the cell therefore require corresponding changes in the osmotic
pressure in the cell, since large pressure differences would disrupt the membrane.
Osmotic pressure can change by a water flow into or out of the cell, the process
described by the volume conservation term. Cells can also respond to pressure
differences by actively changing their osmolarity in order to maintain their ori-
ginal volume (Iwamoto et al., 2005). Within the CPM framework, this would cor-
respond to changing the target volume in response to large changes in pressure.

The parameter λ describes the volume conservation caused by the viscoelastic
properties of the cell. For larger λ, cells more stringently maintain their target
volume by being less flexible to volume changes, and therefore deformations be-
come more difficult. Such viscoelastic properties have been studied for articular
chondrocytes (Guilak et al., 2002; Trickey et al., 2006), showing that cells are in-
deed compressible under mechanical force (chondrocytes have a Poisson’s ratio
of 0.36, i.e. significantly below 0.5, meaning that under pressure the cells are not
able to maintain their volume). Using alterations in the osmotic environment to
determine the limits of the volume changes, it was found that cells can undergo
more than three-fold volume changes before lysis. Typically, variations up to 20%
are observed (Guilak et al., 2002; Iwamoto et al., 2005).

Within the CPM, there is a rather complex entanglement between the inter-
action energies J and the compressibility given by λ. Because of the balance
between compression and surface tension, cells are (slightly) smaller than the tar-
get volume, more deviated from it when J is larger. As an alternative it has been
proposed to use negative instead of positive J values (Ouchi et al., 2003). In the
case of negative J values, the cell’s surface tension is negative, which means that
the cell will loose its coherence, dissolving in its environment. Negative interac-
tion energies therefore always have to be combined with a perimeter conservation
term, typically in the form of λp

(
pσ − Pτ(σ)

)
, where Pτ(σ) is the target perimeter,

pσ the current perimeter of the cell, and λp the membrane inelasticity. This extra
term has (at least) three advantages: (i) it allows to decouple and untangle the
membrane tension (which makes a cell round up in suspension and is described
by the perimeter conservation term) from the effects of adhesion and cohesion
(which is then only described by the J values); (ii) it adds extra possibility to vary
the typical cell shape, because by increasing the target perimeter, one can increas-
ingly deviate the typical shape of the cell from a circular shape, allowing it to
prefer more complex shapes; and (iii) when positive J values are used, independ-
ent of parameter choice, there always exists a critical cell diameter below which a
cell shrinks to zero size. With respect to the last point, however, we would like to
point out that this is actually what is typically observed for biological cells (Chen
et al., 1997). Nevertheless, having a perimeter constraint makes it possible to pre-
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Figure 2.6: Cell shape and simulation temperature.
(a): Wulff construction diagram. The blossoms show the energy per surface
length, ε, as function of surface angle, θ. Lines shown how the final equilibrium
shape (in dashed lines) is found geometrically. Diagrams shown are for nearest
neighbour (nn) square lattice (a1) and for nn hexagonal lattice (a2). (b): Actual
and mean shape of a 2D cell, for different neighbourhoods and temperatures. (c):
Actual and mean cell shapes for simulations on a square 3D lattice, up to third
nn. See also a simulation Movie 2.4.

vent such critical behaviour, simply because negative J values can be used, for
which such an instability does not exist. (The last point is especially important
for simulations in which large deformations occur, due to which cells might ‘get
lost’).

An illustrative example of the usage of a perimeter conservation term can be
found in Beltman et al. (2007b), in which the dynamics within a lymph node are
described, using a 3D CPM. Here, dendritic cells are endowed with a very large
target perimeter, which causes them to form dendritic ‘arms’ to which many T
cells can bind.

We conclude that, with either positive or negative J values, the compressibility
of biological cells is nicely represented in the CPM.

2.6 Energy exploration and membrane fluctuations (T)

Biological studies have revealed the importance of stochastic events for the beha-
viour of cells. Because dynamics of a cell depend highly on fluctuations, a note-
worthy feature of the CPM is indeed its control of fluctuations through the ‘sim-
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ulation temperature’ (i.e. statistical effects) within the Monte Carlo simulations.
Tuning the ‘temperature’ allows us to turn up or down the effect of stochastic
fluctuations (of possibly different origins) in the model. For example, the para-
meter T has been interpreted as the membrane fluctuation amplitude of cells, by
comparing it with effects of the drug cytochalasin-B (a suppressor of membrane
ruffling) (Mombach et al., 1995). Importantly, when T is set to zero, the dynam-
ics very rapidly freeze into a pattern that is a local minimum, not being able to
further explore the energy landscape. Such a parameter setting is unrealistic for
biological cells, but for research on foams often a value of T of zero, or very close
to it, is desired for obtaining appropriate foam characteristics. In such temperat-
ure regimes, often a method of annealing is applied to obtain the correct lower
energy configurations while still overcoming energy barriers.

2.6.1 T and the lattice

There exists in the CPM an angular dependency of the surface tension, due the
underlying lattice structure. For T=0, this dependency can easily be calculated,
by determining the free surface energy per unit length, ε, along a straight surface
laid out along different angles, Θ. Plotting the energy as a function of surface
angle in polar coordinates results in a blossom-like structure, as can be seen in
Figure 2.6a. The construction at each point of this polar plot of a plane perpen-
dicular to the radius vector at that point, generates an enveloped volume, i.e. an
enclosed geometric shape that can be reached from the origin without crossing
any planes. Wulff (1901) has shown that this volume is geometrically equivalent
to the ultimate equilibrium shape for any surface-tension driven system (such
as a crystal, Herring, 1951).When the free energy plot forms cusps, flat surfaces
(facets) are formed. Accordingly, an isotropic free energy generates as minimal
energy configuration a perfect circle. For the CPM at T=0, one thus sees that for
different possible neighbourhoods, multifaceted shapes (see Wulff construction
in Figure 2.6a) arise. The free surface energy also has a temperature dependency
that can cause the polar-plot to loose its cusps above a “roughening” temperat-
ure TR. However, it is difficult to determine the function ε(T, Θ) (Rottman &
Wortis, 1981), so it becomes easier to approach the equilibrium shapes through
simulations. We do so by sampling the cell shape over time for a given T, and
drawing the mean shape by plotting the distribution of occupancy relative to the
centre of mass of the cell and then setting a threshold, e.g. of 50%. In this way,
time averaged shapes are obtained, which are shown in Figure 2.6b,c. The an-
gular dependency observed at temperatures below the roughening temperature
is obviously, for biological cells, an unwanted grid-effect (unlike, for example,
crystals, in which such angular dependencies can be observed even up to mac-
roscales over a wide range of temperatures). This effectively sets a lower limit
to the values of T that can produce realistic, non-grid-affected simulations. In
many studies, however, a low temperature is required to describe correctly the
limited flexibility of a certain cell type (think, for example, about plant cells). In
such a case, the typical solution is to use larger neighbourhoods. Neighbours are
ranked by their distance to a site. The angular dependency at low temperatures
drops dramatically when higher order neighbourhoods are being used, thereby
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Figure 2.7: Establishment of protrusion forces.
(a): Small G-protein crosstalk underlying polarity. Interactions and feedbacks
between the 3 main players in our cell polarity model are shown, together with
their effects on the actin cytoskeleton that are included in the model. (For de-
tails see (Marée et al., 2006).) (b): Comparison of the protrusion force-velocity
relationship curve of the extended CPM (thin line) with the thermal ratchet model
(thick line), where the velocity of the membrane (cell edge) v is shown as a func-
tion of the number of barbed ends b per nm at the membrane.

effectively removing the grid-effect. For example, while the angular variation in
surface tension in a square 2D grid is 41% for nearest neighbours (nn), and 12%
for second nn, it drops to 4% for fourth nn. When a twentieth nn is used, an
almost perfectly circular shape is obtained at zero temperature.

In most cases it is difficult to connect empirically and quantitatively T to phys-
ical aspects of biological cells. In the next section we will discuss how by taking
the underlying biochemistry into account, a quantitative approach becomes feas-
ible.

2.6.2 Fluctuations driven by cytoskeleton dynamics

A general criticism against the CPM is that cells are not driven by energy min-
imisation. The claim is, that this central assumption of the formalism implies
that cells are passive objects, whereas in reality they do actively explore their
surroundings. As discussed above, the simulation temperature takes to a cer-
tain extent the active exploration due to membrane fluctuations into account. But
zooming in further into the generation of cell activity, reveals that these fluctu-
ations are in fact due to local, subcellular forces exerted on the membrane. So,
if we want to understand how a cell that is actively exploring its surrounding
can be coupled to the ‘passive’ description of the CPM, and to understand how
temperature and yield can be viewed in the light of this, we have to look at the
detailed dynamics underlying cell motility. It also means we have to look at the
feedbacks that exist between the cytoskeleton, the chemical signals controlling it,
and the cell shape. We have shown that actually sufficient qualitative and quant-
itative detail of the biochemistry underlying cell motility is known to build such
a quantitative model that can correctly describe the processes of cell polarisation
and cytoskeleton turnover (Marée et al., 2006). The main elements are as follows.

The dominant force in front-edge protrusion of a motile cell is the actin cyto-
skeleton (Cramer et al., 1994; Abraham et al., 1999). Actin filaments have two dis-
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tinct ends, barbed ends, which extend through monomer addition and provide
the polymerisation force that pushes the membrane outwards, and pointed ends,
which retract through actin disassembly. Actin filament growth at the front and
loss at the back is called treadmilling: the filaments are predominantly stationary,
networked and cross-linked to form a mesh that gives the cell its characteristic
shape and structure.

Cells can respond to a wide range of inputs, e.g. chemotactic signals, physical
stress, and cell-cell contacts. These signals are transduced by different families
of receptors to ‘central nodes’, the small G-proteins Cdc42, Rac, and Rho (Meili
& Firtel, 2003; Etienne-Manneville, 2004). The small G-proteins regulate and
fine-tune the polymerisation, disassembly, and nucleation of filaments, as well
as the capping and uncapping of actin filament barbed ends, thereby ‘steering’
the cell motility. By modelling the cross-talk between the small G-proteins (see
Figure 2.7a), it was shown that the known interactions are well-suited to stably
polarise a cell, by correctly forming a front region within the cell with high levels
of active Rac and Cdc42, and a back region with high levels of active Rho (Marée
et al., 2006; Jilkine et al., 2007). Note, that it is this polarisation in terms of the
small G-proteins through which the front and back of the cell emerges; the model
has not pre-defined which side should be considered front or back. The power to
generate robust polarisation is essentially due to the mutual inhibition between
Cdc42 and Rho, combined with a rapid diffusion of their inactive forms through
the cytosol, the latter effectively being the source of cell-wide information about
the relative sizes of the active regions. After polarisation, the cell efficiently re-
sponds to small imbalances between the different small G-proteins. Even very
small imbalances (below 1%) in activation of Cdc42 are sufficient to cause the
polarisation to become correctly oriented (Marée et al., 2006; Jilkine et al., 2007).
The small G-protein dynamics can then be coupled to the cytoskeleton dynamics
(Marée et al., 2006). Because of the detailedness of the description, it is feasible to
use, as we have done (Marée et al., 2006), experimentally determined parameter
values for all these processes.

The final step then is to couple these internal dynamics to the CPM. Because
we are ultimately interested in the forces acting upon the membrane due to fila-
ment extension and contraction, we change Eq. 2.2 into

∆H = Hafter −Hbefore −∑m Pθm + ξ (ρ− ρth) when a cell extends,
∆H = Hafter −Hbefore + ∑m Pθm − ξ (ρ− ρth) when a cell retracts, (2.7)

where ∑ Pθm describes the forces exerted by all barbed ends pushing against the
membrane towards the empty site. The term ξ (ρ− ρth) describes the effective
Rho-dependent contraction forces. The value 1/ξ represents the elevation in
Rho concentration whose resulting contraction counterbalances the force of one
barbed end per nm pushing against the membrane. By writing Eq. 2.7 in this
form, H (and thereby T and Y) carry the same units as P , i.e. the number of ex-
tending filaments pushing against the membrane per unit length (here [nm]−1).

How can Eq. 2.7 be linked to known physics about cell protrusion? Earlier,
an effective force-velocity relationship for protrusion speed as a function of the
number of barbed ends pushing at the cell edge had been derived (Mogilner &
Oster, 1996; Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet, 2002): in a thermal ratchet driven by
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actin polymerisation, the relationship between the number of barbed ends at the
membrane and the speed, v, of the lamellipodial protrusion is approximately

v = v0 exp(−w/b) , (2.8)

where v0 is the free polymerisation speed, b the density of barbed ends per unit
length at the membrane, and w the renormalised membrane resistance force per
unit length (w = Fmδ/kBT, where Fm is the membrane resistance, δ the size of one
monomer, and kBT≈4.1 pN nm is thermal energy). However, no direct one-to-one
correspondence between the CPM parameters and those of this force-based equa-
tion exists, due to the contrasting natures of the different formalisms. Instead we
can link these values by deriving a comparable relationship between the effective
speed of protrusion and the density of barbed ends for the CPM model.

In Marée et al. (2006), a simple one-dimensional situation similar to that con-
sidered in Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet (2002) is analysed. By, in line with Mo-
gilner & Edelstein-Keshet (2002), neglecting capping and side-branching, and as-
suming that all barbed ends are directed towards the cell edge, it was shown
that the the implicit description of the mean speed of protrusion that stems from
Eq. 2.7 is

v =
∆x
∆t

exp (−Y/T)
(

exp
(

(1− v/v0)b
T

)
− exp

(
−(1− v/v0)b

T

))
, (2.9)

where ∆x and ∆t are the grid size and time corresponding to one MCS, respect-
ively. While not identical to Eq. 2.8, this equation also describes a relationship
between protrusion velocity and the number of barbed ends, but here the rela-
tionship is expressed in terms of the CPM parameters T and Y. By fitting this re-
lationship to Eq. 2.8 (for which the parameter values are well-established), the op-
timal values for T and Y are obtained. Figure 2.7b shows that for T=0.008 nm−1;
Y=0.046 nm−1, the thermal ratchet force-velocity relationship of Eq. 2.8 and the
effective force-velocity relationship, Eq. 2.9, are highly comparable, being very
close to each other over the whole range of biologically relevant barbed end dens-
ity values, typically observed to be in the range of 0.05–0.25 nm−1 at the lamel-
lipod edge (Abraham et al., 1999; Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet, 2002). Accord-
ingly, the CPM gracefully leads to a reasonable depiction of actin-based protru-
sion forces, through energy minimisation: for the above values of T and Y the
model quantitatively describes the response of the cell membrane to any possible
load of pushing barbed ends. The strength of having matched this relationship, is
that we now can apply it in a simulation of a complex shaped 2D motile cell, with
large variations in pushing barbed ends along the edge, implicitly locally solv-
ing for the broad range of applied forces. This also allows us to determine the
feedback between the cell shape and deformation on the underlying cytoskeleton
dynamics.

2.7 “Moving on with the CPM”

In this section we explore the motile behaviour that is generated by including
intracellular dynamics in the CPM. The two most important properties that arise,
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Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.8: Cytoskeleton and the keratocyte.
(a): Site copying, influenced by barbed ends. Lines show F-actin (F), while dotted
ends correspond to Barbed ends (B). Barbed ends can get “promoted” to pushing
barbed ends, either due to their growth or due to retraction of the membrane. (b):
2D cytoskeleton-extended CPM. (c,d): Contour plots of modelled cell showing
shape and relative position at 250 sec intervals. Without initial signal or instabil-
ity the cell remains rounded and stationary (c); after any disturbance, however,
it starts revealing a crescent-shape, and undergoes persistent movement (d) of
around 90 nm/s (e). (f): Chemotactic cell movement, gradient along the cell mem-
brane is 3% over its cell length. (g–k): Internal distributions within the framed cell
in (f). (g): Polarised distribution of Cdc42, with high concentrations (in white) in
the front and low concentrations (black) in the back. Note the curvature in the in-
ternal gradient that causes the cell to turn. (h): Barbed end orientation, revealing
that barbed ends are pointing towards membrane and (i): their density (red high,
black low) is much higher in the front. (j): F-Actin orientation distribution; and
(k): density distribution, showing that F-actin is distributed more homogeneously
throughout the cell, predominantly oriented towards the direction of motion. Col-
ouring of (h) and (j) represent local mean orientation, magnitude, and isotropy,
with colour wheel coding depicting directions, e.g. red=East, green=NorthWest,
and blue=SouthWest. See also simulations Movie 2.5, Movie 2.6, Movie 2.7, and
Movie 2.8.

are the persistency of motion and the ability of tactic responses. We therefore
analyse straightforward extensions of the CPM to describe these processes, and
finish by illustrating the strength of the formalism by studying the full life cycle
of an organism by means of this kind of extensions.

2.7.1 Keratocyte motion

A paradigm system for actin based cell motility is the fish epidermal keratocyte
(Svitkina & Borisy, 1999; Ream et al., 2003), a cell that moves smoothly while
retaining a typical crescent shape (Laurent et al., 2005). Remarkably, even well-
prepared fragments of a keratocyte, lacking nuclei and organelles, can, given a
transient mechanical stimulus, initiate and sustain such kind of ‘gliding’ motility
(Verkhovsky et al., 1999). When the full model (Figure 2.8a,b) is run for biologic-
ally based parameter values and with all variables initiated at their typical levels
(see Marée et al., 2006), then after any initial signal a moving cell is obtained,
with a crescent shape closely resembling a moving keratocyte, and displacing
at a more or less constant speed, independent of external signals (Figure 2.8c–e).
Figure 2.8f shows a simulation of the model keratocyte within a linear chemoat-
tractant field directed from above. We observe that the cell rapidly re-polarises
and chemotactically moves upwards, into the direction of the region with the
highest chemoattractant concentration, but also that the cell has a persistency in
its motion, due to which it takes time to respond to the external signal.

Both the persistency and the reorientation behaviour emerge from the feed-
backs and feedforwards between the multiple levels of organisation within the
cell. Even in a rapidly protruding cell, the interface between high Cdc42 levels
and high Rho levels within a cell is able to move with the same speed as the cell,
keeping a straight (and, relative to the cell, fixed) boundary between front and
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Figure 2.9: From persistency to coherence.
(a): Implementation of persistent motion: persistency vector and dislocation vec-
tor form an angle α. A small angle makes it more likely to extend, but when the
angle is larger than 90◦, retraction is preferred. (b): Cell tracking of a single cell
persistently moving within a 3D space. On a short time-scale directed motion is
observed, on a longer time-scale random motion. Depicted is the motion during
15000 MCS. (c,d): Cell tracks of five cells within a densely packed population of
10000 cells. The cells rapidly organise into local streams, which slowly increase
in scale until a globally coherent cell motion is reached. (c): Cell tracks during the
initial 3000 MCS; (d): cell tracks after 10000 MCS. Note that the two simulations
only differ in the number of simulated cells. See also simulations Movie 2.9 and
Movie 2.10.

back (Figure 2.8g). This is due to the rapid diffusion of the inactive forms of the
small G-proteins which transfers the information about the relative sizes of the
front and back region, and due to the fact that in a metastable bi-stable system
the change of domain boundaries is strongly determined by the local curvature
(Carr & Pego, 1989). It effectively boils down to the well-known curvature effect,
which plays a role in many systems, and which causes boundaries in bistable
systems and excitable media to straighten out. Consequently, a small increase in
Cdc42 activation at one flank of the cell not only inhibits the propagation of the
Rho interface here, but also enhances the propagation at the opposite flank due to
the global increase in inactive Rho. Together this causes an increase in curvature
along the interface, which, while being straightened out due the curvature ef-
fect, causes the polarity of the cell to rotate. If the cell were not moving, this
would still be a relatively slow process, but within a moving cell the actin dy-
namics respond to the new situation (Figure 2.8h–k), leading to motion in the
new direction, thereby actually increasing the curvature along the Cdc42-Rho in-
terface again, and thus enhancing the turning process. Thus, the specific manner
in which the cell is polarised and is moving sets up the cell’s ability to efficiently
integrate and ‘communicate’ external information along the whole membrane,
generating rapid and directed responses with high sensitivity (Marée et al., 2006).

In the model, persistent cell motion and cell turning is completely self-gen-
erating: no other artificial “rules” beyond the molecular scheme have to be in-
troduced. However, when studying persistency or chemotaxis we do not always
want to describe the full biochemistry. Instead ‘shortcuts’ can be defined that are
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Figure 2.10: Interplay between chemotaxis and adhesion.
(a): Rates of cell sorting for different chemotactic strengths; (b): illustration of
forces acting upon different regions of a cell; sorting towards (c): and against
(d): the direction of chemotaxis; (e): reversal of the direction of cell sorting due
to the cell sorting itself; (f): minority sorting; (g): cell sorting due to a periodic
chemoattractant wave. (Adapted from Käfer et al. (2006).) See also simulations
Movie 2.11, Movie 2.12, Movie 2.13, and Movie 2.14.

able to grasp correctly the essential features. These shortcuts will discussed in the
next sections.
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Figure 2.11: Modelling an organism.
Overview of the different stages of Dictyostelium discoideum morphogenesis, as
modelled using the CPM. (a): Aggregation; (b): stream formation; (c): mound
formation; (d): cAMP waves; (e): crawling slug; (f): the lens-effect, leading to
(g): phototaxis; (h): the slug can detect very noisy temperature gradients; (i):
downward elongation of the stalk, akin to peristalsis, and essential for the (j)
culmination. See also simulations Movie 2.15, Movie 2.16, and Movie 2.17.

2.7.2 Persistency

Now that we can understand how polarity and persistent motion emerge from
the lower levels of organisation within the cell, it is also interesting and useful to
derive a shortcut to model persistency. Above we saw that cells typically form a
front and a back, defining a direction of motion. This direction (polarity) can be
described through a target direction of motion of a cell. We also saw that at the
front cells more likely extend than retract, while the opposite is observed at the
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back. This can be implemented by changing Eq. 2.2 into

∆H = Hafter −Hbefore − µ cos(α) , (2.10)

where µ is the “directional propensity” of cells, and α is the angle between target
direction and the considered displacement vector (the vector given by the co-
ordinate of the position whose modification is considered and the mean position
of the cell) (see Figure 2.9a and Beltman et al. (2007b)).

We typically start by giving cells an initially random target direction. After a
fixed number of MCS (here we use 10 MCS), the target direction is made equal
to the displacement vector during the previous period. This gives rise to a self-
adjusting and self-enhancing type of motility. To describe cell turning in a realistic
way, i.e. to avoid abrupt directional changes, it is actually better to adjust the µ

value according to its recent displacement: µ = µmaxe−ρ(1−cos β), where µmax is the
maximum directional propensity cells can obtain, and β is the angle between the
displacement and target vector of the previous period, while ρ determines how
rapidly the directional propensity declines when a turn is occurring (Beltman
et al., 2007b). Figure 2.9b shows an individual cell moving within a 3D space. We
observe a persistency in its motion on a time-scale much longer than the target
vector update. In a certain way, the sequential target vectors behave like a poly-
mer, in which each next vector in most cases only shows a limited deviation from
the previous vector, the deviations becoming smaller as µ becomes larger. At a
sufficiently long time-scale, however, the cell motion becomes random: the build-
up of small deviations causes the target direction to become uncorrelated with a
target direction sufficiently long ago.

The dynamics change dramatically when a sufficiently high cell density is
used (Figure 2.9c). Now the cells rapidly organise themselves into small streams.
This is due to the fact that each cell takes up space, thereby excluding other cells
from being too close. Cells ‘on crash course’ automatically correct their direction
of motion due to the high energy penalty involved with the large deformations
when trying to move through one another. At the same time, cells which move in
the same direction create space behind them for other cells to move into without
being disturbed. Once local streams have been formed, the same process starts to
take place at a larger scale, i.e. between streams. In the long run a global flow is
formed, without there being any explicit coupling between cells of their direction
of motion.

2.7.3 Chemotaxis

It is very uncommon that cells are moving without being guided by at least some
kind of external cue. As stated earlier, chemotaxis is typically described using
a term like Eq. 2.4. In this section we will show the strength of this shortcut,
presenting the work of Käfer et al. (2006), which proves that the entanglement
of chemotaxis and differential adhesion strongly determines the outcome of cell
sorting, through the variations it creates in cell deformation. Most importantly,
due to chemotaxis sorting can become directional. Directional cell sorting is the
process in which cells not only sort out, but each cell type also ends up at a spe-
cific location or relative position. While this cannot be due to differential adhe-
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sion alone, it is readily observed once cells move chemotactically, even without
variations in chemotactic strength.

Figure 2.10a shows the reduction in the number of cell clusters due to the
fusion of small ones into larger ones, for a chemotactically moving cell mass.
Without chemotaxis (µ=0), the decrease in the number of clusters over time slows
down logarithmically (as is also shown in Figure 2.3b). Cell sorting, however, can
be two orders of magnitude faster when the cells move chemotactically. One has
to realise that chemotaxis is not equivalent to increasing the effective temperat-
ure of the simulation, i.e. increasing the level of fluctuations through other para-
meters, because the chemotactic term favours extensions in one direction while
inhibiting them in the other, thereby not changing the ratio between attempted
and accepted cell extensions. Thus, an effective change of T is not the explan-
ation for the difference in time-scale. Instead, the rapid sorting is caused by the
fact that (clusters of) cells with different surface energies move at different speeds
(even though the chemotactic response is equal for both cell types), thereby con-
tinuously causing medium-scale tissue rearrangements, which strongly reduce
the collision time between clusters. This causes a dramatic speed up in cell sort-
ing, and makes it scale linearly with tissue size, bringing sorting due to differen-
tial adhesion back into the realm of relevant biological time-scales. The question
now is what is causing this difference in speed, and how it depends on adhesion
properties.

Surprisingly, the direction of the cell sorting is fundamentally determined by
whether a cell mass is confined or can move freely. Within a confined cell mass,
the chemotactic motion of the cells gives rise to a volume gradient, effectively
corresponding to a pressure gradient. Shortly after initiation of a simulation, the
spatial derivative of the pressure (i.e. the slope in the volume times 2λ) counter-
balances the chemotaxis, and motion stops. The claim that motion stops, how-
ever, is only partly true, because cells have a mesoscale structure, with a constant
pressure within the whole cell. At the front of the cell (defined by the direction
of chemotaxis), neighbouring cells are suffering larger pressure, while at the rear,
the pressure is lower. Consequently, cells tend to extend at the rear and retract
at the front, i.e. within the pressure gradient all cells tend to move backward.
Moreover, the orientation of the forces differs as well: the chemotactic force is
the same along the whole cell, and is always directed forward, while the force
generated by the pressure differences varies strongly along the boundary of the
cell, and is always directed perpendicular to the cell boundary (see Figure 2.10b).
Consequently, all cells are squeezed by the high pressure of their neighbours at
the front, and widened by the low pressure of their neighbours at the back, which
gives cells an overall drop-like shape. If all cells are equal, the backwards squeez-
ing leads to a small drop in the pressure gradient, until the backward motion
is counterbalanced by the chemotaxis. That is, like Lewis Carroll’s Red Queen
(Carroll, 1872), the cells have to move continuously to stay at the same space.

If cells differ in adhesion properties, however, the cells with a lower sur-
face energy become more anisotropic. They are more flexible, due to the lower
‘cost’ of having non-optimal shapes (since non-optimal shapes have a higher
perimeter/area ratio and thus higher surface energies), and are thus more ef-
ficiently squeezed backward by the rounder, more rigid high-interface-energy
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cells. In short, the less deformable, the more strongly a cell moves forward (see
Figure 2.10c).

One consequence of this is that even cell types with negative surface tension
(thus forming a checkerboard pattern) can sort out, as long as one cell type is
more deformable than the other (Figure 2.10d). This would be inconceivable by
differential adhesion alone. Moreover, because the interaction energy is cell-type
specific, and the neighbours of a cell change during sorting (see Figure 2.3a), the
effective interaction energy (i.e. the total sum of interaction energies per cell) also
changes. These alterations due to the sorting itself can even be so large as to invert
the sorting direction (see Figure 2.10e), or can lead to minority sorting, when Jl,l =
Jd,d > Jl,d, in which case each cell type will be squeezed backwards by the other
as long as it is in the minority (see Figure 2.10f), so that one always ends up with
a region in which both cell types are equally represented.

In contrast, when the cell mass is not confined, no pressure gradient forms.
Consequently, no pushing backward takes place. The cell mass steadily moves
forward, leaving as only variation to movement the degree of ease in which the
forward dislocation occurs, letting more flexible cells move faster. Thus, the lack
of a pressure gradient completely inverts the direction of cell sorting.

The story becomes more complicated when there is a periodic chemotactic
signal (which, for example, is typical for chemoattractants produced through an
excitable media, like the well-known cAMP waves in the cellular slime mould
Dictyostelium discoideum). In Dictyostelium, the wave-like nature of the cAMP sig-
nal and refractoriness of the cells insures that there is only chemotactic activity
during a short period of each cycle. This causes the creation of a more complic-
ated pressure pattern, shown in Figure 2.10g). When the cells are active, their
sudden strong chemotactic motion creates a steep pressure gradient opposite to
the direction of motion, but also a pressure gradient outside the chemotactic-
ally active part, oriented in the same direction as the chemotaxis. Consequently,
even before the arrival of the cAMP wave, cells are already pulled forward by the
chemotactically moving cells in front of them, while after the wave has passed the
cells keep on being pushed forward (Savill & Hogeweg, 1997; Marée & Hogeweg,
2001). This means that due to the generated pressure wave, the speed of the cells
that don’t move chemotactically, is still positive. The most flexible cells have the
lowest speeds (or even move backward) during the cAMP wave, but otherwise
have the fastest forward motion in between two cAMP waves, when the pressure
gradient is inverted, because the most flexible cells respond most strongly to the
pressure gradient. Because the pulse of the cAMP wave is very short compared
to the period between the pulses, the non-chemotactic motion turns out to de-
termine the end-result, and the most flexible cells sort to the front. (For a detailed
analysis, see Käfer et al. (2006).)

It is clear that in this whole discussion, once again, the mesoscale structure
of cells is of utmost importance. The CPM not only explicitly takes cell structure
into account, but also resolves forces that are exerted on the cell on a subcellular
scale, due to which it becomes apparent that forces act differently according to
their location on the cell, causing cell deformation and eventually cell sorting.
These insights can be used to develop an understanding of the life cycle of the
cellular slime mould Dictyostelium discoideum, a morphogenetic process in which
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chemotaxis and differential adhesion form central ingredients.

2.7.4 Slime mould morphogenesis

Upon starvation, individual amoebae of Dictyostelium discoideum start to aggreg-
ate and form migrating multicellular slugs consisting of 104–106 cells. Early dur-
ing development, the cells differentiate into two major cell types, prestalk and
prespore cells, which sort out to the anterior, respectively posterior part of the
slug. The slug is able to sense cues from the external world, such as light, pH,
and temperature gradients, and to adjust its behaviour in a coordinated way, such
that it reaches the most suitable site for culmination. During culmination a fruit-
ing body is formed consisting of a globule of spore cells on a slender stalk. In
all phases of the morphogenesis, the motion of the cells is orchestrated by waves
of cAMP, formed by a pulsatile cAMP excretion and a cAMP-mediated cAMP
response, combined with chemotaxis towards cAMP. The cAMP waves are fol-
lowed by a refractory period, in which cells are non-responsive to cAMP (neither
cAMP production nor chemotaxis).

The emergence of multicellular organisms is regarded as one of the major
transitions in evolution. Dictyostelium has shown itself to be a paradigm for the
study of various aspects of multicellular development. It is a unique ‘model’
organism, because it presents us within 48 hours with a complete transition to
multicellularity, which is inevitably attended by multicellular coordination and
morphogenesis. At the same time, the organism does not have neurons or a
global transport system, which means that all communication is essentially local,
taking place on a (sub)cellular level. Because of these properties, Dictyostelium
has excellently lent itself to be studied using the CPM, in order to unravel its
morphogenesis. In fact, it has become the first organism of which the whole life
cycle has been modelled (Segel, 2001).

Figure 2.11 shows the complete life cycle of Dictyostelium, as it has been mod-
elled using the CPM. Savill & Hogeweg (1997) analysed how individual amoe-
bae can aggregate and organise themselves to ultimately form a crawling slug.
cAMP waves, originating from autocycling prestalk (PstA) cells, and relayed by
all other cell types, are driving periodic aggregating motions of the amoebae
(Figure 2.11a). Due to their adhesiveness the cells rapidly organise into streams,
a self-enhancing process, because cAMP waves move faster when cell density is
higher, which then direct other amoebae into the streams (Figure 2.11b). Already
in this early stage, an important entanglement between chemotaxis and adhesion
can be observed within the streams, because due to the pressure waves that ac-
company the cAMP waves, the cells within a stream move faster. Said differently,
they speed up because of ‘pulling’ and ‘pushing’. And speeding up seems to be
highly functional for a developmental process that only takes place during star-
vation. Due to the aggregation, a mound is formed, in which the PstA cells are
pushed upwards, extending the structure until it topples over and forms a mi-
grating slug (Figure 2.11c,e). The slug moves forward, driven by cAMP waves
that originate from the autocycling PstA cells in the tip region, and propagate
towards the rear to the slug (Figure 2.11d). The chemotactic motion of the cells
behind the tip push the tip forward, and with it the source of the cAMP waves.
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That is, the slug crawls away (Savill & Hogeweg, 1997). Due to the entanglement
between chemotaxis and differential adhesion, the prestalk cells sort out to the
anterior part of the slug, while the prespore cells end up posteriorly (Savill & Ho-
geweg, 1997; Jiang et al., 1998; Marée et al., 1999a; Käfer et al., 2006), (Figure 2.11g).

The whole slug presents an adequate tactic response to a thermal gradient,
while individual amoebae can neither sense the gradient, nor show temperature-
dependent differentiation in motion velocity. The behaviour is achieved by a
modification of the cAMP waves: differences in temperature alter the excitability
of the cell, and thereby the shape of the cAMP waves. Chemotaxis towards cAMP
then causes the slug to turn. Furthermore, due to the fact that the wavefronts al-
ways keep a smooth shape (again, due to the well-known curvature-effect), the
waves of excitation function as spatiotemporal noise-filters (Marée et al., 1999a).
This spatiotemporal integration generates a very high sensitivity (even very small
temperature gradients can be detected), as well as the ability to receive a signal
in the presence of extreme noise (the signal-to-noise ratio can be 1/1500 (Marée,
2000), (Figure 2.11h). Interestingly, this integration of the information is possible
without the information itself being locally available. The information is con-
tained solely within the mesoscale patterns (i.e. the patterns formed by the cAMP
waves), which span many cell lengths. The ‘readout’ by the cells takes place im-
plicitly, due to the fact that the cells respond chemotactically to the cAMP waves,
which, due to the steepness of the upstroke of the cAMP wave, is easily sensed
by individual cells (Marée et al., 1999a).

By extending the model with ammonia (NH3) dynamics and light refraction,
it could be shown that the phototactic response, which leads the slug to the
soil surface, can also unfold from the interactions between the different modules
(Marée et al., 1999b). Again the individual amoebae are unable to detect the signal
(where does the light come from?), or to show an adequate response (move to-
wards the light source). But because the slug refracts the light and has a rounded
shape, the light is focused on the side opposite the light source (the ‘lens-effect’,
Figure 2.11f). Production of NH3 increases with light intensity, and the NH3 de-
creases the excitability. Hence waves move more slowly on the side opposite to
the light source, they become slanted, and chemotaxis towards the waves causes
the slug to turn (Figure 2.11g).

When the slug enters culmination, a stalk primordium is formed at the bor-
der of the PstA region, which rapidly extends towards the base (in approxim-
ately 20 min). So called ‘pathfinder’ cells seem to guide the downward elong-
ating stalk. The modelling work shows that the periodic upward movements,
due to chemotactic motion towards cAMP, induce pressure waves, which are
able to squeeze the stalk downwards through the cell mass (Marée & Hogeweg,
2001, 2002), akin to peristalsis (Figure 2.11i). These pressure waves again result
from the combination of cAMP dynamics and (differential) adhesion, i.e. they are
themselves observables generated by the model. Finally, a stable configuration
is formed, a slender tapering stalk with the spore head on top (Figure 2.11j). The
spores can be dispersed to initiate the next Dictyostelium life cycle. It completes
the circle, although we should point out that there are still two main open ques-
tions, related to the initiation and termination of the slug phase.
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2.8 Concluding remarks

Taken together, the CPM has proven to be a strong formalism to help unravel
the multilevel entanglement, from the biophysics of deforming cells, through,
for example, the intricate pressure fields within tissues, to the complexity of
morphogenesis itself. Most importantly, the insights continue to generate relev-
ant questions which can be addressed experimentally, strengthening the feedback
between the modelling and experimental approach.

By using the CPM to model an organism (Segel, 2001), we were able to show
that morphogenesis in the full sense of the word can emerge from the interac-
tions and feedbacks between a few simple modules, whose properties are in ac-
cordance with experimental findings, and which interact with each other only
locally. It has given us an informative description of the Dictyostelium morpho-
genesis, from single cells all the way to the fruiting body. We have shown that
in order to progress from (sub)cellular interactions towards a coordinated mul-
ticellular behaviour that is able to sense and respond to the environment in an
appropriate way, the slime mould uses spatiotemporal patterns which are ‘larger
than life’. Such patterns are formed by interacting processes, and are used for
feedback between different levels of organisation.

Thus, we “can compute an organism” (Segel, 2001). But, quoting Segel (2001),
this is merely the “end of the beginning”. An important next step in modelling
developmental processes is to focus on the interplay between gene regulation
and the dynamic properties of cells. Mechanisms of morphogenesis resulting
from such an interplay were explored using an evolutionary approach (Hogeweg,
2000a,b, 2002). Gene regulation networks were evolved which led to cell differen-
tiation. Known morphogenetic mechanisms as meristematic growth and conver-
gent extension appeared as side-effect of the interplay of the evolved networks
and the dynamical properties of deformable cells as described by the CPM form-
alism. This study also uncovered intriguing evolutionary dynamics of morpho-
genesis, such as morphological ‘reinventions’, mosaic evolution and conservation
of a ‘zootype’. Interplay between processes at multiple space and time-scales is
one of the defining properties of biotic systems. The CPM formalism, by com-
bining simplicity and extensibility, with a basically sound representation of a
biological cell, provides a powerful basis for multilevel modelling of biological
systems (see the accompanying CD for simulations).
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Supplementary Movies 2.A

2.A Supplementary Movies

Movie 2.1: Cell deformation and forces (simulation of Figure 2.2b,c).
Changing cell shape due to slowly increasing applied force (left), and the corres-
ponding mean inertia tensor (right).

Movie 2.2: Cell sorting dynamics (simulation of Figure 2.3d,e).
Cell sorting in two situations in which the same surface tensions are used, but
lower (left) and higher (right) J values are employed.

Movie 2.3: Cell deformation as cell regulation (simulation of Figure 2.4c).
Growing tumour with mitosis regulated by cell shape. Colours indicate mitotic
activity: from green (low), through white, to blue (high).

Movie 2.4: Cell shape and simulation temperature (simulation of
Figure 2.6c).
Actual cell shape (left) and the averaged 50% site occupancy (right). A slow de-
crease in temperature in the simulation reveals the surface-tension dependency
on angle at low temperatures.

Movie 2.5: Cytoskeleton and the keratocyte (simulation of Figure 2.8c).
Full keratocyte model, run without initial perturbations, resulting in a stationary
cell.

Movie 2.6: Cytoskeleton and the keratocyte (simulation of Figure 2.8d).
Constant movement of simulated keratocyte after transient initial perturbation.

Movie 2.7: Cytoskeleton and the keratocyte (simulation of Figure 2.8f).
Keratocyte turning due to chemoattractant gradient in the vertical direction.

Movie 2.8: Cytoskeleton and the keratocyte (simulation of Figure 2.8g).
Internal small G-protein dynamics under an applied chemoattractant gradient,
leading to cell turning. Here, the Cdc42 concentration is shown. Colours indicate
the level of active Cdc42, from black (low) to white (high).

Movie 2.9: From persistency to coherence (simulation of Figure 2.9b).
Cell movement (left) and cell track (right) of a single cell within a 3D space moving
persistently on a short time-scale, while moving randomly on a longer time-scale.
Colours indicate cell position in the vertical direction.

Movie 2.10: From persistency to coherence (simulation of Figure 2.9c,d).
Cell movements (left) and cell tracks (right) of 5 out of 10000 cells. Persistent
motion of a large collection of cells results in flow formation and coherent motion
of the cell mass. For visualisation purposes, cell tracks are limited to the last 1000
MCS. Colours indicate cell position in the vertical direction.
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Movie 2.11: Interplay between chemotaxis and adhesion (simulation of
Figure 2.10c).
Forwards sorting. Dynamics of cell clustering and sorting in the direction of
chemotaxis.

Movie 2.12: Interplay between chemotaxis and adhesion (simulation of
Figure 2.10d).
Backwards sorting. Sorting within a negative surface tension regime.

Movie 2.13: Interplay between chemotaxis and adhesion (simulation of
Figure 2.10e).
Inversion sorting. Sorting changes directionality due to cluster formation.

Movie 2.14: Interplay between chemotaxis and adhesion (simulation of
Figure 2.10f).
Minority sorting. Cell type in minority sorts backwards, generating a region with
equal cell-type densities. Same parameters are used for top simulation (10% dark
cells) and bottom simulation (90% dark cells).

Movie 2.15: Modelling an organism (simulation of Figure 2.11a–e).
From single cells to a crawling slug.

Movie 2.16: Modelling an organism (simulation of Figure 2.11h).
Crawling slug responding thermotactically to a noisy temperature gradient.

Movie 2.17: Modelling an organism (simulation of Figure 2.11j).
Culmination in 3D.
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3 Evolution of Computational Models in Plant Morphogenesis

Abstract

There has been a recent surge of studies in plant biology that combine experi-
mental data with computational modelling. Here, we categorise a diversity of
theoretical models and emphasise the need to tailor modelling approach to the
questions at hand. Models can start from biophysical or purely heuristic basic
principles, and can focus at several levels of biological organisation. Recent ex-
amples illustrate that this entire spectrum can be useful to understand plant de-
velopment, and point to a future direction where these approaches are combined
in fruitful ways – either by proving the same result with different basic principles
or by exploring interactions across in so-called multilevel models.

3.1 Introduction

The intertwining of experimental data and computer models has become increas-
ingly popular in the plant sciences. The fundamental issues this alliance seeks
to unravel, however, predate the genetic revolution, as far back as 1759, in the
Teoria Generationis by the observer Caspar Wolff (Wolff, 1759; Wardlaw, 1968).
He concluded that shoot development was ‘epigenetic’, creating new growing
points not previously present as rudiments. This observation led to a search
for the underlying physical and physiological mechanisms by which patterns
emerge (Hofmeister, 1868). We are now witnessing a renaissance in the quest
for integrated mechanistic explanations, this time, however, encompassing mod-
ern knowledge on underlying gene regulatory networks. From 2006 onwards
the area of plant developmental biology has yielded a string of papers dealing
with inflorescence architecture, phyllotaxis and root patterning that unravel de-
velopmental processes through an alliance of experiments and modelling (Jöns-
son et al., 2006; de Reuille et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006; Grieneisen et al., 2007;
Prusinkiewicz et al., 2007; Hamant et al., 2008; Swarup et al., 2008).

What has happened to make the time ripe for integrated modelling studies
in plant development, and what are the new challenges that we are currently fa-
cing? The wealth of biological knowledge on model species like Arabidopsis has
opened many possibilities, but led to an increased awareness that information
needs to be linked and disentangled to be understood. The initial successes of
combined theoretical-experimental efforts have sparked great enthusiasm for the
power of theoretical modelling, culminating in the notion of the ‘digital plant’
[http://iplantcollaborative.org/]. To explore what role modelling can play in
plant developmental biology, we list existing models according to the type and
level of description provided by the underlying formalisms. We discuss the di-
verse ways in which cells are implicitly or explicitly represented. We will show
that modelling approaches to address different issues come in as many flavors as
experimental work, and, like experimental designs, are prone to evolution. We
discuss representative examples on how models were designed, what inspired
them, and their contributions to plant biology. Lastly, we present our view on the
future of this field.
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Plant development and morphogenesis 3.2

3.2 Plant development and morphogenesis

Plants elaborate a diverse and flexible architecture, based upon relatively simple
repetitive units. The combination of plasticity and regularity of this iterative
development has inspired mathematicians and computer scientists to create al-
gorithms that capture plant morphogenesis (Lindenmayer, 1975; Honda et al.,
1997; Prusinkiewicz, 2004; Barthélémy & Caraglio, 2007). In addition, plant tis-
sues are accessible to simple mechanical experiments and material properties
can usually be approximated in simple terms. Consequently, models based on
physical laws that operate during development have been successful in plants
(Green, 1996). However, we believe that the current surge of interest in model-
ling among plant developmental biologists has a distinct origin: the boundaries
of understanding what can be achieved through traditional molecular genetic
and physiological approaches are being reached, in two distinct ways. First, nu-
merous genes/proteins that contribute to plant development have been identi-
fied. The intrinsic logic of genetics has traditionally been interpreted as one of
hierarchical command chains. While experimentalists were searching for ‘miss-
ing links’ in such hierarchical chains, modelling work indicated that it is in fact
the feedbacks, cross-talks and physical embedding which is essential for bring-
ing forth core properties of biological systems, such as bistability, stem cells and
differentiation, homeostasis, control mechanisms and so forth (Thomas et al.,
1995; Murray, 2002; de Bivort et al., 2007). Indeed, wiring diagrams that com-
bine genetic and physical interaction data which ought to represent the logic of
development are no longer linear and easy-to-comprehend, but circular and non-
intuitive. Perhaps due to the plastic and iterative nature of plant development,
such non-linear diagrams seem to be rule rather then exception (Leyser & Day,
2003; Birnbaum & Benfey, 2004). The human brain cannot deal with the qualit-
ative modes of behaviour and dynamics such a system allows for, nor with the
sensitivity of these wiring diagrams to quantitative changes by calculations on
the back of the hand. Consequently, computational models become a natural and
necessary tool to explore the logic and dynamics of development. Second, de-
velopment is a phenomenon that relies on multiple levels of organisation: local
decisions at one level (for example, the cell) influence global patterns (for ex-
ample, molecular or force distributions within a tissue), which again feed back
on the lower level (Demongeot et al., 2003; Marée et al., 2007). The understanding
of how different levels intertwine again defeats the intuitive powers of the human
brain. So, computational models that can represent and analyse these interactions
need to be called upon to deepen our insights into morphogenetic processes.

3.3 Heuristic and biophysical models: mind and data

The strategies used in biological modelling can be positioned along a gliding
scale, in between two extremes. On the one hand, there are models (often called
“heuristic” after the Greek “heuretikos”, inventive) that serve to explore ideas,
without necessarily being concerned about how these ideas map back to the ele-
ments of the system under study. “Biophysical models”, on the other hand, are
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tightly based on the observables of the system under study, and have as main goal
to describe a phenomenon quantitatively. Note, however, that while heuristic
models explicitly deal with “information processes” , also in biophysical mod-
els one may expect – as a side-product – that parsimonious explanations of the
system emerge.

Although serving as practical guidelines, we feel that neither the elegance of
a potential explanation perceived by our mind nor the ease at which a mapping
can be established between experimental data and theoretical models should be
regarded as an ultimate goal. It seems that the only solid consensus among those
in the field is that a model serves its purpose if it either provokes new thoughts
or new experiments on the subject (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2007)1, (Prusinkiewicz
& Coen, 2007)2. As insights from models and experiments progress, a rich palette
of modelling strategies will keep on evolving, just like experimental procedures
do. Using examples drawn from the work on polar auxin transport, a key pro-
cess in plant development (Friml, 2003; Kepinski & Leyser, 2003; De Smet & Jür-
gens, 2007), we can nicely illustrate how different models evolve along the graded
scale.

Classical physiological experiments have detected rapid polar auxin move-
ment through the vegetative tissue (Went, 1942; Leopold, 1964; Goldsmith, 1967b;
Wilkins & Scott, 1968). Using an essentially biophysical mathematical description
– incorporating known pH differences between cell wall and cytoplasm, anionic
transitions of auxin, and differential membrane permeability – velocities of auxin
pulse movement could be explained (Mitchison, 1980a; Goldsmith et al., 1981).
While built on parameters with biophysical meaning, such as diffusion, permeab-
ility and transport speed of auxin pulses, it should be noted that the original mod-
els also possess a heuristic nature, by employing simplifying components such as
non-dimensionality of cells and an infinite tissue. With the advent of increasing
computational power, those initial simplifications could be easily overcome, and
replaced by biophysically correct descriptions (Kramer, 2008). Most importantly,
however, the early modelling work forcefully postulated polar transmembrane
auxin efflux carriers, back in those days a purely heuristic guess. It took many
years before the theoretically predicted efflux carriers were functionally charac-
terised (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Terasaka et al., 2005; Petrášek et al., 2006).

3.4 Experimental-model cycle: imitation and insight

Once efflux carriers were postulated, the next important question became how
their polar expression was regulated. To address this Tsvi Sachs (1981, 1991) de-

1Together with Prusinkiewicz & Coen (2007), these two commentaries discuss the merits and in-
sights of Prusinkiewicz et al. (2007), beautifully portraying the ongoing debate on what kind of models
are required in plant development. Issues regarding simplifications vs. complexity and establish-
ment of heuristic models vs. a strict mapping of models to biological processes are discussed. In this
commentary, the viewpoint is presented that useful insights can only be generated when a detailed
genetic, subcellular and cellular description is integrated to bring forth plant development.

2In contrast to Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2007), in this commentary the strength of simplification and
abstraction in heuristic models for understanding developmental processes is advocated. The authors
also highlight how seemingly intuitive verbal explanations call for a thorough exploration through
simulations to help ‘debug’ the prior intuition.
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veloped, on a more heuristic level, the canalisation theory. Inspired by vascular
strand formation he assumed that once auxin fluxes take place there is a positive-
feedback back to increase the flux, similarly to “the formation of gullies when
rain flows down a sandy slope” (Sachs, 2003). Under this assumption, efflux
carriers would be expressed “with-the-flux”, offering a parsimonious explana-
tion for the emergence of venation and a number of ramified patterns (Mitchison,
1980b; Mitchison et al., 1981). The model is heuristic in the sense that molecular
players and sensing mechanisms necessary for this feedback are simply assumed
(as Goldsmith assumed polar “exporters”), and its power rests in the ability to
make predictions.

Later research revealed that one of the predictions of the canalisation theory
– low auxin levels in the veins – did not fit experiments (Scarpella et al., 2006).
This discrepancy serves to illustrate the evolution of modelling strategies, and
the importance of a modelling-experiment cycle. To solve this conflict, numerous
extensions to the canalisation model were evoked (Feugier et al., 2005), resulting
in the desired outcome. Rolland-Lagan & Prusinkiewicz (2005) gives an excellent
review on the evolution of vein models.

In parallel, a different set of heuristic laws, again seeking a mechanism for
efflux carrier positioning, were developed, motivated by the problem of phyllo-
taxis. Often, efflux carriers locate towards neighbouring cells with higher auxin
concentration (“up-the-gradient”), which allows in silico meristems to present
phyllotactic patterns of auxin concentrations (Jönsson et al., 2006; de Reuille et al.,
2006; Smith et al., 2006). However, the two developmental phenomena – meristem
and vascular formation – are occurring concomitantly within the plant. Thus, a
combination between the canalisation mechanism (“with-the-flux”) and the ef-
flux carrier-orienting mechanism (“up-the-gradient”) was proposed in a phyllo-
taxis model aimed to connect primordium and vein formation (Bayer et al., 2009)3.
Combining both mechanisms was possible, by evoking a switch that allows either
one or the other mechanism to be used by a cell, through an elaborate usage of
heuristic terms and parameters. The increasing complexity of heuristic models
has thus helped to fit results, but continues to pose a challenge to map the pro-
posed feedback to molecular components involved (Kramer, 2009)4.

When a model successfully matches biological data, this can be accompanied
by increased understanding of the underlying mechanism, but this is not neces-
sarily the case. As an counterintuitive example of this relation, we cite the phys-
ical work of Douady & Couder (1992), which were able to ‘mimic’ phyllotaxis in a
non-biological system. Using magnetic dipoles (droplets) that move upon an oil
substrate due to an external magnetic field while simultaneously interacting with
one another through electromagnetic repulsion, they obtained a dynamical sys-
tem in which the periodic addition of droplets results in an ordered ‘phyllotactic’
pattern following the Fibonacci series. This work suggests that only two gen-

3This paper presents the integration of two heuristic mechanisms for subcellular polarisation of
auxin efflux carriers to explain midvein initiation during phyllotaxis. By combining both mechanisms
and adding extra requirements, the new and more complex model reproduces the observed dynamics
of PIN1 localisation.

4Recent review on the properties and shortcomings of classical models for canalisation, reintrodu-
cing the concept of intracellular gradients to bridge the existing gap between heuristic descriptions of
polarity and plausible molecular players.
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eral interactions are required to generate the fascinating patterns found in plants:
growth (the movement of the droplets due to the magnetic field) and repulsion
(electromagnetic repulsion between droplets). The understanding derived from
this parsimonious experiment can serve as a search-image for experimental bio-
logists. Not for genes and proteins, but for networks regulating growth and re-
pulsion.

3.5 Plants through the looking-glass of a model:
levels and questions

The level at which mathematical or computational formalisms simulate plant de-
velopment has profound influence on the questions that can be addressed by the
system. In the non-exhaustive list below, we describe five main levels at which
models operate, going from macro-level to micro-level representations. Obvi-
ously, model formalisms can also be combined, blurring these level definitions.

1. Plants as continuous mechanical entities. D’Arcy Thompson already poin-
ted out that a developing organism should conform to the physical world in
which it is immersed (Thompson, 1942). This constitutes the basis of numer-
ous continuous mechanical models that describe plants or plant parts as entit-
ies that develop in response to mechanical strains and stresses, where biological
control acts on their mechanical properties (Green, 1996; Harold, 2002). Data on
expansins and pectins justify the idea that plants can regulate these physical para-
meters (Cosgrove, 1999; Cosgrove et al., 2002) and the existence of mechanotrans-
duction mechanisms suggests that plants can sense stresses and strains (Haswell
et al., 2008). A mechanical-continuous description of vegetative material has al-
lowed for the understanding of why tendrils twist (Ermakov & Goldstein, 2002;
Goriely & Tabor, 2003), how leaves bulge or straighten (Dervaux & Ben Amar,
2008), roots bend (Zieschang et al., 1997), and how apical structures grow and
deform (Kwiatkowska, 2004; Abas et al., 2006). Phyllotactic explanations on the
basis of mechanical buckling have been proposed (Dumais & Steele, 2000; Ship-
man & Newell, 2004, 2005; Newell et al., 2008), and equilibrium shapes of cell
walled structures (Boudaoud, 2003) and tip-growth of pollen tubes and root hairs
(Carol & Dolan, 2002; Goriely & Tabor, 2003; Chavarría-Krauser & Schurr, 2004)
have been formulated this way. The advantage of the continuous mechanical
approach, is that a tight mapping is possible between models and biophysical
measurements. However, just as a continuum mechanical approach to describe
the bending of a bridge ignores that cement is made of atoms (it is not continuous)
and granules (it does not possess mesoscopic structure), biological continuum
models ignore the cellular structure of organs. These models therefore allow for
the approximation of physical quantities but prohibit a direct mapping of these
quantities to cellular behaviour.

2. Plants as iterative branching systems. Plant development can be seen as
an iterative addition of repeating structures, and if the logic of extension and
branching is correctly described, models can be developed in which the topo-
logy of plant structures can be generated. To allow for a logical analysis of plant
development, Aristid Lindemayer developed a formal system in which develop-
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mental structures of an organism are represented as connected functional units
(those building blocks are coined ‘metamers’, which needn’t be interpreted as
individual biological cells). Through specific local rules (generating grammars),
the units can change their state, extend and branch, leading to complex branch-
ing structures. This model formalism, named L-systems (Lindenmayer, 1968a,b,
1971, 1975), has since generated an amazing repertoire of astonishingly beautiful
plant forms (Prusinkiewicz & Lindenmayer, 1990; Barthélémy & Caraglio, 2007).
Prusinkiewicz (2004) gives an overview of how L-systems have been applied dur-
ing the more recent years. While the generating grammars are typically heuristic
and give little insight into how plants regulate branching architecture, they can be
productively coupled to the action of regulatory genes known to change iterative
patterns of development (for example the induction of flowering, Prusinkiewicz
et al., 2007)5.

3. Plants as continuous chemical vessels. Based on the notion that pattern-
ing processes involve chemistry, reaction-diffusion models describe development
from the perspective of instructive molecules, whose distributions throughout
tissues steer morphogenesis. Inspired by Wolpert’s heuristic French-flag model
(Wolpert, 1969), a large part of this kind of modelling in both animal and plant de-
velopment is now focusing on morphogen gradients formed in embryos and tis-
sues by means of localised production, decay and diffusion (Scheres & Heidstra,
1999; Green, 2002; Gibson, 2007; Dessaud et al., 2008; Kicheva & González-Gaitán,
2008). Such models typically stay close to the biophysical end of the spectrum, us-
ing and determining quantitative characteristics of the chemicals involved, and
developing insights on morphogen gradient formation, requirements for posi-
tional information, and robustness and scaling properties of the embryo or or-
ganism (Eldar et al., 2004; Kicheva et al., 2007; Tostevin et al., 2007).

In contrast, in search for finding an explanation for the phenomenon of phyl-
lotaxis, Turing (1952) developed a heuristic mechanism for spatial patterns of
chemicals which can arise without the need of a pre-pattern, such as localised
sources or sinks. Models that present “Turing instabilities” are able to generate
spontaneously a vast range of patterns, but solely through the specific interac-
tions among different species of chemicals and differential distribution kinetics.
Even when such models become more complicated, and the number of chemicals
involved larger, one can still reduce them to their core, which always contains the
general and essential feature of a local activator and long range inhibitor (Mein-
hardt, 1996, 2003). However, the biomolecular implementations can be manifold,
making the generality of the Turing instability both its strength and its weakness.

Turing-type models and other reaction-diffusion models can be used to study
intracellular patterns as well (Jilkine et al., 2007; Tostevin & Howard, 2008). When
patterns are being studied over multiple cells, however, individual cells are not
treated explicitly. The reaction term should be interpreted as the intracellular
interactions that take place, while the diffusion term represents the propagation
of intercellular communication.

5In this paper, a developmental model is presented that encompasses different branching struc-
tures within a single parameter space, parsimoniously accounting for a range of observations on de-
velopment, genetics and evolution of inflorescences. This modelling work is able to link inflorescence
architectures to plausible underlying genetic mechanisms, bringing forth insights on the interaction
between development and evolution.
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4. Plants as collections of cells. When zooming further into the plant tissue,
cells emerge as building blocks, as the basic regulatory units of morphogenetic
events. One can argue that cells are the fundamental computational unit of life.
As such, since the eighties cellular-based models have helped us understanding
how, through a combination of specific cellular properties and dynamics within
a tissue context, patterns can be formed and maintained (Anderson et al., 2007).
Such cell-based models facilitate analysis of the roles of factors such as cell shapes
and tissue topology. More than in any of the previous formalisms, they are intim-
ately tied to computational methods, since a cell-based approach almost inev-
itably implies simulations, often of a more complex and object-orientated kind
(Walker & Southgate, 2009). A broad scope of models falls under this category,
ranging from representing a cell as a mere grid point on a lattice (Ermentrout &
Edelstein-Keshet, 1993; Markus et al., 1999; Groenenboom & Hogeweg, 2008), to
lattice-free models such as Spherical cellular-based models (Jönsson et al., 2006)
and Vertex-based models (Merks et al., 2007). Also, the internal cell structure is of-
ten not taken into account, but recently this has been starting to change (Kramer,
2004; Grieneisen et al., 2007).

5. Plants as collections of interaction networks. Arguably, the essence of a
cell can be captured by the state of its gene regulatory network. This is often
represented in a very straightforward manner using Boolean networks (Kauff-
man et al., 2004). The concept of Boolean networks is based on the often (but
not always) valid simplifying assumption that non-hierarchical and hence non-
intuitive genetic regulation schemes can be modelled in terms of ‘on-or-off’ kin-
etics. This allows us to predict and study different state attractors of the regulat-
ory network (Thieffry & Thomas, 1998; Thomas & Kaufman, 2001). These states
can be interpreted to represent different developmental outcomes. Problems ran-
ging from flower organ identification to epidermal-root hair patterning can be
treated through such models from the perspective of genes (Genoud et al., 2001;
Espinosa-Soto et al., 2004). Finally, several networks can cross-talk and as such
represent neighbouring and interacting cells within tissue structures (Mendoza
& Alvarez-Buylla, 2000; Schiefelbein, 2000; Savage et al., 2008).

3.6 Addressing modelling artifacts by combined ap-
proaches

Every modelling formalism introduces its particular “artifacts”, attributes spe-
cific to the model that don’t reflect a trait of the biological system. Analogous
to the golden practice in experimental biology – supporting the same conclu-
sion by independent methodologies – this can be overcome by a combination
of different models, which will pin-point the underlying mechanisms that they
can both support. An excellent recent example of this approach is the work of
Savage et al. (2008)6 who elegantly formulated a Boolean network model based

6This paper presents a multi-model study on root hair development, in which Boolean networks
and a PDE model are used to unravel the patterning of trichoblast and atrichoblast cells. The models
allow for biological interpretation, discrimination between different hypotheses, and derivation of
experimental predictions. The authors explore many mutant phenotypes and link these patterns to
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on genetic data, which inspired simple experiments that discriminated between
alternative models of cross-regulatory fate determination between hair- and non-
hair cells in the root epidermis (Figure 3.1A,B). The least supported assumption
in the Boolean representation, that protein levels of two of the regulators were
determined by transcription in neighbouring cells (Figure 3.1C,D), was then re-
investigated using a reaction-diffusion representation of the genetic logic and cel-
lular communication. The reaction-diffusion model showed that protein sequest-
ration in complexes parsimoniously supports this assumption (Figure 3.1E,F). In
our opinion, this work bears another important message. By constructing a reac-
tion-diffusion model inspired by the biological data, the authors were able to not
only shed light on the underlying requirements for transport in the system and
thereby adding more credit to their Boolean model, but also find a Turing-type
instability, in which the “activator” and “inhibitor” have a direct biological map-
ping. Interestingly, almost all biological models on Turing patterns have been
hitherto focusing on a particular subset of Turing instabilities (in which the activ-
ator activates the inhibitor, and the inhibitor inhibits the activator), whereas the
epidermal patterns found by Savage et al. (2008) are a consequence of an activ-
ator (GL3/EGL3) which inhibits the inhibitor (CPC), while the inhibitor activates
the activator. We believe that the rough mapping between Turing models and
Boolean networks achieved here carries a profound message: perhaps the reason
that Turing models, which have great explanatory power for pattern formation,
have never obtained strong experimental support is because they are at a higher
level (or maybe even too high level) of abstraction. We speculate that the real ge-
netic networks captured by Boolean or other representations can in certain cases
be ‘emulated’ by a higher level description such as a Turing formalism. This
higher level description will contain parameters which are a complicated com-
bination of the ‘biophysical’ parameters and therefore may not directly map to
biological observables. The take-home message is: Even if different models have
a comparable representation power of certain biological phenomena, the para-
meters of the models may to a very different degree and in a very diverse way
map to biological processes and thus more or less, or simply in a different way,
guide experiments in a meaningful fashion.

3.7 Transcending level boundaries by
multilevel modelling

The essence of development is that it is self-organising and robust. Gene net-
works, cell-cell interactions, growth and morphogen patterning all occur simul-
taneously, and within this entanglement of biological levels the organism emerges.
Alan Turing – in biology mostly associated with reaction-diffusion models – had
already the vision that explanations for biological pattern formation involve mul-
tilevel interactions. He realised that unravelling phyllotaxis would require a com-
bination of reaction-diffusion models with descriptions of tissue growth (Saun-
ders, 1992). This modern approach abruptly terminated with his sudden death,

their theoretical network.
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Figure 3.1: Multi-model approach: the root hair example.
To study trichome patterning, Savage et al. (2008) use both a Boolean and a
reaction-diffusion model. (A): Trichome identity patterns shown through blue GUS
staining in a cross-section of an Arabidopsis root. (B): This cell fate is already es-
tablished in the apical meristem, where the newly formed epidermal ring consists
of 16 cells. (C): A core cross-talk circuitry on the level of protein-protein and tran-
scription interactions is represented through a Boolean network. An individual
cell is represented by the network, while intercellular communication takes place
through the action of proteins that depends on the transcription rates within the
neighbouring cells (shown through the red dotted-arrows). (D): Simulation out-
come of the Boolean network, showing the establishment of patterns within the
protein and mRNA levels. Pattern formation is shown over time and in space, i.e.
a 1D representation of the epidermal cell ring. (E): Based on the logic used for
the Boolean network, a reaction-diffusion model consisting of 5 coupled PDEs
has been made. Cell coupling is given through diffusion terms, indicated in red.
The functions PW , PG, PC represent the production rate of WER (monotonically
decreasing with CPC-complex levels), GL3/EGL3 (monotonically decreasing with
WER-complex) and CPC (monotonically increasing with WER-complex), respect-
ively. (F): From a homogeneous state, an alternating pattern of high and low
protein expression very similar to the patterns in (B) spontaneously emerges due
to a Turing instability. (Figure and parameters adapted from Savage et al. (2008).)
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only rediscovered in the eighties with an increasing awareness that many relev-
ant properties of systems with multiple layers arise through interactions between
levels (e.g. Hofstadter, 1979; Hogeweg, 1988). The essential problem of leaving
out different levels of organisation can be described as follows: “Local micro-
interactions can generate a set of qualitatively different macrophenomena. These
phenomena would seem to be unrelated if studied at the macro-level only. Thus,
[...] we would probably construct models for each of the phenomena separ-
ately, and fail to recognise their interrelationships” (Hogeweg, 1988). A multi-
level modelling approach basically consists in describing from biological motiv-
ated data, different levels: molecular and genetic level, subcellular properties,
cells and organs – and allowing them to interact. The objective is to investigate
whether level cross-talk yields results that have not been preset on the higher
level and whether essential patterns for developmental regulation emerge on a
mesoscopic level which are not coded for explicitly. For example, multilevel mod-
elling of the life cycle of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum, where
due to low-level (single cell) feedbacks in production and response to one sig-
nal, mesoscopic patterns emerge (such as signal waves and directed cell sorting).
These, in turn, direct self-organising phenomena such as the formation of a multi-
cellular body, coordinated motion, phototaxis and culmination of a fruiting body
(Savill & Hogeweg, 1997; Marée et al., 1999b; Marée & Hogeweg, 2001). Such
an approach is now beginning to be explored in plant development. Laskowski
et al. (2008)7 provide an explanation for the positioning of lateral root primor-
dia on curves of the primary root through feedbacks that connect polar auxin
transport to shape changes. Again, by incorporating “lower-level” properties
such as cell shape, tissue structure and PIN localisation, the modelling reveals
concepts on the level of mesoscopic “reflux-loops”, which emerge as a natural
control switch (Bao, 2009) for lateral root initiation at the macroscale. Genetic
data and simulations further indicate how an initial shape-based auxin bias is
amplified to stabilise primordium position. Hamant et al. (2008)8, using a similar
approach to understand phyllotaxis, provide a novel framework to explore links
between subcellular microtubule organisation, forces at the organ level, cell po-
larity, auxin accumulation, phyllotactic patterning and organ shape. Using con-
tinuous mechanical models, finite element approaches and experimental valida-
tions, they show coupling between global stress patterns and local microtubule
arrangement, which may constitute another across-level feedback loop whose
emergent properties can influence organ shape.

7This paper (Chapter 4) presents a multilevel model study revealing how cell shape changes within
a tissue context can trigger self-reinforcing changes in auxin transport leading to lateral root initiation.
This study connects organ level deformations (bending a root) to intracellular auxin concentrations
and gradients.

8The authors use advanced imaging, genetics and mechanical interferences as well as modelling
to explore how mechanical aspects of stress fields during meristem growth and primordia formation
might guide subcellular microtubule patterning, highlighting the importance of mechanical feedbacks
in phyllotaxis.
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3.8 Concluding remarks

We believe that there is a bright future for the combination of modelling and
experiment, particularly in the area of plant development. Current work indic-
ates that this future has already begun. However, the objective of a model is not
to imitate reality. For to do so would require introducing the whole complexity
of the biological system into a computer (assuming that such computers would
exist). The result would be obtaining again a system which is as complex and
limited to understanding as the biological system itself. Rather, modelling ap-
proaches will have to be tailored to each question in terms of the levels that are
being described and the desirable mapping of model parameters to measurable
phenomena. Sometimes, heuristic models will probe whether an idea is feasible.
Other times, a biophysical model will nail down what must be measured to valid-
ate a mechanism. In still another case, a multilevel model will produce a result at
a higher level that could not be intuitively foreseen based on simple assumptions
at a low level. Each of these cases can greatly contribute to our understanding
of plant biology. We have entered an era in which we have the necessary com-
putational power and accumulated experimental data that allows us to revive
the classical questions on morphogenesis, but now through the integration of all
levels and knowledge. And, while approaching the same problem from different
angles, modelling tools will change, be revisited and re-adapted as the questions
change: back to the future.
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Beginning My Studies

Beginning my studies the first step pleas’d me so much,
The mere fact consciousness, these forms, the power of motion,
The least insect or animal, the senses, eyesight, love,
The first step I say awed me and pleas’d me so much,
I have hardly gone and hardly wish’d to go any farther,
But stop and loiter all the time to sing it in ecstatic songs.

Walt Whitman
(American poet, 1819–1892)
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4 Auxin Gradient Guiding Root Growth

Abstract

The plant growth regulator auxin controls cell identity, cell division and cell
expansion. Auxin efflux facilitators (PINs) are associated with auxin maxima
in distal regions of both shoots and roots. Here we model diffusion and PIN-
facilitated auxin transport in and across cells within a structured root layout.
In our model, the stable accumulation of auxin in a distal maximum emerges
from the auxin flux pattern. We have experimentally tested model predictions
of robustness and self-organisation. Our model explains pattern formation and
morphogenesis at time-scales from seconds to weeks, and can be understood by
conceptualising the root as an ‘auxin capacitor’. A robust auxin gradient asso-
ciated with the maximum, in combination with separable roles of auxin in cell
division and cell expansion, is able to explain the formation, maintenance and
growth of sharply bounded meristematic and elongation zones. Directional per-
meability and diffusion can fully account for stable auxin maxima and gradients
that can instruct morphogenesis.

4.1 Introduction

The multitude of concentration-dependent effects of externally supplied auxins
on plant development has long fuelled the idea that auxins form gradients in
plants and generate developmental outputs (Jones, 1998; Leyser, 2005; Berleth
et al., 2007). Auxin distributions at the cellular level can be inferred from the
activity of auxin-responsive promoter elements. This led to the discovery that
auxin-response maxima in roots, embryos and shoot-derived primordia require
polar auxin transport, mediated by efflux-facilitating transmembrane proteins of
the PIN family (Sabatini et al., 1999; Friml et al., 2002a; Benková et al., 2003; Friml
et al., 2003). In shoots, auxin maxima predict sites of primordia outgrowth (Rein-
hardt et al., 2003; Heisler et al., 2005) and leaf venation (Scarpella et al., 2006); the
role of auxin transport has been addressed in several modelling studies (Sachs,
1981; Feugier et al., 2005; Jönsson et al., 2006; de Reuille et al., 2006; Smith et al.,
2006). In the Arabidopsis root, an auxin response maximum is required for cell-
type specification in its close vicinity, but also for cell division and cell expansion
at a distance (Sabatini et al., 1999; Blilou et al., 2005). This stable auxin maximum
has been assumed to necessarily involve, in addition to polar auxin transport,
regulated auxin synthesis and/or breakdown, sources and/or sinks (Friml et al.,
2002a), yet the essential mechanisms underlying its formation and maintenance
remained unclear. Furthermore, auxin response maxima may not only reflect dif-
ferential auxin concentrations but also local changes in auxin signal transduction
components (Dharmasiri et al., 2005; Kepinski & Leyser, 2005). Here we provide
a minimal mechanism for auxin-based pattern formation, given experimentally
known PIN localisations. We develop and experimentally validate a mesoscopic
model on the basis of the central assumption that PIN proteins have a critical role
in polar auxin transport, which is supported by the dramatic defects of combin-
ations of pin mutants (Friml et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005). The model reveals
that the PIN-mediated flux pattern can explain where and why a root auxin max-
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imum and associated auxin gradients arise as robust manifestations of the auxin
transport system.

4.2 A modelling framework for polar auxin transport

Auxin diffuses freely within cells and the cell wall and permeates cell membranes
(Gutknecht & Walter, 1980; Goldsmith et al., 1981; Kramer & Bennett, 2006). Most
previous simulation models at the tissue/organ scale have mathematically com-
bined diffusion and permeability into one effective flux (Kramer, 2008). In con-
trast, by taking the spatial structure of cells into account (Kramer, 2004) in our
model, diffusion and permeability are dealt with independently, using realistic
parameter values (for parameter analysis see Appendix 4.A) rather than describ-
ing cells as units containing only one auxin concentration value with limited pos-
sible fluxes between units. At the next scale of organisation, our model specifies
individual cell sizes within a structured tissue layout that describes the entire root
tip. It represents cells as extended regions on a lattice characterised by appropri-
ately scaled sizes and shapes (Figure 4.1), including surrounding cell walls. The
interplay of phenomena that arise from the different scales (cell shape and neigh-
bourhood within the tissue) is essential for understanding the emerging auxin
distribution.

Auxin influx and efflux are treated differently according to the following bio-
chemical considerations. Most extracellular auxin is protonated, and thus freely
permeates into cells – a process which may additionally be facilitated by AUX/-
LAX family influx transporters (Marchant et al., 1999). In the cytoplasm, auxin is
de-protonated such that free passage outwards is very slow; consequently, trans-
port facilitators are necessary that locally permeate the membrane and facilitate
auxin efflux. PIN proteins have cell-type-specific polar localisations in a man-
ner that fully correlates with auxin transport routes as determined by auxin la-
belling, local auxin production and bioassays (Rashotte et al., 2003; Blilou et al.,
2005; Wiśniewska et al., 2006), although other directional transporters may have
additional roles (Geisler et al., 2005; Terasaka et al., 2005). Hence, in our model
we specifically focus on the localisation of the PINs (with permeability Pepin ). We
also allow for significant influx (Pi) and little efflux (Pebg ); the latter is mainly due
to a background of ubiquitously expressed PINs in all cells.

Although the specific cell layout of the Arabidopsis thaliana root served as a
guide for the model, we simplified this layout to capture the essential features of
root architecture and PIN localisation required for generating and maintaining an
auxin maximum. Cells differ in size depending on their position in the meristem-
atic (MZ) or elongation zone (EZ). Characteristic polar PIN localisation is spe-
cified within four generalised tissue types: a central region represents ‘vascular’
tissue with basally located PINs; peripheral regions that express PIN predomin-
antly at the apex correspond to the ‘epidermal’ tissues; between these tissues, a
subclass of the vascular tissue – the single ‘border’ cell layer – has basal-lateral
expression of PINs; and finally, the distal ‘cap’ region expresses PINs ubiquit-
ously along the cell membrane (Figure 4.1). In the epidermal cell layer, very low
expression of lateral PINs is experimentally observed. Although lateral inward-
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Figure 4.1: Mesoscopic model for polar auxin transport.
(a): The Arabidopsis root. DZ, differentiation zone; EZ, elongation zone; MZ,
meristematic zone. (b): Generic root description adopted for the model. The four
distinct regions treated in the simulations are indicated (vascular, red; epidermal
layers, blue; border cells, yellow; and columella tiers, cyan). Quiescent centre
(QC) cells (in grey) are equivalent to vascular cells. Scale bar, 100 µm. A cell
wall/apoplast (green) surrounds all cells. Cells in the MZ and EZ have the same
width, 16 µm, but differ in length: 60 µm (EZ) and 24 µm (MZ). (c): PIN localisation
within the cells that compose these tissues, based on experimentally observed
PIN distributions (d). For simplicity, influx carriers AUX (considered ubiquitously
expressed in every cell) are not shown. For an explanation of the equations used,
see Section 4.6 and Appendix 4.A.
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localised PINs give no qualitative effect on the auxin distribution, they do gener-
ate quantitative effects (Figure 4.9). We thus introduce them when they become
necessary for the dynamics of root growth. The results shown below are robust
with respect to varying the number of cell files chosen for the layout (Figure 4.10).
We first investigated critical features of the transport system in a static cellular
system and subsequently analysed the full model, including growth, in which the
formation of a meristematic and expansion zone arises as a self-organising prop-
erty given a pre-set response function for auxin-regulated cell division, growth
and expansion.

4.3 A polar-auxin-transport-dependent maximum

Simulations with auxins provided from the uppermost vascular region reach a
steady state with a strong concentration peak spanning several cells and with a
maximum in cells immediately above the cap region (Figure 4.2a,b), correspond-
ing to the experimentally observed auxin response maximum in Arabidopsis qui-
escent centre cells. The model indicates that the appearance of the auxin max-
imum depends only on the general layout of PIN-mediated permeability, be-
cause specific cellular activities, such as localised decay of auxin levels or auxin
influx regulation, are explicitly not included. Variation of permeability over a
wide parameter range, which could reflect either different transport rates or dif-
ferent membrane densities of PINs, does not cause the maximum to disappear
(Figure 4.11). The stable concentration peak is accompanied by large auxin fluxes
through the tissues; like a reversed fountain, the central flow downwards con-
nects to the upward flow in the epidermal tissue through a redistributing root
cap (Figure 4.2c). The auxin increase is due to reflux of the upward flow all along
the meristem back into the central downward flow, which captures auxin within
a flux-loop, causing an increase of the concentration maximum, until a steady
state is reached (Figure 4.2b). The overall PIN layout specifies the region of the
maximum at the junction of the flows, which is positioned centrally just above
the cap region. The density of lateral PINs, both those in the border and epi-
dermal files (yellow and blue cells in Figure 4.1), are crucial for the reflux and are
the most sensitive determinants for the auxin-storage capacity of the root and the
magnitude of the maximum (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11). The formation of the
root’s auxin maximum goes beyond the classical description of uni-directional
transport causing accumulation (Wolpert, 1969), because it essentially depends
on global features of PIN localisation throughout the root that allow for reflux
(Figure 4.12). High auxin throughput (up to 30% of the intracellular auxin per
second) generates a stable but highly dynamic auxin equilibrium profile that re-
quires neither production nor decay in the roots.

Auxin equilibrates into the given profile solely as a result of the high auxin
flows and PIN localisations. When all cells ubiquitously produce auxin, the same
pattern is generated (Figure 4.2g,h). Even when production is localised outside
the auxin-maximum region, the pattern does not change (Figure 4.13). To test
experimentally the prediction that the auxin maximum is insensitive to a ubi-
quitous rise in auxin levels, we stimulated the production of the natural auxin
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Auxin maximum in simulations (a–k) and experiments (l–p).
(a): The steady-state concentration profiles along longitudinal sections through
the different tissues as indicated by coloured arrows in (b). Lines represent
log([auxin]); filled profiles represent [auxin]; concentrations are in arbitrary units
(a.u.), see Appendix 4.A.3. (b): Steady-state concentrations within the root
(Movie 4.1), according to the colour bar (d) and scaled from the minimum (min.)
to the maximum (max.) auxin concentration. (c): Log of auxin fluxes measured in
µm−1 s−1 (a.u.) forming the flux-reflux pattern. The directionality and magnitude
of the fluxes are given by the colour (arc) and intensity (radius) as indicated by the
colour circle (f), as well as by the arrows. Ubiquitous endogenous auxin produc-
tion, simulated (g,h) or experimentally induced (l,m), is shown. The established
pattern after 1 min (g) and 60 min (h) (Movie 4.2) is shown. The absolute concen-
tration values are shown according to the colour bar (e). DR5-GFP expression in
roots of RCH1-IAAH lines that are ubiquitously biosynthesising auxin at 0 h (l) and
8 h (m) after induction by external addition of the precursor IAM (50 µM). A nor-
mal auxin distribution is observed. Root immersion in auxin, simulated (i–k) and
in experiments (n–p), is shown. Establishment of the pattern, according to the
colour bar (d), 6 s (i), 2 min (j) and 30 min (k) after immersion in auxin (Movie 4.3,
and Appendix 4.A for details). DR5-GFP expression in roots immersed in 5 µM
IAA (n), NAA (o), and 2-4D (p), all after 10 h. All confocal images were taken
using the same settings. In (g–k) we show the most distal 314 µm of the root.

indoleacetic acid (IAA) in the root meristem using the meristem-specific RCH1
promoter and the IAAH biosynthetic enzyme that can convert precursor IAM
to IAA (Casamitjana-Martínez et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005). IAA levels were
monitored with the semiquantitative and threshold dependent auxin response
reporter DR5-GFP. As in the simulation, a persistent maximum is observed at
the quiescent centre (Figure 4.2l,m). We simulated an extreme case in which an
auxin-free root lacking any influx from the shoot yet maintaining a normal ef-
flux is immersed in an auxin solution. We find that auxin is polarly transported
and rapidly redistributes in the immersed root tip, such that the auxin maximum
is formed (Figure 4.2i–k). Immersion of Arabidopsis roots in high concentrations
of IAA indeed reveal the same persistent DR5-GFP pattern (Figure 4.2n), further
supporting the notion that the auxin maximum in the root tip is insensitive to the
position of the auxin source. To show that the auxin transport system is robust to
permeability rates, as predicted by our simulations, immersion experiments were
performed with the synthetic auxins, 2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2, 4-D) and
1-naphthylacetic acid (NAA). The resulting auxin analogue distributions indicate
the preservation of the maximum (Figure 4.2o,p). The auxin transport mechan-
ism maintains the auxin maximum as long as the throughput exceeds the rate of
uptake.

Our model predicts autonomy of the root system from the shoot; the auxin
maximum remains stable even when the shoot, that is, the auxin supply, is re-
moved. Simulating a sudden cessation of shoot-derived auxin into the root, we
find that, although total levels of auxin may slowly drop, the pattern around
the maximum remains highly conserved (Figure 4.3a,b). To test this prediction,
we dissected roots from shoots, and monitored auxin levels in the root tip by
expression of the auxin sensors DR5-GFP and IAA2-GUS (Figure 4.3c,d). In ac-
cordance with the modelling result, persistent expression of different reporters
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in the maximum is observed for more than 10–30 days after root cut, corrobor-
ating that the auxin transport system can maintain the maximum (Figure 4.3e–j).
Importantly, the amount of reflux in the root determines the time-scales of auxin-
maxima maintenance. Thus, the root is analogous to a capacitor: it efficiently
stores auxin, and it will, in the absence of shoot auxin supply and the presence of
leakage and decay, maintain the maximum while only slowly undergoing auxin
loss (Figure 4.14). The capacitance depends on the generalised layout of PIN loc-
alisation in the root tissue. Only certain alterations in PIN distribution, which
change the generalised layout cause drastic modifications in the auxin distribu-
tions (Figure 4.12).

Realistic cell sizes and diffusion and transport rates in our model allow us to
investigate the time-scale involved with the creation and re-establishment of an
auxin maximum. In the simulations, the establishment of a pattern occurs very
fast, dictated by the high throughput. Simulations of a quiescent centre ablation
experiment by elimination of the cells containing the auxin maximum reveals a
new maximum within the time range of minutes, which from then on steadily in-
creases (Figure 4.4a–c, upper panels). Even in a simulated root cut experiment, a
new maximum is established rapidly after quiescent centre ablation (Figure 4.15).
To validate the fast time-scales of auxin-maximum formation by the reflux loop,
we laser-ablated the quiescent centre of a dissected root. A shift in auxin concen-
trations occurs within 3 h as measured by DR5-GFP, which includes the GFP mat-
uration time. Thus, a new maximum rapidly arises from redistribution within
the isolated root (Figure 4.4a–c, lower panels). These experiments confirm that
the time-scale involved in establishing the typical auxin maximum is faster than
the time-scale of cell differentiation (Xu et al., 2006) and they show that the auxin
maximum can be re-patterned without shoot auxin input.

To explore the mechanisms by which auxin-maximum positioning is taking
place, we analysed early modifications in the auxin distribution seen in the pin3;-
pin4;pin7 mutant by simulations and in the experimental root. In this triple mutant,
we observe the auxin maximum shift towards the root cap together with a reduc-
tion in its intensity (Figure 4.4e, lower panel). Generally, PIN activities in multiple
pin mutant combinations are difficult to dissect owing to compensatory changes
in gene expression. However, compensatory changes in PIN1 and PIN2 proteins
in the pin3;pin4;pin7 mutant can be visualised and do not occur at early stages
(Figure 4.16). We simulated the triple mutant by inferring from the membrane
localisation that the lack of PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7 results in an extreme reduc-
tion of efflux permeability in the columella tiers, as well as a reduction of both
basal-orientated permeabilities in the vascular region and lateral inwards per-
meabilities in the border cell file (see Figure 4.4 legend). Our simulation results
match with the experimentally observed basal dislocation of the auxin maximum
and concentration drop (Figure 4.4e, upper panel). We next questioned why these
alterations take place. Experimentally, such an analysis is difficult because per-
meability manipulation of the separate regions is not trivial, owing to both dis-
tinct and overlapping expression domains of PINs 3, 4 and 7. However, in the
model, we can explore independently the functional contribution of different re-
gions. The new positioning of the maximum can be attributed to the significant
reduction in efflux permeabilities within the columella cap, which now, instead
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Figure 4.3: An autonomous auxin capacitor in cut-root simulations (a,b) and
experiments (c,d).
(a): Auxin distribution before cutting, that is, with auxin influx occurring at the
uppermost vascular cells and efflux to the shoot occurring at the uppermost epi-
dermal cells of a 1, 700-µm-long root. (b): Auxin distribution after cutting, that
is, after alteration of the top boundary conditions such that there is no influx of
auxin (Movie 4.4). Colours indicate the relative log of auxin concentrations, ac-
cording to the colour bar below. (c,d): IAA2-GUS expression in a four-day-old
intact root (c), and 2 d after the root has been cut (d), revealing after the cut a
persistent auxin maximum and gradient in its vicinity, and a decrease in auxin
levels in the EZ. Expression patterns of DR5-GFP (e,f), WOX5-GFP (g,h), and
SCR-H2B-YFP (i,j), before (e,g,i) and 2 d after (f,h,j) root cut, revealing the cor-
rect maximum-associated gene-expression pattern.

of effectively redirecting the flow, accumulates auxin, dislocating the maximum
distally (Figure 4.4f). The decrease in magnitude of the dislocated maximum is
not due to the reduction in vascular apical PIN expression, because the model
shows that a reduction of this transport alone should generally lead to a build
up of auxin concentrations in the vascular region (Figure 4.4g). Instead, the con-
centration reduction is in fact due to the decrease in capacitance caused by the
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Figure 4.4: Repositioning of the maximum owing to ablation and in the pin
triple mutant, in simulations (a–e, upper panels, and f–h) and experiments
(a–e, lower panels).
(a–c): Ablation; dynamics of new maximum establishment after ablation of the
QC in a cut root; upper panels, steady state immediately before cut and ablation
(a, upper panel) and 10 s (b, upper panel) and 30 min (c, upper panel) after cut
and ablation (Movie 4.5). The simulated root is 1, 700-µm long, and here we show
the most distal 700 µm. Colours are as shown in Figure 4.1d. Lower panels, DR5-
GFP expression before QC ablation (a, lower panel), 1 d after QC ablation (b,
lower panel), and 2 d after QC ablation (c, lower panel). QC ablations were per-
formed 8 h after the root was cut. The inset in the lower panel of (c) shows SCR-
H2B-YFP expression 2 d after QC ablation, suggesting that QC re-specification
has occurred. (d,e): Triple mutant pin3;pin4;pin7 (p347) is simulated by redu-
cing the permeability of the efflux values of vascular tissue and border cells to
a quarter of their default values, and of columella tiers to a tenth of their default
value. Default values and PIN orientations are as in Figure 4.1 and Section 4.6.
(d): Wild-type auxin distribution. (e): The resulting distribution in the triple mutant.
Colours in upper panels of (d) and (e) give absolute concentration values accord-
ing to the colour bar of Figure 4.2e. (d): Lower panel, DR5-GFP in WT. e, Lower
panel, DR5-GFP in p347. (f–h): Regional PIN contributions to the auxin distribu-
tion, with only root cap PIN reduction (f), only vascular PIN reduction (g), or only
lateral PIN reduction of border cells (h).
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reduced lateral PIN density (Figure 4.4h). Combined, these alterations yield the
mutant pattern.

Our simulations consistently reveal a characteristic exponential basipetal auxin
gradient associated with the auxin maximum (Figure 4.2a). Modelling higher lat-
eral permeabilities of the border cells and/or epidermal cells reveals that this
should lead to a steeper gradient as well as a higher maximum (Figure 4.9, Figure
4.10 and Figure 4.11). Interestingly, our model predicts that the stabilisation of
the maximum-associated gradient takes much longer than the formation of the
maximum itself (Figure 4.17). This difference in time-scale reflects that the steady
state, in which the total auxin levels remain constant, is dictated by a large capa-
city to store auxin. While the root system receives auxin input, it rapidly passes
through a transient phase in which the auxin maximum is formed. Once the
maximum is established, the root enters a quasi-steady state (QSS) in which auxin
levels increase but the auxin distribution profile maintains its overall shape, char-
acterised by an exponential gradient culminating at the maximum, and a prox-
imal flat concentration profile given by the shoot influx. The distal region of the
gradient is, on a logarithmic plot, seen as a linear slope that connects to the flat
concentration region. As the accumulation of auxin proceeds, the QSS evolves by
the expansion of the exponential part of the profile into the proximal direction. In
the absence of auxin decay, the system will practically always remain in the QSS,
whereas with decay it remains in it for a period of days/weeks (dictated by the
auxin half-life) before reaching equilibrium (Figure 4.17).

4.4 Emergence and dynamics of zonation in growing
roots

We next considered the interplay between auxin dynamics and growth. We ex-
plore the pivotal issue of whether the auxin dynamics generated by our model
produces developmentally instructive zonations (MZ, EZ) when simulating root
growth. Auxin stimulates cell division and cell expansion at different concen-
trations in in vitro systems (Went, 1942; Skoog & Miller, 1957), and mutations in
auxin response as well as in auxin-dependent patterning genes affect both cell di-
vision and cell expansion in roots (Lincoln et al., 1990; Aida et al., 2004). Moreover,
single or multiple pin mutants differentially affect cell division and cell expan-
sion, further supporting spatially separable roles of auxin in the control of divi-
sion and expansion zones (Blilou et al., 2005). As a simplifying approach we in-
troduced a parsimonious description of the known auxin regulatory effects, that
is, higher auxin levels promote cell division, whereas cell elongation is correl-
ated with lower auxin levels. By implementing a graded response function that
is identical for each cell and that dictates growth, division and rapid expansion
(Figure 4.5a, and Section 4.6 for details), we explored whether growth feeds back
on auxin distribution as well as if auxin concentrations alone could account for
the formation of zonation. To capture possible slow developmental time-scales,
growth is simulated over an interval of 8 days.

At first observation, the growing root yields a similar auxin distribution to the
static cell simulation, as long as the cellular growth rate does not yield a doubling
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Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.5: Root growth and zonation in simulations (a–n, q–t) and experi-
ments (o,p).
(a): Model for auxin-regulated cell growth and expansion (see Section 4.6 and
Appendix 4.A). (b–e): Self-organisation of the MZ and EZ; auxin distribution and
meristematic distribution of cell divisions after 1 d of growth without (b,c) and with
(d,e) lateral efflux permeability at the epidermal cell layers, determining lower-
and higher-capacitance roots, respectively. Colours in (c) and (e) indicate the
number of mitotic events over a 12 h interval that occurred during the growth at
that position relative to the distance from the QC, with colour coding indicated
below. (f): Average cell size as a function of the distance from the QC at 1 d
of growth, of both a lower- (without lateral PINs in the epidermis; red line) and
a higher- (with lateral PINs in the epidermis; black line) capacitance root. (g):
Expansion of the MZ; spatiotemporal averages of cell size, showing the expan-
sion of the meristematic zone between 12 h (black line) and 8 d (blue line). Inset
shows total length grown with time revealing an almost constant, slowly increas-
ing growth rate over 8 d. (h,i): Auxin distribution and cell layouts at 12 h and 8 d of
growth; (j,k): the same MZ expansion seen through mitosis activity at the same
time points (Movie 4.6). (l): Root cut and contraction of MZ; spatiotemporal cell
size distributions at the moment of root cut (2 d; black line), and 6 d (green line)
thereafter, showing meristem zone contraction after root cut. Inset reveals total
auxin amount in a growing root receiving input from the shoot (first 2 days), and
after root cut. (m,n): Auxin distribution at the moment (m) and 6 d after (n) root
cut, over the entire length of simulated root (Movie 4.7). Colouring represents the
log of auxin concentrations. (o,p): DR5-GFP expression before (o) and 6 d after
(p) root cut, showing conservation of the auxin maximum, and extension of the
EZ into the MZ. (q,r): Detailed images revealing auxin-maximum conservation:
auxin distribution at the root tip at the moment of root cut (q) and 6 d thereafter
(r). (s,t): Mitosis activity at the moment of root cut (s), and 6 d thereafter (t),
showing that meristematic activity becomes restricted nearer to the QC area after
root cut. Dashed guiding lines in (d,h,i) and (s) help to visualise zonation that is
due to cell size.

time shorter than approximately 10-15 min, which is biologically unrealistic. The
auxin maximum spans the same region during the growth process, maintaining
itself in the correct position relative to the root tip (Figure 4.5h,i). This robustness
towards growth is due to the high auxin fluxes that accompany the maximum.
Furthermore, our results reveal an emerging distal ‘meristematic’ region with
small cells – and a proximal region where cell expansion prevails – caused by
different levels of auxin within the self-generated auxin profile. Also in line with
experimental data (Beeckman et al., 2001), mitotic activity in vascular regions ex-
tends further up (Figure 4.5e) than in peripheral regions. This difference is solely
caused by auxin profile concentrations that are slightly higher within the vascular
region.

Interestingly, the low density of lateral localised PINs in the epidermal cell
files plays an unexpectedly important part in the robustness of the developmental
response to the auxin gradient during growth. A more spread out and uneven
auxin distribution occurs in the absence of lateral epidermal PINs (the lower ca-
pacitance case) than in their presence (Figure 4.5b,d, respectively), bringing forth
developmental changes. Visualisation of mitotic density distributions, that is, the
number of mitoses that occur relative to the distance from the quiescent centre,
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reveals that mitotic regions are more defined in roots with higher capacitance
(Figure 4.5e) than in the lower-capacitance case (Figure 4.5c). The lateral epi-
dermal PINs assure a sharper transition between the MZ and EZ. This creates
a small distinct region close to the root tip in which cells are small (MZ) with a
sigmoidal transition towards more elongated cells (EZ). The lower capacitance
root, lacking the lateral epidermal PINs, under the same parameters, does not
reveal a clear distinct zonation between small and large cells (Figure 4.5f).

The size of the meristematic zone slowly increases over the simulated 8 days,
as can be seen in the cell-size distributions (Figure 4.5g–i) and mitotic activities
(Figure 4.5j,k). This is due to the concentration profile being out of equilibrium
(that is, in QSS), as can be inferred by the steadily increasing net auxin amount
in the root system (inset of Figure 4.5l). Although the auxin slope is preserved,
the transition between the zones becomes sharper, as can be seen by comparing
the mitosis profiles at 12 h and 8 days (Figure 4.5j,k). The increasing sharpness
is due to feedback between the dynamics of cell growth and the gradient: while
the number of meristematic cells rises, the rate of root growth increases, thereby
speeding up the dislocation of the accompanying auxin gradient. Consequently, a
cell at the transition region experiences a more dramatic decline in concentration,
which, combined with the cells’ graded auxin response, causes a sharpening of
the transition. The slow time-scale growth process observed in the simulations
is in accordance with the increase of MZ found in wild-type roots (Beemster &
Baskin, 1998).

Simulating the root cut in the full model, yields a concentration drop in the up-
per region of the gradient (Figure 4.5m,n), whereas typical distributions around
the auxin maximum are not altered (Figure 4.5q,r). After the root cut, the EZ/MZ
boundary shifts (Figure 4.5l), owing to the decay-driven auxin gradient shift (seen
by a drop in total auxin shown in the inset of Figure 4.5l). We tested this predic-
tion by monitoring cell elongation in dissected experimental roots, and, indeed,
recorded slow EZ expansion at the expense of the MZ (Figure 4.5o,p). This effect
was independently obtained by inhibiting shoot-derived polar auxin transport in
intact seedlings using agarose blocks containing the polar auxin transport inhib-
itor NPA, again suggesting that the expansion of the EZ is caused by a reduction
of total auxin levels (Figure 4.18). Taken together, our results show that EZ/MZ
zonation is dynamically changing both in intact and dissected roots, whereas
the auxin distribution around the quiescent centre is highly stable. Thus, the
experimentally observed PIN distribution is able to explain fast, robust auxin-
maximum formation, as well as the slow changes in zonation. Such seemingly
uncorrelated processes thus do not necessarily depend on additional regulatory
mechanisms.

4.5 Discussion

Our model strongly supports the hypothesis that plant roots are able to generate,
through a combination of their topological structure, internal PIN distribution
and basic properties such as diffusion and permeability, an auxin maximum and
a highly robust gradient with morphogenic properties. This auxin distribution
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is robust at several levels: it preserves its characteristics through a broad set of
permeability values, it is stable towards auxin production and decay, it is robust
against drastic alterations in influx and efflux (such as root cut and tissue abla-
tion), and it is not destabilised by cell division and expansion. The auxin max-
imum is formed without local auxin production or decay and without regulated
influx. Thus, quiescent centre biosynthesis or ‘sink’ tissues are not essential for
auxin-maximum localisation. Lateral permeability enables roots to store and ef-
ficiently redistribute auxin. This has implications for interpreting experiments
that track biosynthesis, because most endogenous production of auxin rapidly
accumulates by auxin transport into the maximum, which does not necessarily
correspond to the region of (highest) production. Moreover, the generalised PIN
distribution used here is able to explain the location of the quiescent centre, as
well as a characteristic exponential gradient of the auxin distribution. In addi-
tion, our mesoscopic modelling method reveals that information about the local
neighbourhood exists, not only as an absolute concentration per cell, but also as a
concentration gradient within the cell (Figure 4.2a). This feature might be linked
to auxin-dependent polar attributes of cells, such as the outgrowth of root hairs
at the basal end of epidermal cells (Masucci & Schiefelbein, 1994).

Our implementation of auxin-dependent cell division and cell expansion re-
veals that it is possible to establish functional zonations of plant organs using po-
lar auxin transport only, as long as the root has a high-enough degree of ‘capacit-
ance’, that is, sufficient reflux, to maintain a steep gradient of auxin. We consider
it highly likely that auxin maxima in plants are associated with auxin gradients,
even though technical limitations have hitherto prohibited direct visualisation of
such gradients. Indirect observations point to the existence of an auxin gradient.
For example, the PLETHORA genes, which are expressed in conjunction with the
root auxin maximum and require auxin responsive transcription factors for ex-
pression, influence distal cell fate, cell division and cell expansion (Aida et al.,
2004). Notably, PLT proteins form a functional concentration gradient that ex-
tends up to the elongation zone (Galinha et al., 2007) which makes them good
candidates for representing a read-out of a root auxin gradient.

The basic principles that endow roots with the capacity to form a develop-
mentally robust and information-rich auxin gradient contrast with classical no-
tions on developmentally instructive gradients, which are generated by ‘a source’
at the location of the highest concentration with associated gradients attributed to
diffusion and decay (Wolpert, 1969). In our model, production and decay are not
critical for auxin distributions as long as they occur on a slower time-scale than
the rapid auxin throughput. Moreover, it also differs from the classical concept of
a transport-driven gradient, in which the slope results from the ‘heaping up’ of
a morphogen at a ‘dead end’ (that is, a low throughput sink). Instead, the max-
imum and gradient are a consequence of the global PIN topology within the root,
which establishes a reflux pattern with a high throughput of auxin. We have
also shown that, after the establishment of the gradient, auxin throughput re-
mains high, even (or rather, especially) at the location of accumulation. As a con-
sequence of the reflux, the system is able to maintain global information during
dynamic processes such as growth. Moreover, in contrast to the classical image of
a frozen morphogenic gradient, here we show that a quasi-steady-state can trans-
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fer enough information to maintain a stem-cell-associated maximum, meristem
and elongation zone, whereas, on a very different time-scale, this profile changes,
causing long-term developmental alterations. This reveals the importance of en-
visioning morphogenic gradients as non-static, out-of-equilibrium systems. In
conclusion, transport-dependent dynamic auxin gradients constitute a powerful
mechanism to generate developmental information.

4.6 Methods summary

Static simulations of auxin transport (see Figure 4.1). PINs and AUXs are loc-
ated at the interfaces between cell and cell-wall sites, orientated opposite to one
another (n̂ the unit vector normal to the surface of the membrane, orientated in-
wards), with permeabilities Pepin and Pi of 20 µm s−1. All cell membranes are
given a small background efflux, Pebg , to account for membrane spreading of ef-
flux carriers, which is set to 1 µm s−1. The low epidermal lateral permeability
Pepin in the epidermis (represented as ‘smaller’ PINs in Figure 4.1c2) is, for sim-
plicity, set to zero in all static simulations, but used in the growing root case, in
which it has a lower value of 5 µm s−1. Auxin diffuses freely within cells and cell
walls, with a diffusion coefficient of D=600 µm2 s−1.

Simulations of growing roots (see Figure 4.5a). The growth phase is described
by a constant doubling time, T1; the expansion phase, with eightfold higher
volume increases, is described by a variable duration, T2, inversely related to
auxin level, C, at the centre of mass of each cell. T2 = max(α · ln(C∗/C), 0) ,
where C∗ is the concentration above which cells only undergo the cycle T1. After
T1 and T2, cytokinesis occurs if C > Cmin. α is a sensitivity parameter. We in-
clude a cell-size check of minimal area 720 µm2 for division, and a maximum
cell area of 4, 800 µm2 above which cell expansion stops. Growth-related para-
meter values are derived from experimental data (see Appendix 4.A.5) and set to:
T1=2 h, Cmin=3, C∗=10, α=6.2 h. The auxin decay rate is δdecay=5× 10−6 s−1.
Cell dynamics (growth and division) have been simulated by a modified Cellular
Potts Model (see Appendix 4.A.4.3) in which turgor pressures drive cell move-
ment within files. Cells expand in a longitudinal direction only (thus we as-
sume stiff vertical cell walls); no constraints on relative cell file movements are
included. Divisions are always anticlinal. Columella and quiescent centre cells
don’t divide. All simulations were run over the interval of 8 days, corresponding
to 6,912,000 numerical time steps.
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4.A Appendix

4.A.1 Simulating auxin transport

For good reviews on auxin transport, we refer to Bennett et al. (1998); Berleth &
Sachs (2001); Blakeslee et al. (2005); Kramer & Bennett (2006). Auxin transport
within the root is simulated on a two-dimensional (2D) grid, each grid point rep-
resenting 2x2 µm (see Figure 4.6). The simulations represent a two-dimensional
longitudinal cross-section through the root, in which implicitly the bilateral sym-
metry of the root across the xylem axis is taken into account. A cell is formed
by multiple grid points. Each cell has a typical width of 8 grid points, corres-
ponding to 16 µm, and a variable length, typically 24 µm in the MZ and 60 µm
in the EZ. The cell wall is described as a separate entity, one grid point wide.
Wider cell walls have also been used, yielding similar results (data not shown).
The interface between cell and cell wall represents the cell membrane, through
which auxin may permeate. To describe auxin entering the cells, permeability
is set to a constant value, given by Pi. Its value reflects the action of auxin influx
carriers localised at the membrane, as well as passive permeability, also known as
leakage. We explicitly do not use the word “diffusion” for passive passage of mo-
lecules through the membrane, a term which we explicitly reserve for the passive
spreading of auxin within the cytosol or cell wall. Note that both processes carry
different units – diffusion in µm2/s and permeability in µm/s –, and are thus of
a distinct nature (Mitchison, 1980a). This value reflects the action of auxin influx
carriers localised at the membrane, as well as passive permeability, also known
as leakage. Leakage of auxin into the cell is essentially due to an equilibrium shift
towards the protonated, lipophilic form of IAA within the acidic cell wall. The
lipophilic form easily permeates the membrane, which means that the inwards
permeability of auxin is generally high (Gutknecht & Walter, 1980; Kramer, 2004;
Blakeslee et al., 2005). However, regulation at this level could occur by means of
hydrogen pumps which, by modifying the extracellular pH, influence the amount
of protonated auxin, hence determining the auxin influx. This extra level of feed-
back is not explored here. Once in the cytoplasm, however, auxin is found almost
exclusively in the lipid insoluble anionic form, which is only able to leave the
cell via auxin efflux carriers. Consequently, except for membrane regions with
defined PIN expression, the outwards permeability of auxin is generally low.
Our model captures this scenario by restricting the efflux of auxin through the
cell membrane, i.e. along the interface between cells and surrounding cell wall,
to be taking place almost exclusively in regions with high PIN expression, in con-
trast with the influx of auxin into the cell, which is considered to occur along
the whole membrane. However, we also take some background level of efflux
permeability, Pebg , into account, to describe some level of spreading within the
membrane of efflux carriers, as well as a minor contribution from leakage. The
background efflux permeability Pebg is fixed at 5% of the permeability resulting
from high intensity PIN expression.

Influx is modelled by inserting influx carriers on all membrane grid points
of all cells. This can either be interpreted as an ubiquitous AUX/LAX family
expression (Swarup et al., 2001, 2004), or can be attributed to the lipid-based per-
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of a plant cell on a grid and membrane permeance.
Here we present a cell with, in this case, basal expression of PINs. The grid points
corresponding to the cytosol are shown in red, whereas the cell wall grid points
are shown in green. The membrane is defined by the boundary between cytosol
and cell wall. We define various auxin permeability strengths of the membrane,
depending on PIN expression and direction of transport. The flux resulting from
the permeance depends on the concentration outside the cell, Cout, when the flux
is directed inwards (auxin influx, occurring in the same direction as the inward
orientated unit surface vectors n̂); and depends on the concentration inside the
cell, Cin, when the flux is directed outwards (auxin efflux, occurring in the opposite
direction as the inward orientated unit surface vectors n̂). Whenever there is a
PIN at the membrane, a stronger efflux permeability Pepin is involved; when there
are no PINs, the efflux is much smaller, dictated by the value of Pebg . Along all
membrane interfaces, the influx is given by the permeability Pi.

meability that occurs in absence of transport facilitator protein. It is important to
note that we explicitly choose to focus on the role of polar PIN localisation, based
on the above observation that auxin uptake proteins (AUX/LAX family proteins)
can be circumvented by lipophilic permeance, whereas efflux carriers (PINs) can
be circumvented to a much smaller degree. In this study we thus make the as-
sumption that the cellular regulation of auxin efflux makes a greater contribution
to the polarity of auxin transport than any regulation of cellular auxin uptake
might do (Delbarre et al., 1998). This simplification is further supported by the ob-
servation that only minor phenotypes have been observed in AUX/LAX mutants
(Swarup et al., 2001, 2004), as opposed to severe PIN mutant phenotypes (Blilou
et al., 2005).

4.A.1.1 Diffusion and permeability

Diffusion takes place within cells as well as throughout the whole structure de-
fining the cell walls. On the interfaces of these structures, zero-flux boundary
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conditions are applied. The flux due to diffusion follows Fick’s law,

~J = −D~∇C , (4.1)

and thus only depends on the concentration gradient and the diffusion coefficient
(corresponding in 1D to J = −D ∂C

∂x ). Changes in auxin concentration follow from
the above equation by applying the mass-conservation equation, ∂C

∂t = −~∇ ·~J,

which together with Eq. 4.1 gives ∂C
∂t = D∆C (corresponding in 1D to ∂C

∂t = D ∂2C
∂x2 ).

Thus, the net action of diffusion has the tendency to smooth out concentration
patterns. When describing free auxin diffusion within cells, we implicitly as-
sume that auxin-transport does not encounter any intracellular obstacles such as
possible impermeable organelles or vacuoles. However, we have checked the res-
ults obtained to the situations in which cells do possess completely impermeable
vacuoles, and have not encountered any significant changes with respect to the
overall gradient formed or auxin maximum (data not shown).

The flux due to auxin permeability across a membrane can be written as

~J =
{ −(Pepin n̂)Cin + (Pin̂)Cout if PINs are expressed,
−(Pebg n̂)Cin + (Pin̂)Cout if only background efflux takes place.

(4.2)
Here, n̂ is the inward directed unit vector, perpendicular to the membrane; Cin
represents the auxin concentration in the cytosol at the grid point bordering the
cell membrane; and Cout represents the auxin concentration in the cell wall grid
point immediately adjacent to the cell membrane (see Figure 4.6). When in the
experiments no clear PIN expression can be observed, then for these membrane
elements only the small efflux Pebg is taken into account, i.e. the lower part of
Eq. 4.2 is used, otherwise Pepin , the upper part of Eq. 4.2 is used. Thus, the net
action of auxin crossing the membrane in a given direction depends on the prop-
erties of the membrane and PIN density, and on the concentration of auxin at the
membrane.

The changes in concentration are solved numerically, by means of discret-
ising the above equations on the defined grid, and then concurrently solving for
the diffusion, permeability, and possible production and decay of auxin, using
an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method (Peaceman & Rachford, 1955).
This method essentially consists of calculating the concentration vector (concen-
trations at all points in the field) at a next time step t + ∆t through a relation
~ct+∆t = f (~ct, ~ct+∆t). Such an implicit method guarantees that variations in flux

that occur within a time step are taken into account, allowing for the usage of
much larger time steps. A space step ∆x was used corresponding to 2 µm, and
a time step ∆t corresponding to 0.1 s. Results were checked at smaller space and
time steps, as well as with an Explicit Euler integration method, using 100-fold
smaller time steps, to assure that calculations were done sufficiently precise (res-
ults not shown).
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4.A.1.2 Parameters

The model describing auxin transport has only few parameters. The diffusion
coefficient was gleaned from the literature (Bean et al., 1968; Gutknecht & Walter,
1980; Goldsmith et al., 1981), whereas the permeability is an estimate based on the
permeability rates of other known active carriers and the values used in auxin
modelling work (Kramer, 2004). Until now, no exact quantitative studies on PIN
permeability strengths in plant cells have been done, which makes this model
parameter quite uncertain (Kramer & Bennett, 2006). We therefore intensively
explored the sensitivity of the model’s resulting auxin profiles to this parameter
(see Figure 4.11b), and concluded that our results are very robust with respect to
even large changes in the absolute values of the permeability strengths. Thus,
our quantitative conclusions do not depend, within a wide parameter setting, on
the absolute values of the permeability constant Pepin . In contrast, we find that
the quantitative results (but not the overall pattern) are sensitive to the relative
permeability strengths of the different PIN types (see Figure 4.11c).

Finally, the results are highly robust with respect to the diffusion coefficient.
In addition, we observe that increasing the diffusion coefficient has the opposite
effect on the auxin distribution as increasing PIN-mediated membrane permeab-
ility (see Figure 4.11a).

4.A.1.3 Production and decay

We have shown that a root with an auxin influx from the shoot always establishes
the characteristic pattern with an auxin maximum. Surprisingly, the pattern is not
a specific consequence of the influx itself, because similar patterns can be estab-
lished even in the absence of a shoot-driven influx, as was shown in Figure 4.2g,h,
in which ubiquitous endogenous auxin production takes place. Figure 4.12 shows
that localised production also leads to similar patterns. We modelled biosynthesis
by letting it occur at producing cell grid points through the equation

∂C
∂t

= b , (4.3)

where b defines the rate of biosynthesis. This equation is then added to the equa-
tions described in Appendix 4.A.1.1.

In other cases we studied the effect of auxin decay in the system (see Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.16). Decay takes place within all cells, as well as in the cell wall,
following

∂C
∂t

= −δdecayC , (4.4)

in which δdecay is the decay rate. We used a decay parameter value of δdecay =
5× 10−6/s, corresponding to a half life of approximately 40 h.

4.A.2 Boundary conditions

In all simulations, the most basal segment of the root is modelled. The length
of tissue simulated varies between 700 µm and 1, 700 µm, or, in the case of the
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growing root, around 4, 800 µm. Along all boundaries of the root we use zero-flux
boundary conditions, except for the apical boundary. For the apical boundary we
use boundary conditions that allow us to talk about the simulated root segment
as a piece of root that is attached to the rest of the plant. Below, we explain in
detail these specific boundary conditions.

4.A.2.1 Influx from the shoot and efflux from the root

To capture the fact that the modelled fragment of tissue is connected to the rest of
the plant, we describe influx into the root and efflux from the root. This is done
by properly describing how the uppermost simulated cell row would continue to
communicate with a yet more apical cell row, outside of the simulated region.

We make sure that the uppermost grid points always belong to a cell wall.
Influx is then implemented by maintaining a fixed auxin concentration at the grid
points right above the uppermost grid points that still belong to the simulated
root tissue. Because auxin is only transported from the shoot into the root via the
vascular tissue, the auxin concentration is only set to a non-zero value at the grid
points which lie above vascular tissue (including border cells). On the same grid
points we place downwards orientated PINs (i.e. the PINs that would normally
be at these positions, on the basal side of the membranes of the next apical cell
row, outside of the simulated region). The flow due to the permeability mediated
by these ‘exterior’ PINs gives rise to an influx into the root.

Similarly, efflux out of the system occurs because of the influx permeability of
the grid points just outside the simulated field that correspond to the next apical
cell row. This gives rise to an efflux, which, combined with the influx along the
vascular tissue, mimics the situation of a connected root. (See Figure 4.7.)

4.A.2.2 Immersing the root in auxin

To simulate the situation in which a root is immersed in an auxin solution, in
which the phytohormone is able to enter the system from all sides via the outer
cell wall, we maintain a constant peripheral influx rate, l, at all grid points that are
along the lateral or basal boundary of the simulated root, i.e. the lateral external
cell walls and the basal-most cell wall that forms the cap. The above method is
used for the simulations shown in Figure 4.2i–k, in which the peripheral influx
rate due to auxin solution set to l=0.01 a.u./(µm s). To better track the effect of
auxin influx from the external medium on the establishment of the auxin pattern
within the root, we simulate the immersion of a cut root, i.e. a root which is not
provided with auxin influx from the shoot, while the efflux from the root is taking
place as normally (see below).

4.A.2.3 Root cut simulations

When a root is cut, we consider that the apical shoot part of the plant has been
removed in a perfectly transversal manner. After this operation, the root ceases to
obtain influx from the shoot, but loss of auxin from the top-most epidermal cells
continues, mediating the auxin in the direction of the ‘wound’ (transversal upper
cut). From a modelling point of view, such alterations imply modifications in the
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the apical boundary condition used in the root
simulations.
Boundary conditions are chosen to create a situation in which the uppermost
cells described show dynamics as if they are connected with more apical cells, in
a similar manner as those below are connected to them. (a): General overview
of a simulated root. Apical boundary conditions should correctly describe influx
from the shoot and efflux from the root. (b): Close-up of the uppermost cell row
described in the simulations. Above the cells forming the vascular system (vas-
cular cells and border cells), a fixed auxin concentration is maintained (depicted
here in cyan). Dotted box shows region of further magnification, shown in (c). (c):
The exterior auxin concentration (cyan) is pumped into the simulated root through
PINs that are positioned along the top of the uppermost simulated grid points, but
only when these grid points are above border cells (yellow) or vascular cells (red).
The efflux from the root takes place from all uppermost grid points, as long as they
are located above a cell, and not a cell wall (for the latter we assume zero-flux
boundary conditions). The rate of efflux from the root is given by Pi. However,
the efflux from the root predominantly takes place through the grid points which
lie above the epidermal cells (blue), because of the location of the PINs.

boundary conditions described in Appendix 4.A.2.1. In root cut simulations, we
simply set all concentration values above the last vascular cell grid points to zero
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to account for the interruption of influx, but continue to allow for efflux. The ef-
flux does not necessarily have to be of the same magnitude as in the connected
root case, one could for example imagine that the amputation has caused severe
damage at the location of the cut, due to which the cells at the wound site are dy-
ing and blocking effective transport out of the system. Due to the lack of quant-
itative measurements as to how much auxin is actually being lost at the wound
site, we assume a ‘worst-case scenario’ for the root (with respect to keeping the
auxin maximum), namely, that auxin efflux continues to take place at the same
rate as determined by the influx-permeability parameter Pi. It is noteworthy that
in these adverse conditions roots are nevertheless highly efficient in maintaining
over long periods of time the total auxin quantity, because of the lateral-reflux
that endows them with capacitance. (See Figure 4.3a–e and Figure 4.14.)

4.A.2.4 Cell ablation simulations

By removing during the simulation the cells right above the root cap (corres-
ponding in location to the experimentally observed Quiescent Centre cells), we
can reproduce the effect of an in vivo laser ablation of these cells. In the model,
all grid points belonging to these cells are removed, including the cell walls in
between them, as well as all the auxin they contain. This removes the auxin max-
imum, and makes auxin transport through this region impossible. Interestingly,
due to the dynamics of the reflux-loop, we observe in the simulations the rapid
formation of a new maximum (see Figure 4.4a1–e1 and Figure 4.15 for results on
‘QC’ ablation).

4.A.3 Auxin concentration: its units and meaning

In this study we intentionally model auxin transport, diffusion and decay using
linear terms only. This is largely motivated by the lack of empirical quantifica-
tions of the actual absolute concentration values within the root tissue, as well as
the lack of precise measurements on PIN mediated permeability rates. Although
concentration-dependence of PIN meditated permeability has been inferred (Pet-
rášek et al., 2006), it has not been quantified sufficiently to generate confident
parameter values to be used in a non-linear permeability model. To avoid ex-
panding the complexity of the model by introducing ad hoc parameters, we there-
fore do not consider saturating effects.

This simplification of only using linear terms brings forth that the dynamics
and time-scales of the auxin patterns are the same for different absolute auxin
levels. For example, the time interval necessary for auxin patterns to equilibrate
is a quantity which does not depend on the magnitude of influx provided from
the shoot. A twice as high influx leads to a twice as high auxin maximum, but
precisely the same profile is formed, which means that it is only a question of
scaling the auxin units, and the time to reach the equilibrium is therefore still the
same (because higher equilibrium values with a higher influx rate still yield the
same time interval for obtaining the equilibrium pattern). Moreover, the slope of
the log[auxin] gradient is also still the same. Thus, although we do not yet know
the absolute level of influx, the model already provides us the information about
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the time-scales and patterns involved. We are only left with the question how to
calibrate the auxin concentrations in the model with respect to experiments.

Because time-scales and relative relations between the auxin concentrations
are still valid, we express auxin concentrations in arbitrary units (a.u./µm2, where
a.u. stands for auxin (arbitrary) units). When novel knowledge will be provided
by experimental work measuring the concentration values of the auxin-profile
in different cells within the root, it will become possible in future studies to link
the theoretical profiles to measured data points, in order to calibrate the arbitrary
auxin units and replace them by their true values, i.e. the true auxin concentra-
tion at a given location at a certain developmental moment. However, all results
presented here do not rely on the precise value of what one a.u. is representing,
neither in the static, nor in the growing root.

4.A.4 Implementing cell growth through Cellular Potts Model

Allowing for root growth implies that the model, as described above, has to deal
with cell division and cell growth, while concurrently setting for each new cell
its PIN distribution, the resultant auxin concentrations and dynamics. For such a
task, the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) is well suited, being a cell orientated model
formalism that allows for efficient mesoscale cell dynamics (Chapter 2).

4.A.4.1 Introduction to CPM

Within the CPM formalism (Graner & Glazier, 1992; Glazier & Graner, 1993), we
attribute a distinct index σ to each cell, which is given to each of the grid points
that define the cell. Each grid point is represented in the 2D lattice by its coordin-
ates (i, j). As before, the cell wall is considered to be an entity on its own, also
labelled with a specific index. The external medium is considered to be a con-
tinuous structure, labelled with index number σ = 0. Thus, σ varies from 0 to
Ncells + 1 to take into account the medium, all cells (Ncells), and the cell wall. The
dynamics of the cells and cell wall are governed by minimising the free energy
given by the Hamiltonian of the model

H = ∑
<nn>

Jσij ,σ′i′ j′
+

Ncells

∑
σ=1

λ(Aσ −Atarget(σ))2 . (4.5)

The above equation determines the energy of a given configuration (shape and
size of the cells). The dynamics are then guided by the minimisation of this con-
figurational energy. The energy function is composed of two terms. The first
term refers to local (cell-cell wall) interactions, and is a description on the grid-
point (microscale) level of the model; the second term deals with the overall size
of each cell, a mesoscale attribute of the cell. The summation in the first term is
taken over the nn nearest neighbours of each grid point. For each pair of grid
points (σi,j and a neighbouring grid point σi′ ,j′ ), an interaction energy constant J
is defined, based on the indexes σ. The parameter J is zero if the grid point pair
happens to be within the same cell (σi,j = σi′ ,j′ ), while a positive value is used
for grid points that form the boundary between different cells (σi,j 6= σi′ ,j′ ). In
the specific case of modelling plant cells, the interactions between grid points are
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limited to cell-cell wall interactions, because we make sure that two cells never
come into direct contact (see Figure 4.8). The cell wall, which covers the exterior
layer of the root, can also come into contact with the medium. In a biophysical
context, this is equivalent to the superficial tension of the plant tissue with the
medium.

The second term should be regarded as a constraint-term, in which an energy
cost is associated to deviations of a cell’s area, Aσ, to its so called ‘target area’,
Atarget, a parameter specific for each individual cell. Atarget determines the cell’s
area in absence of other forces. Deviations of the cell’s actual area to its target
area generates an energy difference which influences the dynamics of growth. A
difference between area and target area can be interpreted as a turgor pressure.
Neither cell wall nor medium have area constraints, their dynamics are basic-
ally determined by the interaction energy minimisation given by the first term of
the equation. It should also be pointed out that the parameter Atarget(σ) changes
during the simulation, as a function of the cell’s auxin level at its centre of mass.
Thus, Atarget(σ) changes for each cell independently, because the local auxin con-
centration within a given cell is different for each cell. (See Appendix 4.A.5 how
auxin levels within a cell influence the change of Atarget(σ).)

An important aspect that is kept when implementing growth through the
modified CPM formalism, is that cells and cell walls keep having a structure:
cells are not merely unit points, and thus auxin concentrations can span within
cells, forming gradients while movement takes place. Also, PIN mediated auxin
fluxes do not take place directly between cells, but instead through the cell walls
which accompany the cell-shape changes. We would like to point out again, that
cell structure and cell walls are such fundamental aspects for understanding the
generated auxin dynamics, that is is essential that the growth model is able to
cope with the mesoscale-nature of cell structure within tissues. Reasons that a
cell-structured approach is desirable, are, among others:

• The size of a cell influences the gradients within the cell.

• Diffusion and permeability are two different processes, which carry differ-
ent units.

• Diffusion within the cell wall is important for the robustness of the capa-
citor.

• Cell dimensions (height/length) and PIN localisation (lateral, or apical/-
basal) together determine the amount of efflux from a cell.

• Dynamics and time-scales depend on the spatial structure and dimensions.

• Such an approach allows for usage of realistic parameters, that can be meas-
ured.

• Such an approach allows for quantitative comparison with experiments.
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4.A.4.2 Monte Carlo dynamics

To simulate the dynamics given by the Hamiltonian discussed above in Eq. 4.5,
we employ the Metropolis Algorithm. A random grid point (i, j) is chosen, fol-
lowed by another random pick of one of its neighbours, (i′, j′). In the case that
σi,j 6= σi′ ,j′ , a double-grid point copy is considered, as is shown and explained in
Figure 4.8, by calculating the energetic contribution of the copying. The double-
grid point copy is a variation on the standard CPM, and is needed to keep cells
surrounded by cell wall. A ‘grid point copy’ or ‘grid point update’ is the process
in which the index value of a given location i, j, σi,j, is copied to the neighbouring
grid point (i′, j′) (thus, σi,j → σi′ ,j′ ). This process results in the cell (or structure)
represented by σi,j to grow by one unit of area (given by the grid-dimensions),
while the cell (or structure) σi′ ,j′ decreases by one such unit area. If the copying
favours the total energy of the configuration, resulting in an negative ∆H that
is more negative than the yield Y of the cell wall resisting the deformation, the
copying event is accepted immediately. Otherwise such an update will only be
accepted with an Boltzmann-probability:

p(σi,j → σi′ j′)


= 1 if ∆H ≤ −Y

= e−
∆H+Y

kT if ∆H ≥ −Y
. (4.6)

The above described process of randomly choosing grid-points and neigh-
bouring grid-points is called the Monte Carlo method. We define one Monte
Carlo step (MCS) as the number of sampling trials equal to the dimensions of the
lattice.

4.A.4.3 CPM applied to plant cells

The CPM has been applied to model the behaviour of moving cells (such as
cell sorting (Glazier & Graner, 1993), hydra (Mombach et al., 2001), Dictyostelium
(Marée & Hogeweg, 2001), tumour growth (Turner & Sherratt, 2002), keratocytes
(Marée et al., 2006), and lymph node dynamics (Beltman et al., 2007b)), because of
its essential feature that, given the above Hamiltonian and Monte Carlo dynam-
ics, a cell is able to explore dynamically its neighbourhood. Plant cells display
quite different dynamics. Plant cells are restricted in their movement by the sur-
rounding cell walls. However, they can exert pressure on the cell walls, which
in turn may or may be followed by strain, enabling cell growth. The main driv-
ing force in plant cell movement is thus turgor pressure directed by the cell wall
yield. In the formalism this is dictated by the second term in Eq. 4.5, rendering it
the most important term for the dynamics of growth in plants.

In the Arabidopsis root meristem, the geometry of the growth within the tissue
is extremely ordered: most cells in the meristem and elongation zone grow only
in the longitudinal (i.e. apical-basal) direction. In accordance with this observa-
tion, we do not permit any grid point-updates in the transversal direction of the
root. An interpretation of such a rule in biophysical terms, is that the cell walls
between cell files have a very high yield, i.e. they do not relax to allow for lateral
cell expansion.
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Figure 4.8: Cell growth implementation.
Growth results from many grid point extensions that occur during a Monte Carlo
step (MCS). These extensions, which also imply retraction of the neighbouring
apical or basal cell, occur as a consequence of the turgor pressure of each cell
(which, in turn, is ultimately related to the auxin regulation). Here we illustrate
such extensions. For example, the cell corresponding to σ = 6 is extending one
pixel outwards. By doing so, it pushes the surrounding cell wall into the cell below
(σ = 7). Thus, for a cell to extend at the cost of compressing the other, the area
energy terms of both cells (corresponding to their turgor pressures) are involved.
Note, that cells are not allowed to extend laterally, due to the very high yield of
lateral cell walls.

In the next cell file, two cells are represented indicating their actual area,
Aσ, and their target area, Atarget: cell 21, for example, with an actual area Aσ

corresponding to 84 ∆x2, has a target area of Atarget = 100∆x2, thus, being below
it’s target area, it is experiencing a turgor pressure outwards, and therefore tends
to expand. In contrast, cell σ = 20 is experiencing a negative pressure, and
therefore tends to shrink. The values of Atarget are regulated by the amount of
auxin within the cell.

A second aspect that distinguishes plant cells from animal cells, is the way
cell division is organised. Plant cells construct an intermediate cell wall imme-
diately after cytokinesis. Thus, in the model, each cell division brings forth the
construction of a cell wall between the daughter cells. Each new cell generated
from mitosis is attributed with its own unique σ. In this manner the total number
of cells in the root increases.

After the cell division, the daughter cells inherit the PIN localisations of the
mother. For example, a cell having PINs expressed apically (i.e. on the top) and
laterally to the right, generates daughter cells with precisely the same PIN local-
isations (apically and to the right).
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The cell movement that arises due to the turgor pressures, enables cells to ex-
pand and push others within the file; no constraints between the cell files within
the tissue are described; during the course of a simulation, it is possible that cells
in different files pass each other. Although some sliding is to be expected in the
Arabidopsis root (van den Berg et al., 1995; Scheres et al., 1995), the degree to which
this happens in our simulations might be an overestimation, and should therefore
be considered to be a rough approximation. Strikingly, this freedom in relative
cell movement does not destabilise the auxin pattern formation.

4.A.4.4 Particularities of growth in Arabidopsis thaliana root

In the particular case of the Arabidopsis root, we encounter the simplifying prop-
erty that all cell divisions, except for a limited number of special divisions con-
centrated near the Quiescent Centre, are restricted to divisions perpendicular to
the axis of elongation. Hence, it is a fair approximation within the model to as-
sume that cell divisions are restricted to those directions that increase the number
of cells per file, whereas divisions that increase the number of files do not occur.
Thus, the division plane is perpendicular to the direction of cell elongation and
passes through the centre of mass of each cell.

The root cap of a wild-type Arabidopsis consists out of three columella cap
tiers. At a slow rate, divisions of the columella initials give rise to a fourth layer,
which, due to the shedding of the outermost layer, results in the observed on av-
erage three columella cap tiers. Our focus is on the growth of the root, and not on
this particular phenomenon, so the model does not take into account divisions in
this region. Additionally, it is observed that QC cells are mitotically less active
(Dolan et al., 1993). The stem cells surrounding the QC remain under its short-
range influence, which maintains the stem-cell niche and gives rise to cells that
differentiate into the diverse tissue types. However, as our model already pre-
defines the tissue topology, we ignore these rare QC divisions in order to focus
on the root growth in more general terms. In short, all cells in the root model
divide and grow, with exception of the root cap and ‘QC’ cells.

4.A.4.5 Growing out of the field

Tracking of the meristem of a growing root over time presents a problem, both in
vivo as in silico. Due to the continuous growth of the root, typically after two hours
the meristem region leaves the microscopic image area, complicating its visualisa-
tion. To solve this experimentally, we have previously developed an automated
image-acquisition process that calculates a fixed point of the root tip and uses
this information to steer a computer-controlled microscope stage to keep the root
tip at the centre of the microscopic image (Campilho et al., 2006). This made it
possible to analyse the root-tip structure over long time periods. In experimental
movies generated by this method, the growing root seems to have a static root-
tip, giving the impression that all other cells are moving backwards, out of the
microscopic image area.

Analogously, we employ the same technique to our simulations, and keep the
root-tip “fixed” at the bottom of the field, by shifting during growth the simulated
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field downwards. In this way we avoid having to describe an increasingly longer
root segment. Due to this ‘tracking’, older cells are constantly moving out of the
screen while divisions and cell expansion take place. Like in the in vivo tracking
microscopy, the impression is given that cells move upwards, instead of the root
tip moving downward. Note, however, that in our simulations the root tip freely
grows downwards.

The above technique is implemented in the model by slowly moving our grid
downwards, while at the same time removing the topmost grid points, but keep-
ing the auxin influx/efflux conditions correct. (Boundary conditions concerning
influx and efflux are dealt with in the same way as in the static case, discussed in
Appendix 4.A.2.) To remove the last (topmost) cells in a manner that doesn’t in-
terfere with the forces felt in the tissue, we do the following: while the root grows
downwards, whenever the tip hits the bottom of the field, we shift the whole root
a certain distance upwards. Due to this vertical shift, the top-most grid points
move out of the field and are thus removed from the simulation. For cells which,
due to this, have decreased in size, we correct their target area, Atarget, such that
the shifting doesn’t generate extra pressure to its neighbouring cells.

4.A.5 Auxin-regulated growth

Auxin regulates both cell division and expansion (Chen et al., 2001). Here we wish
to describe root growth as a consequence of the combined effects of mitosis (oc-
curring in the auxin-rich meristem) and cell expansion (predominantly occurring
in the auxin-poor elongation region). For a parsimonious model describing both
the effect of auxin on mitosis and on cell expansion, we divided cellular growth
into two distinct phases. The first, simply referred to as the ‘growth phase’, is
characterised by a slow growth; while the second, the ‘expansion phase’, is char-
acterised by a much faster increase of the target area. The distinction between two
modes of growth is biologically motivated by the observation that cells undergo
slower growth when they divide (which predominantly happens in the MZ), pre-
sumably because they have to synthesise all necessary proteins and DNA (Beem-
ster & Baskin, 1998). Expansion, on the other hand, is characteristic for the EZ,
occurs due to rapid enlargement of vacuoles, and need not to be followed by mi-
tosis. In our model, we assume that auxin levels determine the amount of time
that the cell spends in the expansion phase. Division rates will be directly linked
to these processes, as clarified below. While in the model, growth and expan-
sion occur separately and sequentially, in real cells these processes are not strictly
exclusive. Moreover, in the proximity of the auxin-maximum, i.e. in the neigh-
bourhood of the QC, cell divisions are restrained, regulated by high auxin levels
(Galinha et al., 2007). This region, generating slow-rate formative divisions, how-
ever, will not be dealt with here.

Before explicitly defining the growth and division rules, we first introduce
three additional basic requirements, based upon empirical observations. (1) Cells
cease to expand once they reach a maximum size, Amax. If this were not the case,
cells would keep on expanding in the more apical EZ, thereby obtaining sizes that
would directly correlate with the length of the EZ. Instead, it has been shown by
Beemster & Baskin (1998) that, independent of the length of the EZ, cells reach a
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maximum size. Note, however, that this assumption is not playing a major role
for our results, because we are more interested in the interface between MZ and
EZ, and not so much interested in the interface between EZ and the Differenti-
ation Zone (DZ). In this study we use the value of Amax that was found by Beem-
ster & Baskin (1998). (2) Cells need to be larger than a minimum size Amin to be
able to divide. If this were not the case, cells in the MZ could undergo divisions
that could make them increasingly smaller, until they would nearly disappear,
which is obviously not observed. Note, however, that by alternatively imposing
a minimum time in which cells undergo the growth phase, this rule could also be
relaxed. Moreover, it is not very relevant for the observed cell dynamics. We use
it as a security check, but the rule itself is hardly ever applied. (3) Auxin levels
should exceed a minimum threshold for mitosis to be possible.

Incorporating these requirements, the model states that all cells first undergo
a period of slow growth T1, possibly followed by a variable period of the fast
expansion, T2(C), the length of which depends on the intracellular auxin levels.
After the time interval T1 + T2(C), counted from the previous cell division, a
cell may divide again. Note that the time interval T2(C) can be zero when auxin
levels are high. Thus, T1 is the minimum time interval between cell divisions,
thereby defining the maximum cell division rate. Lower divisions rates, i.e. longer
periods between mitosis events, are caused by cells spending more time in the T2
phase, during which period they also experience faster growth. The duration of
the T2 phase is determined by the expression

T2 = max(α · ln C∗

C
, 0) , (4.7)

where α is a sensitivity parameter, C the internal auxin concentration at the centre
of mass of the cell, and C∗ a parameter determining the auxin concentration
above which the T2 phase will be surpassed altogether. In other words, as long
as cells experience auxin levels that are above the threshold C∗, they undergo the
shortest cell cycle (and thereby the highest division rates), given by T1. When
the auxin level drops below C∗, cells take longer to divide, but, because they now
also undergo the T2 phase as well, they accordingly grow more. For clarity, we
repeat the above verbal description below in pseudo-code:

loop through all k cells of the root {
if (Area(k) < Area_max) {

if (time < previous_mitosis_moment(k)+T1)
then grow slowly

else if (Area(k) > Area_min and C(k) > C_min
and time > previous_mitosis_moment(k)+T1

+alpha*ln(C_star/C(k))
then divide

else
expand rapidly

}
else

don’t grow
}
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Here, ‘growing slowly’ during the T1 phase is done by adding every 72 seconds
4 µm2 (i.e. the area of one grid point) to the target area, Atarget, of a cell. It creates
within the cell an increasing turgor pressure which causes its actual area to grow.
During the T2 phase, ‘expanding rapidly’ is done by adding each 9 seconds 4 µm2

to Atarget, which means that an eight-fold higher growth rate characterises the
expansion mode. We have derived these parameter values from the study on
growth and expansion in the Arabidopsis root by Beemster & Baskin (1998).

The above pseudo-code describes how all dividing cells (i.e. all cells, other
than the QC and root cap cells) in the model root are functioning. The growth
dynamics shown in Figure 4.5, in which we observe a distinct MZ with small
and rapidly dividing cells, which smoothly and distinctly transforms into an EZ
region, are the result of the above parsimonious auxin-regulated cellular growth,
combined with the self-establishing auxin gradient which moves along with the
growing root. It also means that the slow relative shift of the EZ/MZ interface
in the course of days which is presented in Figure 4.5, is not a consequence of
alterations in the auxin-regulation (because all these parameters are fixed and
equal for all cells during the whole course of the simulation), but rather to the
slow time-scale dynamics of the underlying auxin pattern itself.
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4.B Supplementary Figures

Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9: Epidermal PIN expression.
Here we compare auxin concentration profiles of roots expressing inward-
orientated epidermal lateral PINs (depicted in blue in (b1)) with those of roots
lacking epidermal lateral PINs (a). The insets of (a1) and (b1) show the differ-
ences between the PIN distributions. The relative rates of the different permeab-
ilities are as described in the article, namely:

influx ‘red’ PINs ‘blue’ PINs background efflux
1 : 1 : 1/5 : 1/20 ,

where ‘red’ PINs refer to those which are apically expressed in epidermal cell
files, basally in vascular tissue, lateral-basally on border cells and ubiquitously
on columella cells; and optional ‘blue’ PINs refer to those which are laterally
expressed on epidermal cells. Influx, as well as efflux due to background PIN
expression, takes place ubiquitously.

The similarities in the spatial auxin concentration distributions resulting from
the different PIN distribution cases (i.e. without (a) and with (b) lateral epidermal
PINs) can easily be observed through the auxin-concentration cross-sections
(a1,b1) and patterns (a2,b2). Cross-sections through the root are shown for epi-
dermal tissue (black), the border file (red) and a vascular cell file (green) (a1,b1);
the colour coding of the auxin patterns (a2,b2) is given by the colour bar, and uses
a relative scale. Both PIN distributions lead to the formation of a gradient culmin-
ating in a maximum just above the root cap. The location of the maximum corres-
ponds to the location of the experimentally observed Quiescent Centre (QC), and
the cells at which the maximum is formed are therefore labelled ‘QC’ cells. Note,
however, that within the model these cells do not have any specific properties
which differ from the vascular tissue above them.

Nevertheless, expression of lateral inward-orientated PINs generates large
quantitative differences, even when the expression level is only low. Higher auxin
concentrations are established at the root tip in roots with inward-orientated epi-
dermal PIN expression, accompanied by much steeper auxin gradients. Con-
sequently, the differences in auxin concentrations between apical and basal re-
gions become more pronounced. In (c) the profiles of (a) and (b) are compared
on a log-scale, clearly showing the differences in both magnitude and slope.

In the main text, we have referred to (a) as having a lower capacitance for
auxin and (b) as having a higher capacitance. From now on, we simply denom-
inate case (a) as the ‘low capacitor’ and (b) as the ‘medium capacitor’ (while a
root with a high expression level of epidermal lateral PINs will be denominated a
‘high capacitor’). In the main text we have demonstrated that the medium capa-
citor creates a developmentally more significant gradient for growth. Throughout
the Appendix we will therefore in general analyse the medium capacitor. (See
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 for a complete overview of the parameter values used.)

To summarise, here we have shown that the low (a) and medium (b) capacitor
are qualitatively similar but quantitatively different, the medium capacitor present-
ing higher maxima and steeper gradients.
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Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.10: Robustness to tissue layout.
Here we analyse the influence of modifying the number of files of each tissue type
on the auxin patterns, given the general layout of the root tissue as described in
the article. (The PIN topology is illustrated in the inset of Figure 4.9b and the
permeability rates correspond to the medium capacitor).

Panel (a) – We vary the width of the vascular tissue (basal expressing PIN re-
gion) by halving and doubling the default file numbers (we use 2, 4 – correspond-
ing to the default layout adopted throughout the article – , and 8 files). In each
case, the auxin concentrations at steady state are within the same magnitude
range, as can be seen by the colour coding, which uses an absolute concentra-
tion scale, indicated by the colour bar to the left. To the right, we additionally plot
the concentration values along a cross section through the vascular tissue. Thus,
variations in vascular tissue file numbers do not substantially influence the auxin
pattern: the maximum remains at the same location, and the gradient keeps its
general form and steepness.

Panel (b) – We vary the number of epidermal cell files. Figures depict relative
auxin values, scaled from minimum to maximum auxin concentration, according
to the colour bar to the left of the panels. Larger numbers of apical PIN expressing
epidermal files leads to a significant decrease in the the absolute concentration
values at the maximum, as can be seen in the corresponding graph.More files not
only leads to lower maximum values, but also the gradient becomes more shallow,
visible by the more extended bluish region. (See Appendix 4.A.3 for a discussion
on the meaning of auxin units.) Nevertheless, the variation in epidermal cell layout
does not qualitatively change the pattern. Similar changes as presented in panel
(a) and (b) can also be obtained by changing the basal and apical PIN densities,
respectively (data not shown).

Panel (c) – Here we vary the columella tier numbers (we use 1, 3 – the default
layout – , and 6 tiers). The maximum remains just above the first ubiquitously PIN
expressing cell layer, i.e. just above the root cap (the same colour bar is used as
in panel (a), depicting absolute concentration values). Observe that the slope of
the gradient, plotted on a log scale to the right, remains unaltered. . Thus, the
resulting auxin pattern is found to be both qualitatively and quantitatively robust
for variation in columella tier numbers.

Combining the above observations, we conclude that, given the general layout
of the root tissue as described in this article, variations in the number of files
of each tissue type do not influence the qualitative characteristics of the auxin
pattern, and in most cases have only a minor quantitative effect.
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Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.11: Robustness to diffusion and permeability.
Here we wish to explore the effects of the auxin transport parameters on the res-
ulting auxin pattern, by either changing the parameters globally (a,b), or specific-
ally varying lateral PIN permeability strengths (c). (See Appendix 4.A.1 for more
information on the implementation of auxin transport and the parameter values
used.) We again use the medium capacitor layout (depicted in Figure 4.9b, with
parameter values given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2).

Panels (a) and (b) show the sensitivity of the model in regard to the two auxin-
transport parameters, diffusion and permeability. The characteristic maximum
with accompanying gradient is again a robust feature, kept when the diffusion
coefficient is 10-fold in- or decreased (panel (a)), or the permeability is 20-fold
in- or decreased (panel (b)). The slopes in the log-profiles (a1,b1) and the max-
imum concentration values (a2,b2) are negatively correlated with the diffusion
coefficient and positively correlated with permeability. In other words, while fast
diffusion has the effect of making the gradient more shallow and lowering the max-
imum, both are strengthened by high permeability rates. The permeability values
in panel (b) are scaled as indicated within the legends of the graphs, while the
relative permeability strengths (i.e. PIN expression/permeability and influx per-
meability) are kept fixed to their default ratios as given in Figure 4.9.

In panel (c) we explore the effects of modifying the relative lateral PIN per-
meabilities. In (c1) only the lateral epidermal cell PIN expression is altered, and
in (c2) only the lateral border cell PIN expression. The modified regions are in-
dicated beneath the graphs. In (c1), PIN expression is modified such that the lat-
eral epidermal cell permeability values vary between 0 µm/s and 20 µm/s, while
all other permeability values are kept to their absolute default values (20 µm/s
for influx, 1 µm/s for background efflux, and 20 µm/s for the ‘red’ PINs). The
0 µm/s-case (no expression at all) corresponds to Figure 4.2a, and was reviewed
in Figure 4.9a. Note that the capacitance of the root, i.e. the amount of auxin it is
able to store, dramatically increases when the lateral PIN expression is higher. In
(c2), all permeability values except for the lateral permeability of border cells, are
kept fixed (20 µm/s for influx, 1 µm/s for background efflux, 5 µm/s for the ‘blue’
PINs, and 20 µm/s for the ‘red’ PINs). Only the expression level of lateral PINs on
the border cells is varied, such that the permeability changes from its default value
of 20 µm/s, to 40 µm/s and 5 µm/s. Higher permeability leads to an increase in the
root capacitance, but the effect is much less dramatic as in (c1). In both cases we
observe a quantitative sensitivity to the level of lateral PIN expression: increasing
lateral permeability facilitates the reflux-transport, due to which in steady state
higher concentration values are reached.

Thus, we observe that the typical auxin concentration pattern, with its max-
imum and gradient, is maintained for variations in diffusion and permeability over
a very wide parameter range. Besides, we find that the magnitude of the auxin
maximum is most sensitive for the expression of lateral inward-orientated PINs,
which thus predominantly determines the amount of auxin a root is able to store.
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Figure 4.12
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Figure 4.12: Auxin pattern generated by a non-local PIN-driven fluxes.
To illustrate to what extent auxin patterns in the root are a result of the global
PIN distributions, we explore the effects of inverting the positioning of the inward
lateral PINs.

We compare three situations which differ with respect to the lateral PIN ori-
entation: (a): the default case in which border and epidermal cells have lateral
PINs directed inwards, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 4.9b (towards the centre
line of the root), with permeability rates corresponding to the medium capacitor;
(b): maintaining the permeability rates as in case a, we invert the orientation of
the lateral PIN expression, so they are now pointing away from the midline of the
root; (c): besides the inversion of the lateral PINs, as in case (b), we here further
remove all apical PIN expression in the epidermal cell files. While the vascular
tissue has strongly polarised PINs facing basally towards the root tip, there is no
apical polarisation facing away from the tip, only ubiquitously distributed ‘back-
ground’ efflux.

For each case relative auxin values are depicted, scaled from minimum to
maximum auxin concentration, as well as the flux field through the root, with ar-
rows indicating the orientation of the flux, the length of the arrows showing the
log(amplitude) of the flux. While roots with lateral inward directed PINs present a
gradient and auxin maximum at the QC (a), the inversion of the lateral PINs leads
to an inversion of the gradient (b). In (c) we observe that even though all apical
PINs are removed in the epidermal tissue, strongly biasing downward flow, the
auxin maximum is unable to reappear at the QC with the gradient also remaining
inverted. Due to the ineffective transport of the epidermal tissue layers, these
now accumulate the highest amounts of auxin.

(d,e): Auxin profiles plotted for longitudinal and transversal cross-sections
through the vascular file and QC-layer, respectively. Graph (d) reveals quantit-
atively the flip of the typical gradient; (e) shows the dramatic loss of the auxin
maximum. Note that even when in the vascular tissue PINs are directed towards
the QC, whereas in the epidermal layers no PINs are directed away from it, the
maximum still does not form.

Taken together, these results emphasise that the auxin gradient spanning the
root tip and culminating in an maximum at the QC is not simply a consequence of
auxin being directed downwards and “heaping up” at the tip – the classical way of
conceiving transport-driven gradients – but rather the result of a non-local, non-
trivial PIN generated reflux that enables the root to become an auxin capacitor.
Thus, we conclude that the whole layout of the root acts as one functional unit to
establish maximum and gradient.
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Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.13: Localised auxin production.
To illustrate the rapid redistribution of auxin that occurs within the root, we
restrict in the model the auxin to be biosynthesised by just one cell. (See
Appendix 4.A.1.3 for information on how auxin production has been implemen-
ted and Movie 4.8.)

In this simulation we start with an isolated root, i.e. a root without auxin influx
from the shoot. Instead, the only source of auxin is coming from one single bio-
synthesising cell. (We have excluded the influx from the shoot to illustrate better
the effect of localised production.) We show the auxin patterns after 30 s, 2 min
and 20 min of auxin production, and for each time frame, we use the relative-scale
colour bar to depict the auxin concentrations. Although the cell (which we mark
with a red asterisk in the figure) is localised in the elongation zone in the external
epidermal layer, the auxin it produces nevertheless rapidly gets concentrated just
above the root cap, in the cells corresponding in location to the QC.

We conclude that the cells which contain the highest auxin concentration val-
ues do not necessarily correspond to the the cells biosynthesising it. It is rather
the whole network of PIN distributions and rapid auxin redistribution which gen-
erates the position of the auxin maximum.
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Figure 4.14
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Figure 4.14: The root as an autonomous system.
Here we present more details on the effects of cutting off the root, for different
capacities of the root to store auxin (for more details on the implementation of
root cut simulations, we refer to Appendix 4.A.2.3). We distinguish between roots
without lateral epidermal PINs (the low capacitor as presented in the main text
and Figure 4.9a), roots with lateral epidermal PINs with a permeability of 5 µm/s
(the medium capacitor as introduced in Figure 4.9b and generally used through-
out the Appendix), and roots with high permeability lateral epidermal PINs, and
thereby even higher capacitance (permeability of 20 µm/s, henceforth called high
capacitor). For an overview of the parameter value settings, see Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2.

Graph (a) depicts for a low capacitor the changes in the longitudinal auxin
profile (through a vascular file) before (black) and after (red) root cut. The graph
corresponds to the simulation and time-points shown in Figure 4.4. Although after
root cut the concentrations are dropping substantially within the elongation zone,
concentrations are well maintained in the apical extremity of the root. In fact, at
the moment that the root was cut, the auxin pattern was still in a quasi-steady
state (QSS), i.e. the auxin pattern had not yet completely equilibrated (see also
Figure 4.16), and consequently one can even observe an increase in the auxin
maximum after root cut. This is caused by the fact that, despite the interruption of
the influx from the shoot, there is enough auxin within the vascular region to be
redistributed and accumulated at the ‘QC’.

Graph (b) shows the time course of the total amount of auxin stored by the
root system, before and after cutting it away from the shoot. In the graph, the
three different capacitors are compared. All roots are initialised without auxin, but
influx from the shoot slowly fills up the tissue. During the initial phase, in which the
root is connected with the shoot, the total amount of auxin in the roots increases
more or less linearly. After the root is cut, all influx at the boundary ceases, while
efflux takes place at the ‘wound site’. Roots which are endowed with a higher
reflux due to the lateral epidermal PIN expression, are better able to keep the
auxin, i.e. for a medium or high capacitor the total auxin remains more or less
stable after root cut.

(c): Auxin pattern, shown on a logarithmic scale, for a medium capacitor in
QSS, receiving a constant auxin influx from the shoot. (d): The same medium
capacitor root, 10 days after root cut. (e,f): Profiles showing the changes in auxin
concentration observed in the EZ and ‘QC’, respectively. After cutting, concen-
trations drop orders of magnitude in the elongation zone, while the maximum
keeps on rising. (g,h): Auxin flux through the root before and after root cut. Ar-
rows indicate the orientation of the flux, while the length of the arrows gives the
log(amplitude) of the flux. The flux fields reveal the mechanism by which a root is
able to maintain the profile in the absence of influx from the shoot: both before and
after root cut, the reflux-loop maintains the auxin profile in a shoot-independent
manner.
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Figure 4.15
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Figure 4.15: ‘QC’ ablation and fast re-establishment of a new maximum.
(a–c): Progression of the auxin pattern in a medium capacitor root. (a): Initial
equilibrated auxin distribution; (b,c): the auxin distribution, 10 and 60 s after con-
current ablation of the ‘QC’ cells and amputation from the shoot. Due to the reflux-
loop, the auxin very rapidly redistributes to the position just above the former auxin
maximum. (d): The accompanying concentration profiles along a longitudinal
cross-section through a vascular cell file. The new maximum, shifted to the vas-
cular cells right above the former ‘QC’, steadily increases in amplitude, without
the need of influx from the shoot. The model does not include redistribution of
PINs, nor repatterning of the root tip, processes which would occur in vivo. The
in silico simulations thus point to a rapid accumulation of auxin at the new auxin
maximum due to interventions on the tissue, which precedes the redifferentiation
of the cells.
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Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.16: PIN1 and PIN2 expression in primary roots of WT and pin3 pin4
pin7 (p347) triple mutants.
(a–b): PIN1 immunolocalisation in primary roots of WT (a) and p347 (b). (c–d):
PIN2 immunolocalisation in primary roots of WT (c) and p347 (d). In p347, no
expression changes of PIN1 and PIN2 can be observed.
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Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17: Different time-scales.
Here we show the long time-scales involved with the stabilisation of total auxin within
the root, in relation to the very rapid formation of the auxin maximum. While receiv-
ing influx, the root system begins to store auxin, thereby increasing the total auxin
amounts within the tissue. This increase leads to changing profiles, as depicted in
(a), where auxin profiles of a transversal cross-section through the vascular tissue are
presented at different moments in time. Observe that the general characteristics are
conserved: in the proximal regions (furthest away from the root tip), the concentration
profile is flat (presenting only intracellular gradients), while more distally, an elbow is
formed giving rise to a slope. The flat part of the curve is influx driven, while the steep-
ness of the slope (which corresponds to the exponential auxin gradient) is given by the
capacitance of the root, i.e. by the amount of lateral reflux. With time, the basic pattern
changes by shifting the slope-region into the proximal direction. The concentrations
in the distal region become higher, but the steepness of the slope is conserved. This
behaviour of a ‘moving slope’ (depicted in (a) for time points 45 min, 4 hours, 24 hours
and 6 days), is a transient phenomenon, which halts when the auxin equilibrium is
reached. We refer to the moving slope pattern as a QSS pattern, because for the
given amount of auxin in the root the pattern is in equilibrium, only changing when the
total amount of auxin changes, or when the boundary conditions are modified (such
as cutting the root).

The second question asked, is how long it takes to reach the final steady state.
We present results for the necessary time spans of an initially empty tissue segment
of 1,700 µm to fully establish equilibrium auxin amounts. In (b), this is addressed for
the three different capacitance cases (here, auxin decay is not taken into account), by
graphing the logarithmic total auxin on a logarithmic time axis. A dramatic increase in
time-scales is observed when the capacitance is larger: the low capacitor equilibrates
in the order of a week, the medium in a century, whereas the high capacitance case
still has not equilibrated after a hundred thousand years, far above any optimistic life
span of a wild-type Arabidopsis. It is thus out of equilibrium dynamics that makes the
root. (See Appendix 4.A.3 for an explanation why these time-scales are independent
of the magnitude of the auxin influx.)

Next, we introduce auxin decay. Equilibrium total amounts of auxin are lower,
and with it, the time-scale to equilibrate completely the pattern. In all cases, this
time-scale is now solely determined by the decay rate, as can be seen in (c1). (See
Appendix 4.A.1.3 for details on the implementation of decay.) In (c2), the auxin con-
centration profiles are depicted for the medium capacitor at equilibrium without and
with decay (δdecay = 5× 10−6) (shown in blue and red, respectively). When decay is
present, the final equilibrium profile is ‘frozen’ into a typical QSS-profile for the non-
decaying case, as was shown in (a). In contrast, the equilibrium distribution without
decay forms a continuous slope on a log-plot spanning the whole tissue.

In (d) we show that after a very short time-scale of 10 min (indicated in (c1)),
the auxin maximum has already been formed, and the overall characteristics of the
auxin-profiles have already been fully established, although the root system is still far
away from equilibrium. (d1) shows the root without decay and (d2) shows the root
with decay, illustrating that the decay has no influence whatsoever on the short scale
pattern formation.

Combining the above results, we conclude that the root system can generate phe-
nomena on very different time-scales without the need of extra regulatory effects,
because the specific PIN distribution allows for lateral reflux: over long periods of
time the auxin gradient slowly shifts, but on a very short time-scale the characteristic
patterns, such as the auxin maximum and gradient, are being formed.
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Figure 4.18
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Figure 4.18: Effects of decapitation (root cut) and localised NPA application
on root development.
(a–c): Primary root growth in WT seedlings under indicated treatments. Four-day
old (4d) seedlings were treated with (a) or without (b,c) decapitation and em-
bedded into agar blocks (on parafilm to avoid possible diffusion into the medium)
containing (b) or not containing (a,c) 50µM NPA at the position of the hypocotyls.
After 2 additional days of growth, images were taken. The black lines mark the
root tip at the moment of treatments. (d–f): Confocal images of root tips of the
seedlings shown in (a–c).

Note that the effect of root cut was recapitulated by inhibiting shoot-derived
polar auxin transport in intact seedlings using the polar auxin transport inhibitor
NPA, suggesting that the expansion of the EZ is caused by the interruption of the
shoot-derived influx of auxin.

4.C Supplementary Tables

Table 4.1: General parameters.
Parameter values used in all simulations (except for the simulations in Figure 4.11
which are intended to show the robustness towards these parameters).

symbol description unit value

∆t time step s (seconds) 0.1

∆x space step µm (microns) 2

D auxin diffusion coefficient µm2/s 600

Pi influx auxin permeability µm/s 20

Pebg background PIN efflux permeability µm/s 1

Pepin

permeability due to basally expressed PINs,
apically expressed PINs, PINs in root cap
and lateral PINs of border cells.

µm/s 20
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Table 4.2: Permeabilities defining the capacitor.
Parameter values regarding the lateral inward-orientated PIN expression in the
epidermal tissue, Pepinlat

, which is depicted in blue in the inset of Figure 4.9b1.
This parameter defines the degree of root auxin capacitance (which can be low,
medium or high).

symbol description Low Medium High

Pepinlat

permeability due to lateral PIN
expression in epidermal tissue cells

0 µm/s 5 µm/s 20 µm/s

Simulations which are using the different capacitance parameter values.

Low Medium High

Figure 4.2
Figure 4.3
Figure 4.4
Figure 4.5b, c

Figure 4.1
Figure 4.5d–t

Figure 4.9a

Figure 4.11c1, black dotted line

Figure 4.14b, black line

Figure 4.17b, black line

Figure 4.9b
Figure 4.10
Figure 4.11a
Figure 4.11c1, black line
Figure 4.12a (b,c with inversion)
Figure 4.13
Figure 4.14a, c–h
Figure 4.14b, red line
Figure 4.15
Figure 4.17b, red line

Figure 4.11c1, green line

Figure 4.14b, green line

Figure 4.17b, green line

Table 4.3: Additional auxin-related parameters.
For specific issues, such as auxin biosynthesis, auxin decay, or root immersion in
an auxin-enriched medium, we have introduced additional parameters, which are
given here, together with the corresponding figures in which the simulations are
presented.

symbol description unit value figures of simulations

δdecay auxin decay s−1 5× 10−6 Figure 4.5
Figure 4.17c, d

b rate of biosynthesis
(of the whole tissue)

a.u.
(s)(µm2)

5× 10−4 Figure 4.2g, h

b2
rate of biosynthesis
(of a single cell)

a.u.
(s)(µm2)

10 Figure 4.13

l peripheral influx rate a.u.
(s)(µm)

0.01 Figure 4.2i–k
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Table 4.4: Growth Parameters.
For all growing root simulations, the growth related parameters have been fixed
at the following values.

symbol description value

kT simulation temperature 1

Y ‘yield’ parameter 0.8

Jcell−cell wall
coupling energy between
cell and cell wall grid points 2

Jcell wall−medium
coupling energy between
cell wall grid points and medium 34

λ ‘inelasticity’ parameter 2

C∗ auxin concentration value
used in regulation function 10

Cmin
minimum auxin concentration
needed for mitosis 3

α auxin response sensitivity 6.2 h

T1 slow growth cycle time 2 h

Amin minimal area for mitosis 720 µm2

Amax maximum area for growth 4,800 µm2
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4.D Supplementary Movies

Movie 4.1: Establishment of the auxin maximum in a root receiving shoot-
derived auxin influx (simulation of Figure 4.2b).
Relative auxin concentrations according to the colour bar of Figure 4.2d. Scale
bar 100 µm.

Movie 4.2: Establishment of the auxin maximum solely through ubiquitous
auxin production (simulation of Figure 4.2g,h).
Absolute auxin concentrations according to colour bar indicated in movie.

Movie 4.3: Establishment of the auxin maximum within a root immersed in
auxin, and receiving no additional auxin influx contribution (simulation of
Figure 4.2i–k).
Relative auxin concentration according to the colour bar of Figure 4.2d.

Movie 4.4: Dynamical changes in auxin concentration profile before and
after root cut (simulation of Figure 4.3a,b).
Relative log auxin concentration according to the colour bar of Figure 4.3. Mo-
ment of root cut is indicated by the change in colour of the clock.

Movie 4.5: Reestablishment of the auxin maximum after ‘QC’ ablation (sim-
ulation of Figure 4.4a1–c1).
Relative auxin concentrations according to the colour bar of Figure 4.2d.

Movie 4.6: Root growth of an ‘intact’ root over a period of 8 days (simulation
of Figure 4.5d–k).
Relative auxin concentrations according to the colour bar of Figure 4.2d.

Movie 4.7: 2 days of growth of an ‘intact’ root, followed by a further 6 days of
growth while lacking shoot influx, i.e. root cut (simulations of Figure 4.5l–t).
Colours given by relative log scale through colour bar of Figure 4.3 (left) and re-
lative scale through colour bar of Figure 4.2d (middle and right). Moment of root
cut is indicated by the change in colour of the clock.

Movie 4.8: Establishment of the auxin maximum solely through localised
(one cell) auxin production (simulations of Figure 4.13).
Relative auxin concentration according to the colour bar of Figure 4.2d.
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Abstract

In developmental biology, there has been a recent focus on the robustness of
morphogen gradients as possible providers of positional information. It was
shown that functional morphogen gradients present strong biophysical constraints
and lack of robustness to noise. Here we consider whether the details of the
mechanism which underlies the generation of a morphogen gradient can influ-
ence those properties. We contrast three gradient-generating mechanisms, (i) a
source-decay mechanism; and (ii) a unidirectional transport mechanism; and (iii)
a so-called reflux-loop mechanism. Focusing on the dynamics of the phytohor-
mone auxin in the root, we show that only the reflux-loop mechanism can gener-
ate a gradient that would be adequate to supply functional positional information
for the Arabidopsis root, for biophysically reasonable kinetic parameters. We ar-
gue that traits that differ in spatial and temporal time-scales can impose complex
selective pressures on the mechanism of morphogen gradient formation used for
the development of the particular organism.

5.1 Introduction

Biological development is characterised by growth and differentiation of cells,
which through cell divisions, cell shape changes and cell displacements ultimately
shape and form an organism. To establish different tissues, both cell fate (the
commitment to differential developmental programs) and cell differentiation (the
actual modifications of the cell’s biochemical and biophysical properties) are es-
sential. “Positional information” provides cells with directions for fate changes
or cell differentiation due to the position of the cell within the embryo or tis-
sue1. Within this context, Turing (1952) coined the term “morphogen” to describe
molecules whose spatial distribution within the organism determines patterns of
gene expression as cells respond to differences in the concentration. He demon-
strated the feasibility of de novo establishment of non-homogeneous morphogen
patterns, arising without the need of pre-patterns such as localised sources or
sinks. In contrast, Wolpert (1969) argued that it is reasonable to assume pre-
patterns, for example due to maternal factors or previously established cell polar-
ity. He showed that a combination of pre-localised sources or sinks, diffusion of
the morphogen and overall decay can result in a graded morphogen distribution
that could supply positional information, using threshold concentrations, that is
more instructive than the original pre-pattern: the French flag model. Since then
the concept of morphogens has formed a common framework to test and under-
stand aspects of animal and, more recently, plant development (Rybakin, 2001;
Green, 2002; Ibañes & Belmonte, 2008; Shvartsman et al., 2008; Benková et al.,
2009).

Alternative mechanisms for cell fate changes and cell differentiation depend
on cell history (Meinzer et al., 1992; Wolpert, 2002), local interactions (Allen et al.,

1Note that while in animal development cell fate determination (i.e. what a cell will usually de-
velop into) is more strictly set up during embryogenesis, the plasticity presented by plants reveals a
much less restricted cell fate in which regulated steps in the cell differentiation (i.e. the trajectory from
progenitor to progeny) are more important.
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1990; Wolpert, 1990; Giancotti & Ruoslahti, 1999; Irish & Jenik, 2001; Saha & Schaf-
fer, 2006) and mechanical effects (Green, 1996; Huang & Ingber, 2000; Ingber, 2006;
Hamant et al., 2008). While alternative mechanisms were proposed, the relative
importance of morphogen gradients and positional information was questioned
(Kerszberg & Wolpert, 2007; Lander, 2007). The core of the criticism is that it is
not trivial to establish a stable, noise-resistant and accurate gradient spanning
sufficiently relevant distances over the embryo, solely through production, de-
gradation and diffusion of a morphogen alone (Pagès & Kerridge, 2000; Pfeiffer
et al., 2000; Belenkaya et al., 2004; Eldar et al., 2004; Bollenbach et al., 2005; Gregor
et al., 2007a; Kerszberg & Wolpert, 2007; Kornberg & Guha, 2007; Tostevin et al.,
2007).

For a number of biological systems it has been convincingly shown that graded
concentrations of proteins bring forth multiple developmental outcomes. For ex-
ample, in the Drosophila embryo it has been directly measured that Bicoid (Bcd),
Hunchback (Hb), Hedgehog (Hh), Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and Wingless (Wg)
form morphogen gradients and determine precise positional information (Driever
& Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988, 1989; Nüsslein-Volhard & Wieschaus, 1980; Ingham &
McMahon, 2001; Affolter & Basler, 2007; Miller, 2002); in Xenopus, activin forms a
gradient and acts in a dose-dependent manner (Green, 2002; Ben-Zvi et al., 2008);
and in the chick, a morphogen gradient of Sonic hedgehog is involved in neural
tube and limb bud development (Dessaud et al., 2008), while a gradient of FGF8
plays an important role in somitogenesis (Dubrulle et al., 2001).

Classical and modern studies on plant development (e.g. Went, 1942; Leyser,
2005; Vanneste & Friml, 2009) indicate that the phytohormone auxin is directly
or indirectly involved in regulating virtually every spatially organised aspect of
plant development. Moreover, different dosages of auxin have been shown to
generate variable developmental outputs, although cellular context is a determ-
inant as well (Estelle, 1996; Kepinski & Leyser, 2003; Berleth et al., 2004; Esmon
et al., 2006; Boutté et al., 2007; De Smet & Jürgens, 2007). Localised accumula-
tion of auxin activates both meristematic activity and the formation of new ap-
ical primordia (Sabatini et al., 1999; Reinhardt & Kuhlemeier, 2002; Dubrovsky
et al., 2008). The establishment and maintenance of the longitudinal pattern of
the root meristem has been inferred to be controlled by a graded auxin distribu-
tion, while interferences with this gradient lead to dramatic patterning defects in
the root (Friml et al., 2003; Blilou et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006; Grieneisen et al., 2007).
Moreover, a recent effort to measure IAA accumulation in specific cell types in the
root meristem provides a more direct support for the existence of an auxin gradi-
ent with a distinct maximum in the organising centre of the root tip (Petersson
et al., 2009). Thus, at least in the context of the root meristem a graded auxin
distribution is essential for cell specification.

PLETHORAs (PLTs) – which are auxin-inducible transcription factors that are
specifically expressed in roots, have been shown to be essential for determining
differentiation in a graded manner (Aida et al., 2004; Galinha et al., 2007). The level
of expression of PLT genes strongly correlates with the auxin response gradient
at the root, i.e. high levels of PLT activity are required for stem cell niche identity
and maintenance, intermediate levels are essential for cell growth and prolifera-
tion in the meristem zone (MZ), and low levels are needed for cell expansion in
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Figure 5.1

the elongation zone (EZ) and possibly triggers further cell differentiation in the
differentiation zone (DZ). Thus, in the root context PLT proteins seem to act as
master regulators acting downstream of an auxin gradient (Galinha et al., 2007).
The three major transitions, between Stem cell niche/MZ, MZ/EZ and possibly
EZ/DZ, resemble the idealised separation of colours in a flag (Figure 5.1A). The
root, however, rapidly grows, and unlike most animal systems, in which the
gradient specifies zones of different cell fate, here most cells transiently ‘move
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Figure 5.1: The root and the PIN-mediated reflux-loop.
(A): Cross-section of a root containing the stem cell niche and quiescent centre
(QC) (blue), and the meristem (MZ, yellow), elongation (EZ, green) and differen-
tiation (DZ, white) zone. (B): In silico root segment used for simulations (here
the most distal 1200 µm is shown of the simulated 3 mm long segment). The dis-
tinct cell types treated in the simulations are: vascular, red; pericycle, orange;
endodermis, yellow; cortex, green (dark in MZ, light in EZ); epidermis, blue; qui-
escent cells, grey; and columella tiers, cyan. A cell wall/apoplast (green) of 0.5 µm
surrounds all cells. Cell lengths change for all cell types from 16 µm in the MZ, to
60 µm in the EZ. Cell widths differ slightly, according to experimental images. Note
that for the unidirectional transport mechanism, only the vascular and pericycle
tissue are considered, together with the QC. (C): PIN localisation is specified
in a tissue-dependent manner, based on experimentally observed distributions
(see Chapter 6). PIN-mediated permeability follows the observed PIN expres-
sion levels, and was set to either Ppin,w=5 µm/s (corresponding to ‘weak’ expres-
sion levels, indicated in blue), or Ppin,s=20 µm/s (‘strong’ expression, indicated in
red). Where PINs are not observed experimentally, a background permeability
of Pbg=1 µm/s is assumed. Diffusion occurs within cells with a default value of
600 µm2/s, and in the cell wall with a 15-times reduced coefficient of 40 µm2/s.
Influx is considered to be apolar in all cells, with Paux=20 µm/s. (D): Resulting
auxin reflux-loop through the root tissue. Colours show direction and magnitude
of fluxes, as indicated by the colour circle to the left. For more details regarding
choice of root layout, expression levels and parameters, see Chapter 4 and 6.
Scale bar 100 µm (A,B,D).

through’ the different zones while the root tip moves deeper into the soil. Auxin
thus transfers information to move to a next phase of cell differentiation rather
than a different cell fate.

Previously we have shown that the mechanism which generates the auxin
gradient within the distal root of Arabidopsis thaliana differs from earlier studied
morphogen-gradient generating mechanisms (Chapter 4). Here we ask whether
it would be possible for the root to have evolved an alternative mechanism for
gradient establishment. We analyse and contrast three distinct mechanisms of
morphogen gradient formation: (1) source-decay mechanism: morphogen pro-
duction at a localised source and overall decay, the classical mechanism as pro-
posed by Wolpert (1969); (2) unidirectional transport mechanism: directed trans-
port of the morphogen into the direction of a ‘dead end’, where a maximum will
be formed, as proposed by Mitchison (1980a); (3) reflux-loop mechanism: a com-
bination of a downward and upward flux, linked to each other through a lat-
eral flux, forming an ‘auxin capacitor’, as proposed in Chapter 4. In the spirit of
Lander (2007), “Sometimes, answering the most qualitative of questions – ‘Why
does the organism do it that way?’ – succeeds only through the most quantitat-
ive of approaches”, we will contrast the three mechanisms quantitatively, to gain
insights on diverse morphogen gradients in terms of spatial and temporal scales
and the implications of their differences to development.
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5.2 General concepts of morphogen gradients

Morphogen gradients should be able to transfer positional information to all the
cells within the relevant developing tissue. Thus, concentrations should vary suf-
ficiently from one region within the tissue to another, such that cells are able to
distinguish between different locations and unleash appropriate diverging (ge-
netic) responses (Figure 5.2A,B). Moreover, absolute concentration values should
not become too low. For all three mechanisms that we explore and contrast here,
the morphogen distribution in space takes the form of an exponential gradient
(see introductions on the different mechanisms below). Consequently, the dis-
tance over which positional information can be transferred in a meaningful way
can be partly estimated using the slope of the gradient on a logarithmic scale (see
Figure 5.2C,D). Likewise, the characteristic length of a morphogen gradient, λ,
indicates the distance from the location of maximum concentration, C0, at which
the concentration has fallen to C0/e (37%) of the maximum value. This can dir-
ectly be related to the logarithmic slope of the gradient (see Figure 5.2).

The characteristic length defines an ‘information scale’ for the gradient, and
should be in accordance to the scale of the tissue. Consequently, λ is tightly linked
to the functionality of the gradient, given the size of the system. For example,
in Drosophila development, the size of the system, L, is the total length of the
embryo, roughly 480 µm, while the characteristic length of the Bcd gradient is
120 µm. Thus, both length scales are in the same ball park. This is important,
because if the characteristic length were too long (λ � L), positional informa-
tion would be smudged out due to fluctuations. In contrast, if the characteristic
length were too small (λ � L ), a large fraction of the tissue would experience
very low morphogen concentrations, which poses a problem, because at low mo-
lecule numbers unavoidable side-effects related to intrinsic noise start to domin-
ate, impeding positional information (Berg & Purcell, 1977; Bialek & Setayeshgar,
2005). (Although it remains the case that it is not theoretically impossible to ex-
tract positional information from low concentration regions, by means of time
averaging of the concentration variations (Tostevin & Howard, 2008).) The ratio
of the length scale of the region of interest over the characteristic length of the
morphogen gradient, L/λ, is called the Thiele modulus, a direct indicator of the
functionality of the gradient (Goentoro et al., 2006). A source-decay model with
quadratic decay has been specifically proposed to reduce the sensitivity for in-
trinsic noise (Eldar et al., 2003), (Figure 5.2C,D). In this study, however, we focus
on exponential morphogen distributions, which is the typical distribution found
in experiments (Gregor et al., 2007a; Kicheva et al., 2007; Ibañes & Belmonte, 2008).

Also the maximum concentration C0 influences the positional information.
This is because when the slope of the distribution is fixed, it is C0 that determ-
ines the distance along the tissue at which concentrations stay above the given
threshold for a certain gene activation (Figure 5.2B). And given a minimum thres-
hold value that can be read out robustly, a lower value of C0 thus implies a smaller
maximum distance at which the morphogen gradient can exert an effect. At the
same time, a higher value of C0 implies higher maintenance costs for the gradient,
so increasing functionality comes with a price.

Most models concerning morphogens are assuming that patterns are driven
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by steady state gradients. However, during development, morphogen establish-
ment and downstream signalling and genetic responses do not politely wait for
one another. A more likely situation is that while morphogen distributions are
still varying over time, cells already respond. To evaluate the functionality of a
morphogen gradient we should therefore analyse the temporal dynamics as well,
not only the time-scale of gradient establishment, but also the time-scale on which
the gradient can be modified, when this is for example required due to growth of
the tissue itself.

5.3 Generating a morphogen gradient with auxin

5.3.1 Auxin kinetics

The phytohormone which forms a gradient along the root, indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA) or simply auxin, has a molecular weight of only 0.175 kDa. Measurements
on auxin diffusion show that the diffusion coefficient in the cytosol would be
as high as 300–600 µm2/s, while it would be around 15 times lower in the cell
wall (Bean et al., 1968; Gutknecht & Walter, 1980; Goldsmith et al., 1981; Kramer
et al., 2007), i.e. 20–40 µm2/s. Note that these values are orders of magnitude
higher than the diffusion rates of the proteins with much higher molecular weight
that have been carefully measured in Drosophila embryo and wing disc (Wg:
0.05 µm2/s; Dpp: 0.1 µm2/s (Kicheva et al., 2007); Bcd:0.3–17 µm2/s (Gregor et al.,
2007b, 2005)).

Outside the cell, auxin is in a neutral state and can easily permeate across the
plasma membrane (PM) into the cell; due to the higher pH in the cytosol, how-
ever, once entered it becomes anionic, and its passage out of the cell becomes
much more difficult (Rubery & Sheldrake, 1973). However, auxin efflux and in-
flux carriers, most importantly PINs and AUX1, increase the flux of auxin in both
directions across the PM (Marchant et al., 1999; Kaplinsky & Barton, 2004; Kramer,
2004; Leyser, 2005), (Figure 5.1B,C). Efflux carriers, when polarly localised along
the PM and in the same polar fashion along a file of cells, are able to generate
directed auxin fluxes through the plant tissue, which is taken into account in the
unidirectional transport and reflux-loop mechanisms (Figure 5.1D, see below).

Although there is also production in the root, auxin biosynthesis predomin-
antly takes place in the shoot, after which it is transported towards the root. For
all three mechanisms we assume a constant auxin increase in the root (through
influx or production), arbitrarily set to 1000 a.u./s (see discussion in Chapter 4).
Root cut experiments have shown that without auxin influx a (slowly retracting)
gradient can be preserved for many days up to weeks, indicating the presence of
a very slow (net) auxin decay. Based on these experiments, we use a decay para-
meter value of 10−6/s, corresponding to a half life of 8 days. Again, this is much
slower than values found in Drosophila (Wg: 1.4×10−5/s ; Dpp: 2.5×10−4/s
(Kicheva et al., 2007)).

The length scale over which the auxin gradient is relevant for Arabidopsis root
development, L, is around 500 µm–1.5 mm, which is a bit larger than found for
Drosophila (embryo: L≈480 µm; wing disc: L≈100 µm). The characteristic length
of the auxin gradient is not well-established, but can indirectly be inferred to
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be around 100–200 µm, by combining insights from coarse-scale auxin measure-
ments (Petersson et al., 2009), the PTL gradient (Aida et al., 2004; Galinha et al.,
2007), zonation (Beemster & Baskin, 1998) and modelling (Chapter 4). This is
comparable to the Bcd gradient in the Drosophila embryo (λ≈100–120 µm (Gregor
et al., 2007a)), but much larger than what has been found in the wing disc (Wg:
λ≈6 µm; Dpp: λ≈20 µm (Kicheva et al., 2007)).

5.3.2 Source-decay mechanism

When considering the spatial distribution of morphogens over space, the most
standard mechanism is that of morphogens being produced at a localised source,
diffusing and being degraded. We first ask what type of morphogen distribution
is to be expected in a plant system when a source-decay mechanism would be at
work. Answering this question is important to obtain a clear picture what kind of
positional information a plant can establish without using polar transport. In par-
ticular, a source-decay system which is determined by a linear decay is arguably
the most simple gradient-generating mechanism that is used in biological devel-
opment. In such a system, the dynamic changes in the morphogen concentration
can be described mathematically as

∂C(x, t)
∂t

= D∇2C(x, t)− d× C(x, t) . (5.1a)

We here describe a one-dimensional (1D) system, but extending to two or three
dimensions is straightforward. C(x, t) is the morphogen concentration at time t
and location x; D the diffusion coefficient; and d the decay rate. The boundary
conditions of the system are

D
∂C(0, t)

∂x
+ J = 0 , (5.1b)

D
∂C(L, t)

∂x
= 0 , (5.1c)

which states that at x = 0 there is a source of morphogen responsible for a
morphogen influx, J, while at x = L (the length of the system) the morphogen
cannot leave the system. The steady-state distribution of the morphogen concen-
tration over space is

C(x) =
Jλ

D
(
1− e−L/λ

) e−x/λ , (5.2)

where λ =
√

D/d is the characteristic length discussed above. Note, that when
the size of the system is much larger than the characteristic length, this can be
approximated as

C(x) = C0e−x/λ , (5.3)

where C0 = Jλ/D = J/
√

Dd.
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The fact that the measured morphogen gradient profiles in Drosophila strik-
ingly follow such an exponential distribution has supported the idea that source-
decay-related processes, similar to the one captured by Eq. 5.1, underlie the form-
ation of these gradients (Crick, 1970; Gregor et al., 2005; Houchmandzadeh et al.,
2005).

5.3.2.1 Implications of the source-decay mechanism for the root: mathemat-
ical considerations

Many studies have proposed localised auxin production and/or regulated decay
as an important pattern generating mechanism for the sharp auxin distributions
within the root (Kerk et al., 2000; Berleth & Sachs, 2001). Utilising the equations
derived above and the specific parameters for auxin allows us to quantify the
extent that this mechanism could indeed be relevant. We do so for a 1D math-
ematically idealised root in which localised auxin production occurs at the apical
end. Due to the very high diffusion coefficient of auxin and its low decay rate, the
slope of the established morphogen gradient is extremely shallow (Figure 5.3A1).

Its characteristic length, given by λ =
√

D
d , is around 2.4 · 104 µm. Consequently,

a variation of 37% is expected over a tissue length of 2.4 cm. Such a character-
istic length is far too large to convey positional information to the root, because
concentrations would vary only 4% over the most distal 1 mm of the root tip,
where differentiation into stem cell niche, MZ, EZ and DZ take place (Beemster
& Baskin, 1998). This reveals how establishing a auxin gradient through diffusion
and decay only is extremely unlikely.

However, an important question is to what extent a molecule with different
kinetics (a hypothetical morphogen ‘X’) could establish a biologically reasonable
gradient through the source-decay mechanism. To answer this implies ‘back-
engineering’ a gradient with a realistic characteristic length of around 100 µm.
Such a characteristic length requires a high decay rate of around d ' 0.06 s−1

(corresponding to a half-life of 12 sec), to compensate for the fast diffusion, or
alternatively, a reduced diffusion coefficient of 0.01 µm2/s, to compensate for the
slow decay (Figure 5.3A1). Alternatively, instead of changing decay or diffusion
independently, these two parameters could be adjusted simultaneously.

However, any modification of the parameters required to obtain the correct
slope brings forth major implications. When modifying d, the maximum is af-
fected dramatically. As shown in Eq. 5.3, C0 = J/

√
Dd, which implies that the

modification of d causes a strong 250-fold decrease of the maximum. When in-
stead D is modified, the time-scale of the spatial coupling becomes 6 · 104 times
slower, with strong implications as well: in such a setting the morphogen would
spread out very slowly (8.5 µm/h instead of the 1 cm/h measured for auxin (Gold-
smith, 1967a)). Additionally, the mean distance that a morphogen travels before
decaying is equally reduced under any combination of changes in diffusion and
decay. This conserved reduction is captured by the relationship (in 1D) between

the morphogen’s root mean square displacement before breakdown (
√

x2) and
the diffusion coefficient and decay,
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Figure 5.2: Properties of morphogen gradients and positional information.
(A): Morphogen concentrations as a function of distance along a tissue, repres-
ented by exponentially decreasing profiles. Red (A1) and black (A2) profiles differ
with respect to their characteristic lengths, λ1=30 µm (red arrow) and λ2=10 µm
(black arrow), respectively, which on a log-linear plot (inset) corresponds to the
inverse of the slope of the morphogen profiles (λ= 1

α ; with slope α1 for A1 and
α2 for A2). Positional information is conveyed through the graded distribution of
morphogens, by means of concentration thresholds that activate different genes
(‘high’ and ‘low’ gene thresholds, indicated by the green and blue lines). The spa-
tial range of the gene expression within the tissue is affected by λ, as is schem-
atically shown beneath the graph, causing differential gene activation regions.
Differences in gene expression in its turn steers differentiation of a field of cells,
reacting in an equivalent manner to the morphogen, into different regions, as
schematically indicated in the lowermost panel. (B): Exponential gradients can
also differ with respect to the maximum concentration (C0): even when the λ’s
of two morphogen gradients (B1, B2) are equivalent (λ1,2=λ=30), the maximum
concentrations (here, C0,B1 = 1, C0,B2 = 0.5) influence the positional information
experienced by the tissue. This is due to the dependency of the gene expression
on the absolute morphogen concentrations, as depicted in the schematic drawing
below. (C): Comparison between an exponential (red) and a power-law morpho-
gen profile (blue); both profiles have the same concentration value at the charac-
teristic length of the exponential gradient (λ=30). (D): The exponential gradient
presents a linear profile in the log-linear representation, whereas the power-law
profile has relatively higher values at larger distances from the maximum (i.e. the
profile has a long-tail distribution).
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√
x2 =

√
2D
d

=
√

2λ . (5.4)

The distance molecules are typically able to move is directly related to the charac-
teristic length, which means that in the source-decay mechanism fixing the char-
acteristic length implies fixing the length of communication..

Thus, to assume an alternative morphogen for auxin implies that on average a
pulse is expected to travel no further than 140 µm through the plant. This is very
different to the observations showing that a pulse of auxin can travel large dis-
tances (Blilou et al., 2005). It would exclude the morphogen forming the positional
informative gradient to function simultaneously as a signalling molecule which
integrates information regarding the whole plant system, as auxin is known to do
(Leyser, 2006).

5.3.2.2 Implications of the source-decay mechanism for the root: a computa-
tional analysis

The idealised 1D mathematical description of a source-decay mechanism clearly
ignores a number of aspects of the root related to its cellular structure. To de-
termine if the insights from the mathematical analysis still hold when the cellular
structure and the organisation of the tissue structure are explicitly taken into ac-
count, we performed computer simulations of the Arabidopsis root (Figure 5.1).
We use typical cell sizes and PM permeabilities for auxin (see Chapter 4 and 6),
as well as the 15-fold reduction in auxin diffusion in the cell wall (Kramer et al.,
2007). Auxin fluxes over the PM are given by

~F =
{

(Ppinn̂)Cin − (Pauxn̂)Cout if PINs are expressed,
(Pbgn̂)Cin − (Pauxn̂)Cout if only background efflux takes place,

(5.5)
where n̂ is the outward-directed unit vector, perpendicular to the PM; Cin rep-
resents the auxin concentration in the cytosol at the PM; and Cout represents the
auxin concentration in the cell wall immediately adjacent to the PM. In the model,
we consider the source of auxin to be localised at the point of the maximum, the
‘QC’.

To exclude the role of polar transport (in order to analyse purely the source-
decay mechanism), we assume high PIN expression along all sides of each cell,
unlike what is depicted in Figure 5.1C.

In the simulation a gradient is established which is indistinguishable from
the mathematically derived 1D gradient (compare black lines depicting equilib-
rium profiles in Figure 5.3A2 and A1). Whether or not the cellular structures
are taken into account, using this mechanism, auxin would generate a too shal-
low gradient for positional information. Also the simulations that consider al-
ternative morphogens, with increased decay (d=0.06 s−1) or reduced diffusion
(D=0.01 µm2/s) present very comparable equilibrium profiles (Figure 5.3A2) as
predicted from Eq. 5.3 (Figure 5.3A1). Thus, details introduced by the cellular
structure do not play a role within this mechanism.
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Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.3: Contrasting the steady-state morphogen gradients.
(A): Source-decay mechanism. (A1) Mathematical solutions. Default paramet-
ers for auxin (a high diffusion coefficient and a slow decay rate) result in a very
shallow gradient (black). Either very fast decay (red) or slow diffusion (blue) is
required to obtain a gradient with a reasonable slope and characteristic length.
(A2) Simulations using a realistic tissue layout confirm the mathematically de-
rived profiles: using the default parameters, the gradient is very flat (black line
and inset). Only high decay (red) or low diffusion (blue) result in a reasonable
gradient; while the slope is the same, the amplitude is very different. (B): Uni-
directional transport mechanism. (B1) Mathematical solutions. For biophysically
reasonable permeability values, an extremely steep gradient forms (black). To
obtain a reasonable characteristic length, the contribution of PINs to the auxin
efflux permeability has to be greatly reduced (red). (B2) Computer simulations
on the vascular tissue layout yield similar results as the mathematically derived
ones. (C): Reflux-loop mechanism. When using the full root layout, a reason-
able gradient forms at biophysically realistic parameters. Black and green lines
represent longitudinal cross-sections through a vascular and epidermal cell file,
respectively. Default parameters are defined in Figure 5.1.

5.3.3 Unidirectional transport mechanism

It has long been known that auxin does not only spread through the plant through
passive diffusion, but that directed auxin transport is involved (Leopold, 1964;
Goldsmith, 1967a,b; Wilkins & Scott, 1968; Estelle, 1998). Model studies in the
early eighties have shown that a unidirectional transport mechanism could un-
derlie the establishment of auxin maxima (Mitchison, 1980a; Goldsmith et al.,
1981). These models predicted the existence of polarly localised auxin efflux facil-
itators, which only much later were experimentally found, i.e. the family of PIN
proteins (Gälweiler et al., 1998).

Unidirectional transport is not only able to generate a maximum, but also a
morphogen gradient. The most direct mathematical way to derive the effects
of unidirectional transport is to consider a single cell file containing n cells that
transport auxin directly into their neighbouring cells in the downward direction
(from cell n=0 to cell n=N) (Figure 5.4 shows a simplified example). The role
of diffusion is ignored, and consequently only one concentration, Cn, has to be
considered for each cell.

In spirit of Mitchison’s derivation, the equilibrium distribution can be easily
derived and generalised from a simple example of only three cells as shown in
Figure 5.4. The first cell, n=0, is kept at a constant auxin concentration C0. Auxin
transport is indicated by the red and blue flux arrows in the figure. In the absence
of localised polar efflux carriers, auxin fluxes out of the cells with permeability
rate q. When polar efflux carriers are present, indicated in green, auxin efflux is
augmented with p, such that the total permeability rate becomes (p + q). The
auxin flux from cell 0 to cell 1 is F0,1 = (p + q)C0. The auxin flux in the oppos-
ing direction, i.e. from cell 1 to cell 0 is F1,0 = qC1. Given that at equilibrium
F0,1 = F1,0, the concentration C1 at equilibrium can be expressed in terms of the
concentration at C0, through

C1 =
p + q

q
C0 . (5.6)
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Figure 5.4: Unidirectional transport mechanism.
Schematic figure to guide derivation of established gradient.

Similarly, if we equalise the fluxes between cell 1 and 2, we find that C2 = [(p +
q)/q]C1. Using the expression for C1 above, this becomes

C2 =
(p + q)2

q2 C0 . (5.7)

In a general form, the dynamic changes in morphogen concentration in cell n
can be described mathematically as

dCn

dt
= (p + q)Cn−1 + qCn+1 − (p + 2q)Cn ,

with boundary conditions

dC0

dt
= 0 , (5.8a)

dCN
dt

= (p + q)CN−1 − qCN . (5.8b)

Through an iterative process as described above, the equilibrium distribution for
the general form yields

Cn =
(

p + q
q

)n
C0 = C0e

n
λ . (5.9)

where Cn is the concentration in the n-th cell along the cell file, and λ = 1/ log([p +
q]/q), expressed in cell lengths. The equilibrium distribution presents an expo-
nential increase in auxin along the cell file. Importantly, in contrast to the source-
decay mechanism, here the source of the morphogen is located at the far end of
the gradient. The generation of such a profile can be referred to as occurring due
to ‘heaping up’ of auxin, given that a constant active transport up the gradient
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underlies the mechanism. The slope of the gradient greatly depends on the para-
meter values of the specific downward-directed PIN permeability rate p and on
the leakage q that acts equally in both directions. The location of maximum is de-
termined by the end of the cell file in which further transport is blocked, causing
auxin to heap up at that location to the highest levels.

5.3.3.1 Implications of the unidirectional transport mechanism for the root:
mathematical considerations

We now ask what type of gradient would be expected when considering a real-
istic vascular cell file with unidirectional transport. Given that the downward
transport takes place through the vascular tissue, the derivation shown above re-
sembles a vascular cell file, for which basally-oriented polar PIN localisation has
been experimentally verified (Gälweiler et al., 1998; Kaplinsky & Barton, 2004;
Blilou et al., 2005). As discussed in Section 5.3.1, background permeability is
Pbg=1 µm/s, while within the vascular cells PINs are only localised along the
basal PM (as depicted in Figure 5.1C), giving rise to a permeability along the
basal PM of Ppin=20 µm/s. Translated back into the parameters of Eq. 5.8, this
results in p=19 µm/s; q=1 µm/s. Using Eq. 5.9, it follows that concentrations
would drop 20-fold with each cell (Cn/Cn−1=20), the characteristic length λ be-
ing 1/ log([p + q]/q)=0.33 cell length, or ' 5 µm. Thus, within such a cell file,
auxin concentrations drop more than 19 orders of magnitude over the first 15
cells from the maximum. This limits the functionality of the auxin gradient to
only very few cells close to the maximum, as can be seen in Figure 5.3B1 (black
line), which plots the mathematically predicted auxin gradient (Eq. 5.9), using a
vascular cell template to correct for cell lengths. The value of C0 is determined by
assuming a total amount of auxin within the vascular bundle equal that used in
the source-decay mechanism. Again, this has strong consequences for the posi-
tional information over the root, but in an opposite way as was observed for the
source-decay mechanism: here the gradient is far too steep, while previously it
was too shallow.

The above reasoning depends on quantitative aspects related to the specific
PIN localisation and permeability rates. However, here again we can ask what
would be needed for this mechanism to form a reasonable gradient, with a char-
acteristic length of around 100 µm, or 6–7 cell lengths. Permeability parameters
can be ‘back-engineered’, revealing that background permeability has to be dra-
matically increased (p=3 µm/s; q=17 µm/s). Indeed, this leads to a reasonable
equilibrium slope and maximum (Figure 5.3B1, red line).

These modifications in permeability rates clash in several ways to experi-
mental observations and requirements on auxin transport. First, at the required
parameter settings, polar PIN expression only causes a small increase in permeab-
ility, less than 18% compared to the background permeability. This contradicts
the chemiosmotic properties of auxin described above, which states that without
auxin efflux facilitators the permeability of the PM for cytosolic, anionic auxin is
very low (Rubery & Sheldrake, 1973; Mitchison, 1980a; Blakeslee et al., 2005), and
that the contribution of PINs to auxin efflux plays a substantial and predominant
role, compared to other known or possibly undiscovered efflux carriers, given
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that pin mutants strongly reduce vascular auxin transport (Gälweiler et al., 1998).
Secondly, experiments show a fast and directed pulse propagation through plant
tissue (Goldsmith, 1967a; Blilou et al., 2005). At the required parameter settings
derived above, pulse propagation becomes an order of magnitude slower com-
pared to the default setting (as can be calculated using the second equation in
Mitchison, 1980a) and much slower than the known typical transport rate (Gold-
smith, 1967a); additionally, the pulse would rapidly become ‘smeared’ out rather
than being transported more or less as a whole (Blilou et al., 2005). Thirdly, in this
mechanism the maximum is being formed at an effective ‘dead end’. However, it
has been shown that QC cells at the maximum strongly express PINs, without any
indication of transport inhibition (Blilou et al., 2005). Thus, this mechanism fails to
predict a maximum at PIN-expressing cells, as is the case for the QC. To conclude,
although it can explain the rapid formation of a strong auxin maximum, due to
these three issues it is hard to reconcile how the unidirectional transport mech-
anism could give rise to a correctly positioned informative auxin gradient within
a tissue that still reveals ‘root-like’ properties. Nevertheless, given only these
spatial considerations, one could still imagine that a root with different transport
features could have been evolved using such a mechanism. We will see below
that more important drawbacks emerge when considering the temporal dynam-
ics of gradient establishment.

5.3.3.2 Implications of the unidirectional transport mechanism for the root: a
computational analysis

For the ease of analysis, the 1D mathematical description of unidirectional trans-
port used a number of simplifications. We therefore ask whether better descrip-
tions of auxin transport as well as the cellular embedding within the root layout
affect the mathematical reasoning given above. We explore this by simulations of
unidirectional transport within a realistic vascular tissue layout, which only con-
siders the vascular and pericycle cell files and the QC, using zero flux boundar-
ies. The simulations consider cell walls, multiple cell files and auxin diffusion in
the cells and within the cell wall, using realistic diffusion coefficients. Moreover,
both PIN-mediated polar efflux as well as the influx over the PM are explicitly
described, using Eq. 5.5. The simulation of the unidirectional transport in the vas-
cular tissue indeed generates a maximum at the ‘dead end’, i.e. the QC, as well
as a very sharp auxin gradient, matching very closely the gradient predicted by
the mathematical caricature (compare Figure 5.3B2 with Figure 5.3B1, black lines).
After five cells auxin has dropped to extremely low levels, confirming the short
characteristic length calculated above from the idealised situation. The main new
feature revealed through the simulation is that due to auxin entering and decay-
ing in the root, the gradient is connected to an influx-driven, almost flat profile.
The fact that the magnitude of the maximum and slope of the gradient match
between simulation and idealised root, justifies the simplifications used for the
mathematical analysis.

To back-engineer a biologically relevant gradient within the in silico tissue, we
introduced apically localised PINs with a permeability rate of 85% of the basally
localised PINs. Again, the profile very closely matches the mathematically de-
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rived one (Compare Figure 5.3B2 with Figure 5.3B1, red lines). The influx-driven
part of the profile reaches much higher concentrations, because downward trans-
port is effectively an order of magnitude slower. Note that the resulting slope is
constant when expressed per cell (as predicted from the mathematical analysis),
and therefore becomes much more shallow within the EZ composed of longer
cells, when expressed in length (µm). Thus, the computer simulations reconfirm
the inconsistency between the necessary requirements in the model and experi-
mental data, as described earlier.

The contrast is large between the source-decay mechanism and the unidirec-
tional transport mechanism. Although in both cases a similar root layout was
used and similar kinetic parameters and cell sizes were considered, we find that
in the first case the gradient is fully determined by diffusion and decay, while
those parameters do not play any role in the second case. Likewise, transport
rates fully determine the gradient in the second case, which do not play any role
in the first. In both cases the location of the maximum has to be determined at
forehand, either by setting the source of auxin at the location of the QC or by
forming at this location a dead end. Also, both mechanisms present drawbacks
when parameters are modified to obtain a realistic characteristic length. Finally,
neither mechanism generates a functional gradient for biophysically known para-
meter values of auxin.

5.3.4 The reflux-loop mechanism

We have previously shown, through combined modelling and experimentation,
that the mechanism by which a gradient is being formed in the Arabidopsis root
is a different one than those mechanisms previously discussed (Chapter 4). The
‘minimal root’, depicted in Figure 5.1B,C captures the essential properties of this
tissue. The core differences with the unidirectional transport mechanism are loc-
ated in the external cell files: upward transport due to apically localised PINs and
lateral transport due to PINs localised to the inner lateral walls of the cells (facing
the midline of the root).

Because of the overall complexity of the layout and multilevel interactions
between cell and tissue properties, in this case, a mathematical caricature of this
mechanism is not easily derivable. Instead we immediately move to the full com-
putational analysis. Figure 5.3C shows the profile to a vascular cell file and an
epidermal cell file when the simulation is run for the default parameter settings.
The resulting equilibrium gradient presents a functional slope and a maximum
positioned at the QC.

Auxin is transported downwards through the vascular tissue, reaching the
most distal cells, the root cap. The root cap connects the basal-directed auxin
flow of the central vascular region to the apical-directed flow of the external cell
files, through apolar PIN localisation in the columella cells. Laterally localised
PINs promote the lateral auxin flux from the external cell files back into the vas-
cular bundle, closing a reflux-loop. The reflux-loop causes the formation of an
exponentially increasing auxin gradient that spans the entire MZ and part of the
EZ. The exponential shape can be attributed to the lateral flux: of the auxin that
fluxes upwards through the external cell files, at any vertical position a constant
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fraction fluxes laterally back into the vascular tissue, thereby determining the
steepness of the auxin slope. The highest concentrations form within those cells
that lie at the interface of the downward flow through the vascular tissue and the
upward flow through the external cell files, i.e. within the QC cells. Similarly to
what occurred in the unidirectional transport mechanism, the distal exponential
part of the auxin distribution is connected with a flat, influx-driven profile within
the proximal region, forming an ‘elbow’ at their junction (Figure 5.3C). The flat
profile extends from the distal EZ proximally, into the DZ.

Contrasting this mechanism with the previous, brings forth a number of im-
portant differences. Firstly, the correct distribution is found for the known para-
meter values for auxin transport. Secondly the QC is not a pre-specified source
of auxin, as in the source-decay mechanism, and accumulation at the QC occurs
within a realistic root layout, in contrast to the requirements on tissue structure
imposed by the unidirectional transport mechanism. In fact, it is not that the
reflux-loop functions despite the root cap, but rather that the root cap is essen-
tial for generating the maximum at the QC. Thirdly, whereas in the previous
mechanisms the fluxes through the tissue nearly disappear when the auxin pro-
file reaches its equilibrium, within the reflux-loop they remain very high, also at
steady state (Figure 5.1). The highest throughput is found at the maximum, the
QC, in sharp contrast with the unidirectional transport mechanism, where the
maximum is a ‘dead end’ for auxin flow. Note that such high fluxes cause the
formation of intracellular gradients that have been suggested to play a role in
development (Laskowski et al., 2008; Kramer, 2009). More differences, however,
become apparent when we not only look at the steady state distribution, but also
take the dynamics of the gradient formation into account.

5.4 Trade-off between spatial and temporal scales

As indicated in the introduction, to evaluate the functionality of a morphogen
gradient, the temporal dynamics of the mechanism should also be analysed.

5.4.1 The establishment of a gradient

In an attempt to ‘match’ the steady state profiles of the three different mechan-
isms, specific requirements were derived for each mechanism, proposing hypo-
thetical morphogens or tissues with different transport properties. We found that
in the case of the source-decay mechanism, the requirements greatly restrict the
expected distance a molecule would be able to travel through the tissue. Here we
continue exploring the effects of the temporal dynamics, but from another angle,
by looking at the transient behaviour of the morphogen distributions. How do
the different pre-steady-state distributions look like and how fast do they form?

We compare the dynamics of the three mechanisms, under the biophysical
parameter regimes in which they each generate the similar biologically relevant
exponential steady state profile and maximum using the parameter settings of
Figure 5.3, but with one modification: in the case of source-decay with fast decay,
the source has been equally modified to keep total morphogen content the same
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(Figure 5.5).

The source-decay mechanism is generating very contrasting dynamics when
either fast diffusion (and fast decay) or slow diffusion (and slow decay) are con-
sidered (Figure 5.5A1 and A2), even though the slope at steady state is equal for
both hypothetical morphogens. While with fast decay a gradient forms within
5 minutes, in the alternative implementation with slow diffusion it takes many
days. Moreover, the transient profiles are not exponential, with the tail of the dis-
tributions dropping very steeply. The very slow time-scales that accompany the
formation of a spatially relevant gradient is a major shortcoming of the source-
decay mechanism with slow diffusion (Figure 5.5A2). These issues can be over-
come with high decay rates, but this requires a huge increase in morphogen pro-
duction, which might be costly for the QC (Figure 5.5A1).

The unidirectional transport mechanism also presents relatively slow time-
scales (Figure 5.5B), but far above that of the source-decay with slow diffusion.
The maximum establishes within one hour, after which it steadily increases in
magnitude. The reflux-loop (Figure 5.5C) forms on a very short time-scale of just
minutes a high auxin maximum and a gradient. As total auxin amounts increase,
due to auxin influx, the absolute values at the gradient increase while it maintains
the same slope over time. The reflux-loop accounts for very different time-scales
concomitantly: whereas the establishment of the auxin maximum with the char-
acteristic slope occurs on a very fast time-scale of minutes, the gradient presents a
slow spatial shift over a time-scale of days. The short time-scale allows this mech-
anism to ‘keep up’ with the typical root growth, around 800 µm/h (Beemster &
Baskin, 1998). Slow diffusion and, to a lesser extent, unidirectional transport are
not able to accompany such a dynamic tissue growth, which is again an import-
ant drawback of these mechanisms for plant organ development, i.e. for systems
that grow so rapidly and become so large. A source-decay mechanism with fast
decay precludes such developmental regulation on such a long time-scale.

Taken together, the combined analysis on the requirements for a correct spa-
tial patterning and its implications for the dynamics of the morphogen gradient is
fundamental in determining the functionality of a gradient-forming mechanism.
Simply put, although it is important to generate a characteristic length of 100 µm,
this will be of little use to the developing root, if the pattern is only established
after many days. Additionally, the long time-scale generated by the reflux-loop
can be correlated with the experimental observations on the dynamics of the zon-
ation (as the root grows, the MZ expands Beemster & Baskin, 1998). Thus, the
dynamics of the reflux-loop mechanism and its role in the root zonation dynam-
ics, indicates that the transient profiles of the gradient can be as important – and
arguably even more so – than the steady state profile.

5.4.2 Ablation of the morphogen maximum

Another way to contemplate the impact of the mechanism is by observing the
morphogen dynamics when challenged by external interferences. For example,
experiments in which the QC cells has been ablated, verified the reappearance of
an auxin maximum just above the ablated tissue, leading to the reestablishment of
a functional stem cell niche and root patterning on remarkably short time-scales
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Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5: Contrasting the time-scales for morphogen pattern formation in
the different mechanisms.
Computer simulations were performed for the (A): source-decay; (B): unidirec-
tional transport; and (C): reflux-loop mechanism. Simulations are done as de-
scribed in Figure 5.3, for the parameter settings described therein that generate
reasonable gradients, with one modification, which is using for the source-decay
model with fast decay an equally increased production rate. At t = 0 the tissue is
free of morphogen/auxin. Graphs show morphogen profiles along a longitudinal
cross-section through a vascular cell file at different time points, indicated by the
colours.

(A1) With high decay rates, the source-decay mechanism quickly reaches the
exponential steady state. The required high influx rate needed for this system to
acquire similar morphogen concentrations as the other models ensures the form-
ation of the maximum after already 5 s. Within 5 min the steady state is reached.
(A2) With slow morphogen diffusion, the source-decay mechanism presents an
extremely slow progression towards the steady state pattern. Even after 4 days
the maximum is still building up, and the tail of the distribution fails to span a
larger tissue region. (B) The unidirectional transport mechanism initially devel-
ops an inverted gradient, only after 1 h concentrations at the tip become higher
than elsewhere. Thereafter, the pattern remains relatively similar, while concen-
trations slowly rise over the whole tissue. (C) The reflux-loop mechanism quickly
establishes an exponential profile with a characteristic slope, forming an ‘elbow’
with the proximal, flat influx-driven gradient. As time progresses, the slope of the
exponential profile is conserved, while the overall absolute values increase, but
only in the distal region, allowing the ‘elbow’ to shift proximately. The formation of
the gradient (maximum and slope establishment) occurs on very fast time-scales,
while the ‘shift’ in the slope along the tissue occurs on a much slower time-scale.

(Xu et al., 2006). To test further the role of auxin influx to this auxin maximum
reappearance, we repeated these experiments using an amputated root (shoot
removed), and again verified the similar robust and fast dynamics of auxin rees-
tablishment (Chapter 4). In Figure 5.6 such an interference (i.e. both blocking any
auxin entry from the shoot and removal of the QC) is simulated for all mechan-
isms (for the same parameter settings as Figure 5.5).

For the source-decay mechanism, the elimination of the QC implies the ab-
sence of the source, and hence, the impossibility not only to reestablish a max-
imum, but also to maintain the gradient (Figure 5.6A1). Most dramatically, when
decay is fast, all morphogen disappears from the root within minutes (Figure
5.6A2), showing that what was optimal in the previous section now works out
the worst. The system driven by the unidirectional transport mechanism cannot
quickly increase auxin in the neighbouring cells after ablation (Figure 5.6B), as it
requires influx of auxin from the shoot over a long time period to re-accumulate
auxin above the ablated cells.

Interestingly, only the reflux-loop mechanism presents a region in which con-
centrations increase after root cut and QC. This region, next to the original QC
and coincides with the redifferentiation of the new QC, presents a fold increased
auxin concentrations within 20 min. This is due to the reflux-loop generating con-
stantly high fluxes, causing a rapid replenishment of the cells just above the re-
moved QC. In contrast, the other mechanisms, independent of parameter choice,
only present decreasing morphogen levels in every single cell. Thereby, only the
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Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.6: Contrasting the time-scales for maximum reestablishment in the
different mechanisms.
Computer simulations were performed for the (A): source-decay; (B): unidirec-
tional transport; and (C): reflux-loop mechanism. Simulations are done as de-
scribed in Figure 5.5. The simulations are initiated with the steady state morpho-
gen distribution. At t = 0 the morphogen influx ceases and the QC cells, con-
taining the maximum, are removed. Graphs show morphogen profiles along a
longitudinal cross-section through a vascular cell file at different time points, in-
dicated by the colours.

(A1) With high decay rates, the source-decay mechanism presents a dramatic
disappearance of the morphogen in the root tip after ablation of the source: all
morphogen disappears within 5 min. (A2) In contrast, with slow morphogen diffu-
sion, the source-decay mechanism maintains a maximum over long time-scales
(15 days). However, especially in in the vicinity of the removed source, the slope
fades out within a few hours. (B) The gradient of the unidirectional transport
mechanism remains unaffected by the disappearance of the maximum. On a
short time-scale all cells maintain the same concentration. Due to the auxin de-
cay and interruption of the influx, auxin values decrease homogeneously over the
whole tissue on a longer time-scale, such that the new ‘maximum’ continues to
diminish in magnitude. (C) In the reflux-loop mechanism there is a quick rees-
tablishment of an auxin maximum, with a small region just above the removed
maximum presenting a fold increase in auxin concentrations. On a longer time-
scale the overall concentrations decrease due to auxin decay and lack of influx,
bringing down the absolute level of the maximum.

reflux-loop enables the root to store effectively auxin in the apical region, in a
form which generates a great degree of autonomy from fluctuations in the influx
and damage to the root tip.

5.4.3 Auxin be nimble, auxin be quick...

When comparing properties of plant development and measurements of auxin
kinetics to animal development and their involved morphogen gradients two ob-
viously contrasting features become evident. The first is the difference in space-
scales and the second is the size of the molecule being utilised as the morphogen.
In the above analysis we have shown that these two points are in fact related.

Plant development not only occurs during embryogenesis, but during the
whole life cycle of the plant, and thus, morphogen gradients are relevant within
the context of very large tissues. A plant morphogen not only needs to establish
robust positional information, but also guide tropism by quickly changing and
transferring information over long distances.

Typically, known morphogen gradients, such as Wg in Drosophila, do not face
comparable challenges, because the scale of the embryo is much smaller, such
that the region over which the gradient acts and the distance over which it has
to be transported is much more limited. Given that the morphogens in such sys-
tems tend to be proteins, with a much higher molecular mass than auxin, they
have much lower diffusion coefficients which allows for concentrations to vary
significantly over the relatively small distance within the embryo.
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Figure 5.7: Robustness of the gradient.
(A): Robustness of the gradient within the reflux-loop mechanism, shown through
a 1000-fold change in the permeability values. To facilitate the analysis on the
effect of changes in the permeability rate, the net influx from the shoot is kept
constant (basically assuming that the auxin biosynthesis in the whole plant is
independent of the transport rates). (A1): Logarithmic auxin profiles along a
longitudinal cross-section through a epidermal cell file. The first 2000 µm are
shown. The inset shows a zoom-in close to the maximum, illustrating a marginal
change in slope. (A2): Linear auxin profile along a vascular cell file, illustrating
the marginal change in the maximum value. (B): In contrast, only a 2-fold change
in the ratio between the apical or basal and the lateral permeability rate leads to
dramatic changes in both the maximum and slope of the gradient. Profiles are
as in (A), except that the first 2500 µm are shown. The differences in apical/basal
(red) versus lateral (blue) PIN expression in the epidermal and cortex cells, which
determine the slope of the gradient, are schematically shown in (B3).
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The reflux-loop is able to satisfy both long-distance communication and ro-
bust positional information: by utilising such a fast molecule as auxin, issues
regarding long-distance transport and communication can be solved; by dynam-
ically maintaining high fluxes, different time-scales can be accounted for sim-
ultaneously; and through lateral fluxes, robust, steep gradients can be formed.
However, what are its dependencies to biophysical parameters, and how can the
plant fine-tune its gradient through the reflux-loop mechanism?

5.5 Jumping over biophysical limitations

Often the concept of morphogen gradients is criticised for its biophysical limita-
tions, which would render it inflexible (diffusion coefficients can only be modi-
fied to a certain extent), and would limit its applicability to a typical spatial range.
Moreover, the established gradient would depend heavily on the noise from the
source or influx (England & Cardy, 2005). To start with the first point, changes
in localised production or decay within the reflux-loop mechanism does not at
all affect the established pattern (as is the case within the source-decay mechan-
ism), as long as the diffusion and decay are within the wide, biologically relevant
parameter regime. Such a regime is obtained when considering reasonable auxin
transport rates and mean travel distances as found in experiments. When these
conditions are met, the specific location of production and/or decay is effectively
‘invisible’ for the auxin pattern that is established (Chapter 4). However, higher
production and/or higher decay can change the overall level of the auxin gradi-
ent, and regions of regulated auxin biosynthesis and catabolism could be import-
ant to modulate the reflux-loops distributions (Chandler, 2009). Moreover, also
changes in permeability rates or cell sizes do not affect the established pattern (as
is the case within the unidirectional transport mechanism). Within the reflux-loop
1000-fold variations in permeability rates only marginally changes the slope and
maximum (Figure 5.7A). A similar robustness occurs when the background per-
meability is fixed while the PIN-mediated permeability is varied 100-fold (results
not shown). Thus, none of the biophysical parameters have a strong effect on the
established auxin maximum and gradient. Since the slope is not determined by
the biophysical parameters, a gradient can be established of any slope, and due
to the continuously high fluxes communication is still possible over a very wide
range of spatial scales. And, given the reflux-loop capacitance to ‘store’ auxin, it
is very robust towards fluctuations in influx.

In contrast to being dependent on biophysical parameters, the auxin gradient
generated through the reflux-loop mechanism can be carefully controlled on the
cellular level, through the tuning and modification of the ratio in the lateral to ap-
ical PIN expression of the ground tissue cells (Figure 5.7B). Very small variations
in this ratio have a huge impact on the slope and maximum. This, however, is a
question of regulation of cell polarity, bypassing altogether the standard biophys-
ical limitations.

Together this reveals the striking robustness of the reflux-loop mechanism
with respect to variations in PIN permeability or any other biophysical parameter.
Thus, the reflux-loop not only ensures that the slope of the gradient becomes
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much steeper than is possible with a source-decay mechanism, relying on a fast
diffusing morphogen such as auxin, it also loosens the strict dependency on ab-
solute permeability and leakage rates by using topological tissue properties and
cellular-based PIN expression, instead of specific kinetic constants, to regulate
the slope.

5.6 Discussion

While evidence is pouring in on the exceptional role of auxin in establishing spa-
tial patterns, there has been some reluctance in designating the auxin concentra-
tions along the root tip a ‘morphogen gradient’. Three factors forge this reluct-
ance. The first problem is that often a narrow definition is used for the manner in
which a morphogen gradient ought to be generated. The intense research and ad-
vances in Drosophila and Xenopus development, which helped conceptualise the
role of morphogen gradients, has also contributed to the notion that it, per defin-
ition, has its maximum at the location of morphogen production, establishing a
gradient through processes linked to diffusion and decay. In contrast, we here
compared several gradient-generating mechanisms to determine their ability of
conferring biologically robust and clear information through the generated gradi-
ents. We found that the source-decay mechanism presents severe limitations in
the context of the growing root, thereby generating a strong case why morpho-
gen gradients ought not to be defined like this. Wolpert (1969), when formulating
the idea of positional information in the canonical article, pointed out that “one
needs to specify the mechanism generating a gradient”.

The second problem concerns the output. Traditionally, discussions about
morphogen gradients focus heavily on fate changes, while in plant development
‘guided differentiation’ much better describes the action of auxin gradients. As
a consequence of cell divisions and the growth of the root tip, cells effectively
‘move through’ the auxin gradient, which simply follows the root tip. The chan-
ging auxin concentrations are then instructive to change the cellular behaviour
from MZ-like to EZ-like, and possibly, to DZ-like, while maintaining the stem
cell niche.

The third problem is whether auxin has a direct effect (i.e. on the cellular level)
on the cell differentiation. Could instead some of the alternative mechanisms for
cell fate changes and cell differentiation as discussed in the introduction be in-
volved? This is a complex issue to verify. First, the modelling shows that due
to the high throughput it becomes experimentally challenging to change locally
the auxin content of a specific cell without also dramatically modifying its trans-
port properties, with all its possible consequences. Second, verification through
the manipulation of auxin effectors is also not foolproof, as there is evidence that
the downstream factors influence transport and hence the distribution of the up-
stream gradient that controls their expression (Galinha et al., 2007). However, the
direct action of an auxin gradient can still be considered the most parsimonious
explanation for all experimental data up to date (Benková et al., 2009).

Given the continuous development of plants, structured spatial regions that
span very large distances (when compared to animal systems) have to be estab-
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lished, while precise cell-to-cell variations maintained. Also, the manner in which
plants integrate environmental information into developmental outputs, adds ex-
tra requirements for the gradient-generating mechanism. This is because both the
scale and the plasticity of plants calls for fast information transfer. Realising this,
it is not surprising that auxin, a small, fast diffusing molecule, and directed trans-
port underlie many aspects of plant development. In this respect, we see that
both a source-decay mechanism as well as a unidirectional transport mechanism
fail to bring forth concomitantly a stable robust pattern that spans a relevant tis-
sue segment, while also being dynamic enough to alter and transfer information
over large distances within small time intervals. Both properties simultaneously
co-exist in the reflux-loop mechanism.

The insights gained from our mathematical analysis and computer simula-
tions regarding the source-decay mechanism might have implications for the
understanding of plant gametogenesis. Recent findings point towards an auxin
gradient, but polar auxin transport has not yet been observed in this context (Pag-
nussat et al., 2009). We have shown that without polar transport, and given the
fast diffusion of the molecule, we do not expect that an auxin gradient can span
a long distance (Figure 5.3A – red lines). However, given that gametogenesis
– unlike most of plant development – occurs on restricted small spatial scales
(the developing embryo sac grows from 30 to ~100 µm), fast auxin decay rates
would suffice to establish a source-decay-driven gradient. The discussed draw-
backs that high decay rates evoke (such that an auxin pulse cannot be transmitted
over larger distances), would not hinder a system of such a small size. Moreover,
unidirectional transport efficiently establishes patterns on small scales, that is, it
quickly leads to large concentration differences over just a few cells – a property
which might also be essential during the first stages of plant embryogenesis. In
this manner, it is possible to imagine, that during the whole life-cycle of a devel-
oping plant, various combinations of mechanisms can be used in an overlapping
manner, with some more dominant than others during specific moments of de-
velopment.

Our “gedanken simulations” help elucidate what would have been the ne-
cessary biophysical requirements for the root to maintain its functional, graded
morphogen distribution by exploiting some alternative gradient-forming mech-
anisms to the one experimentally found. We have shown that in all cases, a
trade-off occurs between space- and time-scales. In the evolutionary context,
such theoretical explorations allow us to draw a better understanding on what
sort of constraints and fitness landscapes plants have been facing, while becom-
ing multi-cellular and organising into relatively large, and extremely plastic de-
veloping organisms. By explicitly having asked here, “why not” going for other
mechanisms, we have highlighted “why” the plant has ‘chosen’ an apparently
alternative approach (i.e. the reflux-loop) for solving its positional information
problem – or, said differently, why a fast diffusive molecule and the reflux-loop
are so fundamental for having evolved plant-like development.
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6 Root Branching Controlled by Cell Dhape & Auxin Transport

Abstract

Lateral organ position along roots and shoots largely determines plant architec-
ture, and depends on auxin distribution patterns. Determination of the under-
lying patterning mechanisms has hitherto been complicated because they oper-
ate during growth and division. Here, we show by experiments and computa-
tional modelling that curvature of the Arabidopsis root influences cell sizes, which,
together with tissue properties that determine auxin transport, induces higher
auxin levels in the pericycle cells on the outside of the curve. The abundance and
position of the auxin transporters restricts this response to the zone competent
for lateral root formation. The auxin import facilitator, AUX1, is up-regulated
by auxin, resulting in additional local auxin import, thus creating a new auxin
maximum that triggers organ formation. Longitudinal spacing of lateral roots is
modulated by PIN proteins that promote auxin efflux, and pin2,3,7 triple mutants
show impaired lateral inhibition. Thus, lateral root patterning combines a trigger,
such as cell size difference due to bending, with a self-organising system that me-
diates alterations in auxin transport.

Author Summary

Plant architecture is determined by where shoots or roots form along the main
axis, but the mechanism responsible for lateral root initiation has long puzzled
biologists. Here, we show that stretching root cells initiates changes in hormone
transport, leading to lateral root initiation in plants, thereby solving a 120-year-
old mystery: the mechanism of lateral root initiation. Our data reveal that phys-
ical tissue deformation is sufficient to induce chemical changes that unleash bio-
logical responses leading to new organ formation. When roots bend, concentra-
tions of the plant hormone auxin increase along the outside of the bend. A com-
plex auxin flux pattern is generated that further enhances auxin levels through
localised reflux-loops. Auxin importers—AUX1—and efflux carriers—PIN pro-
teins—are known to be regulated by auxin. AUX1 up-regulation enhances the
auxin maxima that specify the lateral root founder cells at the bend, while PIN
down-regulation modulates the lateral spacing of the roots along the main root
axis. This study shows that the biological regulation behind pattern formation
can be a result of entangled hierarchies, explaining both the inner/outer spacing,
lateral inhibition, and dynamics of lateral root initiation.

6.1 Introduction

Developmental biologists often conceptualise patterning mechanisms in uniform
fields of cells, but in reality, positional information may be generated and trans-
lated in dynamic circumstances, in which cells divide, grow, and change shape.
These circumstances allow for unexpected feedbacks, making analysis a chal-
lenge. Rhizotaxy, the arrangement of lateral organs along plant roots, is a good
example of a patterning process that occurs in a dynamic context. The mechan-
isms that regulate rhizotaxy have long remained a mystery, although the origin
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of lateral roots was described as early as 1888 (van Tieghem & Duliot, 1888). In
Arabidopsis, lateral roots arise from two files of pericycle cells that lie adjacent to
the protoxylem (Parizot et al., 2008), and the pattern of emerged lateral roots can
be described in terms of the longitudinal spacing along a file and the left/right
component (Figure 6.1A). The longitudinal pattern is variable, and cannot be ex-
plained by mechanisms that require a fixed amount of time, distance, or number
of pericycle cells between initiations (Dubrovsky et al., 2006). There is, however,
a strong tendency for lateral roots to arise on the outside, i.e. convex side, of
the curve (Fortin et al., 1989). This tendency correlates with above-average auxin
response at the proximal end of the meristematic zone (MZ) well before the first
asymmetric divisions (De Smet et al., 2007). Lateral root formation can be induced
by global increases in auxin content (Boerjan et al., 1995), and more specifically,
by local activation of auxin synthesis in pericycle cells (Dubrovsky et al., 2008).
Mutations that render plants less sensitive to auxin reduce lateral root numbers
(Fukaki et al., 2002; Okushima et al., 2005). Additionally, chemical or genetic in-
hibition of auxin transport can decrease lateral root density (Hobbie & Estelle,
1995; Casimiro et al., 2001; Marchant et al., 2002). These observations indicate
that lateral root formation is influenced by auxin, but they do not reveal the un-
derlying mechanism. Here, we combine experimental and multilevel modelling
approaches to unravel the molecular and biophysical mechanism that regulates
rhizotactic patterning.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 The formation of a curve induces lateral root initiation and
explains left/right positioning

Consistent with prior reports of a correlation between lateral root formation and
the presence of curves, we observed that a waving growth pattern increases the
average density of emerged lateral roots (1.6 and 1.8 vs. 2.5 and 2.6 emerged
lateral roots/centimetre for “straight” grown vs. waving roots in each of two
experiments, where by “straight”, we refer to vertically grown roots that curve
less than those grown on slanted agar).

To determine how the degree of curvature impacts lateral root formation,
we inverted Arabidopsis seedlings for variable lengths of time before returning
them to an upright position (Figure 6.1B–D). The degree of curvature and the
probability that a lateral root is located on that curve both increased with time
(Figure 6.1E). Strikingly, roots with curves of more than 45◦ all developed associ-
ated lateral roots, indicating a strong correlation between the presence of a sharp
curve and lateral root induction (Figure 6.1E, and Figure 6.7A,B for details). To
determine whether lateral root positioning is influenced by the mechanisms that
produce undulating root growth or by curvature itself, we bent roots in the shape
of a J, 0.5 cm from the root tip, in regions where cells are fully differentiated.
Lateral root formation was examined in the curved region and around the com-
parable position that was marked on straight-grown control roots. Lateral roots
arose along the entire length of the curve, effectively extending the zone of lateral
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root formation closer toward the root tip (Figure 6.1F, left). The average distance
from the centre of the curve to the closest lateral root is less than from the control
mark to a lateral, demonstrating that curves promote lateral root formation. Fur-
thermore, formation of new lateral roots was strongly biased toward the outside
of the curve (Figure 6.1F, right). We conclude that curvature of a root by itself fo-
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Figure 6.1: Lateral root initiation is induced by root curvature.
(A): Lateral roots are formed on the outside of curves in an alternating left/right
rhythm (o: outside, i : inside of curve; L: left, R: right, relative to the main axis of
the root. (B–D): Examples of root curvature resulting from gravitropic stimulation
of different time intervals (B) 3 h; (C) 4.5 h; (D) never returned. Black *: position
of emerged lateral root, red arrowhead: centre of curve. Scale bar, 500 µm.
(E): Lateral root formation correlates with the degree of root curvature resulting
from gravitropic stimulation over various amounts of time. Symbols indicate time
in the inverted position. Distance from the centre of the curve to the nearest
emerged lateral root is reported. (F): Lateral root initiation is induced in manually
curved roots. Left: Location along the curve where lateral roots form is reported
alongside the comparable position(s) for straight roots. Centre of curve is defined
as zero and negative values are closer to the root tip, distal to the centre of the
curve. The curve was made 0.5 cm from the root tip. Right: Percent of lateral roots
forming on each side of the main root. Sides are defined as inside and outside
for curved roots, and left and right for straight roots, as shown in Figure 6.1A.
(G): DR5::GFP accumulates asymmetrically in the stele of manually curved roots.
Solid red symbols: outer half of the stele; open black symbols: inner half. (H):
Root curvature due to gravitropic response results in inverse asymmetric auxin
distributions in the primary root MZ. DR5::vYFP (nuclear), PIN7:GFP (ER). Open
arrowhead: gravity vector during initial growth; solid arrowhead: gravity vector
during the period of inversion; crossed-circle: gravity vector directed into the plane
during imaging. Scale bar, 100 µm. (I–L): Auxin response is enhanced locally in
the pericycle and adjacent endodermal cell prior at a curve to the asymmetric cell
division. Fluorescent markers as in (H). Panel (I) 300 min, (J) 110 min and (K)
10 min before, and (L) 10 min after the pericycle cell division. Arrows mark the
location of the dividing nucleus. Scale bar, 100 µm.

cuses lateral root density along the longitudinal axis and establishes the left/right
position of lateral roots. Roots that curve all along the longitudinal axis, do not
display lateral roots in the meristem zone (MZ) and the elongation zone (EZ), in-
dicating that only the differentiation zone (DZ) responds to curvature with lateral
root formation.

To investigate whether curving roots in the DZ induces changes in auxin dis-
tribution, roots expressing the auxin response marker DR5::GFP (Friml, 2003)
were manually curved and subjected to dynamic confocal imaging. Straight roots
reveal strong auxin response maxima in the MZ (Sabatini et al., 1999), and a
weaker auxin response in the vasculature of the DZ. When a curve was intro-
duced into the DZ, fluorescence initially increased more or less symmetrically
across the vasculature, but about 2 h later, the auxin response pattern became
biased towards the outside of the curve (Figure 6.1G, and Figure 6.7C for details).

To facilitate dynamic analysis of lateral root formation, we developed a sys-
tem for inducing lateral roots within a narrow region that could be imaged with
a confocal microscope. Six-day old plants were turned 180◦, left for 4 h, and
then placed horizontally under the microscope. Consistent with expectation,
plants carrying DR5::venusYFP, a nuclear-targeted fluorescent marker noted for
its high intensity and short maturation time (Nagai et al., 2002), show increased
levels of auxin response in epidermal cells of the MZ along the inside of the
curving root where elongation is inhibited (Estelle, 1996; Ottenschläger et al.,
2003) (Figure 6.1H).
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Figure 6.2: Root and model layout
(A): Image of a live root, with meristem (MZ), elongation (EZ) and differentiation
(DZ) zones indicated. (B–E): PIN expression domains of (B1–3) PIN1:GFP, (C1–
3) PIN2:GFP, (D1–3) PIN3:GFP and (E1–3) PIN7:GFP. For (B1), (C1), (D1) &
(E1), the GFP is shown in green and the propidium iodide (PI) stain in red. In
(B2), (C2), (D2) & (E2), the GFP is shown in red and PI channel in blue. In
(B3), (C3), (D3) & (E3), the GFP channel is shown in white. (B2–E2) and (B3–
E3) are enlargements of the MZ/EZ/DZ of the roots depicted in panels (B1–E1).
Laser and microscope settings were constant for each marker line. Scale bars,
100µm. (F): The in silico root describes the epidermis (blue – ep), cortex (green
– c), endodermis (yellow – en), pericycle (orange – p) and vasculature (red –
v). QC (grey) and columella cells (cyan) are only in the distal MZ. Scale bars,
100 µm. Model cell types are endowed with specific PIN topologies and strengths,
that vary by zone.Differences between zones are indicated by changes in colour
tone. Red indicates strong PIN expression, blue weak. Typical cell lengths vary
between zones, as indicated. Cell widths vary between tissue types, and are kept
constant through the zones. Parameter values in Appendix 6.A and Table 6.2–
Table 6.4.

However, the situation in a curved region of the DZ is quite different. There,
the highest level of auxin response is found in mature vasculature, particularly
on the outside of the curve, where lateral roots form (Figure 6.1G). This is in ac-
cordance with the results of our manual curvature experiments. In the pericycle,
increased auxin response was first observed about 190 min before the first asym-
metric division of the founder cells, then rapidly escalated, far surpassing the
level of auxin response in all of the surrounding cells (Figure 6.1I–L, Movie 6.1).
The endodermal cell located adjacent to the founder pericycle cells underwent
a smaller and transient increase in auxin response. In previous studies, Stage I
primordia that formed after gravistimulation appeared 3 h after strong curvature
was established (Lucas et al., 2008), which agrees well with our data and implies
that curvature leads to a rapid increase in auxin levels.

6.2.2 Modelling auxin fluxes in the entire root indicates critical
differences between root zones

To understand how root curvature affects lateral root initiation, we developed a
model that describes the dynamics of auxin transport through the root. In the
model, we consider that auxin can only diffuse freely within cells and in the cell
wall, whereas passage of auxin over cell membranes is determined by permeab-
ility properties. The efflux and influx permeability values are enhanced by the
presence of PIN and AUX1 expression, respectively. The model captures the fol-
lowing basic biophysical characteristics of the system: (i) the overall cell geomet-
ries and tissue types; (ii) typical lineage- and zone-dependent PIN distributions
and expression levels; (iii) cell-shape changes due to a mechanical alteration of
curvature of the whole organ; and (iv) auxin transport itself (see Appendix 6.A
and Table 6.2–Table 6.4 for a detailed discussion). Given the discrete nature of
cells, and the manner in which free diffusion of auxin is interrupted by mem-
branes, auxin dynamics may be strongly influenced by cell shape. The in silico
root layout is therefore constructed using typical cell lengths and widths within
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the MZ, EZ and DZ. In live roots, cells in the MZ are smaller, but transiently in-
crease length when in the EZ, until reaching a maximally elongated state in the
DZ. This is modelled by selecting different characteristic cell lengths for each of
the three zones. Differences in width between the external cell files, and the thin-
ner nature of the vascular cells, are also included (Figure 6.2F, and Appendix 6.A
for details). Such models are necessary because simple, intuitive predictions of
auxin flow based only on the location of auxin transporters neglect important
factors that determine flux patterns within the context of the whole tissue, in-
cluding the impact of cell size and shape and the fact that the amount of flux
through the transport facilitators is determined by the substrate concentrations
(Kramer, 2004; Swarup et al., 2005; Jönsson et al., 2006; Grieneisen et al., 2007).

We performed a systematic analysis of the PIN expression patterns through-
out the whole axis of the root (Figure 6.2A–E). Our model incorporates the exper-
imentally observed PIN expression topologies, as well as the specific differences
between each zone in a schematic manner, by specifying the orientation and dis-
tinguishing between strong and weak PIN expression (Figure 6.2F). Overall PIN
expression levels are weaker in the DZ than in the EZ or MZ. Because we first
focus on understanding the influence of a root curvature by itself on the auxin
dynamics, regulation of PIN or AUX1 expression or localisation is initially left
out. Using a similar system, we have previously shown that polar auxin trans-
port is sufficient to generate and maintain the auxin maximum at the quiescent
centre (QC) (Chapter 4). PIN localisation – in particular the distribution of lat-
erally inward-oriented PINs – is of paramount importance in determining the
properties of the root tip, as shown in Chapter 4.

When the model is extended to include the DZ, we observe distinct differ-
ences in auxin levels and flux patterns in the three regions of the root. In the
MZ, auxin flowing down the vasculature towards the root tip moves back up
the external cell layers, reentering the vascular flow via lateral transport across
the width of the root. This reflux-loop generates a strong accumulation of auxin
around the QC. High auxin concentrations in this distal region drop exponen-
tially in the proximal direction, towards the EZ (Figure 6.3A). The strong lateral
PIN expression that allows auxin to flow from the external cell layers toward the
vasculature results in very low auxin levels in the epidermis, cortex, and endo-
dermis of the EZ. Consequently, in the vasculature, auxin concentration reaches
a low, constant level, which is predominantly determined by the shoot-derived
basal flux (red line in graph of Figure 6.3A). At the transition from the EZ to the
DZ, lateral PIN1 and PIN2 expression decrease (Figure 6.2B,C). As a result, the
basal flux through the vascular tissue, in which concentrations tend to be much
higher than in the flanking external tissue files, becomes less confined (inset of
Figure 6.3A and Figure 6.8). Consequently, concentrations in the external cell files
strongly increase in the DZ (green line in Figure 6.3A), and due to the upward
flux through the external cell files and reflux back into the vasculature, an in-
crease occurs in the vascular auxin levels (red line in Figure 6.3A). Although this
result may seem counterintuitive (i.e. leakage of auxin from the vasculature into
the external cell files causes an increase in the vasculature auxin concentrations),
it can be readily understood by realising that in equilibrium, net basal fluxes over
different transverse cross-sections through the DZ, EZ, or proximal MZ should
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be equal. (The auxin decay rate is low and therefore substantial amounts of auxin
are lost only in the root tip, where concentrations are the highest, such that net
basal fluxes in the DZ remain constant.) Consequently, any increase in the ap-
ical flow leads to an increase in the basal flow through the vasculature. A reflux
is established, causing auxin on its way to the root tip to pass through the tis-
sue multiple times, thereby increasing the concentration levels without changing
the net downward flow (inset of Figure 6.3A, and Figure 6.8). At the transition
from EZ to DZ, auxin levels in the exterior cells rise due to the weakened PIN
expression. These higher levels are maintained throughout the rest of the DZ
(Figure 6.3A). Along the whole straight root, concentrations are transversely sym-
metric. In summary, PIN proteins, whose expression is controlled by auxin con-
centration and by the root-tip associated PLETHORA (PLT) transcription factors
(Blilou et al., 2005; Galinha et al., 2007), produce different flux patterns in different
root zones.

6.2.3 Modelling reveals that curve formation is sufficient to bias
elevated DZ auxin distribution toward the outside of the
curve

We investigated whether curve formation can trigger auxin accumulation by bend-
ing roots in silico (see Appendix 6.A). When live roots curve, the cells on the
inside of the curve are shorter than those on the outside, with the largest dif-
ferences seen when roots grow in response to a gravitropic stimulus (Table 6.5).
Similarly, bending our model root alters the size and shape of cells in the curved
region. Even when cellular PIN localisation and the total amount of PIN activity
per cell are held constant, the auxin distribution in the region of the bend rap-
idly changes. A new equilibrium situation is reached within 15 min (Figure 6.3B–
E). Auxin concentrations rise in both the vascular and external cell files, and a
bias is established, with higher values in the outer half of the root and a max-
imum in the outer pericycle cells at the bend (Figure 6.3B, red line). This outcome
is robust over wide ranges of diffusion and permeability values (Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10), as well as for different cell-wall widths (Figure 6.11) or mature cell
sizes (unpublished data). Moreover, when PIN density per membrane length is
held constant after a cell-shape change (rapid delivery of PINs to the membrane
might provide such homeostatic control), bending the root still results in higher
auxin concentrations in the pericycle on the outer half of the bend (Figure 6.12).
Simulations in which cell volume is held constant as the root is bent generate
even stronger biases on the outer bend (Figure 6.13). Furthermore, auxin maxima
in the outer pericycle still form when the model is extended to include a Cas-
parian strip, which might be auxin impermeable (Figure 6.14), as lateral diffu-
sion through the apical and basal cell walls has only a limited contribution to the
overall lateral flux. Thus, our simulations indicate that curvature-induced auxin
accumulation is a robust process that is not dependent on the particular choice
of implementation, assumptions, or parameter values. Auxin levels rise due to
the effect of cell-shape changes on auxin transport dynamics, with the extent of
the increase depending on the degree of curvature (Figure 6.15). The localised in-
crease in auxin concentration is independent of the mechanism that induces the
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curve, such as the gravitropic response.
Given that root bending results in cell-shape changes, it is tempting to think

that auxin accumulation is the result of cell-length differences only. However,
that is not a sufficient explanation. For a cell with polar PIN expression (i.e. an
epidermal, cortical, or vascular cell), the mean auxin concentration is expected to
increase linearly with cell length. This is strongly dependent on the fact that cells
are discrete units, in which the flux becomes “boosted” at each cell-cell trans-
ition due to the unidirectional auxin transport. Thus, within the cell, auxin forms
a gradient, along which, due to passive diffusion, auxin fluxes polarly. (For an
ideal one-dimensional vascular cell: given the cytosolic diffusion coefficient of
auxin D, the effective polar transport P across the cell, and an auxin concentra-
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Figure 6.3: Auxin gradients and curvature effects.
(A): Steady state auxin profile through the MZ, EZ and DZ of a straight root. Lon-
gitudinal cross-sections through epidermal and pericycle files reported by green
and red lines in graph; in silico root inlaid within the graph, along the y-axis in-
dicating distance from root tip, and colours represent auxin concentration levels.
Insets on left schematically show increased auxin reflux-loop in the DZ region
when compared to a proximal-MZ region. (B–D): Transversal auxin profile show-
ing cross-sections through an unbent root (black and shaded) compared with
those of a bent root (E), at different locations: at the curve (B), at steady state
(s.s.) – revealing strong outward concentrations bias; proximal to (above) the
curve (C) at steady state (s.s.) – showing little alterations; distal to (below) the
curve (D) 5 min after bending – revealing a transient auxin dip. The local auxin
maximum that forms after bending is found in the outer pericycle cell (B) at the
bend, indicated with *. (E): Steady-state auxin concentration profiles of a root
bent in the DZ showing an outer bias. (F): Steady-state auxin concentration pro-
files in the EZ, demonstrating the failure of the bend to cause a relevant increase
in auxin. (G): Steady-state auxin concentration profiles in the MZ, showing the
inversion of the inner/outer bias. Piece-wise linear colour bar represents absolute
and relative auxin concentrations; scale bar, 100 µm.

tion a at the basal end, a linear gradient will establish within the cell with a slope
Pa/D. Consequently, given the same auxin transport properties, the slope does
not depend on the cell length, whereas the mean auxin level within the cell –
given by a(1 + Pl

2D ), where l is the length of the cell – increases with length. Simil-
arly, under the assumption of constant basal influx i, the mean auxin level within
the cell is given by i( 1

p + l
2D ).) Thus, length increase (in both cases) is expec-

ted to result in a linear rise in mean auxin concentration. Although it cannot be
excluded that such small auxin increases could suffice to trigger lateral root ini-
tiation, this mechanism by itself is insufficient to explain all of our observations.
First, geometric considerations alone would imply that the cells along the inner
side of a bend, which have become smaller due to the bending, should present
lower concentrations. Clearly, this is not the case: Figure 6.3B,E shows an increase
in auxin in all cell files at the bend, in agreement with our experimental observa-
tions (Figure 6.1G, black lines). Moreover, holding the degree of curvature con-
stant over a bend, but varying the length of the region undergoing bending, pro-
gressively increases the bias in auxin concentrations (Figure 6.18), indicating that
tissue properties are also important in generating the bias. Simulations of J-hooks
that cause only 6% differences in cortical cell lengths still present remarkable in-
creases in auxin levels and bias, but only when the length of the bent tissue is
sufficiently long (Figure 6.19).

The formation of a strong bias results from an increase in the amount of auxin
“leaking” out of the vasculature into the external cell files. Given the large fluxes
that pass through the vascular tissue, internal auxin gradients are steep within the
vascular cells. Steeper gradients imply larger auxin increases due to cell-length
increase, and as a result, the concentration difference between vascular and ex-
ternal cell files is enhanced due to bending, leading to the lateral flow. As is the
case for the DZ in straight roots (insets of Figure 6.3A and Figure 6.8), this higher
concentration of auxin in the external files locally enhances the DZ reflux-loop,
causing auxin levels to rise further in the vasculature. This is accompanied by
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a further increase in lateral flux, effectively recapturing even larger amounts of
auxin that would otherwise pass through the region only once (Figure 6.8). The
result is an increase in auxin concentration at the bend. To untangle the relative
contributions of cell shape and auxin reflux, we analysed two situations in which
transport in the bent region is locally interrupted. First, we introduced an im-
permeable vertical wall in the apoplastic space in between the endodermis and
pericycle to the model in the region of the bend (Figure 6.16A,C). This prevents
lateral fluxes between vascular and external cell files at the bend, and as a result,
the increase in auxin is reduced in the vasculature and outer external cell files, as
well as lacking in the inner external cell files. Second, we completely eliminated
auxin reflux by blocking fluxes through the external cell files (Figure 6.16B,C).
This leads to an even stronger reduction in auxin at the bend, revealing the im-
portance of the reflux-loop in this mechanism.

To determine how robust the tendency for lateral root formation to occur on
the outside of a curve is, we examined the position of emerged lateral roots in
mutants with altered growth patterns. The wag1/wag2 double mutants have a
wavy root phenotype, and rcn1-6 plants exhibit a pronounced skew, with root
tips slanted to the right when plates are viewed from the front. Both mutants
maintain a strong outward bias in the location of lateral root formation. All of the
roots bearing emerged laterals on the curve 3 d after inversion had those laterals
on the outside of the curve (44 out:0 in for wag1/wag2 and 46 out:0 in for Col-0 in
one experiment; 33 out:0 in for both rcn1-6 and Col-0 in a second experiment).

Because flux patterns differ substantially throughout the root tissue (insets
in Figure 6.3A), the different zones present specific responses towards bending
(Figure 6.3E–G). These differences follow naturally from the differences in PIN
abundance: The MZ, due to its large lateral fluxes and steep auxin gradient, not
only fails to generate the typical bias observed in the DZ, but actually forms an
inverted bias (higher levels on the inside, i.e. concave side), without the appear-
ance of a single maximum (Figure 6.3G). The EZ is capable of generating a small
outer/inner bias (Figure 6.3F), due to the effect of increased cell lengths (similar
to Figure 6.16B), but the reflux that is essential for creating a substantial increase
is suppressed by strong lateral PIN expression. These lateral PINs act like a “cor-
don” along the vasculature, keeping auxin levels within the external cell files very
low. Thus, PIN organisation in the different zones (MZ,EZ, and DZ) explains why
lateral root formation is limited to the DZ.

Classical physiological experiments have shown that tip removal induces lat-
eral root formation, even when the shoot is decapitated, as long as either a suf-
ficiently long root segment is preserved or external auxin is supplied (Bonnett
& Torrey, 1965). We simulated the same treatment in our model, and observed
auxin accumulation dynamics that corroborate the link between vascular auxin
accumulation and lateral root initiation (Figure 6.17).

6.2.4 AUX1 generates a positive feedback loop leading to lateral
root initiation

Seedlings with loss-of-function mutations in AUX1 have decreased numbers of
lateral roots (Hobbie & Estelle, 1995), (Figure 6.4A), resulting from reduced rates
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of lateral root initiation (Marchant et al., 2002). To investigate how changes in
AUX1 might be associated with lateral root formation, AUX1:YFP plants were
gravistimulated for 4 h and then subjected to dynamic imaging. AUX1:YFP levels
accumulated asymmetrically in the region of the bend, with levels on the out-
side of the curve being clearly higher than those on the inside (Figure 6.4A–D,
Movie 6.2). Fluorescence intensity within the pericycle increased steadily be-
fore and after the first asymmetric cell divisions. Notably, the distribution of
AUX1:YFP was relatively uniform within a single pericycle cell membrane (Fig-
ure 6.4C). The first cell divisions took place 2–3.5 h after imaging began, thus the
increase in AUX1 along the vasculature occurs no later than the increase in auxin
response in the founder cells, and likely before it (Figure 6.4A–D).

We noted striking similarities between AUX1 and auxin response reporter ac-
cumulation. Transcription of AUX1 is substantially up-regulated in roots within
90 min after auxin application (Laskowski et al., 2006). The application of auxin to
AUX1:YFP plants results in increased levels of fluorescence in the pericycle and
ectopic expression in cells outside the vasculature. These changes become visible
within 2 h after auxin application, and membrane localisation of AUX1 is pro-
nounced within 3 h (Figure 6.21, compare B,C,F), indicating that auxin induces
AUX1. Because AUX1 facilitates auxin influx, this response not only provides
a mechanism for increasing the auxin concentration within the responding peri-
cycle cells, but initiates a positive feedback loop in which those increased concen-
trations go on to induce further AUX1.

A major role for vascular AUX1 in lateral root formation seems at odds with
previously published data, which revealed that AUX1 expressed under the con-
trol of the J0951 GAL4 enhancer trap line rescues the lateral root phenotype (De
Smet et al., 2007; Lucas et al., 2008). Near the root tip, this line drives expression
in the expanding epidermis and root cap, as was reported. However, we found
that in mature portions of the root J0951 mainly drives expression in the vascu-
lature (Figure 6.22), consistent with the most parsimonious hypothesis from the
expression data that this is the primary site of action for lateral root induction.
Another concern about postulating a major role of auxin influx in lateral root ini-
tiation, is that the aux1 mutation has only a mild effect on lateral root initiation.
To assess potential redundancy, we administered 1-napthoxyacetic acid (1-NOA),
an auxin analog that lacks auxin activity and inhibits AUX1-mediated transport.
1-NOA inhibits AUX1 and LAX3-mediated transport (Yang et al., 2006; Swarup
et al., 2008), but polar transport of 3H− IAA in inflorescence stems remains un-
affected, indicating that it does not affect PIN efflux proteins (Parry et al., 2001).
1-NOA inhibits lateral root formation when assayed 4 days after transfer; the
density of emerged lateral roots on the new growth declined steadily with in-
creasing concentrations of 1-NOA (Figure 6.4J). Wild-type plants showed a stat-
istically significant reduction in lateral root formation after treatment with 3 µM
1-NOA, whereas aux1 roots do not. Thus, 1-NOA acts on AUX1. Higher con-
centrations of 1-NOA do generate a significant reduction in lateral root density in
aux1 plants, confirming that 1-NOA also acts on other members of the AUX/LAX
family of auxin import facilitators. This suggests that such members are active in
lateral root initiation, although we cannot exclude the possibility that emergence
is affected, as recent evidence indicates that LAX3 promotes lateral root emer-
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gence (Swarup et al., 2008). Whereas 96% (23/24) of wild-type roots that were
manually curved formed lateral roots on regular media, only 50% (12/24) of roots
did so when placed on 30 µM 1-NOA. Roots that are transferred to 1-NOA and
left straight only develop emerged lateral roots 32% of the time, indicating that
curve formation is still a positive stimulus for lateral root formation in the pres-
ence of the 1-NOA. For roots that did form, 11/12 were on the outside of the
curve, indicating that bias toward the outside was still maintained.

We next investigated a positive feedback role for AUX1/LAX proteins in auxin
accumulation, using the modelling approach. Simulations in which AUX1 is ex-
pressed at high levels in specific pericycle cells on the bend result in a clear in-
crease in auxin in these cells (Figure 6.4E). Motivated by this result, we investig-
ated whether high expression of AUX1 in outer pericycle cells could emerge as
a consequence of the flux patterns, without invoking special rules for the peri-
cycle. We built a simple feedback into the model, in which AUX1 expression
in the DZ cells is regulated by a sigmoidal response to auxin concentration (see
Appendix 6.A for details). A self-organising amplification of auxin accumula-
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Figure 6.4: AUX1 affects lateral root initiation.
(A–D): AUX1-YFP accumulates uniformly in the pericycle cells on the outside of
the curve prior to lateral root initiation. (A) 230, (B) 90 min before, and (C) 10,
and (D) 520 min after the first asymmetric cell division. Insets from (A) and (C)
show AUX1 levels in a single founder cell. Left, blowup of (A); right, of (C). White
asterisks indicate the pericycle cell files. (E): Simulation showing the effect of a
four-fold increased influx in the two most apical pericycle cells of the outer bend,
resulting in a local maximum, shown by comparing the transversal profile through
an AUX1 expressing cell row (red) with cell rows proximal (green) and distal (yel-
low) to the bend. Default bias caused solely by curvature is shown in blue. (F–
I,K–N): Simulation in which the whole tissue is endowed with the same sigmoidal
auxin-dependent AUX1 response; (F–I) show the increase in magnitude of the
AUX1 response after bending that eventually becomes focused to the outer peri-
cycle cells, using a logarithmic colour map from black (no AUX1 expression) to
white (high AUX1 expression), as indicated in colour bar; (K–N) show the res-
ulting corresponding auxin concentration profiles, presenting a localisation and
amplification of the maximum. Heat-map for auxin concentrations indicated be-
low. 30 min (F,K), 1 h (G,L), 1.5 h (H,M), and 2 h (I,N) after root bend. (J): 1-NOA
inhibits lateral root formation with wild type plants being more sensitive than aux1
mutants. Density of emerged lateral roots was determined 4 d after roots were
transferred to fresh media, for that region of the root that grew after transfer. Error
bars represent SEM.

tion and AUX1 expression occurs through their mutual feedback. Consistent
with our experimental observations (Figure 6.4A–D), these simulations reveal in-
creased AUX1 concentrations only upon curvature (Figure 6.4F–I,K–N, and com-
pare Movie 6.3 with Movie 6.4, for control). The resulting auxin maximum be-
comes localised at one to three outer “pericycle” cells because, as a result of these
cells’ strategic position at the interface of the basal-directed vascular flux with
the flanking external apical fluxes, the gain of auxin due to a certain increment
in AUX1 expression levels is the greatest in these regions. As cells “compete” for
auxin uptake through AUX1 and its auxin-dependent regulation, a winner-take-
all situation manifests, with pericycle cells having a clear advantage. The AUX1
response may spread in a cell-wise fashion to distal neighbours (Figure 6.4H,I)
within the bent region. When AUX1 expression levels become very high in a
pericycle cell, this cell begins to take up efficiently auxin from the cell wall, thus
depleting neighbour auxin concentrations. Subsequently, auxin concentrations
within the cell accumulate and its basal efflux (due to the basal PIN expression)
becomes sufficient to replenish the neighbouring distal pericycle cell. The neigh-
bour, through its AUX1-auxin regulation loop, can initiate a similar cycle, also
reaching high auxin levels. This effect tends to be restricted to the bend, where the
auxin maxima become fixed. In some simulations, we also observe an auxin max-
imum that travels down the root towards the meristematic region in the form of a
pulse, initiated from the newly formed curvature (Movie 6.5). This suggests that
the formation of a curve could potentially trigger periodic increases in auxin con-
centration in regions as far away as the basal meristem region. Importantly, sim-
ulation of the AUX1 feedback cannot increase “pericycle” auxin levels in straight
roots (Movie 6.4). Collectively, our data reveal that modest increases in auxin con-
centration on the outside of a curve are amplified by the AUX1/LAX auxin influx
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facilitators, serving as a central mechanism for lateral root initiation. An initial
bias, supplied here by the bending of the root, is necessary for the positive feed-
back. The mechanism, however, readily accepts other sources of bias, predicting
in all cases auxin accumulation in the pericycle cells.

6.2.5 Auxin transport mutants impact lateral root density in non-
additive ways

The density of emerged lateral roots depends on the presence of specific auxin
transporters (Benková et al., 2003). We noted that slight changes in growth cir-
cumstances have large effects on lateral root densities, so in the following ana-
lysis, we compared the density of lateral roots in wild-type and mutant plants
that were grown on the same plates. At 7 d post germination (dpg), statistically
significant increases in lateral root density were seen in pin2 plants (Figure 6.5A)
whereas pin3 mutants showed a significant reduction. pin7 and pin1 loss-of-
function mutations did not appreciably alter lateral root density. Although sev-
eral mutations affect the frequency of lateral root formation, they do not inter-
fere with the tendency to form a lateral root on the outside of a curve (Table 6.1).
The effect of AUX1 on lateral root density decreases with age (Dubrovsky et al.,
2006), an observation that is substantiated by our data (Figure 6.23), despite the
fact that data in Figure 6.5A and Figure 6.23 were obtained in different laborator-
ies. Such age-related differences might be caused by compensatory mechanisms
and/or changes in root geometry that occur as a result of continued growth (see
Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 for discussion). aux1 pin2 double mutants mimic the
effect seen in aux1 (Figure 6.5A), indicating that the loss of AUX1 has a stronger
influence on lateral root formation than does PIN2, supporting our conclusion
that AUX1-mediated auxin influx is central to lateral root positioning. Double
mutants reveal unexpected reversals in density changes (Figure 6.5A), suggesting
nonadditive interactions between auxin transporters in lateral root formation.

To investigate the apparently complex influence that PIN proteins have on
lateral root density, we took advantage of the possibility of the model to alter in-
dependently lateral, apical and basal expression of PIN proteins (Figure 6.20A,B).
The potential for forming lateral roots upon curvature is increased slightly when
the lateral PIN expression component is diminished (i.e.“lateral” mutant), and
increasingly so for a ‘basal’ mutant, both due to an increase in the effective auxin
reflux. In contrast, an “apical” mutant has a somewhat decreased potential for
auxin accumulation at the bend, because reduced upward flow in the external
cell layers reduces the reflux. Interestingly, when combining these in different
permutations, forming double and triple “mutants”, nonadditive effects occur
(Figure 6.20C,D). This is a consequence of the complex manner in which PIN ex-
pression modulates reflux-loops within the root. We find the strongest propensity
for lateral root formation in the “basal-lateral” mutant; a prediction that cannot
be readily tested, as PIN2 is expressed both apically and laterally, and it is as yet
impossible to uncouple these two components. Despite this difficulty in exper-
imental validation, our simulations corroborate the observation that changes in
PIN transporters play a significant and nonlinear role in the lateral spacing of
root primordia.
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Figure 6.5: PIN proteins affect LR density and spacing.
(A): Density of emerged LR was measured for plants grown on vertically-oriented
agar plates, 7 days post germination (dpg). Red colour indicates a statistically
significant difference from Col-0 (p<0.05 in a Student’s t-test). Error bars indicate
SEM. (B): pin2,3,7 root showing fused lateral roots; white dotted line indicates
the main root axis. Scale bar, 100 µm.

Table 6.1: PIN mutants reveal alterations in LR density and spacing.
Plants were grown for 6 days on vertical plates, and then turned 180◦ (inverted),
or, for agravitropic roots that do not form curves in response to gravistimulation,
manually curved (J hook). Emergence of new lateral roots was scored 3 days
later.

av. distance
to mark (mm)

sample
size (n) SEM side where LR

emerges
Inverted
Col-0 0.73 68 0.09 68 out: 0 in
pin1 0.59 26 0.15 25 out: 0 in
pin3 0.71 22 0.24 20 out: 0 in
pin7 0.60 21 0.12 21 out: 0 in
J-hook
Col-0 straight 1.25 28 0.19 13 left: 10 right
Col-0 J-hook 0.94 26 0.15 21 out: 3 in
pin2 straight 1.19 22 0.13 14 left: 8 right
pin2 J-hook 0.63 18 0.15 17 out: 1 in

6.2.6 Lateral inhibition is modulated by PIN proteins

Longitudinal spacing of lateral roots is diminished in pin2,3,7 triple mutants.
These mutants have marked increases in lateral root density not correlated with
root length (Figure 6.5A). In 13/100 of these roots, we observed lateral roots that
formed exactly adjacent to one another or that fused at the base, separating into
two distinct roots only near their tips, a phenotype that was never seen (0/65)
in wild-type roots. The existence of adjacent and fused laterals in pin2,3,7 triple
mutants indicates that mechanisms leading to lateral inhibition of organ form-
ation are interrupted in those plants (Figure 6.5B). Consistent with this finding,
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modelling simultaneously decreased vascular flow and reduced flow through the
epidermis (“lateral-apical” mutant) largely mimics loss of PIN2,3,7 and leads to a
higher accumulation of auxin at the EZ-DZ boundary as well as higher accumu-
lations due to bending in the region of the curvature, thus predisposing a larger
region for lateral root induction (Figure 6.20D–F).

In the mature region of a straight-grown root, PIN3 and PIN7:GFP are sim-
ilarly expressed in the vasculature. In cases in which single lateral roots form,
the levels of PIN3 or PIN7 fluorescence decrease, and the signal becomes dif-
fuse throughout the cytoplasm. This decrease in polar localisation occurs in a re-
gion that extends across the width of vasculature, followed by the formation of a
single lateral root primordium just on the shoot side of that region (Figure 6.6A–
C, Movie 6.6). PIN3 and PIN7 are transcriptionally regulated by auxin (Vieten
et al., 2005), and by the tip-focused PLT gradient (Galinha et al., 2007), and sever-
ing the main root from the shoot, which serves as its primary source of vascular
auxin, decreases the level of PIN7:GFP within about 5 h. Interestingly, when the
distribution of PIN3 or PIN7 did not decline, multiple primordia formed along
the curve. Typically, all pericycle cells located on the outside of such a curve
underwent an initial round of cell division (Figure 6.6D–F). Thus, PIN3:GFP and
PIN7:GFP during lateral root initiation document a strong correlation between
PIN reduction and the efficiency of lateral inhibition.

Our model predicts that simply bending a root in the DZ causes auxin concen-
trations to drop just distal to the curve, especially in the vascular tissue (Figure
6.3D, yellow line). This strongly suggests that bending might be the source of
the decreased auxin levels distal to the curve, leading to partial depolarisation
of PIN3 and PIN7, although the molecular mechanism regulating PIN modula-
tion remains uncharacterised. In simulations with decreased basal expression
and partial depolarisation of vascular PINs, basal vascular fluxes are interrup-
ted (Figure 6.6G) and directed towards the external cell files (Figure 6.6H–I). As a
result, more auxin is brought into the apical stream, in the direction of the shoot
and the bend. Auxin reenters the vasculature at the bend, where basal PIN ex-
pression is unaffected, leading to a greater accumulation of auxin in the curved
region. Importantly, this process can regulate the spacing between auxin max-
ima. This is consistent with our experimental observations that lateral inhibition
is suppressed in the absence of this PIN3/7 fading, suggesting that the feedback
between PIN and auxin can explain the suppression of nearby emerged lateral
root initials. Through AUX1 feedbacks alone, these distances would not be main-
tained. On the contrary, multiple cells along a curve could be expected to differ-
entiate, due to comparably high auxin values.

The model further predicts that the location of the auxin maximum relative to
the centre of a curve depends on the relative contributions of AUX1 and PIN3/7.
If the AUX1 response occurs more rapidly than the decrease in PIN3/7, the auxin
maximum is focused on the proximal region of the bend, but is able to spread lon-
gitudinally along the outer pericycle cells at the curve (Movie 6.3). Alternatively,
if the decrease in polarly localised PIN3/7 precedes the AUX1 increase, it focuses
the maximum to the distal region of the bend. This is in full agreement with the
observation that decreases in polar PIN3/7 are highly correlated with formation
of one lateral root just proximal to the fading.
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Figure 6.6: PIN3/7 modulate longitudinal positioning of LR.
(A–C): Depletion of PIN7:GFP in the stele is followed by primordium initiation
on the apical end of the depletion zone. Arrows indicate central portion of this
zone. White asterisk indicates outer pericycle cell file. (D–F): Uniform PIN7:GFP
expression correlates with initiation of multiple primordia around the bend. Red
asterisk, placed just external to the pericycle cell file, indicates a cell that will un-
dergo division. Nuclear localised DR5:vYFP indicates regions of auxin response.
(A,D) 300, (B,E) 100, and (C,F) 0 min prior to cell division. (G): Segment of bent
region in model; vascular cells with depolarised and weakened PIN expression
are shown in pink. (H,I): Dynamics of flux-field as a result of bending and fad-
ing PINs in distal cells. Flux directions are represented through angle dependent
colours as indicated the colour-circle; flux magnitude is set through the colour
intensity, using a log-scale (from black, no flux, to bright colour, maximum fluxes),
i.e. the radial component of the colour-circle.

6.3 Discussion

Here we show that curvature is causal for lateral root initiation, an observation
that extends the previously observed correlations between curves and sites of lat-
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eral root formation (Fortin et al., 1989; Boerjan et al., 1995; Lucas et al., 2008). In
vivo observations indicate that auxin accumulates on the outside of the vascu-
lature in bent regions of the root, the same area in which lateral root initiation is
favoured. The auxin influx carrier AUX1 is increasingly upregulated in this re-
gion, and becomes focused in either one or several cells in tight correlation with
the extent of downregulation of two PIN efflux facilitators expressed in the vas-
culature. Mutation of AUX1 and pharmacological inhibition of the AUX1/LAX
pathway confirm a major role for the auxin influx pathway in determining the
density of root primordia.

Our novel multilevel feedforward model for lateral root initiation parsimo-
niously explains both the patterning mechanism that restricts a new auxin max-
imum to a local site and the zone of competence for lateral root formation. We
show that the presence of a curve leads to localised cell-shape changes, which
produce a “trigger” for the auxin transport system in the DZ, which acts as an
excitable system. Activation of the trigger results in increased levels of auxin
response on the outside of the vasculature, exactly at the “pericycle” boundary
layer where lateral roots form. Once small changes in auxin concentration oc-
cur, they can change the expression and polar localisation of auxin transporters
(Abas et al., 2006; Sauer et al., 2006; Vieten et al., 2007). We observe an AUX1 pos-
itive feedback loop and down-regulation of PIN3 and PIN7, both of which can
be seen as self-organising, cell autonomous processes, triggered by an initial bias
in auxin concentration, that further amplify the trigger. Employing both exper-
imental work and predictive modelling has proven powerful, leading to results
that would not have been obtained by either method alone. Auxin fluxes are
not simply a “read-out” of the PIN localisation, but depend on local intracellular
and cell-wall auxin concentrations, as well as on global tissue structure. In ad-
dition, positive feedbacks and cross-regulation between auxin accumulation and
AUX1/PIN transporter activity play an important role in lateral root patterning.

Our model explains how a specific trigger, i.e. curvature, can provoke devel-
opmental responses in a self-organising fashion. Our model involves local cues
that are causally linked to lateral root formation, and in this respect differs from
previous suggestions for a role for the MZ/EZ boundary region based on correla-
tions between auxin response oscillations in this region (De Smet et al., 2007). Our
study and the work of Lucas et al. (2008) indicate that fixed-period oscillations are
not required for lateral root formation. Our simulations show travelling pulses
of auxin to the root tip associated with primordia formation, suggesting that os-
cillations in auxin within the vasculature at the MZ-EZ boundary, as observed by
De Smet et al. (2007), might be a consequence of formation of previous lateral root
primordia rather than a cause for the formation of new ones. The mechanism that
we propose has two modules: the initial cell-size trigger and the excitable DZ-
specific AUX1/PIN feedback loop. It is important to note that several additional
triggers may act on the feedback loop to stimulate lateral root formation. For ex-
ample, mechanosensory triggers or nutrient-induced changes in auxin transport
and response may impinge on the activity of the DZ loop. Future research should
address whether such additional inputs are needed to explain the root branching
pattern in its complex natural environment.

The model for explaining rhizotactic patterning that we present here is sim-
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ilar to current models for phyllotactic patterning (Reinhardt et al., 2003; Jönsson
et al., 2006; de Reuille et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006; Bainbridge et al., 2008) in
the sense that organ formation is controlled by the abundance and location of
auxin transporters that collectively generate an auxin maximum. The important
role for AUX/LAX proteins in rhizotaxy is mirrored by the recent discovery that
these proteins are redundantly required for phyllotaxis (Bainbridge et al., 2008).
Whereas the initial events and the feedback loops leading to auxin accumulation
maxima in the shoot are incompletely understood, there is one more intriguing
parallel: it has been observed that leaf formation that follows from local auxin
accumulation can be initiated by local increases in cell expansion (Fleming et al.,
1997; Reinhardt et al., 1998). Thus, a biophysical mechanism that alters relative
cell shapes in a tissue, changing local flux patterns and followed by responsive
changes in auxin transporters, may be common to both root and shoot organ
formation. This suggests that a unified concept for organ initiation in root and
shoot systems may be within reach.

6.4 Materials and Methods

6.4.1 Plant materials and phenotypic analysis

Arabidopsis thaliana plants, ecotype Col-0, were used for all experiments, includ-
ing marker lines and auxin transport mutants. The DR5vYFP marker line was
generated by fusing DR5rev (Friml et al., 2002a) to nuclear targeted venusYFP
coding sequence (Nagai et al., 2002) in a pGREENII vector. Transgenic plants
were generated by transforming Col-0 wild-type as described (Clough, 2005).
PIN1:GFP, PIN2:GFP, PIN3:GFP, PIN7:GFP, AUX1:YFP marker lines and auxin
transport mutants were as described (Blilou et al., 2002). Unless otherwise in-
dicated, plants were grown on vertically positioned GM plates containing 1%
sucrose and 1.5% agar.

For reversion experiments, marks were placed on the agar beside the root
tips of 6-d-old plants. Plates were turned 180◦ and left for various periods, after
which they were returned and left for 3 d. Distance from the centre of the newly
formed curve to the nearest emerged lateral root and degree of root curvature
were measured using ImageJ (v. 1.36 and 1.38), for more details, see Figure 6.7.
If no lateral roots emerged within the image frame, the distance to the nearest
lateral root was set to the longest recorded length. For manual root curving ex-
periments (J-hooks) 6-d-old plants were grasped with a tweezers just below the
cotyledons and turned in a J shape by gently dragging the root across the agar
surface with the centre of the curve 0.5 cm from the root tip. Control roots were
also grasped and moved along the agar, but were left in a straight orientation.
Marks were made on the agar beside each root, 0.5 cm from its tip. For lateral
root density measurements, the number of emerged lateral roots was counted
with the aid of a dissecting microscope, and root lengths were measured as de-
scribed above for plants 7 dpg and 12 dpg. Germination was monitored every
12 h. We noted that lateral root density is very sensitive to changes in environ-
mental conditions, and we controlled for this as closely as possible within each
experiment. For example, wild-type and mutant plants were grown on differ-
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ent sides of the same plate. Data for Figure 6.5A and Figure 6.23 were obtained
from plants grown in different laboratories. 1-NOA treatments were performed
by transferring 6-d-old plants to fresh agar plates with the indicated concentra-
tions; addition of 30 µM 1-NOA was as described (Rahman et al., 2002) resulting
in 0.006% DMSO in the media; control plates contained comparable amounts of
DMSO. Lateral root densities were determined for the newly grown portion of
the root: the entire MZ and EZ, together with the portion of the DZ formed dur-
ing the interval indicated, and hence, densities reported in Figure 6.5A are not
comparable to those of Figure 6.23 in which the whole length of the root was con-
sidered.

6.4.2 Cell-length measurements

Cortical cell lengths were obtained from plants that were either inverted 180◦

and allowed to grow their own curve, or hand curved into the shape of a J. Roots
were imaged under a Zeiss confocal microscope fitted with a 25x objective. To
assist in holding the curves in place, coverslips were coated with a thin layer
of agar in MES prior to use. During imaging, a slab of agar was used in place
of a slide or coverglass. Projection errors and root twisting make it difficult to
obtain accurate measurements of cell length. To minimise that source of error, and
provide a better estimate of actual cell length, cortical cells were measured only if
their end walls were in focus when the xylem plane was clearly visible. Lengths
were obtained from images using Zeiss software. The radius of curvature was
determined by fitting a circle to three points: the centre of the measured area and
the two most distant end walls of the of the specific outer cortical cells that were
measured. If only one cortical cell was measured, the region of the cortex under
consideration was extended by 200 µm to minimise error in curve fitting.

6.4.3 Microscopy

Confocal microscopy was performed using an inverted Zeiss confocal micro-
scope, and image analysis was done using Zeiss LSM Pascal (3.2SP2) software.
For live imaging, 6-d-old plants were transferred to coverslip-bottomed imaging
chambers containing water or various IAA dilutions, and covered with a slab of
agar. Prior to transfer, some roots were either manually curved or gravitropically
stimulated by inverting the plates for 4 h. Images were taken every 10 min for a
period of 14–16 h, with an autofocus system employed.

6.4.4 Mathematical/Computational modelling

Auxin dynamics. Simulations are performed by numerically solving transport
equations through an implicit reaction-diffusion algorithm. It takes into account
diffusion within cells and cell wall at a rate of 300 µm2/s, as well as permeab-
ility across a cell membrane: influx permeability is by default set to 20 µm/s,
but is 4-fold increased when AUX1 overexpression is taken into account; efflux
permeability is set to 1 µm/s in the absence of visible PINs, and to 5 µm/s or
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20 µm/s in the case of weak, respectively strong PIN expression. Boundary con-
ditions at the proximal end of the root segment are kept such as to mimic the
continuation of the described segment, being linked to the rest of the plant. Fur-
ther details on the implementation of auxin transport can be found in Chapter 4,
and in Appendix 6.A and Table 6.2–Table 6.4.

Root bending. Root bending has been implemented through a geometrical trans-
formation, in which curvature, axis of rotation, and length of curved segment can
be specified and controlled. Bending is always applied in such a way, that the
length along the central axis of the root does not change. Consequently, due to
the bending, cells on the inner side of the curve decrease in length, while those
on the outer side expand. All cells keep their original width. To ensure that
cell-length changes do not affect the total amount of PIN molecules along a cell
membrane, lateral PIN-dependent efflux is diminished proportionally to the gain
of length due to bending. (Note that using an alternative assumption, in which
PIN density remains constant independent of the addition of the cells perimeter,
will continue to yield similar results, as we show in Figure 6.12.) Graphs showing
transversal and longitudinal auxin profiles of bent roots are obtained by first de-
fining for an unbent root the horizontal lines that pass through the centres of the
cell rows and the vertical lines through the centres of the cell files. During bend-
ing, these lines then undergo the same transformation as the root itself, thereby
creating a link between the positions after bending and the corresponding loca-
tions along the original lines in the unbent case. In all plots that present auxin
concentration profiles along cell files or cell rows, this mapping of the positions
from the original (unbent) to the bent state is being used. This explains why
the cell lengths within the inner and outer regions always appear to be the same
when plotted on graphs. Although this method slightly modifies the length along
bent cell files on the graph plot, it is preferred because it makes direct comparison
between cells before and after bending possible.

AUX1 regulation. The feedforward regulation of AUX1 by auxin is implemented
by using a moving average of the intracellular auxin concentration. The variable
Ci(t) gives the mean auxin concentration within cell i, integrated over a time
window ∆TAUX1 (typically 10 min). It determines the level of AUX1 expression,
Ai(t), of that cell i at a given moment t, through the sigmoidal relation

Ai =
Cn

i
βn + Cn

i
,

where β is the auxin concentration at which AUX1 expression reaches half its
maximum response, and n determines the steepness of the response. The AUX1
expression enhances auxin influx along all sides of the cell. To demonstrate that
changes in auxin alone are sufficient to regulate AUX1 expression, we use the
same functional response and the same parameters, for all cells of all cell types
within the Differentiation Zone (DZ), both within and outside of the bent region.
In short, the expression of the AUX1 auxin importer dynamically changes, as
a consequence of the absolute levels of auxin within the same cell. (Note that
only local information is being used, i.e. for example relative differences in auxin
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levels between neighbouring cells do not play a role.) In turn, (changes in) auxin
concentrations result from (modifications of) local fluxes, which are influenced
by the influx rates along the membrane of the cell and its close neighbours. At
each position along the membrane of a cell i, the influx is given by

Jin = PinCout + AiCout ,

where Pin is the default influx permeability, Ai the permeability due to AUX1
expression, and Cout the local concentration within the cell wall, just outside
the membrane. This feedforward loop, however, is not inherently unstable (see
Movie 6.4). This is because AUX1 upregulation reduces the reflux, and thereby
the total auxin throughput.
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6.A Appendix

6.A.1 A model of the Arabidopsis root:
modelling auxin dynamics

Auxin transport is simulated on a two-dimensional (2D) grid representing a cross-
section through the root, in which the bilateral symmetry of the root across the
xylem axis is captured. Each cell consists of multiple grid points, such that auxin
concentrations may vary within cells. Cell width differs depending on cell type:
epidermal cells are 17 µm, cortical 20 µm, endodermal 12 µm, and vascular and
pericycle cells 5 µm wide. Cell length varies depending on the zone in which the
cell is located: cells in the MZ are 16 µm, in the EZ 60 µm and in the DZ 100 µm
long. The cell wall is described as a separate entity, one grid point (1 µm) wide
(sensitivity towards different cell wall widths is explored in Figure 6.11).

Auxin flow through a cell requires influx, bringing auxin into the cell across
the membrane, diffusion within the cell, and efflux, allowing auxin to cross the
membrane and enter the cell wall space. Once in the cell wall space, auxin can
freely diffuse until it reaches a membrane. In the basic model, influx is given by
a constant permeability value; Pin, in units of µm

s . In the extended model presen-
ted in Figure 6.4, AUX1-mediated auxin influx is allowed to vary (see section be-
low for details on how Pin is calculated). Auxin efflux permeability is assigned
a strong (PeSPIN ), weak (PeWPIN ), or background (Pebg ) value. The choice of para-
meter was determined by visual inspection of images showing the location and
intensity of fluorescent PIN fusion proteins (see Figure 6.2). Background efflux
permeability Pebg is fixed at 5% of the permeability resulting from high intensity
PIN expression. All parameters are shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.

Diffusion of auxin takes place within cells and cell walls and is given by ~J =

−D~∇C, where D corresponds to the diffusion coefficient, given in units of µm2

s
(note that permeability values carry the unit of µm

s ), and C corresponds to the
auxin concentration, given in arbitrary units [a.u.]. Diffusion is not permitted
across cell membranes (i.e. no flux boundary conditions). The flux due to auxin
permeability across a membrane can be written as

~J =


(PeSPIN n̂)Cin − (Pinn̂)Cout if PINs are expressed strongly,
(PeWPIN n̂)Cin − (Pinn̂)Cout if PINs are expressed weakly,
(Pebg n̂)Cin − (Pinn̂)Cout if only background efflux takes place,

(6.1)
where n̂ is the outward directed unit vector, perpendicular to the membrane; Cin
represents the auxin concentration in the cytosol at the grid point bordering the
cell membrane; and Cout represents the auxin concentration in the cell wall grid
point immediately adjacent to the cell membrane. Simulations of auxin dynam-
ics are performed by concurrently solving for the diffusion, permeability and de-
cay of auxin, using an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) method (Peaceman &
Rachford, 1955). For the diverse control simulations performed, different tissue
segments have been simulated, some up to 3500x4000 pixels (Figure 6.19C).
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Table 6.2: General parameters for auxin dynamics.
Parameter values used in all simulations of the main text (default parameters).

symbol description unit value
∆t time step s (seconds) 0.1
∆x space step µm (microns) 1
D auxin diffusion coefficient µm2/s 300
Pi influx auxin permeability µm/s 20
Pebg background PIN efflux permeability µm/s 1

PeSPIN permeability due to strong PIN expression µm/s 20

PeWPIN permeability due to weak PIN expression µm/s 5

δdecay auxin decay s−1 10−6

Table 6.3: Additional parameters for specific simulations.
For AUX1 regulation through auxin, additional parameters were used. For the
immersion in auxin simulation, a peripheral influx was added to describe auxin
entering the tissue from all sides.

symbol description unit value simulations

β
half-max auxin concentration
(for AUX1 response in DZ) a.u. 17 Figure 6.3F–I,K–N

Movie 6.3, Movie 6.4

n hill-coefficient
(for AUX1 response in DZ) -

4

3

Figure 6.3F–I,K–N
Movie 6.3, Movie 6.4
Movie 6.6

∆TAUX1
auxin time integration
(for AUX1 response in DZ) s 600 Figure 6.3F–I,K–N

Movie 6.3, Movie 6.4, Movie 6.6

l peripheral influx
(immersion in auxin)

a.u.
[s][µm] 0.01 Figure 6.17

6.A.2 Bending the in silico root

Bending the in silico roots consists of transforming cell shapes at the region se-
lected, and rotating the linked distal straight segment of the root. Thus, pixels
representing cells, cell walls and their corresponding auxin concentrations are
mapped from their initial state A to a transformed state B. The parameters that
fully describe the transformation are:

y1, y2 Longitudinal (i.e. axial direction) begin and end points of the bent
segment.

c Curvature of the region to be bent, where c = 1
r , in which r is the
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radius of curvature.

x0 Latitudinal (i.e. transversal) position within the root that determines
the reference line in relation to which expansion or compression oc-
curs. For example, if x0 is exactly in the middle of the root, then the
outer half of the root will have increased cell lengths, and the inner
half decreased cell lengths.

These are all the parameters used to calculate the mathematical projection of the
grid describing the root before bending to one describing the bent root. We ap-
plied four corrections during this transformation. First, cell shapes change dur-
ing deformation, which means that some grid points occupy multiple grid points
after the bending, while other grid points disappear. At the moment of bending,
auxin levels are scaled relative to the change in the area of the cells, such that the
total amount of auxin per cell remains the same. This scaling generates a strong
transitory bias towards the inner side of the curve, this opposing bias (i.e. in op-
posite direction to the one we observe generated through the mechanism pro-
posed here) disappears within a minute. Implications of this transformation for
3D cell volumes as well as robustness towards volume conservation are discussed
and shown in Figure 6.13. Second, the fact that grid points are not conserved dur-
ing bending, can cause local disappearance or doubling of the cell wall, which is
unrealistic. Therefore, during the transformation, cell wall widths are held con-
stant. (See Figure 6.11 for further discussion.) Third, because the bending causes
changes in the membrane length, permeability values are scaled to reflect a con-
stant amount of PIN expression per cell. (The implications as well as a relaxation
of this assumption are discussed in Figure 6.12.) Fourth, in most simulations a
strong bend is used, with a 180◦ curve over 3 cells. In such a case, when x0 is
positioned exactly in the middle of the root, the relative size differences between
the cells become very large. We therefore used a 37.5 µm (1/4th root width) offset
towards the inner curve for the value of x0, which leads to a more than 50% reduc-
tion in the ratio between the outer and inner boundary length, compared to using
a value of x0 exactly at the middle of the root. (For further discussion of auxin
increases and biases in weakly curved roots, see Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19.)

6.A.3 AUX1 upregulation

The feedforward regulation of AUX1 by auxin is implemented using a moving
average of the intracellular auxin concentration. The variable Ci(t) gives the
mean auxin concentration within cell i, integrated over a time window ∆TAUX1,
typically 10 min. Time windows between 5 and 50 minutes reproduced the basic
patterns reported here (data not shown). The level of AUX1 expression, Ai(t), of
cell i at a given moment t, is given through the sigmoidal relation

Ai =
Cn

i
βn + Cn

i
,

where β is the auxin concentration at which AUX1 expression reaches half its
maximum response, and n determines the steepness of the response. The AUX1
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Table 6.4: Parameter sweeps performed for control simulations.
Special simulations in which default parameters have been modified, for para-
meter robustness studies, are listed below with corresponding parameter values.

∆x in µm simulations
2 Figure 6.11C
1 Figure 6.11D
0.5 Figure 6.11E
0.2 Figure 6.11F

D in µm2/s simulations
600 Figure 6.9A1,B1,C1
100 Figure 6.9A3,B3
50 Figure 6.9A4,B4

Dcw in µm2/s simulations
40 Figure 6.9C1,D1, Figure 6.10B2
20 Figure 6.9C2,D2

Permeability in µm/s simulations
all 10 times lower:

Pi = 2
Pebg = 0.1
PeSPIN = 2

PeWPIN = 0.5

Figure 6.10B

all 100 times lower:
Pi = 0.2

Pebg = 0.01
PeSPIN = 0.2

PeWPIN = 0.05

Figure 6.10C

expression enhances auxin influx along all sides of the cell. We use the same
functional response with the same parameters, for all cell types within the Differ-
entiation Zone (DZ), both within and outside of the bent region. Expression of
the AUX1 auxin importer changes dynamically, as a consequence of the absolute
levels of auxin within the same cell. Note that only local information is used: re-
lative differences in auxin levels between neighbouring cells do not play a role.
Changes in auxin concentrations result from modifications of local fluxes, which
depend in part on the influx rates along the membrane of the cell and its close
neighbours. At each position along the membrane of a cell i, the influx is given
by

Jin = PinCout + AiCout ,

where Pin is the default influx permeability, Ai the permeability due to AUX1
expression, and Cout the local concentration within the cell wall, just outside the
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membrane. The efflux permeability (given by Pbg and PeS,WPIN ) are unaffected
during this process. The total efflux, however, does increase, due to the increasing
internal auxin concentrations, as the efflux is given by Jout = PoutCin, where Pout
is either Pbg or PeS,WPIN , and Cin is the internal cellular auxin concentration close to
the membrane point of consideration. The auxin-AUX1 feedforward loop is not
inherently unstable, because AUX1 upregulation reduces the reflux, and thereby
the total auxin throughput (see Movie 6.4).
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6.B Supplementary Figures

Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.7: Measuring local curvatures.
(A): The ‘angle of curvature’ presented in Figure 6.1E was determined by drawing
two line segments (of length l) that join at the point where the curvature reaches
a local maximum. Line segments were positioned with their end points in the
middle of the root’s width. Examples are shown for a root that was inverted for a
period of 3 h (A1), and for a root permanently left in inverted position (A2). This
angle of curvature is a local property of the curve at the position a, however, it
can be related to the radius of curvature, as illustrated in (B). (B): Schematics
showing how the angle of curvature (above and Figure 6.1E), are related to the
radius of curvature (Figure 6.15). This conversion can be made using the formula

r = (1/2)l
cos( π−αrad

2 )
, (6.2)

where l is the length of the line segments utilised and αrad is the measured local
curvature angle, expressed in radians. (C): Overview of the region in which fluor-
escence was measured to collect the data for Figure 6.1G. Scale bar is 100 µm.
(C1): Image showing fluorescence concentrated in the vasculature. (C2): The
vascular region is divided into two sections: inner and outer. The outer section is
indicated by the white box.
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Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8: Auxin fluxes through the root.
Here, we show the net vertical flux through transversal cross-sections of the root
tissue as a function of axial root position. The apical and basal flux components
– which sum up to the net vertical flux – are shown alongside. From the alter-
ations in magnitude of the apical and basal fluxes, lateral flows can be inferred.
This analysis allows us to elucidate quantitatively the influence of root zonation
on auxin flux patterns. (A): Model root layout. The first 15 cell rows comprise
the Meristem Zone (MZ), the next 15 cell rows are the Elongation Zone (EZ),
and the most proximal cells form the Differentiation Zone (DZ). PIN distributions
are as given in Figure 6.2. (B): At equilibrium, the net downward flux is equal
for any cross-section through the root that is sufficiently far away from the distal
MZ. This is a consequence of auxin predominantly accumulating in the distal MZ
(Chapter 4), due to which auxin decay outside the distal MZ only plays a mar-
ginal role. Thus, the net flux passing through the two dotted lines in (A) (see
(B) for enlargements), should be almost equal. (C): Fluxes across transversal
cross-sections at the centre of mass of each cell row (such as the dotted lines in
(B)) in a steady state auxin profile. The graph shows clear differences between
distal MZ/EZ, proximal EZ, and DZ fluxes. In red, the total downward flux; in
green, the total upward flux; and in black, their sum, i.e. the net downward flux is
shown. Fluxes are exceedingly high in the distal MZ (see Figure 6.3 for concen-
tration values), thereby leaving the graph; here, however, we specifically focus
on the alterations at the EZ/DZ boundary, to which the y-axis has been adjusted
to. Note that the net flux remains constant until the very distal region. Only at
the root tip, with its huge auxin accumulation, does auxin breakdown start to in-
fluence significantly net flux patterns. Towards the proximal end of the EZ, there
is a clear dip in the upward and downward fluxes, which is rapidly re-established
after entering the DZ. This increase reflects the presence of lateral reflux. (D):
Graph focusing on the proximal portion of the described root, comparing total
upward and downward fluxes within a bent and an unbent root. The black line
indicates the curved region. Bending causes marked effects in both flux compon-
ents: both upward and downward fluxes significantly increase at the bend, but
decrease in the region just distal to the bend. The net flux, however, remains
constant, as it should be in an equilibrium situation (neglecting breakdown). This
quantitatively illustrates the importance of the lateral flux components that arise
due to bending, and explains the (initially counter-intuitive) observation that lower
PIN expression in the DZ zone actually accounts for higher flux patterns. It also
illustrates how being able to generate a reflux-loop (auxin exiting the vasculature
and reentering it proximally from the external files) is essential to feedforward the
initial cell-shape-induced changes in the auxin levels.
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Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.9: Robustness towards auxin diffusion coefficients.
Neither uniformly changing auxin diffusion coefficients by more than an order
magnitude nor decreasing auxin diffusion coefficients within the cell wall prevents
auxin from accumulating in the vascular cells on the outside of the bend. (A):
Auxin profiles in model roots with various auxin diffusion coefficients. (B): Pro-
files of transversal cross-sections (blue) through the centre of the most proximal
cell at the bend (indicated by a white line in (A1)), compared with the profile
at that location before bending (black). (B2) (red letter) is the default situation.
(A1,B1) Diffusion coefficient D = 600 µm2/s; (A2,B2) diffusion coefficient cor-
responding to the default values used for the simulations in the main text, i.e.
D = 300 µm2/s; (A3,B3) D = 100 µm2/s; and (A4,B4) D = 50 µm2/s. The
curvature-induced increase in auxin concentrations observed in both vasculature
and the outer external cell files at the bend, as well as the outside/inside bias is
robust towards these diffusion coefficients. Note that higher diffusion coefficients
do have the tendency to flatten out internal cellular gradients (A1), but the outer
bias is still preserved. Lowering the diffusion coefficients only enhances the in-
crease in auxin due to bending, as can clearly be seen by the dramatic increase
of auxin (more than 100% rise in pericycle cells) in (A4, B4).

(C,D): Experiments performed by Kramer et al. (2007) have led to estimates
that the diffusion of auxin in the cell wall is 15 times lower than in the cytosol.
Throughout the main text, we have not included these differences in the model.
Simulations in which a 15-fold decrease in cell wall diffusion is taken into ac-
count (using as a basis the parameter values of A1 and A2), reveal only minor
effects in the auxin profiles. (C): Auxin concentration profiles when cytosolic dif-
fusion coefficients are 600 µm2/s (C1) and 300 µm2/s (C2), with corresponding
cell wall diffusion coefficients of 40 µm2/s and 20 µm2/s. Colour bar indicates
auxin concentrations. (D): Transversal cross-section comparing auxin concentra-
tion profiles at the site of the bend for the situation in which diffusion is 15 times
lower in the cell wall (solid blue line for straight and solid magenta line for bent
situation) as well as when it is considered equal in the cell wall and cytosol (black
lines; solid for straight and dotted for bent situation).
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Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Sensitivity towards permeability parameters.
Exact values of PIN-dependent auxin permeability through a membrane in which
PIN expression levels have been experimentally verified, have yet to be estab-
lished. The default values used here are based on Chapter 4 and references
therein. Increasing these default values causes internal cellular gradients to be-
come steeper, enhancing the effect of curvature (data not shown) while decreas-
ing the default values can diminish the response. Delbarre et al. (1998) performed
measurements on protoplasts, and estimated efflux permeability values that are
lower than the ones used here. These values have served as reference for para-
meter choices used in other modelling studies (Swarup et al., 2005; Kramer,
2004, 2008) (leading to ~10 times lower PIN-mediated permeability value than
our default values used here). However, the measurements on the protoplasts
lack evidence for strong PIN expression, and might present an underestimation
of the PIN-mediated permeability. Given this uncertainty in actual permeability
values, we investigated the effect of lowering our default values (which alternat-
ively might be an overestimation of the permeability values), one or two orders
of magnitude. (A–C): Transversal auxin concentration profiles for a root before
(black line) and after bending (red/blue line). (A): Default permeability values
yield the typical result at the bend: an outer auxin bias, maximum auxin increase
at the outer pericycle, and an overall increase in auxin in both the inner and outer
cell files at the bend. (B1): A 10-fold decrease in permeability consistently yields
the same qualitative results, with the slight modification that the inner external cell
files now present a tiny drop in auxin level. (B2): When the parameter settings
of (B) are combined with the assumption that diffusion is lower in the cell wall (a
15-fold reduction), the auxin profile remains qualitatively similar, while the auxin
concentrations in the inner external cell files slightly rise again. Thus, lowering
permeability values decreases the magnitude of the auxin concentrations (note
the change in the scale of the y-axis between (A) and (B)), but does not alter
the overall pattern (i.e. relative differences) of auxin distribution. (C): A 100-fold
decrease in the permeability values has a more noticeable effect on the qualit-
ative aspects of the auxin redistribution after bending: the outer bias is clearly
preserved, as well as the auxin increase in the outer cell files. However, not much
change can be observed in the pericycle itself, and a clear drop marks the inner
external cell files. We conclude that the formation of an outer bias is very robust
towards uniform changes in permeability, while the increase of auxin in the inner
external cell files is less so.
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Figure 6.11
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Figure 6.11: The influence of cell wall width.
Cell wall widths vary within the Arabidopsis root depending on the cell type, age,
and region of the root, and possibly respond to mechanical deformations. In
our model, we we used a constant cell wall width of 1 µm as a default setting
in both straight and bent regions of the root. Here, we present the outcome
of multiple simulations, in which the cell wall widths have been varied between
0.2 µm and 2 µm. Auxin concentrations are shown for cross-sections through the
root, indicated by the black and red lines, for the straight and bent root respect-
ively. (A,B): Location of the transversal cross-sections. (C–F): Transversal cross-
sections showing auxin profiles for simulations with cell wall width set to 2 µm (C);
1 µm (D); 0.5 µm (E); and 0.1 µm (F). These results show uniform changes in cell
wall width have little impact on the formation of an auxin increase and bias, with
thicker cell walls presenting larger increases in auxin at the bend. Consequently,
if root bending increases the cell wall width in a graded fashion, this would predict
a further increase in the bias.
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Figure 6.12: PIN density alterations due to cell shape change.
When bending the in silico root, as indicated in (A), the model assumes that
the total amount of PIN expression is not altered during the cell shape change.
Consequently, when the length of a lateral membrane of a cell decreases, the
PIN density along the membrane increases. Similarly, when perimeter increases,
the PIN density is ‘diluted’ proportionally. This default case is schematically rep-
resented in (B), case i, where the intensity of blue represents total PIN protein
amounts, and the thickness of the red lateral line represents the membrane PIN
density. Here, we consider the contrasting situation (B), case ii, in which PIN
density is held constant, allowing total PIN amounts to vary. (C): Comparison
between transversal auxin profiles for case i and ii. The cross-sections go through
the cell row at the bend indicated in (A). Both assumptions result in an increase
of auxin in the vascular cells located at the bend (red and blue lines), compared
to the profile before bending (black line), however, conservation of PIN density on
the membrane reduces the bias between inner and outer external cell files. Note
that these simulations represent extremes, while in reality the situation is most
likely a combination of compensatory homeostatic control with (initially) limited
amounts of PIN protein. Also, one would expect the kinetics of PIN expression
readjustment after bending to play a role.
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Figure 6.13: Cell volume conservation.
(A): In the 2D root-bending method that we employ, the 2D cross-sectional area
of a cell changes when it is bent. This implies that the volume of cells change, an
assumption that might or might not be realistic. To explore the possible effects of
volume conservation, and to determine if the mechanism we report still holds if
volume is conserved, we developed a mathematical method to adjust internal cel-
lular auxin concentrations of the 2D cross-section, in a manner that corresponds
to its 3D volume being conserved, schematically represented in (A). (B): Trans-
versal auxin profile, of an in silico root in which cell volume is allowed to change
during bending (red, default case) compared to a case in which cell volume is
conserved (green). The auxin profile before bending is shown in black. Note that
the auxin increase and bias is much more pronounced when cell volume is con-
served. Thus, the default assumption used in the main text might underrepresent
the strength of the auxin bias.
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Figure 6.14
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Figure 6.14: Casparian strip.
Introducing a Casparian strip into the in silico root by adding an auxin imper-
meable barrier to the endodermal cells does not prevent the formation of an auxin
bias in the bent roots. (A): Layout of the model roots. In the default, case i, no
Casparian strip is implemented; in case ii, a Casparian strip is located in the
DZ; and in case iii, the Casparian strip is present in both DZ and EZ. (B): Inset
showing the Casparian strip, implemented as an auxin-impermeable strip in the
endodermal cell wall. In this cross section of the root, the strip appears as a ver-
tical line on the apical and basal side of the endodermal cells. (C): Transversal
auxin profiles in the DZ of straight roots, showing nearly identical outcomes for
roots with and without a Casparian strip (concentration differences are <0.5%).
(D): The presence of the Casparian strip does not substantially alter the increase
in auxin at the bend, nor the bias (Black line: straight root; coloured lines: bent
roots). Again, the concentration differences are <0.5%). These results show that
lateral auxin flux through the endodermal cells is much more important than the
lateral flux through the anticlinal cell walls.
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Figure 6.15
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Figure 6.15: Curvature and cell length effects.
(A): Model root bent to different degrees, as indicated (angle formed in relation to
the straight primary root axis). (B): Transversal cross-sections through the centre
of the most proximal cell at the bend. At the bend, an overall increase in auxin
concentrations is observed in both the vasculature and the outer external cell files.
The outside/inside bias correlates with the amount of curvature, becoming evident
at angles greater than 45◦. (C,D): Steady state auxin profiles (here plotted along
a longitudinal cross-section through both the left and right pericycle cell file), in
roots containing a zone with cells along the right-hand-side that are twice (C) or
three times (D) as large.
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Figure 6.16
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Figure 6.16: Blocking communication between vascular and external tis-
sue: the role of pure cell length and reflux.
To obtain a better estimate on the relative contributions of cell length changes
and reflux-loops to rising auxin levels and pericycle auxin maximum formation on
the outside of a bent root, we did simulations in which the reflux-loops occurring
between the vascular and the flanking external cell files were blocked by means
of introducing auxin-impermeable layers. (A): Close-up of the in silico root layout
that now includes a vertical barrier preventing auxin from moving between the
pericycle and the endodermal cell files. This blockage is applied to the region of
the bend, indicated by the dotted line. (B): To further reduce reflux, we modified
the layout of (A) by further adding horizontal, auxin-impermeable barriers to the
external cell file walls at the boundaries between the bent region and the unbent
regions. (C): The resultant steady state auxin concentrations at the bend are
shown in comparison to a straight root (black) and a bent root without artificial
transport barriers (red). When auxin transport between the vascular and external
cells is separated, as in (A), the auxin increase in the external cell files on the in-
side of the bend disappears. However, due to the cell length differences, as well
as a reflux-loop spanning the whole bent region, an increase in auxin concentra-
tion along the outer regions can still be observed, although its magnitude is much
reduced (green). Thus, blocking a direct exchange between the vascular and ex-
ternal cell files has a strong effect on the auxin increase and bias. A much more
dramatic decrease in the amount of auxin accumulation is observed in case (B),
in which the formation of reflux is further blocked (blue). (Note, that in all three
cases the net downward auxin flux through the root is exactly the same. Also,
lateral auxin transfer is still occurring within the vascular tissue itself, which is why
the inner pericycle cells present a slight auxin increase). Thus, we here show that
the reflux-loop generated due to bending is important for the magnitude of auxin
accumulation in the vasculature, as well as for the significant increase of auxin in
the external cell files. When we simulate the AUX1-auxin feedback while using
layout (B), the amplified pericycle auxin maximum fails to form (data not shown).
This reveals that – in the absence of the reflux-loop, and given the same para-
meter setting for the AUX1-auxin feedback – cell shape changes alone are not
sufficient to trigger the large auxin increase in the pericycle cells. Note that within
a restricted parameter space it would still be possible to trigger the AUX1-auxin
amplification. In such a situation, however, the system would become highly sens-
itive. Any perturbation would be picked up, and as a consequence the dynamics
would loose robustness.
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Figure 6.17
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Figure 6.17: Modelling the effect of cutting roots.
Our model confirms classical experiments that demonstrated a role for shoot-
derived auxin in lateral root initiation. Classical work from Bonnett & Torrey (1965)
revealed that after cutting away the root tip of Field Bindweed (Convolvulus ar-
vensis), lateral roots form just proximal to the location of the cut. When whole
segments of the root were cut out (no root tip nor shoot), segments still formed
laterals at the distal end, as long as they were sufficiently long (>1.5 mm). Smal-
ler segments lacked the capacity to form lateral roots. This capacity could be
restored by immersing the segment in auxin. When simulating the interruption of
auxin fluxes to and from the root-tip in our default model, i.e. the removal of both
the root tip and the shoot, we observe auxin accumulation at the basal end of the
segment, with total accumulated amounts depending on the segment size (A–C).
Immersing the in silico root segment in auxin (Chapter 4) provokes increases in
the accumulation levels. Thus, the physiological experiments and the model are in
agreement, further supporting the hypothesis that auxin levels in the vasculature
cause the initial divisions required for lateral root formation.

(A): Intact in silico root segment, which, by appropriate boundary conditions,
is proximally receiving influx from the shoot. The total length described is ≈6 mm.
The intact root undergoes a simultaneous removal of both root and shoot. The
position of the distal cut is indicated by ‘root cut’. Root cutting is implemented
by altering the boundary conditions such that no transport occurs over the cross-
section. Shoot cuts, which are performed by interrupting the auxin influx, are
implemented at two different locations, forming root segments of either 1 mm or
5 mm. (B,C): Dynamics of auxin pattern in short (B) and long (C) root segments
after root and shoot removal. Note that the longer segment distally accumulates
much higher auxin concentrations within the same time interval. (D): Auxin con-
centration profiles along the pericycle cell file, indicating larger concentrations
at the distal end of the longer segment, compared to the shorter one. inset: log-
linear plot of auxin concentrations with distance from QC, in which the exponential
slop of the auxin gradient becomes apparent. (E): Auxin rescue experiment, in
silico. Top: the distal end of the 5 mm incised root segment. Middle: auxin pro-
file of the 1 mm root segment. Bottom: auxin profile in the 1 mm root segment,
when incision is combined with immersion of the segment in auxin. Immersion
is modelled by allowing for a peripheral influx of auxin from all sides of the root
segment. Note that the auxin accumulation pattern of the 1 mm root segment
resembles, after 5 h auxin treatment, the pattern observed in the tip of the 5 mm
segment without the auxin treatment. (F): Graph showing an increase in auxin
concentration in pericycle cell files due to auxin treatment.
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Figure 6.18
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Figure 6.18: Effect of increasing the length of the bent region.
To assess the effect of auxin refluxes at the bend (Figure 6.8D) on the rising auxin
concentrations and bias, different simulations are compared in which the same
curvature is applied to the root, but the length of the curved region is varied.
Simulations in which the curve is composed of 0 − 7 cells, each cell of which
has an angle of curvature of 22.5◦ degrees, show that the magnitude of the auxin
accumulation at the bed is directly influenced by the length of the curve. (A): Auxin
profiles for different curved arc lengths. Colour bar (not shown) as in Figure 6.9.
One bent cell generates an angle between the main root axis and the distal region
of β = 22.5◦ (A1); two bent cells, β = 45◦ (A2); three bent cells, β = 67.5◦ (A3);
four bent cells, β = 90◦ (A4); five bent cells, β = 112◦ (A5); six bent cells,β = 135◦

(A6); and seven bent cells, β = 157.5◦ (A7). (B–C): Amplified view of the region
of curvature for (A1) and (A2), respectively. (D): Transversal auxin profiles for the
eight simulations. The length of the bent region strongly influences the magnitude
of the auxin increase of the outer pericycle. These results further show that cell
shape differences, not only act local but can cooperate globally to elevate auxin
accumulation.
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Figure 6.19
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Figure 6.19: The magnitude of auxin accumulation depends on the geo-
metry of larger root sections.
Here we explore the effect of larger sections of curved root on the formation of
an auxin bias. In the first experiment, we created a 180◦ bend in an in silico root
using either a few strongly curved cells or many weakly curved cells. The root is
bent 180◦ over 8 cells (A); 18 cells (B); or 51 cells (C). In our model, given that
the distance between the centres of the inner and outer cortex cells is 95 µm, the
cell length differences between the inner and outer cortex cells are 38% for the
high curvature (A), 17% for the medium curvature (B), and only 6% for the low
curvature (C). (D): Transversal cross-sections through the centre of the cell row
indicated by a * in each figure. As expected by cell-size considerations, the in-
crease in auxin at bend is largest for the root with the sharpest bend, the one with
the largest cell size differences between the inner and outer sides of the curve.
Surprisingly, the model root with the lowest curvatures shows a greater accumu-
lation of the auxin in the vasculature than the root with the medium curvature
does. This can not be explained by differences in cell size and thus indicates that
the extent of the bent region is also important. (E): Model root layout in which a
6% difference in cortical cell size difference is applied to a single row of cells. (F):
Transversal cross-section comparing auxin levels in (C) and (E), bends that have
precisely the same low curvature, and hence cell shape, but differ in length. This
comparison shows that only a sufficiently long bend is able to amplify the effect
of such a small cell-size difference, due to the lateral fluxes (between vascular
and external cell files) that occur over the whole extension of the bend (see 6.8
and 6.16 for more about refluxes). These results support the experimental finding
that weakly meandering roots, in which the curvature is small but extends through
many cells, still consistently form lateral roots with the typical outer bias.
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Figure 6.20
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Figure 6.20: Dissecting PIN function by simulations of mutants with lateral,
apical and basal PIN alterations.
Here, we explore the effect of individually altering the apical, basal and lateral
components of auxin permeability. The ‘up mutant’ has reduced apical PIN
expression; the ‘down mutant’ has reduced basal PIN expression; the ‘lateral
mutant’ has reduced lateral PIN expression. Auxin profiles of DZ segments be-
fore and after bending of (A) wildtype; (B): single mutants; (C): double mutants;
and (D): triple mutant simulations. Full length simulated root shown for wildtype
(E) and triple mutant (F). The up-mutant shows a decreased tendency to accu-
mulate auxin on the outer side of the curve, while both down- and lateral- mutants
present an increased auxin bias at the bend. Double mutants are combinations
of the previous single mutants. A striking enhancement of the auxin response to
curving occurs for the ‘down-lateral’ mutant. The second most sensitive mutant
towards curvature is the triple combination in which PIN expression is decreased
in all directions (down, lateral, up), as might be predicted for pin2,3,7. PIN expres-
sion was reduced by changing PeSPIN from 20 to 5 µm/s and PeWPIN from 5 to 2 µm/s
for all cells except the columella cells, which were unaltered. At the same time,
the boundary condition at the shoot end was modified such that the net downward
auxin flux remained constant for all simulations. To simulate the mutants, apical,
basal, and/or lateral PIN expression has been modified in the same way for each
cell type, expect for the PIN expression in the columella cells, which was kept the
same in all simulations.
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6 Root Branching Controlled by Cell Dhape & Auxin Transport

Figure 6.21: AUX1 is auxin responsive.
(A,C,E): water treated AUX1:YFP reporter lines show no alteration in AUX1 mem-
brane localisation outside of the stele. (B,D,F): Ectopic membrane localised
AUX1:YFP outside the stele is absent at (B) 30 min; present within (D) 120 min;
and apparent within (F) 180 min of 10 µM IAA application. Panels (A,B) 30; (C,D)
120; and (E,F) 180 min after treatment. Epidermal*, cortical**, endodermal***,
and pericycle**** cell files are labelled. Scale bar: 100 µm.
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Supplementary Figures 6.B

Figure 6.22: J0951 induces pericycle expression in the DZ.
(A): In a transactivation system, J0951:GAL4 drives UAS:GFP expression in the
root cap and epidermal cell files in tissues between the root tip and distal DZ.
(B): In mature root tissue J0951 is specific for pericycle cells. (C): Epidermal
expression is reduced in the late DZ. Scale bars, 100 µm.
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6 Root Branching Controlled by Cell Dhape & Auxin Transport

Figure 6.23: Auxin transport proteins regulate lateral root densities.
Lateral root density (emerged lateral roots/cm) of vertically grown 12 dpg plants
for (A): single pin and aux1 mutants; (B): pin and aux1 mutant combinations; and
(C): pin2,3,7 triple mutant. Red bars represent plants with lateral root densities
that are significantly different from wildtype based on a Student’s t-test (p<0.05).
Error bars=SEM.
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Supplementary Table 6.C

6.C Supplementary Table

Table 6.5: Cortical cell measurements.
Cortical cell measurements for roots that are curved due to graviresponse or
manually curved (J-hooked). The radius of the curve is measured at the loca-
tion of the measured cells.

Location Measure (µm) Std Dev SEM Ratio
Length :

Outer cells 184 (n=21) 50.4 11.0
Inner cells 148 (n=21) 27.0 5.9

1.25
Width:

Outer cells 18.6 2.8 0.6
Inner cells 18.4 2.6 0.6

1.01
Radius:

Outer cells 775 199 NA
Inner cells 704 195 NA

1.10

Location Measure (µm) Std Dev SEM Ratio
Length:

Outer Cells 179 (n=44) 40.8 6.2
Inner Cells 169 (n=45) 28.3 4.2

1.06
Width:

Outer Cells 17.7 1.9 0.3
Inner Cells 17.9 1.9 0.3

0.98
Radius:

Outer Cells 952 348 NA
Inner Cells 883 348 NA

1.08
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6 Root Branching Controlled by Cell Dhape & Auxin Transport

6.D Supplementary Movies

Movie 6.1: Increased auxin response precedes asymmetric division of the
founder pericycle cells.
DR5:vYFP root was gravitropically stimulated for 4 h, then placed horizontally and
imaged every 10 min thereafter. Arrow indicates approximate height at which an
endodermal cell shows increased auxin response prior to the strong increase in
founder cells. The root is oriented such that the top of the frame is closest to the
shoot, bottom to the root tip.

Movie 6.2: AUX1:YFP levels increase in pericycle cells on the outside of a
curve prior to asymmetric cell division.
The root was gravitropically stimulated for 4 h prior to imaging; frames taken
10 min apart. The root is oriented such that the top of the frame is closest to
the shoot, bottom to the root tip.

Movie 6.3: Simulation of AUX1 and auxin feedback, showing regulatory dy-
namics and auxin changes after root bending.
Left panel: AUX1 expression levels indicated by colour bar above. Right panel:
auxin concentration levels, indicated through heatmap colour bar above. Scale
bar represents 100 µm. Time after root bending is indicated.

Movie 6.4: Control simulation of AUX1 and auxin feedback within a straight
root, confirming stable regulatory dynamics in the absence of curvature.
Upper panel: AUX1 expression levels indicated by left colour bar. Lower panel:
auxin concentrations indicated by heatmap on the right. Scale bar represents
100 µm. Simulation is started with a root devoid of auxin. Time after root bending
is indicated.

Movie 6.5: Simulation of AUX1 and auxin feedback, showing regulatory dy-
namics and auxin changes after root bending over the whole extension of
the root.
Down stream effects due to root curvature can be observed, that travel through
the root in the distal direction. Left panel: AUX1 expression levels indicated by
colour bar above. Right panel: auxin concentration levels, indicated through heat-
map colour bar above. Scale bar represents 100 µm. Time after root bending is
indicated.

Movie 6.6: PIN7:GFP marker line showing a decrease in fluorescence in a
region of the vasculature preceding the formation of a single lateral root
primordium.
Lateral root primordium forms on the shoot side of the region with decreased
fluorescence (indicated by arrow); the root is oriented such that the top of the
frame is closest to the root tip. The root was gravitropically stimulated for 4 h prior
to imaging; frames were taken 10 min apart. Punctate fluorescence that accumu-
lates over time, here seen especially in the cytoplasm of cortical and endodermal
cells, was also observed when untransformed roots were imaged this way, and
thus is not part of the GFP signal.
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7 Pavement Cell Interdigitation

Abstract

Mechanisms for the coordination of cellular polarity, which is essential for pattern
formation and morphogenesis in multicellular systems, are poorly understood.
Here we use a multilevel modelling approach to unravel how a uniform auxin
signal induces the polarisation and interdigitation of jigsaw-puzzle-like pave-
ment cells of Arabidopsis leaves. At the single cell level we show that upon auxin
activation of two different ROP GTPases (ROP2 and ROP6) above a critical level
polarity emerges spontaneously independent of pre-patterns or localised polar-
ising signals. Mutual inhibition of the ROPs combined with switches between
cytosolic and membrane-bound forms initiates this process. The model shows
that ROP-induced cell shape changes stabilise these subcellular ROP patterns. At
the tissue level, interdigitation requires the opposite response of neighbouring
identical cells to the same local auxin concentration. Neither the auxin-mediated
ROP-based polarity mechanism nor the new ROP2-mediated PIN1 localisation
mechanism demonstrated in the complementary experimental paper (Xu et al.,
2009) can explain this separately. However, the dynamic interplay of these mech-
anisms mediated by auxin transport dynamics generates interdigitation in a ro-
bust manner. Our theoretical work has identified key requirements for correct
interdigitation that are well supported by the empirical observations described
in the complementary experimental paper (Xu et al., 2009).

7.1 Introduction

Plants and animals have evolved complementary ways to deal with their sur-
roundings. Plants compensate for their inability to move around with an as-
tonishing flexibility to modify developmental programs (Leyser & Day, 2003).
Dramatic differences between plants and animals are also present at the cellu-
lar level. While animal cells can be motile, plant cells have limited capacity to
slide and change neighbours. Thus, coordinated anisotropic shape changes of in-
dividual cells are major effectors of tissue morphology. Cellular shape changes
require symmetry breakage brought about by non-homogeneous distribution of
membrane-bound proteins, cytoskeleton, and cell wall properties, which together
define cell polarity. Surprisingly, key players underlying cell polarity in plants,
the so-called ROPs (Rho-like GTPases from Plants), are similar to polarity de-
terminants in animals, both belonging to the same family of small G-proteins
(Yang & Watson, 1993; Yang, 2002; Berken & Wittinghofer, 2008; Yang, 2008).
Moreover, other core regulators of polarity and cell shape are evolutionarily con-
served (Cvrčkova et al., 2004; Wasteneys, 2004; Mathur, 2005; Yang, 2008). How-
ever, it is still unclear how such factors work together to generate plant cells with
particular shapes.

The plant growth regulator auxin has been implicated in diverse polarity-
driven systems, such as root hair positioning (Fischer et al., 2006), root meristem
maintenance (Blilou et al., 2005; Grieneisen et al., 2007), lateral root positioning
and emergence (Laskowski et al., 2008; Swarup et al., 2008), leaf vein formation
(Scarpella et al., 2006) and phyllotaxis (Kuhlemeier & Reinhardt, 2001; Reinhardt
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Introduction 7.1

Figure 7.1: Schematics of ROP switch, crosstalk, and positive-feedback
loop.
(A): ROP switches between active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound states
through GEFs and GAPs respectively; inactive ROPs become cytosolic through
GDIs. Our model considers this switch, as well as higher diffusion coefficients for
inactive ROPs. (B): Downstream effectors of ROPs influence cytoskeleton, which
leads to jigsaw-shapes of PC cells. (C): ROP crosstalk model: both ROP2 and
ROP6 are symmetrically activated by auxin, while mutually inhibiting one another
(ROP2 directly on ROP6; ROP6 indirectly via RIC1 on ROP2). (D): Positive-
feedback loop: active ROP2 leads to the localisation of the efflux carrier PIN1
to the PM, which increases extracellular auxin concentrations. Equations and
parameters of models depicted in (A,C,D) are given in Appendix 7.A. (E): Neigh-
bouring cells interdigitate, matching lobes-to-indentations (left). After lobing, at
each lobe, PIN1 is colocalised with ROP2 (right).

et al., 2003). PIN proteins, auxin efflux carriers which are polarly localised on
cells, have been found to play an important role in all these auxin-regulated sys-
tems and mark the cell’s polarity as well as contribute to the induction of polar-
ity (Geldner, 2009; Vanneste & Friml, 2009). To explore patterning mechanisms
involving auxin gradients and PIN localisation, heuristic models have been pro-
posed by which either auxin gradients over multiple cells or auxin fluxes define
the localisation of PINs (Sachs, 1991; Rolland-Lagan & Prusinkiewicz, 2005). How-
ever, an explanation based on known molecular components has been lacking so
far.
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7 Pavement Cell Interdigitation

Pavement cells (PCs) in plants form a tantalising system that links coordinated
cell polarity and morphogenesis (Fu et al., 2002, 2005; Yang, 2008; Xu et al., 2009).
These leaf epidermal cells undergo fascinating cell shape changes, taking up the
form of jigsaw-shaped pieces with lobes and indentations that interlock with their
neighbours. While many cells only present a single polarised axis, PCs develop
a complex polarised pattern, leading to the formation of multiple lobes and in-
dentations (Yang, 2008). We refer to this pattern of highly organised multiple
polarities as ‘jigsaw-polarity’. ROPs play a key role in PCs (Fu et al., 2002, 2005;
Smith & Oppenheimer, 2005; Yang & Fu, 2007; Yang, 2008; Fu et al., 2009). ROPs
are switched between inactive and active forms by Guanine Exchange Factors
(GEFs) and GTPase-Activating Proteins (GAPs), while Guanine Disassociation
Inhibitors (GDIs) bring the inactive forms into the cytosol (Figure 7.1A), (Berken,
2006; Berken & Wittinghofer, 2008). PCs owe their characteristic shapes to the spa-
tial distribution of ROPs. In Arabidopsis PCs, active ROP2 and ROP4 are present in
the lobes, whereas active ROP6 is found in the indentations (Fu et al., 2005, 2009).
Since ROP2 and ROP4 are functionally redundant (Fu et al., 2005), henceforth we
focus on ROP2 only. The RIC4 ROP-interacting protein is a downstream effector
of ROP2 (Fu et al., 2005), while RIC1 is a downstream effector of ROP6 (Fu et al.,
2009). Their combined action on the cell’s cytoskeleton is considered to be the
driving force leading to the typical jigsaw-shape of these cells (Figure 7.1B), (Fu
et al., 2002, 2005; Smith & Oppenheimer, 2005; Mathur, 2006; Xu et al., 2009).

ROPs influence each others activation, through a crosstalk circuitry (Figure
7.1C). ROP2 activation is inhibited by ROP6/RIC1-dependent cortical microtu-
bules, but in its turn ROP2 represses the activation of RIC1, and presumably that
of ROP6 as well (Fu et al., 2002, 2005). When these ROPs are either repressed or
expressed in a constitutively active or dominant negative form, or their effectors
(RICs) are inactivated, the typical jigsaw shapes of PCs are compromised (Fu et al.,
2002, 2005, 2009). The complementary experimental paper reports that uniform
auxin activates both ROP2 and ROP6 and that PIN1, an auxin efflux-carrier, is loc-
alised at PC lobes due to high active ROP2 levels and is needed for PC polarisa-
tion (Xu et al., 2009). Combined with the finding of a non-canonical ABP1 auxin-
perception pathway essential for ROP-mediated cell polarity, in which ROP2
is activated by auxin at the plasma membrane (PM) through ABP1, a positive-
feedback loop can be drawn (Xu et al., 2009), which has been proposed as a pos-
sible explanation for interdigitation (Figure 7.1D). However, this positive feed-
back and ROP crosstalk alone do not explain how polarity arises and how po-
larisation is coordinated to achieve interdigitation. Here, we apply multilevel
modelling to show how a combination of these mechanisms achieves both polar-
isation and interdigitation.

Given that the positive-feedback loop relying on PIN1 localisation at the pre-
sumptive lobes (Figure 7.1D) requires a pre-established polarised PIN1-transport
machinery, we initially focus on the PIN1-independent ROP crosstalk, to explore
the onset of polarity. We specifically investigated if ROP2 and ROP6 activa-
tion by auxin can cause a break of symmetry that spatially separates the down-
stream cascades of lobe and indentation formation leading to single PC jigsaw-
polarity (i.e. how from a non-polarised state in which ROP2 and ROP6 are homo-
geneously distributed, multiple domains of active ROP2 and ROP6 arise). To
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this end, the ROP crosstalk depicted in Figure 7.1C was formulated in math-
ematical terms (Appendix 7.A). The model includes the switch between active
and inactive forms (through GEFs and GAPs), the cycling between membrane
and cytosol (through GDIs), and the influence of the key downstream player
RIC1 (see Figure 7.1A,C and Appendix 7.A). It contains the following elements
(Appendix 7.A): (i) ROP2 and ROP6 are both activated by auxin in an equal fash-
ion (Xu et al., 2009); (ii) ROP6 activates downstream effector RIC1 (Fu et al., 2009);
(iii) ROP2 activation is inhibited by RIC1 (Fu et al., 2005); (iv) ROP2 inhibits both
RIC1 and the activation of ROP6 (Fu et al., 2005, 2009); (v) ROP2, ROP6 and RIC1
have basal activation/production and deactivation/decay rates (Borg et al., 1999;
Klahre & Kost, 2006); and (vi) high levels of ROP2 and ROP6 are due to increased
activation, not due to decreased inactivation (Takai et al., 2001; Berken et al., 2005).

7.2 Results

7.2.1 Symmetry breakage leading to internal jigsaw-polarity

In many migratory cell types, the application of a uniform stimulus can lead to
the formation of a single stable front and back (Xu et al., 2003; Van Keymeulen
et al., 2006). Earlier modelling studies on animal systems have shown that small
G-protein cycling between a membrane-bound, slow-diffusing active form and
a cytosolic, fast-diffusing inactive form, together with crosstalk between them,
can lead to spontaneous formation of the internal cell polarity necessary for the
cell motility (Marée et al., 2006; Jilkine et al., 2007), a mechanism fundamentally
different from Turing-like mechanisms (Mori et al., 2008). We have developed a
mathematical method to determine directly if such a type of internal polarisation
is expected within PCs, by taking the limit of infinitely slow and fast diffusion
for active and inactive ROP forms, respectively and allowing local ROP activ-
ity perturbations (Figure 7.5), (Appendix 7.A). The analysis of how the system
behaves with respect to auxin levels (Figure 7.2A,B, Figure 7.6) reveals that the
ROP crosstalk by itself is capable of generating polarity over a wide range of uni-
form auxin levels, either due to local perturbations in ROP levels (region II) or
in a spontaneous fashion (region III). Importantly, the onset of ROP-based polar-
ity occurs in the absence of localised auxin or other forms of pre-patterns. (The
mechanism is explained in depth in Figure 7.5A and (Mori et al., 2008).)

Mutants defective in auxin biosynthesis present severely decreased lobe num-
bers, while exogenously applied auxin increases lobe numbers, supporting the
notion of auxin-driven jigsaw-polarisation (Xu et al., 2009). To analyse the de-
pendency on auxin concentration of the number of presumptive lobes within a
single PC (due to ROP2 peaks), as well as the dynamics and robustness of the
spatial ROP patterns, we additionally performed computer simulations, now ex-
plicitly taking into account realistic diffusion coefficients of active and inactive
forms (Figure 7.7). Simulations at different auxin values (Figure 7.2C–H) confirm
the three auxin-dependent modes of distinct behaviour predicted by the math-
ematical analysis (Figure 7.2A,B). At low auxin levels (region I in Figure 7.2A,B) –
below a first critical auxin concentration – polarisation is not possible and the cell
remains at a stable rest state. The unpolarised rest state is characterised by the
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Figure 7.2

homogeneous distribution of ROP2 and ROP6, with overall low levels of active
ROPs. In accordance, the spatial simulations show the inability of polarisation
at these low auxin levels, even under large initial perturbations (Figure 7.2C).
At intermediate auxin levels (region II in Figure 7.2A,B) – above a first critical
auxin concentration – polarisation is mathematically found to be possible given
that a sufficiently large local perturbation in active ROP levels is applied. At
these intermediate auxin levels, the spatial model confirms that small perturba-
tions are insufficient to generate polarity (Figure 7.2D), but larger perturbations
do, typically forming only one presumptive lobe and indentation (Figure 7.2E).
Finally, the mathematical analysis reveals that at high auxin levels (region III in
Figure 7.2A,B) – above a second critical auxin concentration – cells polarise spon-
taneously. (See Figure 7.6 for further discussion and a more in-depth analysis of
region III.) Within this region, any initial fluctuation in the spatial model leads to
a state of multiple ROP peaks (Figure 7.2F–H).

Both mathematical analysis and spatial simulations reveal that whenever po-
larity is generated, complementary intracellular patterns form: high levels of
active ROP2 at the PM coincides with low levels of active ROP6 (‘prospective
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Figure 7.2: Model of ROP crosstalk reveals that activation through uniform
auxin levels can generate jigsaw-polarity.
(A–B): Bifurcation diagram for ROP2 (A) and ROP6 (B), with respect to
auxin. The graphs depict the result of the mathematical analysis described in
Appendix 7.A, showing, for different auxin levels, the consequence of a local per-
turbation in active ROPs. Lines represent equilibria of active ROP levels (i.e.
derivatives with time are zero); solid lines: stable equilibrium (i.e. upon small per-
turbations system returns back to equilibrium); dashed lines: unstable equilibrium
(i.e. upon small perturbations system is driven away from equilibrium). The thick
lines indicate the active ROP2 and ROP6 equilibrium levels when the cell is in
a homogeneous equilibrium. The thin lines indicate the ROP equilibrium levels
within small, local patches along the PM, while the rest of the cell is still in the ho-
mogeneous equilibrium. Three basic regions presenting different modes of beha-
viour become evident: (I) below a critical auxin value, the active ROP level within
local patches does not deviate from the overall level along the rest of the PM (thick
line). Here, no polarisation is possible; (II) at intermediate auxin levels, patches
with deviating active ROP levels can be formed (solid thin line), given that the ho-
mogeneous equilibrium (thick line) is sufficiently perturbed (over the dashed thin
line). Here, the cell polarises due to sufficiently large perturbations; (III) at high
auxin levels, the homogeneous distribution of ROPs becomes unstable. Here, the
cell polarises spontaneously. (C–H): Spatial simulations of coupled partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs) represent the 1D unfolded PM contour of a PC (perimeter
of 300 µm), along which the active forms of ROP2 and ROP6 form patterns over
time (see Appendix 7.A for details). Space-time plots show horizontally the spa-
tial variations in the relative concentrations of active ROPs; changes over time,
after introduction of perturbations at t=0, can be followed vertically. Concentra-
tions are scaled from minimum to maximum values using a heat map indicated by
the colour bar. Each plot depicts the dynamics at a different auxin concentration,
as indicated in the bifurcation plot of (A). (C): when the uniform auxin level, A,
equals zero, polarisation does not take place; (D,E): when A=200, polarisation is
not established if perturbations are small (D), but a single peak emerges when
perturbations are large (E); (F–H): when A=250, A=1500, or A=45000, small
perturbations lead to jigsaw-polarity with variable numbers of peaks. Shown be-
low are the concentration profiles over space of the active and inactive forms of
ROP2 (red, blue respectively) and ROP6 (green, grey respectively) one day after
perturbation.

local lobe’), and vice versa (‘prospective local indentation’). This is in accordance
with the experimental evidence that active ROP2 is mainly restricted to the lobes,
while active ROP6, characterised through its downstream microtubule activity,
is considered to be located within the indenting regions. Note that the comple-
mentary exclusive localisations of ROP2 and ROP6 is not a result of any spatial
variation in ROP activation by auxin – because in the model activation is expli-
citly achieved through uniform auxin levels. Rather, complementary ROP2 and
ROP6 localisation is a consequence of the ROP crosstalk.

In agreement with the experimental observations that exogenous application
of auxin rescues in a progressive fashion the lobe-numbers of mutants defective
in auxin-biosynthesis with increasing auxin dosages (Xu et al., 2009), computer
simulations also reveal a similar auxin-dependency in lobe number. Auxin levels
slightly above the second critical level delimiting region III result in relatively low
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Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.3: Stabilisation of active ROP2 in lobes due to cell curvature.
Concentrations of active ROP2 in 2D PDE simulations of a circular (left) and a
jigsaw-shaped (right) cell. The 2D area of the cells takes into account the up-
per and lower cell PM, as well as the intermediate cytosol. At t=0, simulations
are initialised with small fluctuations in ROP2 levels over the whole cell, and in-
creased random fluctuations along the cell’s contour. (A–D): Depicted is the time
development after the initial perturbation. While the circular cell reaches a pattern
with one presumptive lobe and indentation, the PC-shaped cell is able to stabilise
multiple ROP2 peaks in the lobes. Mutual exclusion of ROP2 and ROP6 leads to
a smooth interface between regions in which one or the other GTPase is active
(red: maximum values of ROP2; blue: minimum values of ROP2, corresponding
to high values of ROP6). (E–F): In this schematic picture, arrows show the retrac-
tion and expansion due to diffusion, of the delimitation line between regions with
high levels of ROP2 (black) and ROP6 (white). Two properties of this interface
underlie the stabilising effect of the cell shape. First, the interface invariably pos-
itions itself perpendicular to the cell’s contour, as a consequence of the fact that
the ROPs are constrained to a single cell (i.e. no flux boundaries). Secondly, on a
long time-scale, highly curved interfaces tend to retract, due to a diffusion-driven
expansion of the region which is locally dominating (E). Both processes together
limit the expansion of ROP2 away from the lobes: when the region with active
ROP2 expands, the curvature of its interface with the region with active ROP6
increases, triggering retraction rather than further expansion (F).

peak numbers (Figure 7.2F). This number increases with increasing auxin, reveal-
ing peculiar dynamics: as more peaks emerge, they also present the tendency to
merge over time forming larger and fewer peaks along the PM (Figure 7.2G). At
even higher auxin values, the relation between peak number and auxin inverts
and fewer peaks are formed (Figure 7.2H). This too has been empirically veri-
fied, as exogenous auxin application are found to present optimal lobe numbers
at certain auxin levels, which are lost at extremely high concentrations (Xu et al.,
2009). To quantitatively analyse this relationship between auxin and presumptive
lobe formation over time, we performed simulations at different auxin concentra-
tions, registering the number of peaks established over 4 days (Figure 7.8). The
resulting distributions clearly illustrate the non-linear dependency on auxin of
the number of lobes and its dynamics over time, revealing a bell-shaped dis-
tribution of the number of lobes with auxin, as empirically observed (Xu et al.,
2009). Thus, the model shows that the symmetric activation of ROP2 and ROP6
through uniform auxin robustly yields polarisation of complementary zones of
lobe-promoting ROP2 and indentation-promoting ROP6 within one cell, and re-
veals an auxin concentration optimum for lobe-formation.

7.2.2 Pattern stabilisation through cell shape

Differential localisation of active ROPs is expected to initiate the lobes and in-
dentations of the jigsaw cell shapes of PCs. We next questioned whether the cell
shape itself can influence the subcellular ROP patterns. We therefore performed
2D numerical simulations of realistic PC cell shapes that capture the upper and
lower PM as well as the intermediate cytosol (Appendix 7.A). To help distinguish
the cause-effect relationship between ROPs and cell shape, we concomitantly per-
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formed simulations using a perfectly circular cell as a control. The simulations
show that cell shape strongly influences the internal ROP dynamics: whereas the
circular cell after 18 hours only presents a single presumptive lobe and indenta-
tion, the jigsaw-shaped cell traps active ROP2 peaks in the lobes (Figure 7.3A–D).
This is due to the variations in curvature along the contour, which has a direct ef-
fect on the interface between regions of high and low ROP2 and, correspondingly,
low and high ROP6 (Figure 7.3E–F). Thus, although round cells (with a constant
curvature) are able to generate an internal jigsaw-polarity with multiple peaks,
those become merged or lost in the course of time. In contrast, the shape changes
– actually brought forth through the downstream effects of the peaks in ROP2 and
ROP6 – have a stabilising effect on the jigsaw-polarity itself (compare Movie 7.1
with Movie 7.2).

7.2.3 Localised auxin: the lock and key for matching lobes to
indentations

Once undergoing polarisation, how do individual cells synchronously coordinate
with their neighbouring cells, such that they form inverted ROP patterns leading
to interlocking lobes and indentations? Based on the recent findings of the com-
plementary experimental paper, an intuitive verbal explanation can be formu-
lated: once exported out into the lobing site of the cell wall by PIN1, auxin could
further activate ROP2 to increase the intensity of the lobe formation, as well as
activate the ROP6-RIC1 pathway in the opposing cell at the complementary in-
dentation site thereby coordinating indentation. However, such a verbal explan-
ation based upon the positive-feedback loop (Figure 7.1D) that also causes com-
plementary ROP6 activation in neighbouring cells has important shortcomings.
First, it cannot explain how PIN1 localisation initially becomes polarised, because
spatial patterning through amplification of stochastic variations would require,
besides the positive-feedback loop, long-range inhibition acting on a spatial scale
much larger than the activation (Meinhardt & Gierer, 2000; Iglesias & Devreotes,
2008), which is unlikely given the known fast diffusion of auxin (Kramer, 2006).
Second, given the ROP2-mediated PIN1 localisation, it is not possible to explain
why ROP6 would be activated in the neighbouring cell instead of ROP2, a neces-
sary requirement for correct interdigitation. Third, due to its fast diffusion, auxin
concentrations along the cell wall are expected to vary only marginally and it is
hard to see how very subtle auxin concentration differences could robustly guide
cell-cell communication. To address these issues, we explored the hypothesis of
PIN1-mediated auxin guiding cell interdigitation within a mathematical multi-
level framework. We therefore developed a detailed description of the interface
between two cells, separated by an intermediate cell wall (Figure 7.4A shows the
schematics of the model). Each cell experiences its independent internal ROP dy-
namics, in which both ROP2 and ROP6 are spatially activated through the local
extracellular auxin concentration at the PM – in line with the implication of ABP1
in PC auxin signalling (Xu et al., 2009). In these simulations we use a single auxin
concentration across the cell wall, i.e. at a given position both cells experience the
same extracellular auxin level. Due to auxin transport dynamics, auxin concen-
trations vary along the cell wall. The transport dynamics and auxin signalling
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is taken into account in the following manner: (i) auxin diffuses freely within
each cell, as well as within the cell wall; (ii) the passage of auxin over the PM
occurs through a constant rate of auxin influx and smaller background efflux;
(iii) additional auxin efflux is locally enhanced in the presence of localised PIN1.
Consequently, variations in PIN1 localisation contribute in generating gradients
in auxin concentration along the cell wall and within the cells. In its turn, PIN1
localisation is regulated by the levels of active ROP2. (See Appendix 7.A for de-
tails and parameter values.)

To study whether the positive-feedback loop can account for jigsaw-polarity
and interdigitation, we first performed simulations based upon Figure 7.1D. This
means that only the positive-feedback loop is described, with active ROP2 de-
termining functional PIN1 localisation and auxin activating both ROP2 and ROP6,
but not taking into account the effect of inhibition of ROP2 by the ROP6-RIC1
pathway. These simulations show that under these considerations for any para-
meter setting neither interdigitation nor individual cell polarity establishment
are possible, even when simulations are started with an initial peak in ROP2
(Figure 7.9). The high diffusion coefficient of auxin completely precludes the es-
tablishment or maintenance of localised regions with high levels of active ROP2.
Therefore, intracellular ROP crosstalk may be a prerequisite for setting up pre-
sumptive lobes and indentations and starting up intercellular communication
through auxin, for which the positive-feedback loop by itself is insufficient.

ROP crosstalk (Figure 7.1C) provides no coupling between the two cells: vari-
ations in activation of the ROPs can only take place through variations in cell
wall auxin, a shared observable for both cells at a given position along their PMs.
Indeed, simulations that only take into account the ROP crosstalk, by not includ-
ing ROP2-induced PIN1 localisation (such that, as a consequence, auxin levels
in the cell wall cannot vary) reveal how such an in silico pin1 mutant fails to in-
terdigitate. Unlike the simulations based on the feedforward loop (Figure 7.1D,
Figure 7.9), the cells do polarise, but they do so independently from one another,
that is, without forming a matching ROP2-ROP6 pattern (Figure 7.10, Movie 7.3).
Also, polarisation only occurs when sufficiently high values of auxin are applied
to the system. These results are consistent with the experimentally observed
pin1 mutants (Xu et al., 2009), which reveal deficiency in interdigitation, and,
moreover, whose interdigitation fails to be rescued by similar exogenous auxin
dosages that are otherwise sufficient to induce interdigitation in wild type and
mutants defective in auxin biosynthesis (Xu et al., 2009).

Next, using the ROP crosstalk model combined with the positive-feedback
loop (exactly as in Figure 7.4A), a robust formation of two identical patterns en-
sues (Figure 7.11, Movie 7.4, Movie 7.5). Thus, simulations that combine the ROP
crosstalk with the positive-feedback loop indicate that cell-cell communication
through auxin is possible, whereas the lack of intercellular coordination in the
pin1 mutant reflects the fact that absence of PIN1 excludes any (indirect) cell-cell
communication. Moreover, it occurs at auxin levels that are lower than the levels
required for patterning within the in silico pin1 mutant. However, “counterdigit-
ation” is observed, with ROP2 colocalised in the neighbouring cells. As cell 1
forms ROP2 peaks that promote PIN1 localisation, ROP2 activation is induced
at that same location (across the cell wall), in cell 2. This pattern is precisely in-
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Figure 7.4

verse to the one needed for interdigitation. Finally and satisfactorily, we found
that the necessary condition for the correct interdigitation pattern is to introduce
saturating terms in the auxin-mediated ROP2 and ROP6 activation. While still
maintaining the symmetric activation of ROP2 and ROP6 at lower auxin con-
centrations, but taking into account the recent observation that ROP2 activation
saturates at lower auxin levels than ROP6 (Xu et al., 2009), a strikingly robust in-
terdigitation pattern emerges as the stable configuration (Figure 7.4B, Figure 7.12,
Movie 7.6). This rapid and precise pattern is generated even though variations
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Figure 7.4: Multilevel model reveals PC interdigitation through auxin-ABP1-
ROP-PIN signalling.
(A): Schematics of the mathematical model that describes the interface between
two PCs, each one having its own independent ROP crosstalk. Auxin diffuses
within the cell wall as well as inside the cells; the passage of auxin across the PM
takes place in both directions, with different permeability rates. Additional PIN1
localisation on the PM – regulated by the local levels of active ROP2 – enhances
the efflux of auxin at that location. The action of PIN1 results in higher concentra-
tion levels within the cell wall at that location. Auxin levels only vary along the cell
wall, not across it. (B,C): Cell-cell communication due to PIN1→auxin→ROP2/6
positive-feedback loop combined with the ROP crosstalk, as depicted in (A). when
incorporating saturated ROP2 and ROP6 activation by auxin, with ROP2 saturat-
ing at lower concentrations than ROP6, interdigitation emerges as a robust out-
come. (B): From an initial homogeneous state, two cells spontaneously polarise,
while also self-organising their polarities into an interdigitating pattern. Space-
time plots of ROP2 and ROP6 distribution in cell 1 and cell 2 and auxin within the
cell wall show this development. The self-organising dynamics of interdigitation
can be seen more clearly through snap-shots of the full system, in which ROP2
and ROP6 of both cells, as well as auxin within the cell wall, are positioned to-
gether for different time points (t=10 min, 2 h, 3 d 20 h). (C): The interdigitation
pattern is very stable, and is also the preferred configuration of the cells, even
when initialised in a counterdigitating pattern (as can be seen by a snap-shot of
the full-system at 10 min). Over time, the cells readjust their patterns spontan-
eously to interdigitate. The shift from counterdigitation to interdigitation doubles
the frequency of auxin peaks within the cell wall. (D): Details on the interdigitation
dynamics shown in (C), with time-interval indicated in C by red bar. Vertical bars
help visualise coordination of pattern formation; solid line indicates initial counter-
digitated pattern, dashed lines indicate the interdigitated pattern. Concentrations
are depicted using the indicated heat map. (E): (top) Concentration profiles of
auxin in the cell wall during counterdigitation (t=10 min, green) and after interdi-
gitation is established (t=3 d 20 h, black); (bottom) relative concentration profiles
of active and inactive ROP2 in cell 1 and cell 2, after interdigitation is established.
Note that the variations in auxin along the cell wall are small. Nevertheless, the
cell-cell communication is robustly mediated through feedbacks evoked by these
variations.

in auxin concentration along the PM remain relatively small (less than 20%).
Moreover, the absolute levels of auxin in the cell wall are below those at which
saturation of ROP2 and ROP6 activation through auxin are greatly affected. To
certify if interdigitation is indeed the only stable configuration possible, we pur-
posely initiated both cells with an in-phase, “counterdigitated” pattern (i.e. act-
ive ROP2 peaks in cell 1 opposing ROP2 in cell 2). Remarkably, this initial state
is not stable. Under the slightest perturbation in active ROP2 (Appendix 7.A),
the pattern shifts to re-establish the typical out-of-phase interdigitation mode
(Figure 7.4C, Movie 7.7). The dynamics of the transition from counterdigitation
to interdigitation is rapid and robust (Figure 7.4D), and yields lower auxin vari-
ations within the cell wall than the counterdigitated pattern (Figure 7.4E). This il-
lustrates that the system does not function due to high localised auxin peaks, but
rather the opposite, within the stable configuration variations in auxin are minim-
ised. To further show that the mechanism underlying the interdigitation process
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is not simply dictated by auxin peaks in the cell wall itself, we performed sim-
ulations in which pre-established auxin peaks are artificially maintained stable
within the cell wall. The simulations show that cells never establish an interdi-
gitating pattern (Figure 7.13): because both cells receive the same spatial pattern
in ROP2 and ROP6 activation, without a feedback to the auxin concentrations,
at most cells become counterdigitated (although often patterns are established
which greatly differ from one another). Thus, correct ROP dynamics can tempor-
ally and spatially influence the extracellular auxin levels through PIN1, in such a
manner that neighbouring cells mutually influence each other, even though read-
ing out the same signal, presumably through the non-canonical ABP1 auxin re-
ceptor. In short, due to the difference in saturation of activation, at higher auxin
concentrations peaks in ROP6 are preferred (as can be seen in Figure 7.13), but
those higher auxin levels require peaks in ROP2. This mutual intercellular de-
pendency combined with intracellular exclusion leads to stable interdigitation.

7.3 Discussion

By formulating newly discovered interactions between auxin and ROPs in math-
ematical terms, we have shown that an overall increase in uniform auxin levels
can bring a cell from a homogeneous unpolarised state spontaneously into a
state with multiple, complementary ROP2/4 and ROP6 active regions. Through
downstream effects on cytoskeleton rearrangement, the initial ROP patterning is
expected to generate shape changes resembling the typical jigsaw-piece shape of
the PC. Spatial models reveal that the resulting cell shape additionally exerts a
stabilising effect on the ROP pattern. This often missed feedback between shape
and internal biochemistry may help explain why PCs can produce such a high
number of stable extensions, a situation which is not typically observed in animal
systems. Indeed, multiple mechanisms of ROP-peak stabilisation – through PIN1
activation and through cell shape – may occur concomitantly to confer higher ro-
bustness and stability of PCs. An effective cell-cell communication arises through
combined action of the positive-feedback loop and the ROP crosstalk. Our multi-
level modelling framework is essential to understand this surprising result, as it
indicates that the same shared auxin concentrations in the cell wall can yield dif-
ferent responses across cells, even when those cells present the same underlying
ROP circuitry. Moreover, we show that cell-cell communication can be mediated
by very small variations in the extracellular auxin concentration, illustrating that
the system is not driven by auxin levels only, but by local auxin levels combined
with ROP dynamics. The full set of interactions between the different networks is
essential for the process of interdigitation; the networks’ entanglement, however,
renders the full understanding of this process cumbersome without the help of
mathematical and computational models.

Models that have attempted to close a feedback loop between auxin and PIN
localisation have either proposed an auxin-flux measuring machinery (Mitchison,
1980b; Sachs, 1981), or a mechanism by which cells measure neighbouring cell
concentrations (Jönsson et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006). Here we show that the
ABP1-ROP-PIN connection established in the complementary experimental pa-
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per (Xu et al., 2009), which confirms earlier hints that ROP signalling may regulate
PIN polarity (Yang, 2008, and references therein), yields cell polarity and cell-cell
coordination through an alternative mechanism, in which only local auxin con-
centrations at the PM are sensed. The novel theoretical framework introduced
here is consistent with the underlying experimental molecular data and generates
correct predictions on cellular phenotypes. It shows that organisation of polarity
over two cells in an interdigitating fashion establishes a high net auxin flux over
these cells, due to the structured PIN1 expression, and we envisage that variants
of this mechanism could potentially generate tissue-scale auxin propagation, po-
larity coordination in other contexts and auxin flux patterns underlying major
developmental processes.
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7.A Materials and Methods

7.A.1 The ROP molecular switch and crosstalk model

Derivation of ODE model

From the novel results presented in the complementary experimental paper (Xu
et al., 2009), which show how auxin activates both ROP2 and ROP6, as well as
from previous experimental findings concerning the ROP crosstalk network (Fu
et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2002; Fu et al., 2005), we were able to determine a core set
of key interactions between ROP2, ROP6 and their effectors. A basic formula-
tion of the crosstalk, based solely on experimentally verified interactions, already
brings forth a rich set of behaviour that corresponds to observations on polarity
generation in PCs. The model presented here was chosen because it most parsi-
moniously includes the experimental observations up to date, and its behaviour
is in agreement with the observed phenotypes of mutants and auxin-interference
experiments (Xu et al., 2009). However, we studied several alternative reaction
schemes between the ROPs (data not shown). The studies on those variants have
shown that the essential elements for the dynamics described in the paper are an
effective mutual inhibition of ROP2 and ROP6 and an effective auto-activation of
ROP2.

The model for the ROP crosstalk is based on the following experimental ob-
servations and facts:

• Active ROP2 is localised. Active ROP2 is located at the lobe-forming sites,
promoting lobe outgrowth (Fu et al., 2002, 2005).
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• Active ROP6 is also localised. ROP6 is required for RIC1’s localisation to
cortical MTs and for its function in the ordering of cortical MTs (Fu et al.,
2009). Indeed, active ROP6 is substantially higher in the indenting regions.
If there were no repression of ROP6 by ROP2, after its activation by auxin
active ROP6 levels would be equally high in both indentations and lobes.
Thus, the experimental observation that ROP6 is higher in the indentations
indicates that a direct or indirect suppression of ROP6 by ROP2 is present.

• ROP2 is activated by auxin. Using the ROP2 effector RIC1 in an assay, it
was found that ROP2 is activated by NAA within 30 seconds. ROP2 activity
is strongly increased by as low as 1 nM NAA, reaching saturation between
10 and 100 nM NAA (Xu et al., 2009).

• ROP6 is also activated by auxin. Using a same activity assay, it was shown
that auxin treatment increases the amount of active ROP6 in a dosage-dep-
endent manner that is comparable to that of ROP2 activation, but in contrast
reaches saturation at only 1 µM NAA (Xu et al., 2009). Also ROP6 can be ac-
tivated within 30 seconds. This supports the notion that auxin activates
both ROP2 and ROP6. Note, that the subtle differences between ROP2 and
ROP6 regarding the saturation of activation at, for ROP6, higher auxin con-
centrations is an essential requirement for correct interdigitation, but not
influential for the process of jigsaw-polarity formation within individual
cells.

• ROP2 activates RIC4, which promotes actin and lobe formation. Active
ROP2 activates its effector RIC4, which in its turn promotes the formation of
cortical diffuse F-actin required for lobe outgrowth (Fu et al., 2005; Hwang
et al., 2005). We take into account that at the sites where ROP2 is active,
lobe formation is promoted. RIC4 dynamics, however, are not described
explicitly.

• ROP2 inhibits RIC1. ROP2 inhibits RIC1 function by sequestering RIC1
and removing it from cortical MTs in PCs (Fu et al., 2005).

• ROP6 directly activates RIC1. Supported by the observation that auxin
treatments promote MT reorganisation, which requires RIC1 activation, in
the wild type but not in rop6-1 PCs (Xu et al., 2009). Furthermore, to cir-
cumvent the possible complication of the ROP2 effect on RIC1 localisation,
YFP-RIC1 localisation in the rop2-1/+ rop4-1/rop4-1 double mutant was ana-
lysed, in which ROP2 function is severely compromised (Xu et al., 2009).

• RIC1 suppresses ROP2. RIC1-dependent microtubule organisation not only
locally inhibits outgrowth but in turn suppresses ROP2 activation in the in-
dentation zones (Fu et al., 2005).

These recent findings and prior experimental observations can be described math-
ematically. We first write a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), to de-
scribe well-mixed biochemical dynamics within an individual cell, after which
we will introduce space. We write the following set of equations,
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dR2

dt
=

1 + A

1 + R1
β1

I2R2i − δ2R2 , (7.1a)

dR6

dt
=

1 + A
1 + R2

β2

I6R6i − δ6R6 , (7.1b)

dR1

dt
= α6R6 − α2R2R1 − δ1R1 , (7.1c)

where R2 represents the active form of ROP2, R6 the active form of ROP6, and R1
describes RIC1. The inactive levels of ROP2 and ROP6 are given by the variables
R2i and R6i, respectively. I2 and I6 are the basal GEF-mediated activation rates
that bring inactive ROP2 and ROP6 into the active forms. A is the uniform level
of auxin. δ2 and δ6 are the GAP-mediated deactivation rates of ROP2 and ROP6,
respectively, and δ1 is the decay rate of RIC1. β1 (β2) describes the level of RIC1
(ROP2) at which ROP2 (ROP6) activation is half-maximally inhibited (i.e. these
are parameters determining the influence of the mutual inhibition). The para-
meter α6 determines the RIC1 activation rate by ROP6, while α2 determines the
rate of RIC1 repression by ROP2. All parameter values are given in Table 7.1.

The dynamics of the inactive forms mirror the dynamics of the active forms,
i.e. dR2i

dt = − dR2
dt , and dR6i

dt = − dR6
dt . Since up to now no detailed studies have

been done on determining total ROP contents within cells, we here scale concen-
tration relative to the total average amount of active and inactive ROP within a
cell. Doing so, R2i and R6i can be replaced by (1− R2) and (1− R6), respectively.

Because we are interested in the spatial dynamics of ROP2 and ROP6, we
can model the indirect influence of ROP6 on ROP2 through RIC1 by assuming
that RIC1 levels are in equilibrium with ROP2 and ROP6 and employing a quasi-
steady state (QSS) approximation. From Eq. 7.1c we can find the QSS for R1,

R1
∗ =

α6R6

α2R2 + δ1
. (7.2)

By substituting this value of R1
∗ into Eq. 7.1a, we find that part of the first term

becomes:

1 + A

1 + R1
β1

=
1 + A

1 + α6R6
β1(α2R2+δ1)

(7.3a)

=
(1 + A) β1 (α2R2 + δ1)
β1 (α2R2 + δ1) + α6R6

(7.3b)

=

(1 + A)

(
1 + R2

δ1
α2

)
1 + R2

δ1
α2

+ R6
δ1β1

α6

(7.3c)

=
(1 + A)

(
1 + R2

γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

, (7.3d)
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where γ2 = δ1
α2

and γ6 = δ1β1
α6

. Thereby we obtain the reduced model for the ROP
crosstalk (we are only left with the two variables of interest, ROP2 and ROP6):

dR2

dt
=

(1 + A)
(

1 + R2
γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

I2R2i − δ2R2 , (7.4a)

dR6

dt
=

1 + A
1 + R2

β2

I6R6i − δ6R6 . (7.4b)

Bifurcation diagrams: approximation using limits of active and inactive ROP
diffusion

In Figure 7.2A,B of the main text and Figure 7.6, we present bifurcation diagrams
that are based on the above model (Eq. 7.4). They show the effect of varying the
uniform auxin level on the possibility to form local patches of active ROP2 or
ROP6. The diagrams are the result of a mathematical analysis aimed to explore
the characteristics of polarity generation through ROPs within a single PC. It re-
veals whether polarity can be established due to small perturbations, i.e. if a cell
that is initially homogeneous (throughout the cell the same equilibrium values
of ROP2 and ROP6), can start presenting local patches with deviating equilib-
ria. We show that the potential to establish polarity (i.e. patches with deviating
ROP levels) depends on the overall uniform auxin concentration, which we use as
the bifurcation parameter. (Note, that we first analyse how local patches of active
ROP2 and ROP6 can be established as a consequence of an overall auxin increase.
In the second stage of the modelling, which explicitly includes the cell wall, we
will analyse how those local patches actually modify the overall auxin pattern,
causing interdigitation.) For such an analysis, we have to take into account the
active as well as inactive levels of ROP2 and ROP6. To derive a straightforward
determination of the appearance of jigsaw-polarity, we analyse the limiting case
that active forms of ROP do not diffuse at all along the plasma membrane (PM),
whereas the inactive forms are assumed to diffuse so fast, that their concentration
values do not vary within the cell. This allows us to analyse the consequence of
a perturbation in active ROP forms at a local patch along the PM (R2,local, R6,local),
in relation to the concentration of the active forms along the rest of the cell’s PM
(R2,global, R6,global). Note that, because active forms are assumed not to diffuse, the
concentration at the patch can be unequal to the values along the rest of the cell’s
PM, i.e. R2,6,local 6= R2,6,global. On the other hand, by taking the limit of infinitely
rapid diffusion of the inactive forms, their values at the location of perturbation
should be the same as the mean value everywhere, thus R2,6i,local = R2,6i,global. (A
schematic representation of these assumptions and their consequences is shown
in Figure 7.5B, with a further explanation of the analysis in the caption.) We thus
rewrite Eq. 7.4 into four coupled ODEs, dividing the description of active ROP2
and ROP6 into one equation that describes the dynamics at the local patch, and
another one that describes the overall concentrations:
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dR2,local

dt
=

(1 + A)
(

1 + R2,local
γ2

)
1 + R2,local

γ2
+ R6,local

γ6

I2R2i,global − δ2R2,local , (7.5a)

dR2,global

dt
=

(1 + A)
(

1 +
R2,global

γ2

)
1 +

R2,global
γ2

+
R6,global

γ6

I2R2i,global − δ2R2,global , (7.5b)

dR6,local

dt
=

1 + A

1 + R2,local
β2

I6R6i,global − δ6R6,local , (7.5c)

dR6,global

dt
=

1 + A

1 +
R2,global

β2

I6R6i,global − δ6R6,global . (7.5d)

Again, R2i,global =
(

1− R2,global

)
and R6i,global =

(
1− R6,global

)
. The analysis of

this set of equations results in the bifurcation diagram shown in Figure 7.2A,B of
the main text and Figure 7.6. Note that although this is an excellent analytic tool
to predict windows within parameter space in which certain behaviours are to
be expected, only full simulations of partial differential equations (PDEs) which
explicitly take space into account and use realistic diffusion parameters can re-
veal the details and temporal dynamics of the spatial pattern. With that in mind,
Figure 7.2C–H shows that the predictions made through such an approximation
works remarkably well.

Numerical simulations which explicitly take shape into account: solving PDEs
in one and two dimensions

We performed simulations to study the spatial patterns generated by the ROP
crosstalk, by writing the corresponding PDEs and considering realistic diffusion
coefficients for the active and inactive forms:

∂R2

∂t
=

(1 + A)
(

1 + R2
γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

I2R2i − δ2R2 + Dm∆R2 , (7.6a)

∂R6

∂t
=

1 + A
1 + R2

β2

I6R6i − δ6R6 + Dm∆R6 , (7.6b)

∂R2i
∂t

= −
(1 + A)

(
1 + R2

γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

I2R2i + δ2R2 + Dmc∆R2 , (7.6c)

∂R6i
∂t

= − 1 + A
1 + R2

β2

I6R6i + δ6R6 + Dmc∆R6 , (7.6d)

where Dm is the diffusion coefficient of active ROPs localised in the PM, and Dmc
the effective combined diffusion coefficient of inactive ROPs localised in both
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PM and cytosol. Note that in the PDEs both the active and inactive forms are
described explicitly. Numerical simulations of Eq. 7.6 have been performed, em-
ploying an Alternating Direction Implicit solver (Peaceman & Rachford, 1955).
Realistic diffusion coefficients for the active and inactive forms are used, presen-
ted in Table 7.1.

One-dimensional (1D) simulations

The perimeter of the cell is modelled as an unfolded 1D PM strip. We use wrapped
boundary conditions, such that the strip of PM remains circularly connected (see
schematic in Figure 7.7A). From a homogeneous initial state, we explored the po-
tential of polarisation by perturbing the system. This could be done in several
ways (as indicated in the captions of the figures): adding (1) low levels of noise;
(2) high levels of noise; an initial (3) single-pulse perturbation; or (4) periodic patterns.
Low levels of noise are variations of 10−17 (when we want to show that small
noise has an effect) or 0.1 (when we want to show that noise does not have an
effect), in absolute concentration variation around the equilibrium values (which
are in the order of one). High noise levels constitute variations up to 50% of the
variable. Single-pulse perturbations are – for example – performed by generat-
ing one peak of active ROP2 in the middle of the cell, and then observing the
consequence in patterning.

Two-dimensional (2D) simulations

To study the effect of cell shape on the internal ROP patterns and dynamics,
2D cells were simulated. Specifically, to determine the influence of lobe-like
shapes on the development of the pattern, we compared simulations of symmet-
rically spherical cells to jigsaw-shaped cells. This was done by extracting cell
shape contours from experimental images and ‘feeding’ them into the simula-
tions. By scaling the underlying space-resolution (∆x) to represent adequately
the same cell size, we performed 2D simulations on realistic cell contours of
realistic space-scales (Figure 7.7B). Unlike the 1D simulations, which describe the
contour around the cell, in the 2D simulations each position within the cell’s area
represents a volume element in which both the upper and lower PM as well as
the intermediate cytosol are captured.

7.A.2 Modelling auxin transport for interdigitation simulations

General description

To determine what effect localised PIN-mediated auxin efflux can have on activ-
ating ROPs in neighbouring cells, we performed quasi-1D simulations in which
we consider the internal ROP crosstalk along the contour of two cells, separated
by an intermediate cell wall (of realistic width of 1 µm). Each cell has its internal
independent ROP dynamics, dictated by Eq. 7.11 shown below. Note that there
is no direct communication or coupling between cells, neither on the level of the
ROPs, nor on the level of auxin: both cells receive exactly the same auxin signal
which they respond to in exactly the same way.
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The main difference in the ROP dynamics when simulating cell-cell commu-
nication, compared to those simulations in which only one polarising PC is de-
scribed (Eq. 7.6), is that instead of being activated by a global parameter A, rep-
resenting the overall, uniform levels of auxin, the auxin concentrations, C(x, y),
are now allowed to vary spatially, both in the cells and along the cell wall. Thus,
at each point (x, y) along the PM, ROPs are activated according to the extracel-
lular auxin concentration right at that PM location, i.e. C(x, y−1) for the top cell,
and C(x, y+1) for the bottom cell. Note that while auxin changes along the cell
wall, it does not vary across it. We use such an approach to both describe the fact
that auxin concentrations vary negligibly across the cell wall and to pose expli-
citly the question how an exactly equivalent stimulus can cause an interdigitating
response.

The model used to analyse cell-cell communication has the following addi-
tional elements:

• Auxin transport dynamics. Described below, and based on experimental
evidence as discussed in (Kramer, 2004; Grieneisen et al., 2007).

• ROP2 and ROP6 are activated by local extracellular auxin concentrations
at the PM. The non-canonical pathway that underlies this assumption is
presented in the complementary experimental paper (Xu et al., 2009). Rel-
evant variations in auxin can only occur along the cell wall, since variations
across the cell wall are negligible due to the very high auxin diffusion coeffi-
cient and the small width of the cell wall (data not shown). This implies that
for a given position in the cell wall, both neighbouring cells effectively de-
tect exactly the same extracellular auxin concentration at their PMs, which
is how it has been implemented in the model.

• ROP2 activates PIN1 localisation. In the complementary experimental pa-
per, it is shown that (i) PIN1 is localised at the lobes; (ii) PIN1 localisa-
tion is essential for correct interdigitation phenotypes; and (iii) locally act-
ive ROP2 is necessary for correct PIN1 localisation (Xu et al., 2009). Thus,
we include ROP2-mediated PIN1 localisation in our simulations (i.e. the
positive-feedback loop). The results of the model are very robust with re-
spect to the precise manner how this is implemented (Figure 7.14).

• ROP2 and ROP6 activation saturate at different, high auxin concentra-
tions. Supported by the recent findings (Xu et al., 2009), our simulations
reveal the importance of taking this observation into account. In fact, the
saturating action of auxin on ROP2 activation was found to be a necessary
condition to obtain interdigitation. We will discuss the implications and con-
sequences of this term below (see Figure 7.11).

Auxin transport

Auxin transport dynamics are modelled by considering fluxes over the PM (due
to the permeability at each position of the PM), as well as free diffusion of auxin
within the cells and in the cell wall. Each cell is capable of locally expressing
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PIN1, which adds at each PM position PIN1-mediated auxin efflux to the ‘back-
ground’ efflux. Auxin influx (i.e. auxin flux over the PM from the cell wall into
the cell) occurs with permeability rate Pin, which does not vary along the PM.
In the absence of PIN1 expression, an efflux leakage with permeability level Pbg
is present. High expression levels of PIN1 efflux carriers contribute to an en-
hanced efflux permeability at that location, determined by the parameter Ppin.
(See Table 7.2 for parameter values.) Besides the passage of auxin over the PM,
auxin also diffuses freely within the cells with a diffusion coefficient of Dc and
with a smaller diffusion coefficient within the cell wall (Dcw = Dc/15), as meas-
ured in (Kramer et al., 2007).

Free diffusion of auxin results in the flux

J = −D∇C , (7.7)

where C is the auxin concentration, and D the diffusion coefficient (either Dcw
within the cell wall, or Dc within the cytosol). Fluxes over the PM are described
in a general form by

J = PC , (7.8)

where P is the permeability rate (either Pin in the case of influx, or a combination
of Pbg and Ppin for efflux). More details on the implementation and numerical
resolution of the auxin dynamics can be found in Appendix 4.A. Our results are
robust in regard to the precise values of permeability rates and diffusion coeffi-
cients (data not shown).

ROP2 regulation of PIN1 localisation at the PM

PIN1 localisation is modulated as a function of local active ROP2 levels at the PM.
When considering auxin efflux, the basic flux description given in Eq. 7.8 should
thus be ROP2 dependent:

J = PbgC + PpinR2C , (7.9)

where R2 scales with an effective PIN1 localisation. Thus, when the active form
of ROP2 (R2) is not present at all, only the background efflux leakage (Pbg) of
auxin is present. As ROP2 concentrations rise – and considering that PIN1 loc-
alisation rises accordingly – the effect of efflux due to PIN1 localisation increases
linearly, reaching maximal values at the highest active ROP2 levels. Simulations
with this form of ROP2-mediated PIN1 localisation are shown in Figure 7.12C,D,
Figure 7.14. We have additionally explored alternative forms for the relation
between ROP2 activation and PIN localisation, such as

J = PbgC +

(
Ppin

R2
2

ρ2 + R2
2

)
C , (7.10)

which is the default form used throughout the main text. Eq. 7.10 is different
in the sense that sufficiently high values of ROP2 are required for PIN1 to be
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considerably localised. In all cases, the resulting ROP2 patterns in the two neigh-
bouring cells robustly interdigitate. This indicates that the novel mechanism of
cell-cell communication through non-canonical ROP activation by auxin is robust
in regard to how exactly PIN1 localisation through ROP2 expression takes place.

ROP2 and ROP6 activation by auxin: importance of asymmetrical saturation

When using Eq. 7.6 for the internal ROP dynamics of the two cells, the model was
not able to generate interdigitation (i.e. ROP2 in cell 1 did not become colocalised
with ROP6 in cell 2 at that same location). In fact, a “counterdigitation” mode
was obtained. When the saturation in the activation of ROP2 by auxin is taken
into account, as indicated by experimental evidence presented in (Xu et al., 2009),
interdigitation immediately occurs, over an astonishingly broad parameter space.
The equations used for ROP crosstalk in the case of interdigitation are

∂R2

∂t
=

1 +
C

(1 + C
σ2

)


(

1 + R2
γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

I2R2i − δ2R2 + Dm∆R2 , (7.11a)

∂R6

∂t
=

1 +
C(

1 + C
σ6

)
 1 + A

1 + R2
β2

I6R6i − δ6R6 + Dm∆R6 , (7.11b)

∂R2i
∂t

= −

1 +
C

(1 + C
σ2

)

 (1 + A)
(

1 + R2
γ2

)
1 + R2

γ2
+ R6

γ6

I2R2i + δ2R2 + Dmc∆R2 , (7.11c)

∂R6i
∂t

= −

1 +
C(

1 + C
σ6

)
 1 + A

1 + R2
β2

I6R6i + δ6R6 + Dmc∆R6 . (7.11d)

The first term of Eq. 7.11 is thus essential to get interdigitation, and it reflects
the fact that at high auxin concentrations, ROP2 activation is less strong than
ROP6 activation. Note, however, that for low auxin values activation of ROP2
and ROP6 are symmetric.
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7.B Supplementary Figures

Figure 7.5
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Figure 7.5: Principles of polarity establishment.
(A): Schematics showing how a homogeneous cell becomes polarised due to a
local fluctuation (here, a perturbation in the active form of a ROP). The figure
illustrates the importance of the different effective diffusion coefficients of the in-
active and active form. Note that when the region of high active ROP expression
spatially expands, the overall concentration of the inactive ROP drops, because
the total ROP levels (active plus inactive) are considered to be constant. Con-
sequently, at a given moment the inactive ROP form decreases to a level that
limits additional ROP activation, and the expansion of the active ROP domain
halts.

(B): Schematics of the setup used to analyse the intracellular stability of ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous distributions of ROP2 and ROP6, exploring the
fact that the effective diffusion coefficients of the active and inactive forms differ
greatly. As is indicated in (A), the concentration of the inactive forms varies only
marginally in space, but those of the active forms present large local differences.
Hence we reformulate the issue on polarity establishment by asking the ques-
tion as to what the consequences are of a local perturbation in the active form
of a ROP in the case that a cell is at a homogeneous equilibrium. We analyse
the limiting case of (i) very high diffusion coefficients of the inactive forms, which
means that within the local patch where the perturbation is applied, the concen-
trations of the inactive forms can be assumed to be equal to the concentrations
within the rest of the cell; and (ii) very low diffusion coefficients of the active forms,
which means that the concentrations of the active forms within the patch can be
uncoupled from the concentrations of the active forms within the rest of the cell.
Note that this analysis serves to determine an “invasion criteria”, i.e. to test if
a perturbation will bring forth polarisation, in the sense that a region of the cell
presents deviating levels of active ROPs, which are stable over time. The method
assumes that the patch is initially small enough, such that perturbations do not
affect the global ROP levels. Typically, a stable patch is expected to expand,
which does affect the global inactive ROP levels, bringing the expansion to a halt
(see A). This expansion of the initially small patch is explicitly not described within
the analysis on polarity establishment and numerical simulations are needed to
determine the eventual spatial configurations.
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Figure 7.6
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Figure 7.6: Bifurcation diagram of polarity establishment.
(A): Bifurcation diagram resulting from the analysis of the set of ODEs describing the case in which
the active and inactive ROPs within the cell would be well-mixed (Eq. 7.4). The top graph describes
the behaviour of active ROP2 and the bottom graph that of ROP6. The lines indicate the active
ROP2 and ROP6 equilibrium levels when the cell is in a homogeneous equilibrium, for different uni-
form auxin levels. Solid lines represent stable equilibria (i.e. upon small perturbations the system
returns back to the equilibrium); dashed lines represent unstable equilibria (i.e. upon small per-
turbations the system is driven away from the equilibrium). The stability is further illustrated by the
arrows, which indicate the change in ROP2 and ROP6 close to the equilibria. The blue and green
line represent an overall low and an overall high ROP2 level, respectively. The red line depicts an
unstable equilibrium, representing a saddle separating the green and blue branches. Thus, for low
auxin concentrations the cell presents only low active ROP2 levels, and for high auxin concentra-
tions only high active ROP2 levels. In an intermediate region, either one or the other is possible
(bistable state).

(B): Bifurcation diagram resulting from the analysis of the set of ODEs explicitly defined to
determine the establishment of polarity (Eq. 7.5), through the method described in Figure 7.5B. The
top graph describes the behaviour of active ROP2 and the bottom graph that of ROP6. Note that
ROP2 and ROP6 present complementary behaviours: for a certain auxin value, if ROP2 is at a
high local equilibrium, this will correspond to a low local equilibrium for ROP6, and vice versa, i.e.
both graphs describe presumptive ‘lobes’ and ‘indentations’ in an inverted manner. All regions with
different modes of behaviour are thereby shared between these graphs. The graphs are equal to
Figure 7.2A,B, except that we here further distinguish three subregions within region III, and use a
colour-coding to indicate which local equilibria correspond to which global equilibrium (as defined
in Eq. 7.5).

The thick lines depict the situation when the levels of ROP2 and ROP6 within the local patch
are equal to the levels of ROP2 and ROP6 in the rest of the cell. Since this situation is technically
equivalent to the homogeneous equilibria studied in (A), the thick lines simply represent (and cor-
respond to) the global equilibria depicted there. The thin lines, in contrast, describe deviating local
equilibria, i.e. deviating concentrations at a local patch, given that the rest of the cell remains at the
global, homogeneous level that is indicated by the thick line with the corresponding colour. Again,
solid lines represent stable equilibria, dashed lines unstable equilibria. Note that, while the lines
themselves are the same, the stability of the global equilibria represented by the thick lines deviates
from the stability of those shown in (A). This is because in (A) the stability was determined against
a global, homogeneous perturbation, whereas here we test stability against a perturbation within
a small, local patch. To indicate which global equilibrium corresponds to which local equilibria, we
colour-coded the lines. In region II the global equilibrium is stable (solid thick dark blue line), while a
patch can locally present high equilibrium ROP2 levels and low equilibrium ROP6 levels (solid thin
blue line), given that the homogeneous equilibrium is sufficiently perturbed (over the dashed thin
blue line). In region IIIA and IIIC the global equilibria are unstable (dashed thick dark blue line and
dashed thick dark green line, respectively). In both regions, the global unstable equilibrium can be
driven towards two different local equilibria when perturbed, indicated by the solid thin blue lines in
region IIIA and solid thin green lines in region IIIC. Thus, in these two regions, a patch along the
PM can be either present high active ROP2 levels (‘local lobe’) or high active ROP6 levels (‘local
indentation’).

Within region IIIB the global equilibrium is bistable. However, both branches are unstable
against any local perturbation, and consequently polarity establishes rapidly, independent of the
initial state. The local patches present slightly different ROP levels depending on the global ROP
levels along the rest of the PM (solid thin blue lines corresponding to the dashed thick dark blue line
and solid thin green lines corresponding to the dashed thick green line). However, the behaviour
in region IIIB is functionally similar to that of regions IIIA and IIIC in terms of pattern formation. (In
fact, the global bistability does affect the transient behaviour and time-scales of the dynamics, but
this is beyond the scope of this paper.)
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Figure 7.7: Single cell PDE simulations.
Spatially explicit simulations are used to corroborate the analysis on polarity es-
tablishment and to determine the dynamics and shapes of the established pat-
terns. In contrast with the mathematical analysis, we here use realistic diffusion
coefficients for the active and inactive forms of the ROPs, as given in Table 7.2.

(A): Schematic representation of 1D simulations, in which the contour of the
cell is imagined to be flattened out, in such a manner that it remains mathem-
atically circularly connected (wrapped boundary condition). In the simulations,
∆X=1 µm.

(B): 2D simulations are performed by using realistic cell shapes, in which
diffusion is limited to the area of the cell. Note that each position within
the cell’s area represents a volume element in which both upper and lower
PM, as well as the intermediate cytosol, are captured. Typical grid sizes are
∆X× ∆Y=0.25 µm×0.25 µm.
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Figure 7.8: Auxin-dependent lobe number changes with time.
To quantitatively access how overall, uniform auxin levels influence the number of
emerging ROP2 and ROP6 peaks (presumptive lobes and indentations), a series
of simulations were performed for different overall auxin values, in which lobe
formation was monitored over time. For each overall auxin concentration, five
independent simulations of a 1D PM strip were performed by altering the random
seed (changing the initial perturbation noise). In each simulation, a same initial
pulse of active ROP2 was applied as an initial condition, combined with a low
level of noise. Auxin values spanned six orders of magnitude (from 0 to 106 a.u.),
resulting in a total of 25,000 simulations. The graph shows the average value of
lobe numbers for each auxin value, by counting the number of ROP2 peaks. Each
curve indicates the distribution of auxin-dependent lobe number at different time
points.

The conclusions drawn from this analysis can be summarised as follows: (i)
There is a minimum auxin level required for polarisation; (ii) there is an optimal
auxin level that accounts for the highest number of lobes; (iii) over time, lobes
tend to merge when no other constraints (such as, for example, cell shape) are
present; (iv) the dynamics of the merging of ROP peak is also auxin dependent.
Hence, the resulting lobe-number distributions are modulated over time.
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Figure 7.9: Positive-feedback loop alone is insufficient to account for cell-
cell communication and polarisation.
When only considering the positive-feedback loop (by not taking into account the
ROP6/RIC1-dependent ROP2 inhibition), cells do not establish cell-cell commu-
nication, and perturbations in active ROP levels never lead to polarisation. In the
particular simulation depicted here, the system was initialised with noise. We per-
formed other simulations as well, in which the system was initialised with a ROP2
peak, with periodic interdigitating patterns or counterdigitating patterns, or with
peaks of auxin in the cell wall; in which many different levels of auxin were used;
in which the kinetic parameters were varied; and in which saturation in the activa-
tion of ROP2 and ROP6 by auxin was used. However, in all cases we consistently
find that cell-cell communication and cell polarisation do not emerge and can not
be maintained: the end-result is always a homogeneous distribution of ROPs in
both cells.
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Figure 7.10: The in silico pin1 mutant.
(A): Space-time plots (over a course of 4 h) of the establishment of polarity in
ROP6 and ROP2 (upper, bottom) in cell 1 and cell 2 (left, right), when running the
model depicted in Figure 7.4A, but without incorporating the positive-feedback
loop (ROP2 does not cause PIN1 expression). Because of the lack of PIN1 loc-
alisation, auxin concentrations in the cell wall do not vary over time. Note that
although both cells independently develop polarity, there is no spatial coordina-
tion between them.

(B): Concentration profiles of active and inactive forms ROP6 and ROP2 (up-
per, lower) along the PM of both cells (cell 1 in red, cell 2 in blue), after 3 days
and 20 hours. These graphs illustrate clearly the lack of coordination between the
two cell polarities. Results do not depend on saturation in activation of ROP2 and
ROP6 by auxin.
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Figure 7.11
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Figure 7.11: Counterdigitation is the stable outcome if ROP2 and ROP6 are
symmetrically activated by auxin in a linear fashion.
Two adjacent cells are simulated, which are only indirectly coupled to each other
through a shared auxin concentration within the cell wall. Two simulations are
shown here, with different initial conditions, but with the same underlying model:
ROP2 and ROP6 are activated by auxin in an unsaturated and symmetric manner.

(A): From a homogeneous distribution of ROPs, background fluctuations
cause formation of a jigsaw-polarity within the cells. Within one minute a coun-
terdigitating pattern is established. Although the cells robustly keep presenting
a counterdigitating pattern, the frequency of presumptive lobes and indentations
decreases over time.

(B): By initiating the cells in an interdigitating pattern, the simulations show
that within 2 h the pattern shifts into one in which the cells counterdigitate. Dur-
ing the shift the number of presumptive lobes and indentations drops. Once the
pattern is in a counterdigitating mode, the cells continue loosing peaks, until after
3 d 20 h a pattern is reached with a frequency comparable to (A).
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Figure 7.12
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Figure 7.12: Comparative analysis of the responses to a single initial ROP2
activity peak.
In Figure 7.8 we studied, for different auxin levels, the number of lobes that
emerge after a single initial perturbation in ROP2. Here, we compare the role
of the various model choices on lobe-number establishment by studying the de-
velopment of the pattern over time when auxin levels dynamically change as a
consequence of the established jigsaw-polarity. All simulations are initialised with
a single peak of active ROP2 in cell 1 at t=0.

(A): In the default setting, the initial lobe in cell 1 quickly brings forth an
ordered and periodic pattern of multiple ROP2 and ROP6 peaks in both cell 1
and cell 2, immediately in an interdigitating fashion. The number of presumptive
lobes remains stable over the course of days, as can be seen by the auxin levels
after 96 h. (Note that the number of auxin peaks in the cell wall is twice as large
as the number of presumptive lobes within a single cell, because each lobe in
the cell as well as each lobe in the opposite cell generates a peak of extracellular
auxin.)

(B): When auxin activates ROP2 and ROP6 in a linear and symmetric fash-
ion, the initial ROP2 peak very quickly causes the formation of multiple peaks.
However, as can be clearly seen in the ROP6 dynamics, these peaks merge with
each other, and within 2 h only a few presumptive lobes and indentations remain.
As expected, given the the symmetric activation of ROP2 and ROP6 by auxin, a
counterdigitating pattern forms between the cells. (Note that the number of auxin
peaks is now equal to the number of presumptive lobes, which are now facing
each other in the adjacent cells.) Interestingly, under these conditions, the sys-
tem tends to generate much fewer peaks than in (A), and over larger time periods
the number of presumptive lobes even diminishes further. The pattern is also not
as regular and periodic as the pattern in (A). In (A,B) the default PIN1 regulation
is being used, with sigmoidal dependency on ROP2 activity (Eq. 7.10).

(C): Incorporating the alternative, linear dependency of PIN1 localisation on
ROP2 (Eq. 7.9), we find almost the same pattern as in (A), the only difference
being a higher number of interdigitating ROP peaks. As in (A), the pattern is
strikingly periodic, regular and stable over time (as can be seen from the double-
frequency auxin pattern after 96 h).

(D): Likewise, incorporating into the settings of (B) the alternative dependency
of PIN1 localisation on ROP2 (Eq. 7.9), i.e. both assuming symmetric activation of
ROPs by auxin and PIN1 localisation being linear with ROP2 levels, we again, as
in (B), observe a counterdigitating pattern, irregular and unstable. Interestingly,
due to the linear dependency of auxin-mediated ROP activation, the initial and
final number of presumptive lobes becomes larger compared to (B), as was also
observed in (C) compared to (A).

The analysis clearly shows that whenever an interdigitating pattern is being
formed, it is much more robust and periodic, compared to counterdigitating pat-
terns. Besides, although the specific manner in which ROP2 regulates PIN1
localisation does not influence the qualitative outcome of interdigitation (nor of
counterdigitation), it does influence the expected number of lobes generated by
the system.
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Figure 7.13
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Figure 7.13: Auxin concentration peaks in the cell wall are insufficient to
explain interdigitation.
To illustrate that interdigitation patterns do not follow as a simple consequence
of peaks of auxin in the cell wall by themselves, we here perform simulations in
which we purposely maintain stable auxin patterns in the cell wall. These auxin
patterns do not change over time, because the auxin transport dynamics and dif-
fusion in the cell wall have been excluded from the model. Thus, cells can only
react to the auxin peaks (through the auxin-dependent ROP2 and ROP6 activ-
ation), but not influence them (lack of auxin dynamics, such as PIN1-mediated
efflux and auxin diffusion).

(A–B): In the first simulations, a single auxin peak is maintained in the cell
wall, as shown in the top-most panel. (A): When two initially unpolarised cells re-
act to the extracellular auxin peak (shown for ease to the right of the space-time
plots), each cell develops its independent internal jigsaw-polarity. The jigsaw-
polarity patterns within the cells are spatially dependent on the stable auxin con-
centrations within the cell wall, and share conserved features which are apparent
close to the auxin peak location, most pronouncedly the fact that at the location
of auxin peak both cells present a ROP6 peak. However, neither interdigitation
nor cell-cell coordination occurs. (B): To illustrate further that the auxin peak is
unable to cause interdigitation, we next initialised both cells in an interdigitated
state: the fixed single auxin peak causes the internal ROP dynamics of both cells
to shift to a spatial pattern of counterdigitation instead. Note that the parameters
used in these simulations normally lead to interdigitation, when ROP2-induced
PIN1 localisation is allowed to change the extracellular auxin concentrations.

(C–D): We then asked the question if a fixed sinusoidal pattern of extracellular
auxin, with exactly the same mean absolute value and variations as shown for
the interdigitated case in Figure 7.4E, would enable interdigitation. (C): When
initialising the system in an interdigitated state, four stable auxin peaks in the cell
wall cause both cells to pick up symmetrically the extracellular signal and shift
to counterdigitation. (D): Initially unpolarised cells develop jigsaw-polarity, and
guided by the stable high frequency peak pattern of auxin the cell wall, fail to
coordinate into interdigitation. In fact, given the many optimal ways (due to the
high frequency) in which ROP2 and ROP6 patterns can be positioned within one
cell to profit from the high fixed auxin levels, these cells not only fail to interdigitate,
but also do not present the same (counterdigitating) pattern.
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Figure 7.14
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Figure 7.14: Interdigitation is a robust model outcome, independent on how
PIN1 localisation through ROP2 is regulated.
(A): PIN1 localisation at the PM enhances auxin permeability at its location. The
resulting flux increases linearly with PIN1 localisation (Eq. 7.8). It is however un-
clear how the levels of active ROP2 correlate with the levels of PIN1 localisation.
Because we lack quantitative experimental data on this relationship, we have re-
peated all simulations in the paper using two different scenarios, and tested other
scenarios as well. The first one (used throughout the main text, and considered
to be the “default” case), assumes a sigmoidal relationship between active ROP2
levels and PIN1 localisation. Thus, the functional form of the efflux (J) is given by
Eq. 7.10, causing a variation in PIN1 localisation along the PM as shown in the
middle panel. This function results in a more focused, peak-like PIN1-localisation
pattern (compare the typical ROP2 distribution along the PM in the left panel
to the resulting, more focused PIN1 distribution in the middle panel). This as-
sumption yields interdigitation in a very robust manner, as was shown throughout
the main text. To ensure that interdigitation does not depend on this particular
assumption – for which we have no experimental evidence – we used an altern-
ative, more simple case, in which PIN1 localisation rises linearly with the levels
of active ROP2 (Eq. 7.9). This implies that even small active ROP2 amounts
will bring forth PIN1 localisation, such that the final PIN1 distribution will exactly
match that of ROP2 (compare left panel with right panel). Note that this function
generates a broader PIN1 distribution than case I (dotted green line), given the
same underlying ROP2 distribution.

(B): The linear ROP2-dependent PIN1 localisation also yields interdigitation.
Likewise, the auxin patterns exhibit qualitatively similar patterns as in the case
where a sigmoidal ROP2-PIN1 dependency was assumed (main text).

(C): Moreover, the linear ROP2-dependent PIN1 localisation also robustly
generates interdigitation as the unique stable outcome. This can be seen by
initialising the cells in a counterdigitated fashion. After a short time-scale, the
interdigitation pattern quickly emerges. Thus, we can conclude that, although we
do not know the precise kinetics and manner in which active ROP2 expression
is bringing forth PIN1 localisation at the PM (probably through complex interme-
diate cascades involving cytoskeleton structuring and exocytosis), the particular
manner of activation does not alter the robust outcome of interdigitation. In (B,C),
Eq. 7.9 is used instead of Eq. 7.10, and Ppin=30 µm/(s [conc.]), all other kinetics
and parameters are equal to the simulations in the main text.
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7.C Supplementary Tables

Table 7.1: Parameters used for ROP activation and crosstalk.
Parameter values used in all simulations. a.u.: arbitrary units; [conc.]: concentra-
tion scaled to mean (active plus inactive) ROP level within the cell.

symbol description units value simulations

A uniform auxin levels a.u. 0–45,000 Figure 7.2C–H, Figure 7.3,
Figure 7.8, Movie 7.1, Movie 7.2

I2, I6 basal activation rates s−1 0.01 all
δ2, δ6 deactivation rates s−1 0.25 all

γ6

ROP6 level for RIC1-mediated and
ROP2-independent half-max
inhibition of ROP2

[conc.] 0.001 all, except Figure 7.9

γ2

ROP2 level for RIC1-mediated
half-max inhibition of the
RIC1-mediated inhibition
of ROP2 by ROP6

[conc.] 0.03 all

β2
ROP2 level for half-max inhibition of
ROP6 [conc.] 0.01 all

Dm
diffusion coefficient of active
(membrane-bond) ROPs µm2/s 0.1 all

Dmc

diffusion coefficient of inactive
(combination of membrane and
cytosolic) ROPs

µm2/s 10 all
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Table 7.2: Parameters for cell-cell communication simulations.
Parameter values used in all simulations. a.u.: arbitrary units; [conc.]: concentra-
tion scaled to mean (active plus inactive) ROP level within the cell.

symbol description unit value simulations
∆t time step s (seconds) 0.1 all
∆x space step µm (microns) 1 all 1D simulations

0.25 all 2D simulations

A0
auxin levels in the cell wall
before PIN1 activation a.u. 300 all simulations involving

cell-cell communication

Dc
auxin diffusion coefficient
in cells µm2/s 600

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.13

Dcw
auxin diffusion coefficient
in the cell wall µm2/s 40

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.13

Pin auxin influx permeability µm/s 10
all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.13

Pbg
background auxin efflux
permeability µm/s 1

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.13

Ppin
auxin efflux permeability due to
high expression of PIN1 µm/s 20

all simulations involving PIN1
expression, except Figure 7.13;
however, in Figure 7.12C,D and
Figure 7.14B,C
Ppin=30 µm/(s [conc.])

ρ
ROP2 level for half-max
expression of PIN1 [conc.] 5

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.12C,D, Figure 7.13 and
Figure 7.14B,C

σ2
auxin level for half-max ROP2
activation (saturation term) a.u. 1000

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.9, Figure 7.10,
Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12B,D,
Movie 7.3, Movie 7.4, Movie 7.5

σ6
auxin level for half-max ROP6
activation (saturation term) a.u. 10,000

all simulations involving
cell-cell communication, except
Figure 7.9, Figure 7.10,
Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12B,D,
Movie 7.3, Movie 7.4, Movie 7.5
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7.D Supplementary Movies

Movie 7.1: Circular cell.
Internal ROP polarisation within a circular cell, in which low levels of noise induce
spatial patterns. The ROP dynamics stabilise in a spatial pattern forming only a
single presumptive lobe and indentation. Colours represent active ROP2 levels,
following the colour scheme introduced in Figure 7.2 of the main text. Scale bar:
25 µm.

Movie 7.2: PC-shaped cell.
Internal ROP polarisation within a jigsaw-shaped cell, in which low levels of
noise induce spatial patterns. The ROP dynamics are greatly influenced by the
curvature of the cell, and a final spatial pattern is spontaneously formed in which
high ROP2 levels concentrate in the lobe-shaped regions of the cell. ROP2 levels
are shown, following the colour scheme introduced in Figure 7.2 of the main text.
Scale bar: 50 µm.

Movie 7.3: No positive-feedback loop: in silico pin1 mutant.
Two neighbouring in silico pin1 mutant cells. In this simulation, PINs are not
being expressed (no positive-feedback loop), and thus, cell-cell coordination does
not occur. Images show active ROP2 and ROP6 levels for both cells (cell 1 on
top, cell 2 below), as well as auxin concentration within the cell wall. Cells have
300 µm interfaces.

Movie 7.4: Positive-feedback loop plus ROP crosstalk with linear ROP ac-
tivation: initial noise.
Two neighbouring cells polarising and counterdigitating due to low levels of noise.
Within each cell, besides the ROP crosstalk, the positive-feedback loop is in-
cluded. Due to their feedbacks, auxin in the intermediate cell wall varies, and
cell-cell communication takes place via each cell’s individual ROP network. Here,
ROP2 and ROP6 are activated by auxin in a linear and symmetric fashion, and
thereby a counterdigitating pattern emerges. Images show active ROP2 and
ROP6 levels for both cells (cell 1 on top, cell 2 below), as well as auxin con-
centration within the cell wall. Cells have 300 µm interfaces.
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Movie 7.5: Positive-feedback loop plus ROP crosstalk with linear ROP ac-
tivation: initial interdigitation.
Two neighbouring cells initiated in an interdigitated pattern. Due to low levels of
noise, the ROP patterns rearrange to form a counterdigitating pattern. This is be-
cause ROP2 and ROP6 are activated by auxin in a linear and symmetric fashion,
and counterdigitating patterns are therefore the only stable outcome. Cell-cell
communication is established as a consequence of the differential PIN1 localisa-
tion through ROP2, which brings forth auxin variations in the intermediate cell
wall. This can be seen through the images which show active ROP2 and ROP6
levels for both cells (cell 1 on top, cell 2 below), as well as auxin concentration
within the cell wall. Cells have 300 µm interfaces.

Movie 7.6: Positive-feedback loop plus ROP crosstalk with saturated ROP
activation: initial noise.
Two neighbouring cells polarising and interdigitating due to low levels of noise.
Within each cell, the active ROP2 levels bring forth PIN1 localisation. Due to this
feedback, auxin in the intermediate cell wall varies, and cell-cell communication
takes place indirectly through each cell’s independent ROP network. Here ROP2
and ROP6 are activated by auxin in a saturated and asymmetric fashion. Images
show active ROP2 and ROP6 levels for both cells (cell 1 on top, cell 2 below), as
well as auxin concentration within the cell wall. Cells have 300 µm interfaces.

Movie 7.7: Positive-feedback loop plus ROP crosstalk with saturated ROP
activation: initial counterdigitation.
Two neighbouring cells initiated in a counterdigitated pattern. Due to low levels
of noise, the ROP patterns rearrange to form an interdigitating pattern. This is
because ROP2 and ROP6 are activated by auxin in a saturated and asymmetric
fashion. Cell-cell communication is established as a consequence of the differ-
ential PIN1 localisation through ROP2, which brings forth auxin variations in the
intermediate cell wall. This can be seen through the images which show active
ROP2 and ROP6 levels for both cells (cell 1 on top, cell 2 below), as well as auxin
concentration within the cell wall. Cells have 300 µm interfaces.
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“We have not succeeded in answering all our problems. The an-
swers we have found only serve to raise a whole set of new questions.
In some ways we feel we are as confused as ever, but we believe we
are confused on a higher level and about more important things.”

Bernt Øksendal
(Norwegian mathematician, 1945)

“There is a theory which states that if ever for any reason anyone
discovers what exactly the Universe is for and why it is here it will
instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more bizarre
and inexplicable. There is another that states that this has already
happened.”

Douglas Adams
(English writer, 1952 –2001)



Chapter 8
Summarising Discussion

After arriving at the answer of an initial question, it often turns out that along the
way unexpected questions were implicitly formulated and concomitantly answer-
ed. And while pursuing different lines of research for seemingly unrelated prob-
lems, we frequently stumble upon the same phenomena again, although usually
somewhat in disguise. In the summarising discussion of this thesis I will both
look in retrospect to the work shown herein, identifying main principles that link
and encompass the different performed model studies, as well as discuss in which
directions these insights can further lead us to.

8.1 Cell shape and polarity

The concept of cell shape comes back in this thesis in many forms, linked to sev-
eral different processes. Throughout this study, cells emerge as the universal basic
regulatory units of morphogenetic events, or, more strongly, as the fundamental
computational unit of life. Consequently, cellular-based models, introduced in
Chapter 2, are essential to grasp some core processes in development, while also
permitting us to link these concepts back to experimental findings. I therefore
extensively discuss in Chapter 2 the need for cell-based models to explicitly take
the (often complex) shapes of cells into account, which is done – to different de-
grees and in different manners – throughout the whole thesis. In contrast, as re-
viewed in Chapter 3, many models on plant development focus on other aspects
or levels of organisation, in which cells are only implicitly represented, or not
represented at all. In fact, even cellular-based models typically do not allow for
(complex) shape descriptions. Here I discuss, using examples from this thesis,
the particular contribution of cellular-based modelling with explicit cell shapes
for developmental pattern formation.

Cell size and shape is beyond doubt one of the most distinguishing biolo-
gical outputs of experimental plant studies, and it is often used as a descriptive
tool to classify phenotypes. However, the influence that the shape of cells has on
particular phenomena is not easy to verify experimentally, because those effects
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are primarily linked to biophysical aspects of development, in which the bound-
ary conditions of the cells and their biomechanical interactions are important.
Consequently, to appreciate the implications of (changes in) cell shape multiscale
mathematical and computational exploration is called for, since standard experi-
mental techniques on their own, such as genetics, do not directly treat biophysical
aspects and the cell’s physical embedding. Besides, it is important to use spe-
cifically mathematical and computational descriptions that allow for analysing
regulatory feedbacks to the (modifications in) cell shape and back again. That is,
models that take (modifications in) cell shape explicitly into account.

Despite the complexity of studying the role of cell shape in plant develop-
ment, it is – to a certain extent – intuitively evident how it can be critical in many
ways: (i) the shape of cells and those of their surrounding cells determine the
extent to which two cells share a common cell wall, thereby defining which cells
most likely receive signals; (ii) the size and shape of a cell and its neighbouring
cells can strongly affect intracellular and intercellular dynamics; and (iii) modi-
fications in cell shape, due to growth, expansion and directed cell divisions, affect
the mechanics within the tissue and the eventual shape of the tissue itself.

8.1.1 Intracellular and intercellular gradients

Focusing on the cell, simulations in Chapter 4 revealed how the positioning of
cells within a tissue context and the localisation of auxin-transport facilitators
can explain the formation of a reflux-loop. To correctly describe PIN position-
ing along the plasma membrane (PM) trivially requires cellular-based modelling.
Nevertheless, earlier cellular-based models were not able to capture the reflux-
loop, because those models only described a single cell file or just a few cell files
within the root tissue (Goldsmith et al., 1981; Swarup et al., 2005; Likhoshvai et al.,
2007). The finding of the reflux-loop thus illustrates the importance of cellular-
based modelling within a tissue context. This is also illustrated by the fact that
extra requirements with respect to the cell polarity were found: not just polar
transport along the apical-basal axis is important for the tissue-scale auxin gradi-
ent, but also, and even more importantly, lateral transport along the radial axis.

Explicitly modelling the cell shape also brought another insight to light: in-
dividual cells develop internal auxin gradients (Figure 8.1). We found that these
‘gradients within a gradient’ in certain cases are orientated in opposing direc-
tions, and in other cases in the same direction. For example, while the tissue
gradient presents higher concentrations towards the distal end of the tissue (in
the basal direction of the cells), the highest intracellular concentrations within a
vascular cell are found apically (in the proximal direction of the tissue), while, in
contrast, the highest concentrations in an epidermal cell are found basally (in the
distal direction of the tissue).

The gradient established within a cell is a consequence of high auxin through-
put in the tissue, again due to the reflux-loop. In Chapter 5, running simulations
to question the ability of alternative gradient-generating mechanisms to guide
root development, I found that a source-decay mechanism coupled with apolar
auxin transport or a unidirectional transport mechanism cannot generate such
characteristic intracellular gradients (Figure 8.1). Again, the formation of intra-
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Figure 8.1: Intracellular auxin gradients.
When comparing the three different gradient-forming mechanisms that are dis-
cussed in Chapter 5, under the condition that the slope of the auxin gradient
through the root tissue is similar in all cases, differences show up with respect
to the intracellular gradients: only the reflux-loop, based on the particular distri-
bution of PINs as described in Chapter 4, is able to generate significant intra-
cellular gradients. The figure shows a cross-section through five cells within the
epidermal cell file.

cellular gradients results from the cellular characteristics within a tissue context,
since it is the pattern in efflux-carrier localisation over the tissue that allows for
the necessary constant presence of high auxin fluxes.

In Chapter 6 the intracellular gradients become more than a mere observable
by providing a link between the overall cellular auxin concentrations and cell
size. The basis of this link can be best understood by first only considering apical
or basal localisation of PINs, in which case the resulting intracellular auxin slope
is more or less linear. Consequently, the difference between the apical and basal
concentration at the extremities of the cell as well as the mean auxin concentration
increase more or less linearly with increasing cell length. This is again in contrast
to both the source-decay and the unidirectional transport mechanism, where due
to a lack of significant auxin fluxes through the tissue the mean concentrations
are independent of cell length. The link between mean auxin concentration and
cell length provided a first, mathematically intuitive, explanation why bending a
root, which increases cell sizes along the curve in a biased manner, could cause
an auxin increase along the outside of the bend to trigger lateral root formation.
However, computer simulations made clear that to capture fully the phenomenon
of lateral root initiation, i.e. how the cell-length effects are actually amplified,
multilevel effects related to the whole tissue layout have to be taken into account.
Again we stumbled on the importance of cell shape within a tissue context.

8.1.2 Increasing the realism of the cellular shapes

The cell shapes used in the models are highly simplified caricatures of real cells.
They are designed using the implicit assumption that cells are nothing but a box
of cytosol, without any internal structures. Moreover, they are two-dimensional
(2D) cells which are perfectly rectangular and organised in perfect cell rows and
cell files. These are strong simplifications, validity of which merits discussion.

Let us first discuss the issue of intracellular structures. While plant cells ma-
ture, they become largely occupied by vacuoles, which can occupy up to 98% of
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Figure 8.2: Subcellular structures.
Simulations in which subcellular structures such as vacuoles are added, assum-
ing they are impermeable to auxin. It shows that the tissue-scale morphogen
gradient does not significantly alter. However, the steepness of the intracellular
auxin gradient increases, which means that subcellular structures enhance rather
than diminish the patterning.

the internal cell volumes. Thus, auxin might not be able to diffuse that “freely”
within cells. I therefore performed simulations that include auxin-impermeable
vacuoles, to determine how important this simplification is. Interestingly, I found
that such structures actually enhance the intracellular auxin gradient, while the
formation of the overall intercellular gradient and the steepness of its slope re-
main consistent with the simulations without vacuoles (Figure 8.2). The fact that
the intracellular gradient becomes steeper (and the dependency of auxin concen-
trations on cell size thus enhanced) could have interesting implications, not only
for lateral root formation, but also, for example, for the role of internal gradients
within epidermal cells at the DZ in the generation of root hairs (Jones et al., 2002,
2009).

Second, also the rectangular shape can be firmly questioned. How would cor-
rectly positioned cells, with realistic shapes and complex neighbourhoods (as is
especially the case in the root tip) influence the gradient? To determine if the qual-
itative results of Chapters 4 to 6 are biased due to the usage of unrealistic, geomet-
rical cell shapes, I have repeated those simulations using a root template extracted
from confocal images (Figure 8.3A). (It includes simulations in which the realistic
root layout has been mathematically bent.) From these preliminary results it be-
comes apparent that the underlying principles of the auxin morphogen gradient
establishment in the root are preserved within a more realistic tissue topology.
Despite this ‘conservation of principles’, the realistic cell shapes do modulate cer-
tain aspects of the auxin distributions: when comparing the auxin profiles that
were found in the geometrical ‘minimal’ root model to the ones found in simu-
lations of roots with realistic cell geometries, dramatic differences on the level of
individual cells can be observed, especially at the root cap.
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Figure 8.3: Confocal-image-based in silico tissue layout.
(A): 2D simulation using a simplified root layout with rectangular cells. (B): 2D
simulation using a realistic root layout, showing that the overall gradient prop-
erties are conserved, while differences at the resolution of the individual cells
do occur (specifically, note the differences within the root cap). The simulation
uses a mirrored confocal-image-based 2D cellular outline and cell-shape-based
polarities. (C–D): Quasi-3D simulations are able to generate concentrations per
volume, potentially allowing for a direct comparison with auxin measurements,
but also presents a number of differences compared to the 2D simulations. For
the quasi-3D simulations a radial symmetry is assumed and the equations for the
auxin dynamics are numerically solved using cylindrical coordinates. (A–C) Auxin
profiles on a relative scale, indicated by the colour bar. (D) Left: log auxin profile,
indicated by the colour bar; Right: 3D projection of the log auxin profile under
different angles.

Finally, to increase further the realism of the modelling, full three dimensional
(3D) simulations would be a natural next step. 3D simulations would not only
be useful to investigate the full influence of cell shape on the auxin patterning
within the tissue, but would also be instrumental to be able to calibrate quant-
itatively auxin concentrations. Whereas 2D simulations yield auxin concentra-
tions in arbitrary units, which can indicate fundamental characteristics of auxin
distributions and provide some knowledge on the relative concentration differ-
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ences between different cells, these arbitrary units cannot be easily calibrated to
measured values in experiments (e.g. using mass spectrometry Ljung et al., 2005;
Petersson et al., 2009). To bridge this gap between models and measurements,
the problem of dimensionality (2D models versus the 3D nature of experimental
measurements) needs to be resolved. In Figure 8.3B I show an initial step that
I made in this direction, by assuming rotational symmetry in the root structure,
which allows for performing quasi-3D simulations, thereby obtaining reasonable
estimates for total root auxin content (or, for example, for content within specific
regions or cell types). Also the quasi-3D simulations reveal an auxin maximum
at the QC and a logarithmic auxin gradient (Figure 8.3B). However, a more de-
tailed comparison between 2D and 3D simulations shows that the expected re-
lative concentrations become quite different: the quasi-3D simulations present
much higher auxin concentrations within the central tissue. Whereas in 2D sim-
ulations cell files of the same width have the same area, in quasi-3D simulations
the volume contained in the outermost cell files is far greater (for example, there
is more volume taken up by epidermal cells than by pericycle cells, simply due to
the fact that a larger ring is needed to circumvent a cylinder with a larger radius).
Due to simple dilution considerations as well as geometric effects of lateral PIN
expression, auxin accumulates to higher concentrations in the vascular cylinder.
Again, particular aspects of the cellular auxin levels clearly change. Specifically, a
striking drop in auxin concentrations can be noticed within the root cap, with the
maximum becoming even more focalised to the few cells of the stem cell niche.

The take-home message here is that a ‘minimal model’ can be the most illus-
trative to help understand the principles of a complex developmental problem,
but that obtained insights gain support when after introduction of additional at-
tributes the basic mechanisms still hold. On the other side, using the more com-
plex, quasi-3D realistic-layout models discussed above it will become feasible to
make more quantitative predictions on auxin content. So how to find the golden
balance indicated by Einstein, “one has to make everything as simple as possible,
but not simpler”, in biology? In Chapter 5 variants of auxin gradient-generating
mechanisms were discussed that were simpler than our ‘minimal model’, show-
ing that those models were not able to capture the richness regarding pattern
formation, robustness and time-scales. In this sense, comparison of models from
too simple to very complex allows us to identify the core of the universal prin-
ciples at hand, but also to analyse what additional features – even if they are ‘only’
quantitative – can be captured by increasing the level of contextual detail. Further
along this line, I foresee realistic full 3D simulations to increase greatly the ability
of making quantitative predictions, while simultaneously allowing to find new
qualitative insights linked to pattern formation, as for example the root’s angular
organisation of the bilateral break of symmetry.

8.1.3 Biophysics of cell shape changes

To explore the ability of auxin gradients to remain instructive and quasi-stable
during the growth of the root, in Chapter 4 a model was developed that de-
scribes cell growth and expansion and mitosis, all depending on the intracel-
lular auxin concentration using relatively simple, laterally confined cell shapes.
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Already this basic and incomplete description of cell shape changes brought forth
insights and understanding of a number of experimentally observed phenomena.
In short, it was shown that the dynamic interaction between the auxin gradient
and the growing root tissue constitutes an important source for the regulation of
the transfer of positional information over time. In the model, growth and expan-
sion were implemented without restrictions on neighbourhood changes between
cells of different cell files. Given that the ‘sliding of plant cells’ is a worse-case-
scenario for testing the influence of tissue growth on disrupting the auxin distri-
butions, it was, for the question posed there, an acceptable – and even illustrative
– approximation.

However, correctly capturing the physical mechanisms of the shape changes
and growth of plant cells within a tissue is a dauntingly challenging task. As
discussed in Chapter 1, although the ‘expansive fronts’ of animal and plant cells
share conserved features regarding cytoskeletal organisation and regulatory sig-
nals, the physical reality imposed through the cell wall strongly diverges their
mechanisms of growth. While mobile cells move around through force-biased
fluctuations of their PM, being able to change shapes in a very dynamical fashion
(as reviewed in Chapter 2), plant cells expand through turgor pressures and a
highly complex release of stresses within the cell wall (as reviewed in Chapter 3).
This means that for plant cells not only the intracellular cytoskeletal properties
have to be addressed, which organise the delivery of vesicles containing cell wall
modifiers to the PM, but also the properties and changes of the highly complex
cell wall structure.

Chapter 2 showed that instead of using an in-depth description of polarity
regulation and cytoskeleton dynamics, a caricature of persistent cell motion could
be derived by means of the introduction of a persistency term in the Hamiltonian
of the model. This tuned out to be sufficient to capture the essence of cell motil-
ity relevant for multicellular modelling studies (Beltman et al., 2007b,a), while
concurrently throwing away a huge amount of (experimentally relevant) detail.
In line with this approach, I think that an optimal strategy for modelling plant
tissues would be to develop side-by-side both a more detailed and a more carica-
tural description of plant cell dynamics, allowing to compare and contrast those
methods. Some preliminary ideas on how to develop a caricatural description
of developing plant tissue came about during this research, by realising how the
distinction between animal and plant cell shape changes reflects on their tissue
properties. In most embryonic animal tissues repositioning of cells (so-called T1
transitions) regularly take place, and animal tissues are therefore able (to a cer-
tain extent) to relax to applied strains (Marmottant et al., 2008). However, in plant
tissue cells are more restricted to their neighbours, and are generally not able to
rearrange under the action of externally or internally applied forces. Interest-
ingly, this key element of plant tissue can straightforwardly be captured through
Cellular Potts Model (CPM) simulations in which T1 transitions are prohibited.
As a consequence, applying external forces to a tissue segment in which the T1
transitions are excluded directly translates into cell shape changes, as this is the
only manner to respond.
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8.1.4 Cell shape feeds back on the intracellular dynamics

How is cell shape being regulated, and how does its regulation influence or reflect
on development? This issue was reformulated in Chapter 2 and 7, by questioning
how cell shape changes come about through the action of internal biochemistry
and external forces on the cell. Using the keratocyte motion as a paradigm sys-
tem, which we modelled by taking into account the actual biophysical effects of
Cdc42- and Rac-mediated actin dynamics and Rho-mediated myosin contraction,
we found in silico cell shape changes that are experimentally observed (Marée
et al., 2006). For the dynamics of pavement cells (PCs) presented in Chapter 7,
such a detailed description of the interactions between biochemistry and bio-
physics is still lacking; jigsaw-polarity was analysed on the level of the chemical
distributions (ROPs and auxin) only. However, running simulations of spatial
ROP dynamics within the context of PCs with different shapes – round cells and
cells in the form of jigsaw-pieces – revealed that the intracellular patterns responsible
for the changes in cell shape are also affected by the resulting cell shape itself, causing an
auto-stabilisation of the pattern. Using static cell shapes for the PC study made it
straightforward to determine the strength of the feedback of shape on intracellu-
lar dynamics. This insight also suggests that a rich set of extra properties might
arise by including dynamic feedbacks between shape and biochemistry.

The study on bending roots in Chapter 6 shows that the effects of feedbacks
between shape and biochemistry are not necessarily only quantitative. Bend-
ing a root in an appropriate tissue region triggers self-reinforcing changes in the
auxin transport that lead to lateral root initiation: The changes in relative shapes
along induced root curves are sufficient to trigger downstream amplification pro-
cesses, which through a winner-take-all mechanism involving AUX1 expression
and competition for auxin, specify certain pericycle cells to form a very high local
auxin maximum. In a recent review by Bao (2009), it was highlighted how the
system we found thus constitutes a regulatory switch that works independently
of direct enzyme action, a conceptually powerful example how epigenetic de-
velopmental shifts can be made. Interestingly, to capture such a feedback, our
model simply considered the geometrical changes that occur on the cellular level
when tissues are distorted. The mechanical changes that occur during such a
process were not taken into account, and again the modelling showed in a proof-
of-principle manner, that already the cell shapes themselves were sufficient. Nev-
ertheless, we consider that mechanotransduction could concomitantly also play
an important role (Ditengou et al., 2008; Hamant et al., 2008), and deserves further
investigation.

8.2 Cell-cell communication

The models presented within this thesis assume only cell-autonomous regula-
tion and exclude the ability for cells to measure auxin fluxes. For example, the
description in Chapter 4 of auxin-dependent cell growth and expansion and mi-
tosis (given through a single governing equation, equal for all cells in the root),
results in properties of root growth due to the responses of cells to their own
mean auxin concentration. Likewise, in Chapter 6 the upregulation of AUX1 in
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the DZ, necessary for coordinating lateral root positioning and initiation, solely
comes forth due to auxin-regulated AUX1 expression, for which only the mean
auxin concentration within each individual cell is used (which should approxim-
ately correspond to the value at the centre of the cell). The motivation underlying
these assumptions is that the information contained within a cell (i.e. auxin) is
directly accessible for the cell, while auxin fluxes or concentrations within other
cells would only be able to exert an effect in an indirect, unexplained fashion.
One of the main advantages of using multilevel computational models for study-
ing development is that it enables us to study, in a proof-of-principle manner,
if and how non-local regulation and communication can emerge from known
(sub)cellular processes. Moreover, we have shown that tissue context by itself
can provide enough information that can be ‘picked up’, and thus often a priori
assumptions on different cell behaviours are not needed (e.g. in Chapter 6, all
cells regulate AUX1 in the same manner, yet only the pericycle cells upregulate it
to very high levels). Thus, contrary to many other modelling efforts, multicellu-
lar coordination should be the (often counterintuitive) output of a model, not an
unexplained input.

An example of how cells can communicate over a larger tissue region is ana-
lysed in Chapter 6. In this chapter we found that higher-level information is
transduced down to the level of individual cells by the successive interactions
among cells through which the auxin flows. This can be clearly seen by the fact
that the degree to which a root is bent is as influential in triggering lateral root
initiation as the extension over which a root is bent: While curvature by itself has
direct consequences on the cell shape increase, the extent of the curve does not. In
other words, two roots with same curvature generate individual cell shapes that
are indistinguishable from one another. In first instance cells that have the same
shape gain auxin in a similar, cell-dependent, fashion. However, due to the co-
operative interactions between all cells in the bent region, the extent of the bend
is transduced to all cells in a cell-cell communicative fashion, such that auxin con-
centrations continue rising, to increasingly higher levels when the bent region is
longer.

8.2.1 Emergence of coordinated cell polarity

Taken together, all chapters in Part II of this thesis have shown that cell polarity
control is in the spotlight of plant morphogenesis, being essential for the distri-
bution of auxin carriers along the PM, the basis of multicellular coordination in
plants. The logical question to ask further is: why are the PINs located where
they are? And how do the cells communicate their polarities with neighbouring
cells, such that organised patterns at the tissue scale can arise?

Trying to answer this question is like staring at a highly entangled picture of
auxin-dependent coordination of cell and tissue polarity (Figure 8.4): The asym-
metric positioning of auxin transport carriers along the PM, distributed over the
tissue in a coordinated manner, results in organised auxin transport through the
tissue (Chapter 4). At the same time, the combined establishment of inter- and
intracellular gradients and tissue-level flux patterns, caused by the structured
auxin transport (Chapters 4 to 6), can not only serve to convey positional inform-
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Figure 8.4: Drawing hands.
Escher’s sketch “Drawing hands” is used in “The art of genes” (Coen, 1999)
to portray the self-organising nature of development. The relationship between
auxin and PIN localisation in pattern establishment can be captured through this
image as well: ‘on the one hand’, PINs are responsible for auxin concentration
and flux patterns, while ‘on the other hand’ auxin patterns influence the PINs.
This thesis tries to step into this circular relationship by analysing the mediating
action of additional levels and the physical embedding of the hand-drawing-hand
feedbacks.

ation but could also steer cell polarity and organised tissue growth. In short, one
would like to state that cell polarity induces tissue polarity and vice versa. The
chicken-and-egg problem of how to start up initially cell polarity and tissue-scale
directed fluxes could be cracked by introducing a third level of biological control,
the ROPs (Chapter 7).

Heuristic models for the tissue organisation of auxin transport like the ones
reviewed in Chapter 3 propose feedbacks on the auxin transport mechanism to
explain the dynamical localisation of auxin carriers such as PINs. These kind of
models (such as ‘with-the-flux’ and ‘up-the-gradient’) are conceptually powerful,
and indicate diverse manners by which PINs could act on themselves through the
very substance they are effluxing, i.e. auxin. When these ideas are implemented
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within simulation models, either auxin fluxes through cells or auxin concentra-
tions of neighbouring cells are typically used to regulate the direction and amount
of PIN localisation (Mitchison et al., 1981; Jönsson et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006;
Bayer et al., 2009). In biological terms, this would require a direct or indirect way
for cells to be able to either ‘measure’ auxin fluxes or, in some (indirect) manner,
measure (and compare) the amount of auxin within neighbouring cells. Molecu-
lar pathways that could account for such kinds of auxin sensing are unknown to
date.

With the discovery of the important role of the non-canonical pathway in-
volving auxin binding protein ABP1 in plant polarity regulation, implicated in
sensing auxin at the PM, the door was opened to unravel how auxin signalling
can generate coordinated polarisation through cell-autonomous processes. Sup-
ported by molecular findings, in Chapter 7 we analysed the polarity establish-
ment and interdigitation of PCs. Simulations that integrate the molecular know-
ledge on how auxin activates both ROP2 and ROP6 show that an unpolarised cell
can spontaneously form multiple regions of either high ROP2 or high ROP6 as
auxin increases (Figure 8.5). While regions of high ROP2 lead to the formation
of lobes, regions of high ROP6 lead to indentations, together organising jigsaw-
shaped cells. This means that neither the chicken nor the egg is necessary, as a
polar pattern emerges through a global, spatially homogeneous signal. Thus, in-
tracellular polarity can form spontaneously. Importantly, this study showed that
PIN localisation due to the intracellular polarity and the ensuing modification
in auxin transport leads to a self-organising patterning in intercellular polarity.
Moreover, because PIN localisation at the PM coincides with exclusion of PIN
localisation along the opposite PM in the next cell, directed auxin flux from one
cell to the next is being generated.

An important result from the study is that although auxin directly and loc-
ally activates molecules that are responsible for polarisation, auxin does not dir-
ectly control the coordinated polarisation of PCs. To clarify, simply fixating in
the cell wall the auxin pattern as established after interdigitation causes the cells
to shift from an interdigitated pattern to a more-or-less counterdigitated one. So
it is the dynamical change in auxin – due its diffusion and its effect on PIN ef-
flux – which allows interdigitation to come forth as the only possible and stable
outcome. Alternatively, allowing for auxin dynamics and auxin signalling to es-
tablish a PIN1→auxin→ROP2/6→PIN1 positive-feedback loop, but without the
ROP crosstalk, also proves insufficient to establish interdigitation. Therefore, it
is the triple alliance between auxin-activated ROP-dynamics, ROP-activated PIN
dynamics, and PIN-regulated auxin dynamics, that generates the coordinated cell
polarity and directed auxin fluxes. This is an example of how cell communication
comes about through intracellular mechanisms, in a self-organising and biochem-
ically substantiated fashion.

The study on PCs conveys two important messages. First, because the insights
were obtained by explicitly acknowledging the involved key molecular players
and their known interactions, a very different mechanism was found to underlie
the phenomena than could have been easily formulated at forehand in a heur-
istic, abstract fashion. Secondly, the cell-cell communication occurs through the
interaction of multiple levels. Without using a multilevel modelling approach,
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Figure 8.5: Auxin-induced polarity: breaking symmetry.
Space-time plots of the distribution of active ROP2 and ROP6 (left, right) along the
PM (horizontal axis) of a individual PC. When the overall auxin level is slowly in-
creased in time (along the vertical axis), while a constant rate of background noise
is applied, jigsaw-polarity patterning along the PM suddenly emerges when auxin
levels have become sufficiently high. While some background noise is required to
push the cell out of its (at sufficiently high auxin levels) unstable equilibrium, the
contribution of noise to the pattern becomes negligible once the jigsaw-polarity
has established itself.

with auxin being the glue between the levels, the mechanisms could not have
been unravelled.
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Figure 8.6: Transport Kinetics. Transport saturation of PIN activity, Ppin, fol-
lowing a Michaelis-Menten saturated term, Ppin(c) = p

1+ c
β

, where p is the initial,

unsaturated permeability rate, c the auxin concentration, and β the auxin con-
centration at which permeability is half-maximum. Surprisingly, for a broad range
of parameter values of β, the gradient is only marginally affected. Note that for
β = 100 a.u., the highest auxin values within the gradient are 350 times higher
than the transport saturation constant. In the case of saturated transport, the
general principle about the ratio of apical/lateral PIN efficiency determining the
steepness of the slope is still valid. Although auxin concentrations do vary within
a cell, this variation is not nearly as large as the auxin differences found over an
organ, such that effect of the saturation for the lateral PINs and the apical/basal
PINs is approximately the same. Thus, once the location and orientation of PIN
expression is determined, the predicted morphogen gradient becomes robust to-
wards non-linear dependencies of permeability with respect to auxin concentra-
tions.

8.3 Reflux-loop

One of the main discoveries within this thesis is the revelation of the reflux-loop
as the guiding mechanism of root growth. Surprisingly, the reflux-loop presen-
ted only a few very basic requirements on cell polarity and tissue structure for a
highly robust functional auxin maximum and gradient (Chapters 4 and 5). That is
to say, while changes in biophysical parameters such as diffusion of permeability
have little to no effect on the characteristics of the steady state auxin distribu-
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Figure 8.7: Reflux-loop and de novo reflux-loop.
Comparison between the reflux-loop that was discovered to organise the auxin
maximum and gradient at the root tip, and the de novo reflux-loop that was found
to emerge due to root bending, causing the initial rise of auxin in the pericycle
cells that eventually triggers lateral root formation.

tion, regulation of the gradient is mediated by cell polarity, because the smallest
changes in the apical/basal versus lateral ratio in PIN localisation dramatically
changes the characteristics of the gradient. By comparing the reflux-loop with
other gradient-forming mechanisms (Chapter 5), it became clear that its strength
lies in the fact that the mechanism is highly dynamical: the apparently very stable
gradient is maintained by a huge throughput of auxin. Consequently, the pattern
is rapidly established and responds fast to modifications, for example growth or
laser ablation, but at the same time the pattern is stable for weeks, e.g. after root
cut. Likewise, I expect that fast gravitropic responses also require the reflux-loop:
Modifying the left-right symmetry of the auxin flux by means of modifications
in PIN localisation within the root cap would have a direct impact on the auxin
patterning. On the short term, an increased flux along one side of the root would
cause less expansion at this side, due to, along this side, a local extension of the
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Figure 8.8: Auxin patterns in model embryos.
Auxin distributions resulting from computer simulations based on embryo layout
and known PIN expression during embryogenesis. Such simulations may help
provide clues for the specification mechanisms of the different embryonic primor-
dia. However, how cell polarity becomes organised to determine the required PIN
organisation resulting in these patterns is not yet known.

MZ and reduction of the EZ, and inverse behaviour on the other side. How-
ever, at a longer time-scale, on which cell division and differentiation takes place,
increased cell production due to the extension of the MZ would cause more ex-
pansion at this side. Such a combination of less growth on the short time-scale
and more growth on longer time-scales might also be underlying the wavy beha-
viour that roots typically present (Swarup et al., 2005; Wagner, 2007b; Moulia &
Fournier, 2009).

8.3.1 Reflux-loop under saturable PIN activities

Within this thesis we have opted to model auxin transport, diffusion and decay
solely using linear terms. Not considering any saturating effects on for example
transport rates (permeability strength of expressed PINs) avoids introducing ad
hoc parameters in the model. At the moment, reasonable saturation constants
cannot be used, because quantitative measurements of PIN-mediated permeab-
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Figure 8.9: Schematics of the non-picturable tissue level control on lateral
root initiation.
The initial stimulus – the curvature effects of a bent root – leads to the increase
of auxin in the region of the bend, most significantly towards the outside, while
simultaneously diminishing auxin levels distal to the bend (red). Auxin-mediated
AUX1 expression leads to the rise of AUX1 expression in the curved region, which
greatly increases the auxin bias towards the outside of the bend, by both captur-
ing auxin from the inner cell files and focusing the de novo auxin maxima to the
pericycle cells of the outer curve (blue). The decrease of auxin distal to the curve
suggest that auxin-mediated PIN3,7 expression might induce the characteristic
fade and depolarisation of PINs in this region, which leads to the specification of
a single cell at the bend to become the lateral root primordium, thereby effect-
ively causing lateral inhibition (green). All these processes occur on overlapping
space- and time-scales. Given that these processes occur simultaneously in over-
lapping time- and space-scales, this schematic picture should be regarded with
caution, as it cannot convey the spatially and temporally interlocked nature of the
events.
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ility rates in vivo are lacking and the precise absolute auxin concentration values
within the root are still unknown. Such knowledge is impertinent to construct
even a rough representation of how absolute auxin concentrations could modify
the permeability rates. Additionally, although concentration dependency of PIN-
meditated permeability has been inferred (Petrášek et al., 2006), not even suffi-
cient qualitative information is available to be able to start writing down with any
confidence a functional relationship to build a non-linear permeability model.

However, the impact of our ignorance can be studied, by analysing the pos-
sible effects of saturation in the permeability on the reflux mechanism in the root
and the establishment of the auxin maximum and gradient. One might ima-
gine that when rate-limiting effects are considered, the spatial auxin distribu-
tions could strongly contrast those resulting from the linear model, given the
huge differences in auxin concentration over the root. Surprisingly, preliminary
simulations (Figure 8.6) show that this is absolutely not the case: even when the
saturation occurs at auxin values that are much lower than the auxin maximum,
the slope and maximum are marginally affected.

The observation that saturation in the PIN-mediated auxin efflux does not
greatly influence the steady state pattern is in fact in full agreement with the in-
sight obtained through the parameter robustness analysis in Chapters 4 and 5,
that it is basically the balance between apical-basal and lateral PIN localisation
which determines the steepness of the gradient. Consequently, the system is not
only robust to changes in the overall permeability rate, but also when permeab-
ility varies between regions with high and low auxin values, the auxin patterns
that are being formed hardly differ. We have to note, however, that in the case
of saturated transport kinetics, the effective permeability rate at very high auxin
concentrations can drop so much that this starts to have a strong impact on the
time-scale of auxin transport and pattern formation, severely limiting the auxin
flux within the region around the maximum. These time-scales are for example
important for the reestablishment of the auxin maximum after QC ablation.

8.3.2 Lateral reflux-loops

Although it initially seemed that the reflux-loop was directly coded for through
the strict PIN distribution network at the root meristem (Chapter 4), upon bend-
ing the in silico root at the DZ, the emergence of a similar reflux-loop was found
within an alternative PIN-localisation network (Figure 8.7). When the root is
bent, the auxin fluxes are destabilised, initially triggered by the differences in
cell length over the width of the root at the location of the curve, but then ampli-
fied due to an auxin flow from the vascular, basal-orientated flux into the apical
flux through the external cell files, and then back again, forming a reflux-loop
localised at the curvature. This reflux pattern resembles the patterns found in the
mature root meristem, and again is able to generate an auxin maximum at the
junction of the opposing main streams of auxin flow (i.e. at the pericycle cell that
will form the future QC of the lateral root). It is fascinating to speculate that such
emergent patterns on the tissue level instructively mediate reorientation of cell
polarities and hence modify PIN localisation, yet another bootstrapping of cell
polarity and PIN localisation.
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The reflux-loop in a more abstract form can serve as a powerful search-image
for other unrelated phenomena of pattern formation occurring in the plant. For
example, in the next section I will present some indications that in embryonic
structures it might be playing an important role. But even outside the realm of
plant development reflux patterns might provide functional mechanisms, as sug-
gested by a recent paper on prebiotic biochemistry (Baaske et al., 2007), which is
yet another incorporation of the same mechanism.

8.3.3 Embryogenesis and the first reflux-loop

There are indications that something like a reflux-loop might already be estab-
lished during embryogenesis. The initial axis formation of the embryo already
involves auxin (Bai et al., 2000; Weijers et al., 2005; De Smet & Jürgens, 2007; Nawy
et al., 2008; Vanneste & Friml, 2009), which suggests that very early during devel-
opment a polar auxin transport network is required (by means of asymmetric
localisations of PINs and AUX1) to form an auxin distribution that elicits the cor-
rect auxin-dependent gene-regulatory responses (Scheres et al., 1994; Willemsen
et al., 1998; Willemsen & Scheres, 2004; Jenik & Barton, 2005). Indeed, PIN loc-
alisation is coordinated from the first step of embryogenesis onwards, because
when the zygote divides asymmetrically, two daughter cells with different cell
fate are formed, with the basal cell already presenting PIN localisation, namely
PIN7 localised at its apical end, while the apical cell expresses PIN1 in a non-
polar fashion (Friml et al., 2003; De Smet & Jürgens, 2007). The apical cell gives
rise to a great part of the embryo (including the shoot), while the basal cell pro-
duces the hypothesis, which will initiate the root meristem (Leyser & Day, 2003).
However, after few cell divisions the PINs reorientate, forming a whole-embryo
PIN distribution that is able to generate characteristic auxin distributions : both
DR5-reporter assays (Benková et al., 2003; Weijers et al., 2005) and preliminary 2D
simulations (Figure 8.8) show the formation of a strong auxin maximum at the
root primordium of the developing embryo, while two less stable and weaker
maxima are formed at the cotyledon primordia.

To understand how the maxima unleash differential specification of shoot
versus root primary meristems, and why PINs distinctly distribute and reorient-
ate in characteristic, seemingly orchestrated manners, will require an advanced
multilevel approach that is also able to analyse gene regulatory networks and
takes into account the transcription factor targets for cell growth and polarity, to
understand the events that lead to a commitment of a tissue to form either a root
or a shoot, as well as the origin of polarity within each cell. Indeed, it seems that
every single aspect of development touched within this thesis can be seen coming
back in the embryo. Also ROPs, so important for the development of the PCs, as
discussed in Chapter 7, are known to be essential for polarity establishment dur-
ing embryogenesis, since up- or down-regulating their activity induces defective
embryonic development (Li et al., 2001).
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8.4 Space scales

Multilevel modelling is rooted in the possibility to describe phenomena over dif-
ferent space-scales. Within this thesis, patterns on a wide range of space-scales
have been found to be important: auxin patterns in the cell wall between neigh-
bouring cells mediates cell-cell communication (Chapter 7); auxin patterns within
cells makes it possible to pick-up tissue-level changes (Chapter 6); high auxin
concentrations focused in a group of a few cells are important in maintaining the
root’s stem cell niche (Chapter 4); auxin patterns on the level of the tissue are ne-
cessary to specify and determine tissue regions (Chapters 4 and 5). Importantly,
all these phenomena would not have been captured if the different space-scales
were separated. The issue of space-scales is of such a great importance, that even
concepts such as diffusion and permeability are completely defined by it: neither
can be correctly described if cells do not posses an internal structure or if cell
membranes are not explicitly defined (Kramer, 2008).

The case-study I wish to bring to the foreground in the light of space-scales, is
the boundary establishment between the MZ and EZ. In Chapter 4 I developed a
general rule for auxin-regulated cell growth and expansion and mitosis. I found
that in simulations of a growing root after a couple of days a sharp boundary
forms between an emerging MZ, characterised by small cells and rapid divisions,
and an emerging EZ, characterised by few divisions and rapid expansions. A
comparable sharp boundary is typically found in experiments. The reason that
the cells, which in the course of time displace to positions increasingly further
away from the quiescent centre (QC), undergo such a sudden regulatory switch
is twofold. First, the combination of the very fast auxin flux through the cells and
the mechanism of the reflux-loop makes it possible for the auxin maximum and
gradient to ‘keep up’ with the growing root, which can grow with a speed up to
2 cm/day (Chapter 4 and more in Chapter 5). Secondly, when the MZ is starting
to become larger due to the constant auxin influx from the shoot, the growth
rate of the root increases. Concurrently, also the velocity increases by which the
distance between cells and the auxin maximum (QC) becomes larger. Due to
their relative speed with respect to the auxin gradient, cells thus experience a
very rapid intracellular transition in auxin concentration – a transition steeper
than the slope of the gradient itself. Thus, it is the change in cell positioning
over relatively short time intervals which keeps the spatial boundary so crisply
defined.

8.5 Time scales

The models presented in this thesis generate phenomena on very different time-
scales, often in such a manner that an outside observer, without knowledge of the
underlying assumptions of the simulations, would not be able to exclude the intu-
itive explanation of each phenomenon being regulated by a separate set of rules.
For example, the reflux-loop studied in Chapter 4 generates many overlapping
yet different time-scales: while the formation of a gradient over the root meristem
occurs extremely fast, the expansion of the meristem zone is very slow. Never-
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theless, the same set of cellular aspects are responsible for these two phenom-
ena. To illustrate the intuition that each observed phenomenon must be linked
to a unique, separate process, we turn to description of Sachs (1991) when listing
what a complete model for root morphogenesis must address. He points out that
whereas one has to explain mechanistically the maintenance of the root meristem,
other elements would be required as well, since “it is also necessary to account
for the increase of promeristem size following [root] initiation, the remarkable
regenerative capacity of promeristems and the common inhibition by formed
promeristems of the initiation of new, adventitious promeristems” (Sachs, 1991).
Chapters 4 to 6 together show that the characteristics generated by the reflux-loop
along the whole root axis can explain all of these aspects simultaneously.

Another aspect presented in the thesis is that morphogen gradients do not
need to be in steady state during the developmental process, but can be instruct-
ive during their transient behaviour. I would expect that pre-steady-state time-
scales might be very relevant for the developmental dynamics of many other sys-
tem as well (Jaeger & Reinitz, 2006; Kicheva et al., 2007). A standard mathemat-
ical procedure employed in modelling is to separate time-scales, which is usually
justified when the processes occur over very different timespans (for example,
seconds and days). In our studies, however, it was fundamental to allow differ-
ent time-scales to interact in order to capture intertwined processes responsible
for biological regulation. Not only did we see this in the example of the forma-
tion of the gradient versus the expansion of the MZ, but we also observe it in the
lateral root initiation.

It has been suggested that the timing of lateral root initiation is controlled
by ‘clock-like’ regulatory processes (De Smet et al., 2007). In contrast, through
the computational modelling of lateral root initiation we discovered that it was
unnecessary to assume that diverse processes ‘turn on’ at the right moment by
means of some external timing mechanism, but that, on the contrary, the form-
ation of a curve by itself could unleash all the necessary responses, on the basis
of the evolving reflux-loop that builds up at the bent root section and leads to
the natural cause of events. The modelling was able to explain: (i) the correlation
between root curvature and primordium localisation; (ii) the zone of competence;
and (iii) lateral inhibition between primordia along the same curve. Our altern-
ative explanation for the timing could be verified experimentally by means of
mechanical bending of the root, an experimental procedure that unties temporal
aspects between growth and curve formation, allowing a direct study of the in-
stantaneous change in root curvature. In fact, for us to untangle experimentally
the mechanism how lateral roots initiate, very careful efforts were made to char-
acterise the interlocking temporal aspects of the observed processes. When does
the auxin response emerge at the curved region of the root (in relation to Stage
I primordia)? How is this temporally correlated with the expression of AUX1?
At what moment are the PIN dynamics affected? In vivo dynamical confocal
imaging allowed us to assess these temporal dynamics. In this way, the model
helped to understand the order of events found in experiments, while the ex-
periments not only supported the theory, but were able to indicate other down-
stream responses that we could attribute to the reflux-mediated auxin dynamics.
Figure 8.9 presents an overview of the interlocking time-scales: The first auxin
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rise due to cell shape changes is almost instantaneously, followed by a very fast
further increase due to the reflux. The time-scale necessary to even further amp-
lify auxin was found to be linked to the rise in AUX1 by a combination of an
effective positive-feedback loop and an effective lateral inhibition. Likewise, the
decrease in auxin below the region of curvature presents a fast time-scale due to
the reflux-loop and a slower time-scale, which could be temporally (and spatially)
correlated with the alterations in PIN expression.

Interlocking time-scales are likewise essential for the subcellular coordination
as discussed in Chapter 7. Although simulations showed that individual cell po-
larity could spontaneously emerge (in the absence of other in silico cells), the cell-
cell communication between PCs cannot be seen as simply a downstream chain of
effects, in which (i) an initial polarisation, after being established leads to (ii) PIN1
localisation, resulting in the (iii) modification of auxin at the PM of neighbouring
cells, which then (vi) influences the polarity of the neighbouring cells. In contrast,
the simulations showed that by either stabilising the auxin patterns or not taking
into account ROP alterations through the feedbacks, interdigitation cannot estab-
lish. Thus, cell-cell communication rather results from the dynamical feedbacks
between these four processes, again precluding separation of time-scales.

8.6 Evolution

The opening paragraph of this thesis mentioned that development is driven by
evolution. The finalising paragraphs aim to do the same, emphasising the bi-
lateral relationship between evolution and development. So, what happened to
evolution on all the pages in between? Except for Chapter 5, which ‘openly’ ad-
opts a teleological approach – and as such can only be supported by the idea
of evolution – all remaining chapters focus on mechanisms of development in
which evolution was not mentioned. But, given the intimate relationship between
developmental mechanisms and evolvability of organisms, evolution has been
present all along. I therefore wish to finalise by discussing how the concept of
evolution is positioned within our insights.

Robustness and complexity. One of the ‘direct’ ways to study evolution is
through the analysis of the genetic code, which is after all the inheritable inform-
ation of an individual. (And analysing and contrasting the codes of different
species gives us a valuable entry into unknown evolutionary links from which
phylogenetic trees can be reconstructed.) Defining the concept of evolution is the
notion of fitness. To move from genotype to fitness implies passing through the
intermediate level of phenotype. This is because natural selection does not se-
lect on the level of genotype, but on the physical properties of the reproducing
organism. These properties come about, in part, through development.

Mutations may be beneficial, neutral or deleterious. Darwinian evolution is
based on the possibility of natural selection to remove maladapted individuals,
while the discovery of beneficial, heritable adaptations is selected for. Together
this not only leads to well-adapted individuals, but it has recently been shown to
shape also the genotype-phenotype mapping as to increase robustness (Huynen,
1996; van Nimwegen et al., 1999; Draghi & Wagner, 2008) and allowing individu-
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als to become well-adapted to adapting (Crombach & Hogeweg, 2008; Draghi &
Wagner, 2008; Crombach, 2009). So how can these concepts be linked to the stud-
ies presented here? To give a concrete example, single PIN knock-outs have little
phenotypic effects, due to the other members of the PIN family substituting the
action of the missing PIN by changing their expression pattern or localisation in
the mutant context (Blilou et al., 2005). This reveals an amazing self-correcting
capacity of PINs and auxin patterning, indicating regulation feedbacks, in which
the PLETHORA family of transcription factors is involved (Aida et al., 2004; Blilou
et al., 2005; Galinha et al., 2007). The mechanisms which tie the genotypic level to
the phenotypic level are thus highly complex, not only involving gene regula-
tion, but also feedbacks with the physical reality of the plant, creating a strong
self-correcting behaviour. However, this robustness was obviously not evolved
just to exasperate molecular biologists in their attempt to make mutants with
phenotypes, for which, in the case of PINs, they many times have to go up to
triple mutants to obtain results (Blilou et al., 2005). Instead, the robustness can be
seen as reflecting the process of evolving evolvability, in the sense that the sys-
tem is robust against mutations while containing the possibility to change subtly
the role or functionality of individual PINs without loosing the overall correct
patterning (Vieten et al., 2005). An increase in neutral mutations (here due to
complex developmental regulation) makes changes in genotype less visible for
natural selection, but at the same time allows for evolving larger changes in func-
tion (Draghi & Wagner, 2008). Moreover, it also reflects the plasticity of the plant
to the environment.

Implications of these insights are also reflected in the robustness presented by
the growing root model (Chapter 4). I feel that not just the ability to reproduce
higher-level phenomena (such as root growth) through lower-level descriptions
(such as cell properties) is supporting the validity of the model, but also, or es-
pecially, the robustness of the model and its power to bring to the foreground
so many self-organising aspects of the development, is a fundamental indication
that the mechanisms found are biologically plausible.

Complex task under harsh evolutionary constraints. In Chapter 1 I pointed
out that when one finds a seemingly more complex mechanism than needed
for the biological system, other, potentially evolutionary constraints might be
involved. In Chapter 5 we compared different mechanisms for auxin gradient
formation. We showed that it is not trivial to optimise a mechanism for one per-
formance criterion without loosing performance with respect to other criteria. In
hindsight, this made us aware of the multiple beneficial properties of the mechan-
ism that we had discovered through experimental data. The fact that the mechan-
ism allows for a high level of performance regarding a wide range of aspects, is a
strong indication why it has evolved in such a way. Note that such a conclusion is
based on the implicit notion that developmental processes have been selected for
to exert complex tasks in an ‘optimal’ manner. This should include their ability
to deal with noise, interferences, sensitivity to parameters, and to simultaneously
cope with spatial and temporal integration processes.

In this respect, the reflux-loop mechanism for the auxin gradient establish-
ment in the root is an amazingly robust system regarding biophysical constraints.
This mechanism therefore permits the system to explore variations in auxin and
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transport kinetics without falling off the fitness ridge. Instead of being determ-
ined by ‘hard’ constraints (such as the size of the auxin molecule), we found that
the auxin gradient, when it is generated by the reflux-loop mechanism, can be
carefully controlled by cellular determinants such as cell polarity. Such a higher
level of control allows for a much richer and flexible genotype-phenotype map-
ping.

Mechanistic modularity. The studies on cell polarity presented in Chapter 2
and Chapter 7 form, to my view, a nice example of evolutionary conservation that
goes beyond conservation of the proteins themselves. In these studies on evol-
utionarily highly diverse organisms – fish keratocytes versus Arabidopsis thaliana
PCs – we find that from a functional point of view the underlying mechanism of
cell polarity generation is extremely similar, even though certain components of
the networks themselves are genetically not related.

The model for the keratocyte is based on key regulatory molecules responsible
for the creation of the ‘leading edge’ in a motile cell: members of the Rho/Rac/-
Cdc42 superfamily of GTPases. The model of the Pavement Cell (PC), describing
the initiation and intercalation of ‘leading edge’ regions that form lobes and ‘re-
traction regions’ that form indentations, is based on the known Rho of Plants
(ROP) network: ROP2/4 and ROP6. These modules are to a great extent similar.
Our modelling revealed that the most essential, shared features of the mechan-
isms were not so much the kinetic parameters of the systems (actually, both net-
works were found to be highly robust), nor, for example, similarities in (de)activa-
tion, but rather basic properties such as (i) both the animal and plant system
present a switch from active to inactive small G-proteins; (ii) GDIs are present
in both systems to take the inactive form into the cytosol, to ensure that the in-
active form has a much higher diffusion coefficient; and (iii) some basic network
features, such as a cross-talk causing reciprocal exclusion.

The study on the fish keratocyte was based on experimentally known para-
meters for the reaction kinetics of small G-protein dynamics, such as diffusion
constants and activation rates. In the plant system, many of these parameters are
unknown, but given that a priori there is no reason to suspect that they should be
very different, we considered similar constants. This proved to be a successful
(and robust) choice. However, only future experiments will be able to confirm
this cross-kingdom transfer in model parameters.

The striking conserved modularity of the polarising mechanism, shared be-
tween animals and plants, guided us in critically interpreting novel biological
data, by facilitating the search for what core elements should be the same, and
which elements were distinct. By carefully analysing and contrasting these two
systems, an important question we had to ask was how such similar compon-
ents (Rhos and their known cytoskeleton effectors) produce such different cellu-
lar morphologies like keratocytes and PCs. The differences in cell dynamics are
key to explain the different temporal dynamics of “merging” fronts: whereas the
keratocyte is able to generate efficiently and quickly one front, the PC cell is able
to stabilise multiple fronts indefinitely. Taken together, these insights motivate
us to search for ‘homology’ beyond the level of genes, namely the evolutionary
conservation of developmental mechanisms (Wagner, 2007a).

Towards a comparative morphogenesis approach to evolution. A complete
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dynamic map of cellular protein-protein interactions is still far from being reached,
although some authors are more optimistic (Kitano, 2002). Nevertheless, the
comparison of regulatory mechanisms encountered in animals and plants will
provide clues where to look for critical differences between the major eukaryotic
lineages, and what should be expected to be the same. Thus, besides the import-
ance of modelling to be integrated with experimental research, combining mod-
elling efforts on different systems, in the sense of a ‘comparative computational
biology’, will surely be fascinating.

8.7 Conclusion

In this thesis I have explored questions involving spatial dynamics in develop-
mental biology. Specifically, I have focused on plant development to explore what
brings about the richness and complexity of organ morphogenesis. Given how
intricate the spatial patterns are, I have been using as a recurring framework the
language of mathematics, which allows us to deal with the non-intuitiveness of
the dynamics of emerging and developing patterns. Moreover, given the shear
complexity of the systems under study, and the fact that often the different time
and space-scales involved cannot be separated, I have developed computational
techniques to determine and analyse the dynamics as captured by the mathemat-
ical descriptions. Importantly, integrating my theoretical approaches as closely as
possible with experiments, in which the modelling inspires new experiments and
vice versa, allowed me to unravel the ruling principles of the plant development
discussed in this thesis.

A multilevel modelling approach, describing the interplay between molecular
and cellular properties within a tissue context, turned out to be essential to cap-
ture the dynamics of auxin patterning in plant morphogenesis. It made it possible
to unravel the mechanism – coined the reflux-loop – that endows the root with a
highly robust and functional auxin maximum and gradient, to understand the de
novo generation of new organs due to cell shape changes, and to determine the
way in which PCs communicate to form interlocking jigsaw-puzzle pieces. To-
gether, this work shows that macroscopic tissue properties, cell shape, and inter-
and intracellular auxin gradients are intimately intertwined, and only together
can account for plant morphogenesis on the correct spatial and temporal time-
scales.
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Polonaise

Ik zag Cecilia komen
op een zomernacht
twee oren om te horen
twee ogen om te zien
twee handen om te grijpen
en verre vingers tien

Ik zag Cecilia komen
op een zomernacht

aan haar rechterhand is Hansje
aan haar linkerhand is Grietje

Hansje heeft een rozekransje
Grietje een vergeet-mij-nietje

de menseëter heeft ze niet gegeten
ik heb ze niet vergeten

ei ei ik en gij
de ezel speelt schalmei

voor Hansje en voor Grietje
Hansje met zijn rozekransje
Grietje met haar vergeet-mij-nietje
zijn langs de sterren gegaan

Venus is van koper
de andere zijn goedkoper
de andere zijn van blik
en van safraan
is Janneke-maan

Twee oren om te horen
twee ogen om te zien

Twee handen in het lege
en verre vingers tien

Paul van Ostaijen
(Flemish poet, 1896–1928)



Samenvatting

Gedurende de afgelopen jaren heb ik patroonvorming tijdens de ontwikkeling
van de plant bestudeerd. De resultaten van dat onderzoek zijn beschreven in dit
proefschrift. Hierbeneden zal ik een korte samenvatting geven van de vragen die
ik in ieder hoofdstuk heb gesteld, de onderliggende motivatie van het onderzoek
en de paden die ik heb bewandeld om die vragen te beantwoorden.

Meercellige organismen zoals planten en dieren ontstaan niet aan de hand
van een kant-en-klaar bouwplan, maar door een lange reeks van opeenvolgen-
de veranderingen. De bevruchte eicel, de zygote, ondergaat vele celdelingen en
complexe differentiatie om uiteindelijk alle cellen in de ingewikkelde structuur
van het embryo te vormen. De ontwikkeling van het organisme stopt echter niet
op het moment van geboorte of kieming. De meeste organismen stoppen in feite
nooit met ontwikkelingsbiologische processen. Er is echter wel een fundamenteel
verschil in de manier waarop planten en dieren met dit proces omgaan. Geduren-
de de embryogenese van dieren worden al in een vroeg stadium alle onderdelen
van het lichaam aangelegd die het organisme gedurende de rest van zijn leven zal
hebben. Als het dier geboren wordt, of uit zijn ei kruipt, hoeft het daarna in het
algemeen slechts te groeien, volwassen te worden met relatief maar kleine veran-
deringen. Planten daarentegen blijven hun hele leven nieuw weefsel en nieuwe
morfologische structuren produceren, zoals zijtakken, bladeren en bloemen. De-
ze nieuwe structuren vormen zich als uitgroeisels van de zogenaamde meriste-
men, welke zich bevinden aan de groeitoppen van de stengels en wortels, maar
soms ook tussen het volwassen weefsel in. Op die manier behouden planten hun
hele leven embryonaal weefsel, want ze in staat stelt de juiste morfologische ei-
genschappen te ontwikkelen, want elke boom, elk plantje is uiteindelijk anders,
in tegenstelling tot dieren die binnen een soort allemaal min of meer hetzelfde
zijn.

Ook Charles Darwin, de vader van de evolutieleer, en zijn zoon Francis, heb-
ben zich toegewijd aan het ontrafelen van hoe planten “bewegen” tijdens hun
ontwikkeling. Ze onderzochten hoe planten reageren op stimuli uit hum om-
geving, zoals licht en zwaartekracht, door middel van zich te vervormen, uit te
groeien in bepaalde richtingen en nieuwe organen te vormen. Ze kwamen tot de
conclusie dat er een substantie moest bestaan die de groei reguleert, en dat dit
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Samenvatting

stofje door het plantenweefsel heen wordt getransporteerd, wat dan de ontwik-
keling van de plant beïnvloedt. Vele jaren later bewezen de Nederlandse botanist
Went en zijn zoon dat dit vluchtige stofje werkelijk bestaat. Het stofje werd geï-
dentificeerd en auxine genoemd, naar het Griekse woord αυξανω, ‘auxano’, wat
‘ik groei’ betekent.

Deze eerste onderzoeksstappen door vader en zoon Darwin en vader en zoon
Went werden gevolgd door een massale zoektocht naar (de rol van) auxines, wel-
ke doorgaat tot op de dag van vandaag. Niet alleen bevestigen de vele recente
ontdekkingen het belang van het plantenhormoon auxine voor de morfogenese,
maar ze benadrukken bovendien de centrale rol die auxine speelt in de planten-
ontwikkeling. Want auxine controleert zo’n beetje elk aspect in werkelijk alle
stadia van het leven van de plant, vanaf het begin van de embryogenese, wan-
neer het bouwplan van de plant wordt neergelegd, tot aan de ontwikkeling van
de volwassen plant, als er nieuwe organen gevormd worden, zoals bladeren of
zijwortels. Auxine is in staat deze enorme variatie aan morfologische reacties te
ontlokken door rap rond te bewegen door het weefsel, terwijl het patronen vormt
in zowel de auxine concentraties als in de auxine stromingen. De plantencellen
zijn op hun beurt in staat om een interpretatie te geven aan de auxine concentra-
ties, wat diverse celreacties kan ontlokken.

Het mechanisme dat auxine in staat stelt de patronen te vormen welke uit-
eindelijk de ontwikkeling van de plant zullen sturen, is voor een groot deel ge-
relateerd aan de complexe manier waarop auxine door het plantenweefsel heen-
beweegt. Doordat auxine een klein molecuul is, diffundeert het snel binnen de
cellen alsmede in de ruimte tussen de cellen, wat de celwand wordt genoemd.
Het passeren van het membraan dat een cel scheidt van de celwand (het zoge-
naamde celmembraan) gaat echter zeer moeizaam. Nu is de plant in staat om
deze beperking in zijn voordeel te gebruiken, door op strategische plekken in het
celmembraan eiwitten te plaatsen welke dienen als auxinepompen. Door auxine
altijd maar één kant op te pompen kan ervoor gezorgd worden dat het in een spe-
cifieke richting door het weefsel gaat. De auxinepompen vormen samen in feite
een complex distributienetwerk, wat ervoor zorgt dat er in de plant specifieke
auxinepatronen worden gevormd. Die patronen worden dus gecontroleerd door
hoe de cellen hun auxinepompen plaatsen. Om het allemaal nog wat ingewikkel-
der te maken, wordt de plaatsing van deze subcellulaire pompen onder andere
beïnvloed door het stofje dat ze rondpompen, namelijk auxine zelf. Ten gevolge
van zulke terugkoppelingen ontstaat er een zeer dynamisch stelsel van pompen,
welke de plant continue in staat stelt om informatie over de buitenwereld te in-
tegreren. Op die manier kan de plant zich gedragen als één geheel en reageren
op en zich aanpassen aan externe factoren, zonder dat de plant een zenuwstelsel
nodig heeft.

Eén van de hoofddoelen van dit proefschrift is om bij te dragen aan het be-
grip van de specifieke patronen in auxine die gevormd worden in de organen
van planten, en te bevatten hoe deze patronen kunnen resulteren in morfogene-
se, zoals bijvoorbeeld de controle over het uitgroeien van weefsels, het behouden
van meristemen en het vormen van primordia, wat de eerste aanzetten zijn tot
de vorming van bladeren, bloemen, etc. Het begrijpen van dit soort processen
is van belang voor de biologie in het algemeen, omdat ze model staan voor de
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dynamiek van gereguleerde processen gedurende morfogenese in een wat meer
algemene zin. Ik heb me geconcentreerd op de interacties van de auxine dyna-
mica in de wortelontwikkeling, de complexiteit van de morfogenese van nieuwe
organen en de link met de polariteit van cellen (Hoofdstuk 1). Omdat de configu-
raties en patronen nogal complex zijn, heb ik als een terugkerend thema de taal
van de wiskunde gebruikt, wat mij toestaat te werken met de tegenintuïtieve aard
van emergente patronen. Bovendien, gegeven dat de verschillende componenten
van het systeem met elkaar verstrikt zijn via hun biologische interacties, en in
beschouwing nemend dat meestal de verschillende tijdschalen en ruimteschalen
simpelweg niet gescheiden kunnen worden, heb ik computationele technieken
gebruikt om de dynamica te bepalen en analyseren die volgt uit de wiskundige
beschrijving. Zo’n benadering, die expliciet gebruik maakt van multilevel mo-
delstudies, wordt beschreven en geïllustreerd in Hoofdstuk 2.

Terwijl dieren normaal gesproken reageren op hun omgeving door middel
van beweging en verplaatsing, ‘bewegen’ planten door informatie uit hun omge-
ving te integreren en te gebruiken voor het organiseren van de uitgroei, wat leidt
tot nieuwe organen, zoals wortels, stengels, bladeren en bloemen. Een vergelijk-
baar verschil bestaat er ook op het cellulaire niveau. Dierlijke cellen bewegen
ten opzichte van elkaar (zie Hoofdstuk 2), terwijl plantencellen niet in staat zijn
om van buur te wisselen, als een gevolg van de zeer stijve celwand. Doordat ze
niet de mogelijkheid hebben om hun cellen te herschikken, is de ontwikkeling
van planten volledig afhankelijk van veranderingen in de vorm van de cellen, de
oriëntatie van de celdelingen en een zeer nauwkeurig gecontroleerde polariteit
van de cellen. Dit creëert niet alleen een fundamenteel verschil tussen de beide
koninkrijken wat de mechanismen betreft die ontwikkelingsprocessen aansturen,
maar het stimuleert ook het gebruik van uitgesproken verschillende wiskundige
formalismen en computationele technieken als planten in plaats van dieren wor-
den beschreven (Hoofdstuk 3).

Om de vorming van auxinepatronen en stromingen van auxine door planten-
weefsels te begrijpen, heb ik me specifiek gericht op de wortel van het modelor-
ganisme Arabidopsis thaliana, de zandraket (Hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6). Zoals de
stengels van planten zich bovengronds uitstrekken en bladeren en bloeiwijzen
vormen, zo groeien de wortels onder de grond, zich almaar vertakkend om steun
te geven aan de plant en het totale oppervlak te vergroten voor het opnemen
van nutriënten voor de rest van de plant. Aan het uiteinde van de wortel zit het
wortelmutsje, een structuur die lijkt op een kapje, dat het wortelmeristeem dat
daar net achter ligt beschermt tegen schade die kan worden veroorzaakt door de
wrijving met de aarde waar de wortel doorheen groeit. Het wortelmeristeem is in
wezen embryonaal weefsel van de wortel, in staat om te delen en nieuwe cellen te
vormen (mitotische activiteit) en nieuwe cellijnen te produceren. In het geval van
de wortel vindt men vlak achter het wortelmutsje, in de kern van het meristeem,
de zogenaamde stamcelniche, welke verantwoordelijk is voor het aansturen en
onderhouden van de identiteit van de verscheidene cellijnen.

Door de verdeling van de ‘pompen’ in dit weefsel te beschrijven (dus de ei-
witten die betrokken zijn bij het transport van auxine in en uit de cel) en de ef-
fecten daarvan door te rekenen, hebben we weten aan te tonen dat het auxine
transport op zichzelf voldoende is om een auxine maximum te genereren en te
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onderhouden, waarbij de piek precies wordt gevormd in de regio van de stam-
celniche. Zelfs als de wortel groeit blijft het maximum behouden, en er is dus
geen gereguleerde biosynthese of catabolisme van auxine nodig (Hoofdstuk 4).
In de wortel is er een schijnbaar stabiele verdeling in een zone met celdelingen
(de celdelings-zone) en een zone waarin cellen zich strekken (celstrekking-zone).
Deze zonering kan worden verklaard door een gradiënt in auxine die zich langs
de wortel uitstrekt en die zich vormt als een gevolg van de auxinestromingen.
De auxinestromingen vormen een patroon, welke we de terugvloeiingslus hebben
genoemd: in de centrale cilinder van de wortel (stele of vaatweefsel) beweegt
auxine naar beneden, tot het de cellen in het uiterste puntje van de wortel bereikt
(het wortelmutsje). In het wortelmutsje wordt de auxinestroming effectief van
richting veranderd en getransporteerd naar het celweefsel dat de centrale cilin-
der omringt (de epidermis en schors). In dit weefsel gaat het transport juist weer
terug omhoog, in de richting van de stengel. Echter, terwijl de auxine omhoog
stroomt, ontsnapt steeds een deel van de auxine uit deze stroom, door via zijde-
lings geplaatste pompen weer de centrale cilinder binnen te stromen, en zo weer
terug in de omloop te worden gebracht. In zijn geheel vormt zich op deze ma-
nier een soort van omgekeerde fontein, die leidt tot een gradiënt in auxine met
een piek in de stamcelniche. De gevolgen en voorspellingen van dit mechanis-
me dat gebaseerd is op een terugvloeiingslus zijn onderzocht en gecontroleerd
met behulp van een reeks van simulaties, genetische studies en experimentele
interventie.

Nadat ik had gevonden dat de auxinegradiënt die wordt gevormd door de
terugvloeiingslus in staat is om op een zeer robuuste wijze de groei van de wor-
tel te reguleren, heb ik vervolgens zowel wiskundig als met computersimula-
ties alternatieve mechanismen bestudeerd die vergelijkbare gradiënten genereren
(Hoofdstuk 5). Zo is het mogelijk te bepalen aan wat voor eisen een mechanis-
me dat de gradiënten vormt moet voldoen, gegeven de temporele en spatiale
eigenschappen van de wortelgroei, en de manier waarop de dynamica van de
auxinedistributies reageert op verstoringen. Ik ontdekte dat de terugvloeiings-
lus het enige mechanisme is dat tegelijkertijd kan voldoen aan zowel de vereiste
om over lange afstanden te kunnen communiceren (een eigenschap die de plant
toestaat om effectief en als een geheel te reageren op veranderingen in de omge-
ving), als de vereiste om continue hoge auxine stromingen te kunnen onderhou-
den (wat bijvoorbeeld verklaart waarom de stamcelniche na beschadiging zich
binnen enkele uren kan herstellen, maar ook de langzame uitbreiding van de
celdelings-zone over een periode van vele dagen), en tenslotte, dankzij de zijde-
lingse stromingen, ook nog eens steile, informatieve gradiënten vormt over het
gehele uiteinde van de wortel. Zo werden door het vergelijken van de verschil-
lende mechanismen (degene die gebaseerd is op de experimentele feiten versus
andere klassieke theoretische mechanismen) de voordelen en nadelen duidelijk
van zo’n mechanisme voor de ontwikkeling van de wortel.

De hoofdactiviteit van het primaire meristeemweefsel van de wortel is simpel-
weg in de lengte groeien. Echter, ook cellen die al gedifferentieerd zijn kunnen
weer terugkeren naar het embryonale stadium en nieuwe meristemen vormen
(de zogenaamde primordia), als er in die cellen nieuwe auxinepieken worden
gevormd. Deze primordia gaan uiteindelijk de zijwortels vormen, vertakkingen
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langs de hoofdas van de primaire wortel, en bepalen dus op hun beurt de ar-
chitectuur van de gehele wortel (Hoofdstuk 6). Om beter te kunnen begrijpen
welke processen op het niveau van de individuele cellen essentieel zijn voor het
vormen van die nieuwe auxinepieken heb mijn wortelmodel verder uitgebreid.
Door middel van mijn model heb ik ontdekt dat de manier waarop de primai-
re wortel groeit, namelijk krommingen vormend langs de lengteas, bepalend is
voor waar de zijwortels geplaatst worden, namelijk in de buitenbocht. Ook als
deze krommingen gemaakt worden door het mechanisch buigen van de wortel
worden zijwortels geïnitieerd. Dit is een gevolg van de vervorming van de cellen
in het gebogen weefsel, wat een locale verhoging van auxine in de bocht veroor-
zaakt, wat door middel van de vorming van een terugvloeiing van auxine beperkt
blijft tot deze regio. Door deze subtiele steiging van de auxineconcentratie in de
buitenbocht ontvouwt zich een reeks van genetische reacties met als gevolg een
herverdeling van de auxinepompen van de cellen, wat de locale terugvloeiing
van auxine verder versterkt en uiteindelijk tot zulke hoge auxine concentraties
leidt dat een zijwortel wordt geïnitieerd.

Alle conclusies tot op dit punt wijzen in de richting dat de vorm van de cel-
len en de gereguleerde distributie van de pompen langs de kanten van de cellen
enorm belangrijk zijn voor de ontwikkeling van de plant op het niveau van het
orgaan tot zelfs tot op het niveau van de gehele plant. Dat betekent dat om alle
andere processen te kunnen begrijpen het heel belangrijk is om eerst te ontrafelen
hoe de cellen de juiste polariteit krijgen. Om de mechanismen achter de vorming
van de polariteit van een cel en zijn buren te kunnen uitzoeken, heb ik mijn aan-
dacht gericht op de bladeren van de plant. Ik heb een fascinerend systeem geko-
zen, de epitheelcellen van de bladeren, die bekend staan als de ‘tegelvormig ge-
ordende cellen’ vanwege hun interessante en aparte celpolariteit (Hoofdstuk 7).
Tegelvormig geordende cellen ontwikkelen zich van een min of meer symmetri-
sche rechthoekige vorm in een complexe vorm die nog het meest lijkt op een puz-
zelstukje uit een legpuzzel. Ze hebben dan verscheidene uitstulpingen (lobben),
welke perfect passen in de indeukingen van de buurcellen. De cellen grijpen in
elkaar, vergelijkbaar met hoe twee handen met elkaar kunnen vervlechten.

Aan de basis van dit proces van coördinatie van polariteit en de totstandko-
ming van de aparte vorm van deze cellen ligt de activiteit en specifieke distribu-
tie van bepaalde eiwitten van een familie van kleine G-eiwitten, de zogenaamde
ROPs. De kleine G-eiwitten werken als ‘moleculaire schakelaars’, die kunnen
schakelen tussen ‘uit’ (als ze gebonden zijn aan guanosine difosfaat – GDP) en
‘aan’ (als ze gebonden zijn aan guanosine trifosfaat – GTP). Met behulp van een
wiskundig model dat de overgangen van de inactieve naar de actieve toestand
beschrijft als een gevolg van de interacties tussen de verschillende ROPs alsme-
de door het auxineniveau in de celwand is het mogelijk de vorming van intra-
cellulaire spatiale patronen te begrijpen, zelfs als pre-patronen of andere initiële
signalen ontbreken. Zo’n spontane breuk in symmetrie leidt tot een reeks van
daaropvolgende processen in de cel, zoals veranderingen in de vorm van de cel
en de plaatsing van auxinepompen. Door middel van computersimulaties heb ik
ontdekt dat de patronen binnen de cellen (in de verdeling van ROPs) die verant-
woordelijk zijn voor de veranderingen in de celvorm ook zelf beïnvloed worden
door de uiteindelijke vorm die de cel aanneemt, en er op die manier een zelf-
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stabiliserende interactie wordt gevormd met betrekking tot de polariteit van de
cel. Ik heb daarnaast een vergelijkbare terugkoppeling ontdekt tussen het pa-
troon in de ROPs en de positionering van de auxinepompen: de ROPs bepalen
de positie van de pompen die auxine de celwand in pompen, maar tegelijkertijd
worden deze eiwitten geactiveerd door deze auxine. Deze terugkoppelingen tus-
sen de intracellulaire dynamica van de ROPs, het auxine transport en de activatie
door extracellulaire auxine leidt tot een effectieve communicatie tussen de cel-
len. Het veroorzaakt dus niet alleen de vorming van polariteit in de individuele
cellen, maar ook de correcte vervlechting met de aangrenzende cellen.

Wat dit systeem zo relevant maakt, is het feit dat de moleculaire componenten
en hun interacties niet alleen gevonden worden in specifiek deze epitheelcellen in
de bladeren, maar ook in alle andere polariserende cellen in planten, en zelfs, op
een zeer vergelijkbare manier, in dieren. De mechanismen die polariteit reguleren
in dieren en planten vertonen dus een onvoorstelbare evolutionaire conservatie,
gegeven dat de laatste gezamenlijke voorouder meer dan anderhalf miljard jaar
geleden leefde, lang voordat er zelfs meercellige organismes bestonden.

Hoewel de specifieke vragen in elk hoofdstuk anders waren en vroegen om
verschillende modellen, kunnen de uitkomsten van de verschillende hoofdstuk-
ken toch geïntegreerd worden, en gemeenschappelijke thema’s en principes her-
kend worden (Hoofdstuk 8). De belangrijkste conclusie is dat het gebruik van
multilevel modellen, welke de interacties tussen moleculaire en cellulaire eigen-
schappen beschrijven binnen de context van een gestructureerd weefsel, zich een
waardevolle techniek heeft getoond, essentieel voor het correct weergeven en be-
vatten van de auxine patroonvorming gedurende de plantenmorfogenese. Op
deze wijze was het voor mij mogelijk het mechanisme te ontdekken – de terug-
vloeiingslus – welke de plantenwortel de mogelijkheid geeft een robuuste auxi-
nepiek te vormen, alsmede een auxinegradiënt die de groei van de wortel in-
strueert; te begrijpen hoe nieuwe auxinepieken langs de wortel worden gevormd
als er veranderingen op het niveau van het weefsel plaatsvinden en hoe na ver-
anderingen op de cellulaire schaal nieuwe organen gevormd kunnen worden;
en te begrijpen hoe epitheelcellen met elkaar communiceren en complementaire
polariteiten vormen. Als een algemene deler voor alle verschijnselen die hier be-
handeld zijn, kunnen we zien dat macroscopische eigenschappen op het niveau
van het weefsel, de vorm van de individuele cellen, en inter- en intracellulaire
gradiënten intiem met elkaar verbonden zijn, op een wijze die deze interacties es-
sentieel maakt voor het bevatten van de plantenmorfogenese op de juiste ruimte-
en tijdschalen. Tenslotte was het belangrijk om mijn theoretische ideeën in nau-
we samenwerking met experimentele biologen te ontwikkelen, een mijns inziens
essentiële combinatie om sommige van de fundamentele principes van de plan-
tenontwikkeling te kunnen doorgronden.
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Durante os últimos anos, eu estudei a dinâmica do estabelecimento de padrões
no desenvolvimento de plantas. Os resultados principais desta pesquisa estão
descritos em detalhe nesta tese. Nas linhas que se seguem, darei um breve re-
sumo das perguntas geradoras de cada capítulo, o porquê de perguntá-las, e dos
caminhos que percorri para respondê-las.

Organismos pluricelulares não emergem completamente formados: eles assu-
mem sua forma final através de um série de mudanças progressivas. O óvulo fer-
tilizado, o zigoto, divide-se múltiplas vezes até gerar todas as células do embrião.
Além disso, o desenvolvimento do organismo não cessa no momento do nasci-
mento ou germinação. A maioria dos organismos na verdade nunca realmente
para de se desenvolver. Existe, porém, uma diferença fundamental na maneira
pela qual plantas e animais realizam este processo. A embriogênese em animais
já produz em estágios iniciais todos as partes do corpo que o organismo vai ter
durante o resto de sua vida: quando o animal nasce, ou sai do seu ovo, ele ge-
ralmente apenas cresce em tamanho, maturando com leves mudanças. Plantas,
por sua vez, estão constantemente produzindo novos tecidos e estruturas mor-
fológicas durante toda vida. Estas novas estruturas se manifestam a partir de
regiões específicas, denominadas meristemas, localizadas nas extremidades de ór-
gãos ou entre tecidos maduros. Assim, uma planta adulta continua apresentando
tecido embrionário, que a permite desenvolver suas características morfológicas
próprias.

Charles Darwin, o pai da evolução, e seu filho Francis também se dedicaram
a entender como plantas “se movimentam”. Ao observar a reação de plantas aos
estímulos do meio, como luz e gravidade, com movimentos de deformação, cres-
cimento direcionado e desenvolvimento de órgãos, eles concluíram que deveria
existir uma substância reguladora de crescimento, que se movimentaria através
do tecido vegetal, guiando assim o desenvolvimento da planta. Mais tarde, o
botânico holandês Went demonstrou que esta substancia móvel de fato existe.
Esta substância foi identificada e chamada de auxina, a partir do grego αυξανω,
‘auxano’, significando ‘cresço/aumento’.

Estes primeiros passos dados pelo pai e filho Darwin, e Went (e mais tarde,
também por seu filho), foram seguidos por um linha intensa e contínua de pes-
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quisa sobre auxinas, que se estende até os dias de hoje. As descobertas mais re-
centes não apenas confirmaram a importância da auxina em morfogênese, como
também intensificaram o papel central de auxinas no desenvolvimento de plan-
tas. A auxina controla aspectos de praticamente todos os estágios da vida da
planta, desde os primórdios da sua embriogênese, onde as primeiras simetrias da
estrutura da planta são delineadas, até o desenvolvimento da planta adulta, que
resulta do posicionamento de órgãos novos (de folhas até a localização de raízes
laterais). A auxina consegue gerar esta enorme variação em respostas morfológi-
cas por se movimentar pelo tecido, formando configurações de concentrações e
fluxos. Por sua vez, as células são capazes de interpretar concentrações de auxina
com diferentes respostas celulares.

O mecanismo pelo qual a auxina é capaz de formar os padrões que por fim vão
guiar o desenvolvimento da planta está em grande parte relacionado com a ma-
neira complexa pela qual a auxina se movimenta pelo tecido vegetal. A auxina,
por ser uma molécula muito pequena, se difunde de maneira veloz dentro das
células e nos espaços entre as células, a parede celular. Porém, a sua passagem
através das membranas que separam as células das paredes celulares (membrana
plasmática) é limitada. A planta usa esta propriedade ao seu favor, ao posici-
onar proteínas que agem como bombas de auxina, em regiões estratégicas da
membrana, garantindo desta maneira que a auxina se movimenta pelo tecido de
forma direcionada. Através de uma rede complexa de distribuições destas bom-
bas, os padrões de auxina se estabelecem ao longo da planta sob controle celular.
O posicionamento destas bombas subcelulares é influenciada, entre outras coisas,
pela mesma substância que elas movimentam, a auxina. As conseqüências destas
interações retro-alimentadas é um sistema de bombeamento extremamente dinâ-
mico: desta maneira, a planta, vista como um todo, reage a condições externas e
se ajusta a elas, sem necessitar de um sistema nervoso.

Um dos objetivos principais desta tese foi contribuir para a compreensão de
como configurações espaciais de auxina se estabelecem nos órgãos das plantas,
e como estes padrões resultam em morfogênese, como por exemplo o controle
do crescimento de tecidos, a manutenção de meristemas e o posicionamento de
primórdios. Esta compreensão possui uma importância universal para a biologia,
pois ela implica entender a dinâmica de processos reguladores na morfogênese de
uma forma geral. De maneira específica, eu me concentrei nas interações da dinâ-
mica de auxina no desenvolvimento de plantas, explorando a complexidade da
morfogênese de órgãos e sua ligação com polaridade celular (Capítulo 1). Como
as configurações são bastante complexas, eu usei de maneira recorrente a lingua-
gem da matemática, que nos permite trabalhar com a natureza contra-intuitiva
da dinâmica de padrões emergentes. Adicionalmente, como as interações bio-
lógicas emaranham os diferentes componentes do sistema, e considerando que
freqüentemente as diversas escalas temporais e espaciais não podem ser facil-
mente isoladas, eu desenvolvi técnicas computacionais para determinar e anali-
sar as dinâmica resultantes da descrição matemática. Esta abordagem, feita pelo
uso modelos de multi-níveis é descrita e exemplificada (Capítulo 2).

Enquanto animais geralmente respondem através de movimentação e loco-
moção, plantas continuamente se ‘movimentam’ ao responder a informações do
meio, através de um crescimento organizado que gera novos órgãos, como raí-
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zes, caules, folhas e flores. Uma diferença análoga existe também no nível celu-
lar. Células animais são móveis (Capítulo 2), enquanto células vegetais não po-
dem trocar sua vizinhança por causa das paredes celulares. Sem a possibilidade
de reorganização celular, o desenvolvimento de plantas depende unicamente de
mudanças no formato das células, divisões orientadas e uma polaridade celular
meticulosamente controlada. Isto não somente cria uma diferença conceitual a
respeito dos mecanismos que guiam os processos de desenvolvimento entre os
reinos, como também estimula o uso de formalismos matemáticos e estratégias
computacionais distintas (Capítulo 3).

Para entender o estabelecimento das distribuições de auxina e fluxos de au-
xina dentro do contexto de um tecido, eu especificamente foquei na raíz do orga-
nismo modelo Arabidopsis thaliana (Capítulos 4, 5 e 6). Enquanto o caule da planta
se estende para cima, na região aérea, formando folhas e estruturas florescentes,
as raízes crescem no subsolo onde se ramificam para oferecer suporte e a aumen-
tar a superfície de absorção de nutrientes para o resto da planta. Na extremidade
da raíz está localizada a coifa, uma estrutura semelhante a um capuz que protege
o meristema dístico contra danos causados pelo atrito com o solo. O meristema
dístico é basicamente o tecido embrionário da raíz da planta adulta, cujas células
podem se dividir formando novas células (atividade mitótica) e produzir outras
linhagens celulares. No caso da raíz, o nicho de células tronco, responsáveis por
gerar e manter a identidade das diversas linhagens celulares, se encontra logo
atrás da coifa.

Ao descrever o efeito da distribuição das ‘bombas’ (isto é, das proteínas envol-
vidas no transporte de auxina para dentro e fora da célula) deste tecido, mostra-
mos que apenas o transporte de auxina (sem a necessidade de invocar biosíntese
ou catabolismo regulado de auxina) já é suficiente para gerar e manter um má-
ximo de auxina exatamente focado na região do nicho de células tronco da raíz,
até mesmo durante o crescimento (Capítulo 4). A distribuição aparentemente
estável de uma região mitótica na extremidade da raíz (zona meristemática) e a
região de elongação celular (zona de elongação) logo acima, podem ser explica-
das pelo gradiente de auxina que se estende ao longo da raíz, resultante de fluxos
grandes de auxina. Os fluxos de auxina formam um padrão que denominamos
de laço de refluxo: no cilindro central da raíz (estelo, ou tecido vascular) a auxina
se movimenta na direção basal, chegando às células da extremidade da raíz (coifa
ou calipta), onde a auxina é redirecionada para os tecidos externos e laterais da
raíz (epiderme e anexos), se movimentando de volta em direção ao caule. Porém,
enquanto a auxina retorna às partes aéreas, ela continuamente escapa da região
lateral e externa, entrando novamente para a parte central. Isto forma uma es-
pécie de fonte-invertida. A conseqüências deste mecanismo do laço de refluxo
foram explorados e verificados por diversas simulações, estudos genéticos e in-
terferências experimentais .

Dado a maneira extremamente robusta pelo qual o gradiente de auxina ge-
rado pelo mecanismo do laço de refluxo regula o crescimento da raíz, em se-
guida, analisamos matematicamente e através de simulações computacionais os
mecanismos alternativos que podem gerar gradientes comparáveis (Capítulo 5).
Isto nos permitiu estudar quais os requerimentos impostos pelas características
temporais e espaciais do crescimento da raíz nas propriedades do mecanismo
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formador dos gradientes, e de que maneira a dinâmica das distribuições de au-
xina reagem diferentemente a perturbações. Descobrimos que o laço de refluxo
é o único mecanismo capaz de simultaneamente satisfazer tanto a propriedade
de comunicação a longa distância (propriedade que permite à planta responder
eficientemente a mudanças do meio exterior), enquanto dinamicamente mantém
fluxos altos, gerando diferentes escalas de tempo (por exemplo, explicando ao
mesmo tempo porque o nicho de célula tronco, quando danificado, reaparece em
questão de horas enquanto a extensão paulatina da zona meristemática ocorre
num período de múltiplos dias) e, através da existência de fluxos laterais, ainda
gera gradientes íngremes pelo órgão. Assim, ao comparar diversos mecanismos
(aquele que é baseado em dados experimentas versus outros mecanismos teó-
ricos clássicos), as vantagens e desvantagens dos diferentes mecanismos para o
desenvolvimento da raíz ficaram evidentes.

A atividade principal do tecido meristemático primário da raíz é o cresci-
mento longitudinal. Porém, células já diferenciadas podem retornar ao estágio
embrionário devido à formação de máximos de auxina, gerando assim novas re-
giões meristemáticas (os primórdios). Estes focos de auxina vão por fim gerar as
raízes laterais, ramificações do eixo principal da raíz primária. Estendemos nosso
modelo da raíz para melhor entender os processos no nível das células individu-
ais necessários para regular os focos de auxina, que determinam, por sua vez, a
arquitetura da raíz (Capítulo 6). Similarmente à forma como um máximo de au-
xina é formado e mantido na extremidade da raíz principal, o surgimento de raí-
zes laterais é também regulada por concentrações elevadas de auxina focalizada
em células específicas. Através do nosso modelo, descobrimos que um aspecto
determinante no posicionamento das raízes laterais vem da maneira como a raíz
principal cresce, formando curvas no eixo longitudinal. As raízes laterais tendem
a se formar justamente no lado convexo destas curvas. Isto se deve a deformações
no formato da células dentro do tecido distorcido, que causa um aumento da con-
centração de auxina no local da curva, por via da criação de um refluxo de auxina
restrito a esta região. Este aumento sutil nas concentrações de auxina na parte ex-
terior da curva desencadeia uma série de eventos genéticos com conseqüência na
redistribuição das bombas de auxina das células, aumentando o refluxo local de
auxina e gerando, por fim, o surgimento da raíz lateral.

Todas as conclusões até este ponto indicaram que o formato celular e a dis-
tribuição regulada das bombas nas faces da célula determinam muitos aspectos
de desenvolvimento no nível do órgão, ou até mesmo da planta. Dado que o
desenvolvimento das plantas é em grande parte dependente do estabelecimento
de assimetrias no nível do formato celular, bem como na distribuição dos compo-
nentes subcelulares, eu identifiquei o controle da polaridade celular como sendo
essencial para entender todos os processes seguintes. Para desvendar a gera-
ção de polaridade de células e de seus vizinhos, focalizei a atenção das raízes
para as folhas da planta. Escolhi o sistema fascinante das células epiteliais das
folhas, conhecidas como ‘Células de Pavimentação’ (CPs) por causa de sua pola-
ridade celular interessante e particular (Capitulo 7). CPs se desenvolvem a partir
de um formato mais ou menos simetricamente alongado para uma forma com-
plexa que se assemelha a uma peça de quebra-cabeça. Neste estágio, estas células
possuem várias evaginações (lóbulos), que encaixam-se perfeitamente nas inva-
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ginações das células vizinhas, criando desta maneira a interdigitação entre célu-
las (semelhante ao entrelaçar dos dedos de duas mãos). Na base deste processo
de coordenação de polaridade e o estabelecimento do formato peculiar destas
células, reside a atividade e a distribuição espacial de certas proteínas de uma
sub-família das pequenas proteínas G, chamadas de ROPs. As pequenas proteí-
nas G funcionam como ‘chaves moleculares’, alternando entre um estado inativo
pela ligação com uma guanosina difosfato (GDP) e um estado ativo pela liga-
ção com uma guanosina trifosfato (GTP). Através de um modelo matemático que
descreve estas passagens do estado inativo ao ativo em função das interações en-
tre as diferentes ROPs e do nível de auxina, conseguimos entender a formação
de distribuições espaciais intracelulares, mesmo na ausência de pré-padrões ou
outros sinais iniciais. Esta quebra de simetria espontânea leva à regulação dos
processos seguintes da célula, como mudanças no seu formato e a localização das
bombas de auxina. Curiosamente, simulações computacionais revelaram que os
padrões intracelulares (em ROPs) responsáveis pelas mudanças no formato celu-
lar também são influenciados pelo formato resultante da célula, causando desta
maneira uma interação auto-estabilizante na polaridade celular. De forma seme-
lhante, outra laço de retroalimentação foi descoberto entre os padrões de ROPs
e o posicionamento das bombas de auxina: ROPs influenciam a localização das
bombas, mas simultaneamente, estas proteínas são ativadas pela auxina. As in-
terações da dinâmica intracelular dos ROPs, transporte de auxina e a percepção
de auxina no meio extracelular resulta na comunicação entre células. Isto gera
tanto o estabelecimento do polaridade individual de uma célula, como também
sua interdigitação com células vizinhas.

O que torna este sistema tão relevante é o fato dos componentes moleculares
e suas interações não serem restritos a este caso específico das células epiteliais
das folhas, mas também de todos os processos de polarização em plantas e, de
maneira muito parecida, até dos animais. De fato, os mecanismos que regulam
a polaridade em animais e plantas apresentam uma conservação evolucionária
incrível, dado que o último ancestral comum entre eles existiu mais que um e
meio bilhão de anos atrás, antes mesmo de existirem organismos pluricelulares.

Apesar das perguntas específicas de cada capítulo serem diferentes, e do uso
de diferentes modelos ao longo destas pesquisas, os resultados de todos os ca-
pítulos desta tese podem ser integrados, identificando-se temas e princípios co-
muns (Capítulo 8). Desta forma, eu pude concluir que o uso de modelos de
multi-níveis, que descrevem as interações mútuas entre processos moleculares e
celulares dentro de um contexto de tecido estruturado, mostrou-se uma técnica
valiosa e essencial para captar corretamente a dinâmica das configurações de au-
xina na morfogênese da planta. Deste modo, foi possível descobrir o mecanismo
– o laço de refluxo – que atribui à raiz da planta o poder de gerar um máximo
de auxina de forma robusta e um gradiente de auxina que instrua o crescimento
da raiz; entender como novos máximos de concentração de auxina ao longo da
raiz, que se formam devido a alterações no nível do tecido e modificações no ta-
manho celular, geram novos órgãos; e por fim, entender como células epiteliais
comunicam-se entre si, formando polaridades complementares. Como um deno-
minador comum a todos os fenômenos aqui tratados, vimos que propriedades
macroscópicas no nível do tecido, o formato das células individuas, e gradientes
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inter- e intra-celulares estão todas intimamente ligados entre si, de maneira que
é imprescindível descrever as suas interações para descrever a morfogênese de
plantas em escalas espaciais e temporais corretas. Vale destacar que o desenvol-
vimento de uma abordagem teórica o mais próximo possível dos experimentos
foi fundamental para descobrir e entender alguns dos princípios regentes do de-
senvolvimento de plantas.
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